Ticket: # 470476 - Weight Watchers
Date: 8/15/2015 12:56:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I have tried to unsubscribe from Weight Watchers emails for the last year and a half. I "opt out" using their opt out link every single time, and they continue to send me emails. I called and spoke to a representative who said that because "Corporate" can't contact local Weight Watchers offices, there is nothing they can do to take me off the "local" list. I find this hard to believe. In any event, he told me there was no way to opt out of these emails than going back to the physical location of the meeting. I have since moved away from St. Paul, where the meeting location is, and it would be inconvenient for me to do this in person. There is no phone number for this location, even though it is a free standing Weight Watchers store. I called back when I continued to receive emails, and the representative I spoke to said "he would take care of it." I have continued to receive emails. This has been going on for over two years. I have no doubt others are experiencing the same frustration. I have attached a sample of the emails I have been receiving.
Ticket: # 470885 - FCC
Date: 8/15/2015 7:13:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Carson City, Nevada 89705
Company Complaining About: Carol Swanson

Description
My Facebook Messenger was hacked and were soliciting my contacts for a "Federal Grant" scam. One person responded and we got their phone number: [redacted]. When I contacted them to see if it was a "spoofed" number, they solicited me for the same scam.
Ticket: # 471107 - Spokeo Opt Out of information displayed on there website
Date: 8/16/2015 2:15:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Winston Salem, North Carolina 27127
Company Complaining About: Spokeo

Description
On August 8, 2015 I sent an email to Spokeo to Opt Out from their website and they replied that it would take 72 hours to remove my information. Well it is still on their website. I sent another email August 16, 2015 requesting to Opt Out. Not sure why it is taking them so long to remove my information, when actually speaking I never gave them permission to sell my personal information. Please advise.
Ticket: # 471268 - text message harrassment
Date: 8/16/2015 12:13:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Greencastle, Pennsylvania 17225
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I receive many text messages in spanish with the following: I get several in a day with the numbers after fb.com change but the message is the same asking me to confirm my account.
Description
First of all, vocal consent should NEVER be permitted for text messages. The problem with your policy is that people change cell phone numbers and never giving consent still receive text messages for someone who may or may not have given consent in the past. However, as the new PURCHASER and CONSUMER of this cell phone number, I do not want to receive these texts and they must stop. I need to know how to make this happen.
Ticket: # 471341 - My internet and cable services

Date: 8/16/2015 1:35:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Jonesboro, Georgia 30236
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My complaint is for the large inconvenience and inconsistent misinformation given to me by Comcast customer services workers. From the time I placed my call for service in June to the actually time that it was provided and working over a month late, I have made cost less calls to Comcast, technical support, customer service and customer solutions department. I had two appointments were techs didn't show up too. Representatives that didn't set up the appointments correctly. The whole point for me needing the services were due to needing to work from home, I have a infant child! Finally when the services were provided the weren't set up correctly the package and bundle was quoted to me for 49.99 for BLAST internet and 140 channels of cable, including modem rental due to all the inconvenience. That was not done when I called this was not done nor was it documented on the account that this would take place. I was told that the representative couldn't have told me that and that's just that and if i wanted to end my service and go to another provided it would be understood. I still continued to reach out and discuss with a supervisor and a customer service representative said they account could be looked into which we be a process that they would review the calls and that would take three days and someone would call me from their resolutions team. This was two weeks ago, no call has been made to me. All the precious time I spent calling, waiting on hold being told one thing and another and even a few representative hanging up on me and some having dropped calls and not even calling back to follow up. Only to be on the phone to have to repeat the same scenario for help is disappointing. I am absolutely disappointed in my treatment from Comcast at this point.
Ticket: # 471414 - Unsubscribe link doesn't work on the following site
Smarthome@email.smarthome.com
Date: 8/16/2015 3:17:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have made numerous attempts to unsubscribe to Smarthome@email.smarthome.com without success as the unsubscribe link does not respond. I have attempted to reply to the emails send and they always come back. In addition, I have contacted this company and assured that I would be unsubscribed but continue to get emails from them. Please help!
Ticket: # 471431 - Unwanted emails
Date: 8/16/2015 3:39:46 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Florida 33576
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
I have contacted HSN at least a dozen times in the last year and a half to have my email removed from the mailing list. Each time they tell me to give it 72 hours to clear the system. This has not happen yet again. The last call was Aug 10 2015 regarding he mailings from July 3 through August 10 which resulted in 89 mailings. From that date to present I have received another 38 mailings. I informed them during the last call if it didn't stop, the next communication would be to the [b]. Hopefully you will have better success dealing with this issue. It has to STOP!
Ticket: # 471575 - Unwanted text messages
Date: 8/16/2015 6:32:40 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78247
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I've been getting unsolicited text messages to my cell phone. Here is one of them...
From (b) (6) HURRY UP! TODAY ONLY!
🎊🎊🎊🎊🎊
😎
RayBan & Oakley 😎
🔱 Sunglasses Outlets 🔱

🎉 All Sales 88% OFF 🎉
🌟 New Arrivals!! 🌟

⏰ SHOP NOW ⏰

Free Shipping over $110
◆◆◆◆◆
◆ Unconditional ◆
◆ 60-Day Return ◆
◆ and ◆
◆ Exchange ◆
◆◆◆◆◆

Each time the sender uses a different address. Each time I set up a block on my cell phone. My phone number is (b) (6) (AT&T). Can you stop them?
Ticket: # 471595 - Serious continual threats, stalking, forcefully causing Employees to almost get raped and forced to do illegal powered Hood drugs, which we hate. Thes

Date: 8/16/2015 6:50:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 54494
Company Complaining About: Some From Face Book/yahoo/

Description
This is a complaint concerning Our Several Businesses, that are Expanding together, yet in One building, which has in the past, also been a residence, yet that itself has cased no harm. We are people desiring to live in high standards, yet have had issues, severely, so terribly that we could bearly operat aou business many , many times with Gazillions of eye witnesses, we have been attacked over, and over by hood merbers from all over, with no help from authorities to back us up, they would remove criminals that were repeat offenders and sentenced to life many times, and they would be back out and over at our business in 15 minutes, a half an hour or so. These are serious offenders that we can have eye witnesses and people that have documentation to their credibility to send you letters that are stamped and certified. My Wife has been so mis treated by theses people and we have names and they have been seen and harassed by many people at this same time, and they to are pressing charges. These people are Hood people, from Arizona many and they use large amounts of illegal drugs and force and try to force many to take heoine, cocaine, crack, and then they force theses ladies to use this stuff in their veins. Theses hoods are from Wisconsin too. We want them stopped and removed so we can live in safety and peace and see these people go away. TThese People's names are, and we have reported them to police and FBI.: From Arizona Exprisomer,

From Arizona Ex Prisoner, is a very respectable lady, she Writes Bestselling Published books, is well known by Hillary Clinton, and has Lived in the Gazillions with Me, for so Long. Theses other people are: , From Arizona, Please keep this information top secret and classified. WE have hage problems with these people coming right into our business/home while hours are maked for business only by appointment only, and no tress passing, and they are there all day and night long, we have security camera alarm systems, o. well, And , Arizona, a person from Arizona and Wisconsin, We have had constant contact and threats with our Daughters which work with us on a constant basis and get harassed by theses same people that cause us problems, they never go away, even though We call the police constantly,, they say they are going to kill us. These People say that are going to do the same to to me, and I give glory to for or every thing. They refuse to even vacate our premises after we close. We have free rights in this country, as Wiccans, ourselves, we can practice the religion that we believe in, for the free will of all. We live by Harm None, and BELIEVE in the GODDESS.
Ticket: # 471597 - Privacy, Security Issues Pertaining to Cellular Device and Online Accounts

Date: 8/16/2015 6:50:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Holladay, Utah 84124
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

I heard my cell phone ringing, the phone screen showed my brother was calling my phone and his phone number appeared with the name of the saved contact information. Upon answering the phone call I discovered it was NOT my brother, but was in fact an ex-boyfriend of mine who has a criminal history with Identity Theft, Fraud and other relating crimes.

Date of Call: 08/15/2015
Time of Call: 10:00 pm

Additionally, I have had other strange cell phone, personal email and Facebook account(s) activity since the phone call, ie: specific persons telling me they received messages from my Facebook account when in fact I did not send any messages and have NO record of any messages being sent, but can in fact see in the recent account activity section of Facebook that my account was in use during the time of said message(s) apparently being composed.

I have looked at the recent cell phone, email and Facebook account activity and have confirmed multiple strange and unidentifiable log ins, account usages etc.

Please contact me using the below information:

[b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6)

Thank you.
Ticket: # 471654 - deceptive practices
Date: 8/16/2015 8:13:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, North Carolina 28034
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
www.youtuve.com has a v instead of a b, when you mistype website locks your screen and makes you think you have a virus. Worse, when you type youtube again your browser cached youtuve instead and you get it again. You then have a number which i called that asked to take over my computer, it is a toll free number where you end up talking to a person asking this information. i do not know if this site uploaded anything or not. The company said they were in florida.
Ticket: # 471695 - Xfinity Comcast Online Ordering
Date: 8/16/2015 9:24:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I went online to order Internet Plus Service that they are offering for new customers. Once I got to the option to complete my personal information I was asked to enter my date of birth and SSN#. If you choose not to enter a SSN# they want to charge $100 deposit and option to show your ID to a tech. When entering your SSN# the system will tell you it's wrong regardless if you enter the right or wrong number. Once you speak with a rep they will try to setup service for a higher amount. Then they insist on running your SSN# only to tell you that you have to go to the store and show ID and will not give you the option to show a technician. I feel this defeats the purpose of online convenience and Xfinity Comcast way of collecting additional fees before starting service.
Ticket: # 471718 - Refusal to Unsubscribe
Date: 8/16/2015 9:57:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have unsubscribed at least three times, and received unsubscribe confirmations, from BBI Media and still receive their newsletters. I have both e-mailed them about this and notified them via social media without a response from the company. I am following the unsubscribe instructions but several months after first unsubscribing I am still receiving newsletter/marketing e-mails.

All I want is to stop receiving e-mails from this organization. I'm not trying to get anyone in trouble.
Ticket: # 471735 - SMS VoIP scam texts
Date: 8/16/2015 10:23:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Topeka, Kansas 66601
Company Complaining About: Cricket

Description
Cricket does not block spam from unwanted senders. No opt out. I didn’t request contact from anyone for Loans! This is a scam & they use multiple numbers. They use a name that is not mine! Cricket phones do not block unwanted texts either. 7726 doesn’t work on Cricket. These numbers have sent scam texts to my do not call cell phone. (b) (6) [redacted]. I believe that the same person is harassing my privacy rights using these and other numbers. Cricket does not offer blocking for unwanted texts. I have filed complaints on White Pages, to inform & warn others. Please require cell providers to help block numbers permanently! Thank you.
Ticket: # 471823 - Consistent Email spam
Date: 8/17/2015 2:55:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Cave Creek, Arizona 85331
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
The company Credit Sesame has been consistently sending my spam credit emails through out the past few months. I have tried several times using the "unsubscribe" link they provide in their emails to opt out of their mailing list. Each time I will follow the process resulting in a screen that notifies me that I am successfully unsubscribed but then they will continue sending me another email about a month or two later. Credit Sesame is obviously not honoring my opt out requests and is going against the US CAN-SPAM act. Thank you.
Ticket: # 471899 - Unwanted email
Date: 8/17/2015 9:19:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Milford, New Hampshire 03055
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
For several years, I attended a conference known as PrezCon. After I stopped attending, I asked to be removed from their mailing list, which sends out emails at least once a month, sometimes more often. It has never had an opt out link within the email - you have to email back and wait. Almost two years ago, I asked to be removed and got no response other than more emails. After posting a public message to the organizer ( (b) (6) ) he replied that he was sorry, too busy, too many names to manage, etc but would get my name removed. A short time later I got another email and threatened to report him to ( (b) (6) ) and he relented, finally getting my name removed and him promising that I would be removed "forever". Link:

Fast forward to several months ago - I find myself getting these unwanted emails again. Mr. Thompson STILL fails to provide an opt out link at the bottom of his emails despite my suggestion that he do so. I again post a public message asking to be removed, reminding him of my numerous other requests . I also post a link to the Can Spam Act, suggesting he allow easier opt outs and perhaps find a better way to manage his email list. He deletes the public message, and emails me privately.

I am sorry that the system put you back into our e-mail list. I personally removed it today. If you get anymore please e-mail me the e-mail address and I will remove it asap. We just upgrade the site and I guess your e-mail was embedded in the achieved files. Now do me a favor and stop being so dramatic on ConSim. We are Gamer's here and I have responded to your request as soon as I saw your comments.

Today, I get yet ANOTHER email. It is clear to me that ( (b) (6) ) has no methodology in maintaining his email list; furthermore I am beginning to consider these repeated emails harassment. Perhaps contact from the ( (b) ) will convince him that the "drama" is in fact him breaking the law.

His email address is ( (b) (6) ).

His phone # is ( (b) (6) ).

I've attached a PDF of his most recent email that I received.
Ticket: # 471904 - Internet SPAM

Date: 8/17/2015 9:25:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Falls Church, Virginia 22041
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Continue to receive SPAM from email: (b) (6) also identified as (b) (6) | San Francisco, CA 94107
Have requested removal of email mailing list for over 6 weeks. Messages come via a variety of name, but with the same email address
Ticket: # 472126 - prankdial app  
Date: 8/17/2015 11:03:43 AM  
City/State/Zip: Moorhead, Minnesota 56560  
Company Complaining About: Prankdial

Description
On August 2, 2015 we received a very threatening and scary phone call claiming we had smashed someone's vehicle and left a note with our name and phone number. This person also threatened to "smash my face". We traced the phone number to Itasca Co MN, which is a couple hours from here. We did contact the police who called the number on our caller ID. This person denied involvement. Later, when we called this person to verify their information and try to figure out how their phone number showed up on our caller ID. This person was rude and hostile. The voice sounded like the person who had made the call. This person's location was 30 miles away from a resort where one of my husbands daughters was working for the summer so we assumed she put this person up to placing the phone call. But, when my husband confronted her about this call this weekend, she denied it and dragged her mother into this situation. Meanwhile, my husbands other daughter is claiming she made this prank phone call using a friends phone. She said she used the app prankdial. We find it incredible that she randomly selected a phone number that just happened to be 30 miles away from where her sister works. We contacted this prankdial via email, explained the situation, and requested verification as to the origination of this prank some can find out which one of our daughters is telling the truth. This company responded by stating we would need to send them a supena! We are not suing our daughters, but we wish we could shut down this company for providing bored kids with a tool to scare and harass others. We are foster parents and we had young children with us when this phone call was received. We were scared for our safety and the safety of these kids. After talking with the police, we then realized this had to be a prank. But this was AFTER we called the phone number which had appeared on our phone and got that person angry. We don't understand how these apps and apps where people can mask their caller ID are legal. We request your assistance in gaining the cooperation from this company to obtain the documentation we asked for. We are trying to handle this situation within our family.
Ticket: # 472301 - complaining against American Solar Phone # 1-302-777-4589

Date: 8/17/2015 11:55:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Stockton, California 95209-1504
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This company begins calling at 7:25 AM some days they call 4 or 5 times, the number comes up as Delaware, often no one is there. I have asked when someone was there to be taken off of their list, to no avail. This morning the caller was [redacted], they refuse to give out their number, I finally captured it on my phone. They are persist with the wonderful government program they are offering. They will hang up on you when you push them for information rather than answering my questions. How do we rid ourselves of this nuisance invasion of our home? I have no complaint against ATT, this is not an internet issue, but I could not figure out how to submit my request without filling in the following information.

Thank you for your assistance with this annoying issue, [redacted]
Ticket: # 472364 - Chrysler UConnect
Date: 8/17/2015 12:13:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Norge, Virginia 23127
Company Complaining About: Chrysler Uconnect

Description
Chrysler UConnect will not allow wireless access and electronic access to UConnect to the new owners of the Jeep Grand Cherokee unless the previous owners allow it. Our vehicle was purchased through a Jeep dealership and we have the title and registration. The previous owners can control the vehicle through the access that Chrysler is allowing. They fixed the software issue that allowed the Jeep vehicles to be hacked into but they will not prevent previous vehicle owners from doing the same. This is very dangerous and a security concern. Please have Chrysler change their policy to allow new owners access to UConnect once verified they own the vehicle instead of being at the mercy of previous owners who could actually control the vehicle with access they still have. Chrysler headquarters and UConnect have been uncooperative. The address is [Redacted]. Phone [Redacted].
Ticket: # 472501 - SPAM Complaint for TheLadders.com - Violation of CAN-SPAM Act
Date: 8/17/2015 12:53:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Palm Beach, Florida 33480
Company Complaining About: (b) (6) 

Description
I have tried to unsubscribe to (b) (6) multiple times and still receive email. They won't stop and there is not a way to unsubscribe in their email or on their website.
Ticket: # 472616 - attempt to defraud -  
Date: 8/17/2015 1:29:18 PM  
City/State/Zip: Duluth, Minnesota 55805  
Company Complaining About: Godaddy Llc

Description
I received email - regarding my account with GoDaddy - web service provider - which on speaking with godady appears to be a fraudulent - meaning it was not sent out by godaddy - yet does appear to be from them ... I am very concerned about this matter -

I spoke to one of your specialists - who refered me to contact the FTC - on this which I will do.

I would appreciate your attention to this matter - however, as I feel it is disruptive to communication technology " generally ".

Note that this is not a complaint about godaddy - per say -other than my curiosity about their responsibility they do have in the in attempting to solve or resolve this issue.

Thanks - sincerely,

(b) (6) -

original email attached.
Ticket: # 472730 - spam text
Date: 8/17/2015 2:05:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
received an unwanted commercial text from (b) (6)
Ticket: # 472930 - Att using of hard pull credit checks

Date: 8/17/2015 2:57:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60626
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I contacted Att in June for internet service to start in July. I moniter my credit- and received notice that there had been an inquiry- and that that one inquiry had dropped my credit score by 7 points. It was a hard pull inquiry from Att.
I did not authorise a hard pull inquiry from them- and no other internet company had ever done this- not even my new landlord or any other services I had set up. I contacted Att for an explaination of why a hard pull instead of a soft pull -and that it was not authorised by me. No explaination except that thats what they do. I wrote a letter of complaint and had it sent certified mail to the address given by Equifax who monitors my credit. That was on August 4th. The address is a po box- and it still sits there-as of today- not picked up.
Why are they allowed to do hard pull credit checks for internet service? Why are they allowed to affect my credit rating in a negative way- while I pay for their service?
Ticket: # 472993 - Stolen email
Date: 8/17/2015 3:10:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Flint, Michigan 48502
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I received an email from 2 different places on the same day in regards to refunds be credited to my account. The 1 email is there and the other is not. I spoke with both places on the same day and they both sent emails the same day which was August 13th but the 1 email is missing. My internet provider is At&T and I also use WiFi when I am at home which is Comcast but that provider is in the name of my step father [b] (6) and his wife [b] (6) .
Ticket: # 473056 - internet scam

Date: 8/17/2015 3:27:39 PM

City/State/Zip: Maywood, Illinois 60153-1437

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
A person with a male voice calls on my home telephone each time I use my computer, insisting that my computer has a virus and he needs access to my computer so he can fix the problem.
Ticket: # 473287 - Fake MS certified techs  SPAM

Date: 8/17/2015 4:29:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Concord, California 94519
Company Complaining About: Astound Broadband (wave)

Description
I'm getting many phone calls and popups for the above, sounds like from india. Had 2 calls from [b] (6) that I ignored a popup for that number. Other numbers on popups are: [b] (6) & [b] (6) & [b] (6) & [b] (6) & [b] (6) & [b] (6) & [b] (6). I may have included a couple numbers that I listed in an earlier complaint.

[b] (6)
Ticket: # 473553 - Domestic Terror campaign underway by TASC Inc & (b) (6) via satellite

Date: 8/17/2015 5:50:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32803
Company Complaining About: Tasc Inc

Description
Call TASC Inc. at (b) (6) and ask them why they are using their satellite for illegal surveillance and harassment of American citizens and veterans. Program headed by (b) (6) & TASC's X-band satellite pulse transmission check coordinates 28° 34' 031 N / 81° 21' 933 W - current domestic terrorism campaign being carried out by (b) (6) and TASC Inc.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 473556 - Threatening demand letter
Date: 8/17/2015 5:53:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Dania Beach, Florida 33004
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Received a letter from ACS. Inc. e-mail: [b] [6] stating that I owed them over $800 resulting from an unpaid cash loan in Sept. 2013. A phone number was listed so I called it. Spoke to a gentleman at this number [b] [6] ) and gave him my email address only. He quickly confirmed my identity as well as last four of my SS#. He told my that I had an unpaid payday loan from ACE cash dating from Sept. 2013. I told him I would check my bank account for that period as I did not remember making such a loan. I check my statement and found no such loan. This is the same company that called me last week with verbal threats. They now follow up with this demand letter.
I do not [b] [6] this money.
Thank you for your help
Ticket: # 473561 - Harassment
Date: 8/17/2015 5:55:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Sanford, Florida 32771
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I wrongfully terminated from AT&T while I were employed I was constantly harassed and tormented by my reporting supervisor. Upon my last day the supervisor was made aware that I did not want or have any personal belongings that I will like to personally get or mailed to me. I made it clear I did not want anything sent to me. I am still being harassed with items being mailed to my door along with customers personal information. Enclosed is a copy of the letter that was sent to [b] (6) direct supervisor.
Ticket: # 473579 - CAN-SPAM

Date: 8/17/2015 6:02:45 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10018
Company Complaining About: Bac For Women

Description
BAC for Women, Buffalo NY
Solicitation via email after requesting to unsubscribe several times. I've requested to be removed from mailing lists for years. Against CAN-SPAM.

Latest email asking me /promoting a free trial membership:

from: [b] [6]
to: [b] [6]

Bac For Women Colvin
[b] [6]
Tonawanda, NY 14150-7156
[b] [6]
Ticket: # 473733 - Mediacom Cable refuses to do their job.

Date: 8/17/2015 6:54:53 PM

City/State/Zip: Albany, Georgia 31705

Company Complaining About: Mediacom

Description

I work for Apple Inc. I work from home and need to access my company's VPN. Mediacom refused to open the necessary ports (80) or enable IPSEC pass through due to not being able to monitor my data usage. I spent several days going back and forth with mediacom each time I asked for a tier 2 tech or a supervised I was told that they did not have access to supervisors or higher tiers. When I asked if they could conference call Apple I was hung up on. Moments ago I called and the tech to me that unblocking the port and enabling the pass through was possible, but he could not walk me through the set up. When I asked if he could do it himself he said that he would not. I asked for a supervisor and got the same response. My job is at stake and this has been an issue for over a week. I've lost time in training. Prior to my issues with tech support mediacom refused me service because they did not want to walk through the trees in my backyard. When I had the trees removed they complained that they could not access the pole yet when I filed a complaint with the BBB they had no problem access my backyard. They are horrible and unprofessional and don't care about their customers at all. My livelihood is at stake here but that doesn't seem to be a concern. Maybe I should send them a bill with the cost of raising 3 children on 1 salary.
Ticket: # 473864 - Collection company texting
Date: 8/17/2015 7:53:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Portage, Michigan 49002
Company Complaining About: Litigation Services

Description
A collection company has been texting me requesting that some one other than myself call them in regards to a collection. The text message states (minus the full last name for their privacy):

[b] (6) contact [b] (6) with Litigation Services regarding a legal matter. Reference #028378. Phone [b] (8) . Fax 3[b] (6) .

Upon requesting who this was they replied that it was an automated service and to call the office, in which they give the phone number that sent the text.
Ticket: # 473960 - Text Spam
Date: 8/17/2015 8:37:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60601
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I'm receiving text spam from "pilsenfest". This was received from [redacted] and [redacted]. I did not opt into this list nor does it give me an option to opt out.
Ticket: # 474122 - text message
Date: 8/17/2015 10:07:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Ludington, Michigan 49431
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have received a text message from the phone number [REDACTED] with a url. The url is [REDACTED]. This is a hyperlink to a website called hot or not. I have given no permissions to allow my private mobile number to be released. I am just curious about the legality of this procedure. According to the guidelines listed, I do believe I am in the right. Thank you.
Ticket: # 474318 - FBI on my yahoo account

Date: 8/18/2015 2:52:05 AM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92029
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Hello, I am having trouble with the FBI being on my yahoo email account. They should not be able to have access to my account.
Ticket: # 474324 - Spam email
Date: 8/18/2015 3:44:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Mill Creek, Washington 98012
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I get 20-30 spam emails per day from [redacted]. since they are from a large variety of sources I have to unsubscribe from each source even though the sender email address is the same. Afkily is clearly flouting the law by making the recipient unsubscribe from every subject.
Description
I received an email from someone calling themselves Hon Obiri Uyi Esq, saying he was trying to find heirs of my father because he had $5.4 million. I know it is a scam. Thought you should know. [b] [b] is his email address.
Facebook has locked my account and wants proof of my identity. I am using my legal name (b) (6) and designated farm page. They are requiring copies of government issued ID or credit card, bank statements, school ID, mail or other sensitive information. This is in direct violation of the privacy act as I have never been warned by Facebook. They have my cell #, date of birth and location already. Giving them any other "proof" could lead to identity theft. They are retaining private property in the form of my copyrighted pictures.
Ticket: # 474657 - unsolicited messages from Actavatv (actava.tv)

Date: 8/18/2015 11:11:54 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10004
Company Complaining About: Actavatv (actava.tv)

Description
Hello,

Some, long time ago (more than 2 years back), I've tried their IP TV service and decided to NOT continue. I've diligently unsubscribed and asked them to NEVER send me any messages. And it, during long time, was so. But about 6 months back they have started bombarding my e-mail address with their "proposals".

Their messages do NOT have "unsubscribe" link nor they have any instructions at all on how to remove my address from their mailing list.

I've asked them (by replying to and by sending my messages to different addresses within their organization - asking them to stop spamming my address - to no reaction from while continuing receiving different proposals from their service.

In my last reply - a few days back I wrote that I'll submit a complaint to you (b) unless they stop sending messages to my address.

I've attached below a sample of message I sent to them asking to stop their proposals. Please note that a part of that message was written in Russian (Latin characters) and the same text then is written in English - for whomever on their side processes messages - could read and understand them.

Please have them (b) remove my e-mail address from their recipients list.
Please help me - those messages are very annoying and distracting.

Thank you very much,
Ticket: # 474664 - continual receipt of email solicitations
Date: 8/18/2015 11:15:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Parma Hts., Ohio 44130
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Despite numerous attempts to unsubscribe via the link provided, I am receiving 6-8 duplicate emails per day from the following address:

(b) (6)
I SEND FACEBOOK VIA EMAIL EVERYDAY. AND EVERYDAY AND OR BLOCK MY EMAIL...TODAY IT MAYBE THE TWO GENTLEMAN DRIVING AT&T VEHICLES: 1) TAG NUMBER...VECHICLE...MISSOURI...TAG NUMBER...VECHICLE...THE SAME OFFICER RESPONDED TO MY SUSPICION OF RAPE...AT ST.MARY'S...DO THESE STRANGE THINGS TO PEOPLE WHO ARE HOMELESS. I NEEDED TO GET IT ON CAMERA WHA W.B. WOODBERRY WAS DOING...THANK YOU DCM...SEE STORY BELOW WHY POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD GET MORE PAY...UNDERSTANDING THE LEVIATHANS...OF AMERICANS...BE AFRICAN...CHINESE...LATINO...RUSSIAN IS A LOT BY ITSELF...THEN THEY HAVE TO BE PHOTOGRAPHERS...AWARE OF THE LAWS CHANGING...LET YOUR OFFICERS KNOW BY SEEING THAT OUR COUNTY EXECUTIVE...BUDGETS OUTSTANDING...CONDUCT AND SERVICE TO ITS CONSTITUENTS...THANK YOU POLICE...

THURSDAY I RECEIVED IN THE MAIL MY VERDICT ON THE TRESPASSING CHARGES

FILE ON ME AT UNIVERSITY WHILE TRYING TO APPLY FOR ADMISSIONS FOR FALL 2014. WHERE I WAS GIVEN A WARNING AND EXPLAINED TO HIM THAT I HAD BEEN GIVEN ACCESS BY THE UNIVERSITY STAFF TO USE THE LIBRARY COMPUTERS AT THE LIBRARY. WHILE LOOKING UP SCHOLASHIPS ON THE COMPUTER I RECEIVED A WARNING WHICH MEANS ONE THESE CHUCH PASTORS WAS TRAFFICKING ME....MY GUESS...DETECTIVE OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT.

AFTE EXPLAINING TO THE OFFICER WHAT I WAS DOING, I HAD TO GO BACK AND GET A BOOK THAT LISTED THE ADDRESSES OF SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATIONS TO SUBMIT MY TRANSCRIPTS TO, WHICH IS WHERE I WAS WHEN I GO ARRESTED.
THIS THE TRIAL I PLEAD GUILTY TO...THE OFFICER INDICATED HE SAW ME WITH CLOTHES IS THE REASON WHY. I SAID MY CLOTHES ARE SITTING IN THE BACK RIGHT NOW...AM I TRESPASSING.

THE JUDGE'S FINAL OUTCOME WAS NOT GUILTY. TO GOD BE THE GLORY.

FRIDAY...
I SUBMITTED A REQUEST FOR RESTITUTION OF RE-PAYMENT DUE INELIGIBILITY TO WORK OR APPLY FOR ADMISSION TO ANY OTHER SCHOOL. UPON DOING SO AN OFFICER PLACED A NOTE IN THE HANDS OF THE COUNTY MUNICIPAL TO BLOCK MY REQUEST. I DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING. AS I HAD ALREADY FORSAW HER ATTITUDE AS SHE TRIED TO SNATCH PAPERS OUT OF MY HANDS WHILE TRYING TO DIG FURTHER FOR INFORMATION OF WHY I NEEDED TO SEE THE CUNTY MUNICIPAL OFFICE.

SUNDAY...
I WENT TO TO EAT AS USUAL WHEN I FELT THE NEED TO MAKE A REPORT AT BESTBUY OF BEING FOLLOWED BY A TAN CADILLAC WITH THE TAG NUMBER. WHEN I GOT TO BESTBUY I SAW IT WAS SWAMPED AND DECIDED TO TAKE MY BAGS TO THE STAIRWELL TO BE OUT OF SIGHT OF THEIR CUSTOMERS. THE SIGN INDICATED EMERGENCY EXIT ONLY...I TURNED TO GO INTO BEST BUY WITH THE BAGS AND SAW 3 VOODOO WITCHDOCTORS...AND TURNED QUICKLY TO GO BACK INTO THE EMERGENCY FOR I FELT THE HEX AND RECOGNIZED...SO THEN I WENT TO COME OUT AND THE SECURITY OFFICER MET ME AT THE DOOR AND ASKED ME TO LEAVE THE PROPERTY AND I ASKED ARE YOU A TRAFFICKER. AND SHE WOULDN'T ANSWER. I THEN BEGIN TO EXPLAIN TO HER ABOUT IT BEING A FELONY TO TRAFFICK IN MISSOURI...SHE SAID YOU TELL THAT TO EVERYBODY...I SAID PLEASE CALL THE POLICE...AND BRENTWOOD CAME AND DID A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION. I WAS READY TO TAKE THIS TRIAL...BUT THE OFFICER A WARNING. AND ASKED THAT I NOT COME BACK TO THE PROPERTY. I AGREED MY WORK WAS DONE...I AM SURE THERE WILL BE FURTHER INVESTIGATION AS THESE VOODOO WITCHDOCTORS CONTINUE THEIR COURSE...REMEMBER TO ARREST THEM INSTEAD...SEE BELOW LINK....I PRAY ALL CORPORATE GIVING TO UNITED WAY BE DENIED AND ALL SHELTERS BE CLOSED...
Ticket: # 474714 - SENDING COMPLAINT TO TROUBLESHOOT GOOGLE
Date: 8/18/2015 11:33:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I AM TRYING TO SEND THIS LINK VIA EMAIL ...AND IT FAILS...WHEN REPORTING THE FAILURE TO GOOGLE FEEDBACK...ATTACHED IS THE ERROR...AT&T HAS BLOCKED MY GATEWAY CONNECTION...POSSIBLY THE PERSONS DOING THIS ARE THESE TWO GENTLEMEN...DRIVING AT&T ...TRUCK NUMBER... OR MISSOURI TAG NUMBER...TRUCK NUMBER... PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR PRESENCE AT ...DID THEY ACCESS THE COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER...IF SO, DID THEY SEE A OR ...OR SPEAK WITH A GENTLEMAN WHOSE LAST NAME IS AND SHIELD NUMBER IS ...DO THEY KNOW WHO THIS SECURITY OFFICER IS....DID THEIR PRESENCE ENTAIL ANY DENYING OF ACCESS TO ANY GATEWAY AT LIBRARY.
Ticket: # 474741 - Unwanted/Unsubscribed Emails From Essence Festival

Date: 8/18/2015 11:42:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Driftwood, Texas 78619
Company Complaining About: Essence Festival, Essence Magazine/ Essence Communications

Description
I have Unsubscribed to Essence Festival numerous times but I keep getting unwanted emails from:

Please assist in getting this stopped.
I want the emails to cease being delivered to both my email addresses of:

and
Description

DISPATCHING THOSE TO INTERCEPT EMAIL BY COORDINATING WITH
.., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ..., (b) (6) ...
- LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF AND ...MIDCOUNTY IS LOCATED AT AND ...
...YOU HAVE AN EMPLOYEE WHO WORKS FOR (b) (6), ...WHO HAS A BOOK WRITTEN BY SOMEONE WHO IS KIN TO HER...CIRCLE UNBROKEN BY ...IT IS ABOUT A FAMILY BEING KILLED...(b) (6)... SEEMS TO BE USING THE COMMUNICATION LINES TO TRAP PEOPLE'S EMAIL SO THEY CAN BE TRAPPED FROM SEEKING EMPLOYMENT TO JUSTIFY KILLING THEM...(b) (6)... ALSO A (b) (6) EMPLOYEE IS DOING THE SAME THING AS IS MARRIED TO MY EX-HUSBAND...(b) (6)... WHO IS RCDD AND HIS MOTHER MAY HAVE RAPED HIM ENOUGH WHERE THEY HAVE INFILTRATED THE GATEWAYS BETWEEN ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY, MO WHERE HIS AUNT (b) (6); UNCLE (b) (6); AUNT (b) (6) AND COUSIN (b) (6) ARE HUMAN TRAFFICKERS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...
Ticket: # 474763 - Unwanted emails from Essence Festival
Date: 8/18/2015 11:49:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Driftwood, Texas 78619
Company Complaining About: Essence/essence Festival/essence Communications/essence Magazine

Description
I have Unsubscribed to Essence Festival numerous times but I keep getting unwanted emails from:

Please assist in getting this stopped.
I want the emails to cease being delivered to both my email addresses of: and

and
Description
I signed up on \[ \text{(b) (6)} \] last year and decided it wasn't for me. I have submitted the unsubscribe criteria at least a dozen times. I have emailed them and asked them to remove my profile. Yet, my profile is still up and I am still getting emails. I warned them I would complain to you folks if the emails didn't stop and they haven't. I hope you can. Thanks in advance for your help.
Ticket: # 474812 - phishing

Date: 8/18/2015 11:58:59 AM

City/State/Zip: Naples, Florida 34114

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I received an email with "Chase" as the sender and "New Message about your account". This opened to what looked like Chase Banks' website. But after continuing, the questions that were being asked did not seem right. ss#, Name, date of birth, acct.# etc. so I called Chase and they had not sent out any email to me and suggested I report it and change my card. I am doing that. Thanks GJA
Ticket: # 474873 - Olive Garden harassing emails

Date: 8/18/2015 12:17:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Bellevue, Nebraska 68005
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Three month I have been getting unwanted emails from Olive Garden (OG). I have unsubscribed now four times and it did not work. I emailed two complaints to OG and finally got a response from Guest Relations. Now the past month I get unwanted emails from both OG and Guest Relations. Two complaints were given to the BBB. I feel like I am being harassed by Olive Garden/Darden Restaurant, Inc.
Ticket: # 475237 - Comcast NBC FISA NSA Surveillance

Date: 8/18/2015 2:20:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Pueblo, Colorado 81001
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My account has been retrieved by the United States National Security Agency. I believe my data and personal information has been brokered and used maliciously for a series of illicit acts such as: Theft of Intellectual Property and Criminal Intent to Harm
Ticket: # 475338 - Refusal to honor opt-out requests
Date: 8/18/2015 2:46:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Monica, California 90405-4519
Company Complaining About: Hanes.com

Description
Hanes, the apparel company, has sent me email messages every day since I made a purchase through their website. After more than 20 opt-outs (following the link in each mail), I continue to get them.
Ticket: # 475516 - FAILED OUTBOUND ON [Redacted]
Date: 8/18/2015 3:33:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description:
WHEN SEND BULK GROUPS OF 50 FROM CONTACTS...AT YAHOO ACCOUNT...IT FAILS...SEE IF GATEWAY AGAIN IS BLOCKED BY UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN...AT&T ON...OR WHAT USED TO BE AND ITS DATA CENTER TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT OF THE BUILDING...OR LIBRARIAN -WHO TRAFFICKS HOMELESS WHEN LOOKING FOR JOBS ONLINE...SHE IS LOCATED ON...
Ticket: # 476011 - OUTBOUND EMAIL FAILURE...GATEWAY CLOSED AT&T

Date: 8/18/2015 5:22:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

**Description**
TRYING TO SEND THIS LINK VIA BULK MAIL GOOGLE ACCOUNT SEE ATTACHED...ERROR FROM EMAIL... CONTACTS... AND IT FAILS LINK

...
Ticket: # 476096 - fraudulent dealings on website
Date: 8/18/2015 5:49:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring Lake, Michigan 49456
Company Complaining About: Kindle Support

Description
Was having trouble registering a new Kindle. Was at my sister's and did not have my computer. My sister pulled up a site called Kindle support. They listed a phone number, which I called. They said someone had tried to purchase $12,000 worth of cell phones in my name through Amazon, that my access to Amazon was corrupted and they could fix it for several hundred dollars. Contacted Amazon when I got home. No activity on my account since December. They canceled the credit cards I had listed with them and changed my password.
Ticket: # 476193 - PIRATING PEOPLE'S INFORMATION SENT EMAIL NOT BY
...
Date: 8/18/2015 6:21:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
EMAIL INFILTRATED BY AND AT&T. SEE ATTACHED
Ticket: # 476240 - Spam from OmniMail Marketing

Date: 8/18/2015 6:34:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Edison, New Jersey 08820
Company Complaining About: Omnimail Marketing

Description
When I updated to Windows 10, I received an onslaught a spam in Outlook from OmniMail Marketing, Laquna Niguel CA 92677. When to try to unsubscribe, you are clicking on text that a not linked in 2 different places.
Ticket: # 476272 - Stalking, hurrasments, abuse, help us.
Date: 8/18/2015 6:47:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Wisconsin Rapidis, Wisconsin 54494
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
We have been invaded in our Business seriously. We have posted no trespassing signs, and these people are there before and after our working hours. They hurrass, stalk, threaten, and way worse. They are ciminals and offenders, Here are their Names: [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], and [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b], [b] (6) [b]. Many are from Arizona, Wisconsin, and California.
Ticket: # 476338 - Spotify Will Not Stop Spamming Me
Date: 8/18/2015 7:12:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22307-1671
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I have hit the unsubscribe button *and* modified my Spotify profile multiple times, and submitted contact form requests but they will not stop spamming me @ (b) (6)
Ticket: # 476567 - Internet and telephone fraud
Date: 8/18/2015 9:10:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Kihei, Hawaii 96753
Company Complaining About: Hawaiian Telcom

Description

Legal Matter Charlene Doby. Case No#KWS/108737
You replied on 8/18/2015 5:08 PM.

Arrest_Warrant.pdf

101 KB
Date: 18th August 2015
Legal Matter: Financial fraud case.

Attorney# [b] (6)
Number [b] (6)

Due Amount of: - 685.33
This is to inform you, that you are going to be legally prosecuted in the Court House within a couple of days. Your S.S.N is put on hold by the U.S Federal Government, so before the case if filed we would like to notify you about this matter.

It seems apparent that you have chosen to ignore all our efforts to contact you in order to resolve your case with the Bureau of Defaulters. At this point you have made your intentions clear and have left us no choice but to protect our interest in this matter. Now this means a few things for you, if you are under any state probation or payroll we need you to inform your manager/Concerned HR department about what you have done in the past and what would be the consequences once the case has been downloaded and executed in your name (b)(6).

Now, FTC is pressing charges against you regarding 3 serious allegation:

1. Violation of federal banking regulation act 1983 (C)
2. willful Misrepresentation of Information.
3. Theft by deception (ACT 21 A)

If we do not hear from you within couple of hours of the date on this letter, we will be compelled to seek legal representation from our company Attorney. We re-serve the right to commence litigation for intent to commit wire fraud under the pretence of refusing to repay a total outstanding amount committed to, by use of the internet. In addition we re-serve the right to seek recovery for the balance due, as well as legal fees and any court cost incurred.

WE CARRY ALL THE RIGHTS RE-SERVED TO INFORM TO FBI, FTC YOUR EMPLOYER AND BANK ABOUT FRAUD.

And once you are found guilty in the court house, then you have to breathe entire cost of this lawsuit which totals to excluding amount you borrow, attorney's fee & the interest charges. You have the right to hire an attorney. If you don't have or can't afford one then the court will appoint one for you.

For OIC (Offer in Compromise) Give us a call back as soon as possible and make sure carry your case number (b)(6) with you.

Attorney# (b)(6)
Number (b)(6)
Ticket: # 476842 - IMPORTANT HACKER
Date: 8/19/2015 1:52:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Jersey City, New Jersey 07304
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I found someone who has admitted to hackings on Social Medias such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram. And hacking services such as Netflix etc.
Ticket: # 476856 - Scam Emails  
Date: 8/19/2015 3:14:43 AM  
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75287  
Company Complaining About: AT&T  

Description  
The following is a copy of the emails that I receive on a regular basis. I have called these people several times and they have yet to cease sending me these ridiculous emails. Will you please look into this? There is no way to know how many people have fallen prey to this scam. Here is the address where this came from:

Find Your Warrant Copy :-  
Attorney :-
Number :-

NAME :-  
CASE FILE :-
SSN :-
Bureau of Defaulters Agency - FTC Incorporation.

This is to inform you, that you are going to be legally prosecuted in the Court House within a couple of days. Your SSN is put on hold by the US Federal Government, so before the case is filed we would like to notify you about this matter. It seems apparent that you have chosen to ignore all our efforts to contact you in order to resolve your debt with the Bureau of Defaulters Agency. At this point you have made your intentions clear and have left us no choice but to protect our interest in this matter. Now this means a few things for you, if you are under any state probation or payroll we need you to inform your manager/Concerned HR department about what you have done in the past and what would be the consequences once the case has been downloaded and executed in your name.

Now, FTC is pressing charges against you regarding 3 serious allegation:  
1. Violation of federal banking regulation act 1983 (C)  
2. Collateral check fraud  
3. Theft by deception (ACC ACT 21A)  

If we do not hear from you within 48 hours of the date on this letter, we will be compelled to seek legal representation from our company Attorney. We reserve the right to commence litigation for intent to commit wire fraud under the pretense of refusing to repay a debt committed to, by use of the internet. In addition we reserve the right to seek recovery for the balance due, as well as legal fees and any court cost incurred.

WE CARRY ALL THE RIGHTS RESERVED TO INFORM TO FBI, FTC, AND HOME LAND SECURITY, YOUR EMPLOYER AND BANK ABOUT FRAUD. And once you are found guilty in the court house, then you have to bear the entire cost of this lawsuit which totals to $13,271.15, excluding loan amount, attorney's fee & the interest charges. You have the right to hire an attorney. If you don't have/can't afford one then the court will appoint one for you.
Ticket: # 476951 - FreedomPop Internet hacking
Date: 8/19/2015 8:24:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
Company Complaining About: Freedompop

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 477055 - Hacked out and locked out on online banking -" pay accounts ."

Date: 8/19/2015 9:19:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Bradenton, Florida 34205-8045
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Can not retrieve my accounts to be paid.
I had online security but was hacked.
junked computer and purchased a new one.
This one has better security but am still
locked out of accounts.
Ticket: # 477348 - unwanted text message
Date: 8/19/2015 11:15:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Cowansville, American Samoa 96799
Company Complaining About: Videotron

Description
being harassed from always new phone numbers but always from same website they keep offering quick cash scam at web address: [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) from last couple days were from numbers: [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) and [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) and [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) and [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6)
Ticket: # 477491 - Abusive, CyberStalking, Harassing emails and instant messages
Date: 8/19/2015 12:03:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Cloud, Florida 34771
Company Complaining About: [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) And [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6)

Description
I have received several abusive, cyberstalking, harassing emails and instant messages from these users:
[b] (6)
[b] (6)
[b] (6)

I have attached the items I have received via use of internet.

Please advice as to what actions I need to take to report this abusive behavior.
Ticket: # 477616 - unsolicited texts to new cell phone number
Date: 8/19/2015 12:43:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Pembroke Pines, Florida 33028
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
been receiving a lot of unsolicited text messages to my new cell phone # [redacted]. Source of these text messages comes from 326-651-XX where XX stands for last 2 digits that change (clearly autodialer). How do I make these stop.. my phone does not give option to block, just delete..
Ticket: # 477968 - Spam
Date: 8/19/2015 2:15:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Mcminnville, Oregon 97128
Company Complaining About: Webmaster.

Description
No opt out. Spam
_____________________________________________________________________________

Ticket: # 477982 - Victim of Phishing E-Mail

Date: 8/19/2015 2:20:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Fremont, California 94555
Company Complaining About: Comcast
_____________________________________________________________________________

Description
What help can I receive from anyone to have this problem resolved. Please see e-mail dialogs for
detail. Thanks
Regards,
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: Wed, Aug 19, 2015 at 9:11 AM
Subject: Re: Phishing Message
To:
Thanks, YK for the message. Yes, this is a continued phishing activities by this Sonoma Beach. My
son gave me a heads-up 5 minutes before I received your message. The key is the "Subject" line.
I've been asking my friends to delete any message in the "Subject" line saying "from
because I never and will never fill out the "Subject" line like that. Looking at the address list, it was
from my stolen AOL e-mail address book 3 years ago. Regards, the Buddhahead
On Wed, Aug 19, 2015 at 9:02 AM, (b) (6)
wrote:
Max,
Was this really from you?
I added "HACKED???" in subject above. I don't want to open link below to catch a virus.
Looks like your email box hacked or someone is using your name.
Was this from GSA mail box?
----- Original Message ----From:
To:(b) (6)

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2015 8:24 PM
Subject: from: (b) (6)
Hi!
How are you? (b) (6)


Ticket: # 478010 - caloriecount.com

Date: 8/19/2015 2:26:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Taylorsville, Utah 84129
Company Complaining About: Caloriecount.com

Description
I opted out of emails on their website 3 times in one day, each time the result was even more duplicate emails in my inbox. I tried to mark them as spam, but somehow they don't register as such. I finally deleted my account and profile from the site, with the result that I can no longer contact them directly, but I have been getting an average of 1 email from them every 2 hours for the last 2 days. I have screenshot proof.
Ticket: # 478091 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING CONTINUES
Date: 8/19/2015 2:58:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
AT&T...VEHICLE PARKED AT AGAIN CENTRAL...SEE BELOW...
I WENT TO SCHNUCKS YESTERDAY TO PURCHASE SOUP TO EAT AND A MEMBER OF THE
SAINT LOUIS COUNTY ADMINISTRATION FOLLOWED ME. APPARENTLY FOUND OUT THAT I
GOT A PLASTIC CUP FREE THAT I ASKED ABOUT. AND APPARENTS CHESTERFIELD HAS
SEQUESTRERED ALL BUSINESS TO HARRASS AND STALK THEIR TARGETS FOR
PROSTITUTION...SO HE USED MY ASKING FOR PLASTIC CONTAINER
TO FIX MY SOUP TO GO MY DAUGHTER MYKIA'S HOME, BY BILL GRAY WITH A GUN AND
TAKE AND PLACE UNDER ARREST AS IF SHE HAD DONE SOMETHING WRONG. INSTEAD
THEY DO PSALM 2...AN RAPE HER..."ROD OF IRON" BEING MISUSED AS THE MEN'S
GENTIALS PART FOR PROSTITUTION FOR AND
IN CLAYTON MISSOURI SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER. I STAY NEAR THE JUSTICE BECAUSE
APPARENTLY BISHOP OF METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER HAS
FORCED INTO THE JAIL CELLS WHEN JEZEBELS NEED TO MAKE MONEY AND PAY THEIR
BILLS. BY FORCING HER TO HAVE SEX WITH MEN FOR MONEY NOT PAID TO HER BUT TO

... OF CHESTERFIELD POLICE,

OF BURLINGTON COAT

FACTORY...SECURITY GUARD OF TWIN SECURITY,

PIERCING THE VEIL IS

OF OKLAHOMA...KIDNAPPERS AND

HAVE KIDNAPPED MY SONS AND

DAUGHTER...

...I JUST SAW THE SAME AT&T VEHICLE PARKED ON CENTRAL AVE AT
SHAW...WERE THEY RAPE... AT THE JUSTICE CENTER...INVESTIGATE PURPOSE OF
MISSOURI TAG...TRUCK... LT. AND DETECTIVE AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING...PLEASE INVESTIGATE CHESTERFIELD POLICE AND
HUMAN TRAFFICKING ACCORDING TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 . AND ASK THEM WHY DO
I KEEP WAKING UP WITH WHITE STUFF SUCH AS DRY SALINE ON MY LEGS...
Ticket: # 478159 - Repeated email spam from same company
Date: 8/19/2015 3:27:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22304
Company Complaining About: Hotwire

Description
I have been receiving emails from Hotwire at least 3 times per week for 2 months, despite the fact that I have clicked "unsubscribe" at least 5 times over the past 2 months.
Ticket: # 478543 - Centurylink Spam
Date: 8/19/2015 5:13:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80209
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
For the last several months Centurylink has continued to send me e-mail solicitations notwithstanding the fact that I "unsubscribe" every time I receive an e-mail from them.
Ticket: # 478597 - unwanted prerecorded calls to mobile phone
Date: 8/19/2015 5:30:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Glencoe, Illinois 60022
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
I received an unwanted prerecorded phone call to my mobile phone offering a prepared loan of some kind. The call was received at 12:13 p.m. Central Daylight Time from [redacted]. I have not had a previous relationship with the caller and did not consent to the call or request any information from them.
Ticket: # 478727 - Norton security
Date: 8/19/2015 6:12:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Port St. Lucie, Florida 34952
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Got a call from someone named "(b) " calling from (b) (6) said he was being paid by google to install new Norton Security in my computer, I told him I have Norton with Comcast Xfinity and my PC was OK just had it to Best Buy for windows update and Norton was fine. he was very persistence and wanted to install new Norton would not let him into my PC finally hung up. I called Comcast and spoke to someone in security and was told it was a scam.
Ticket: # 478982 - Ticketmaster Spam, Opt Out does not work

Date: 8/19/2015 7:58:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Scottsdale, Arizona 85262
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticketmaster constantly sends me emails about their promotions. While their emails have an "opt out" feature, I still continue to get their emails very frequently, after "opting out" for many, many months. I have even tried to contact ticketmaster, but received no reply regarding why I am not removed from their emails.
Ticket: # 479421 - constant spam on email.
Date: 8/20/2015 7:51:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Fort Wayne, Indiana 46805
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
Dating, ED ads, psychics, new tires which I don't need any of these items and there are many more. I am a 65-year-old female. Want it to stop. Don't need a transmission either.
Ticket: # 479438 - Centurylink intentionally interrupting VOIP call with dialtones to force purchase of Century link phone line.

Date: 8/20/2015 8:29:56 AM  
City/State/Zip: Ocala, Florida 34472  
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
CenturyLink, is intentionally using dialtones to interrupt conversations during internet VOIP calls in order to force the purchase of Centurylink phone service.
Ticket: # 479490 - Unwanted email
Date: 8/20/2015 9:27:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Good Morning,
I hope this email finds you well. I am receiving unwanted emails from Karen Reed, email address [b] (6) [b]. I have called and left two voicemails requesting to be removed from all emails. I have also responded directly to her. I continue to receive emails. I'm not sure what else to do. I appreciate your help.
Thank You,
[b] (6)
Ticket: # 479572 - Unauthorized use of email from phone app to spam my entire email list

Date: 8/20/2015 10:15:18 AM
City/State/Zip: 851 W Phillips Blvd, California 91766
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I have friends contacting me that the android phone app, Contactive, has been spamming my entire contact list starting 08/19/2015 in the evening Pacific Standard Time. I have never authorized the app to send out emails on my behalf, they have unauthorized use of my email address, and my friends are being annoyed by the app.

Here is a screenshot of what the email looks like.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 479644 - Comcast Cable Survey - Mozilla Firefox

Date: 8/20/2015 10:41:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144
Company Complaining About: [redacted]

Description
Pops up whenever I open browser. Claims free gift and then asks for credit card. No way to opt out. Says website is [redacted]so went there to opt out. No website there. Comcast says they are not affiliated with site.
Ticket: # 479785 - RESPONSE TO AT&T REGARDING FCC COMPLAINT

Date: 8/20/2015 11:27:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

Ms. Swain,

My children and career have been abducted by several people in your company, namely: my former supervisor [REDACTED] as I served as a contractor through The Judge Group who have partnered with Detective [REDACTED] and Chesterfield Police Department that I am a prostitute and

my kids are prostitutes via [REDACTED] and [REDACTED]...inclined by your employee [REDACTED], whom I knew a former member of First Baptist Church of Chesterfield. I emailed [REDACTED] upon the DMT meeting our M9 deadline September 2, 2007, which I notified him shortly after seeking employment opportunities. Shortly after that email, I suddenly lost my job just a few days following the earthquake which hit: Indiana, Iowa, Illinois, Missouri. I am assuming [REDACTED] caused my job to fail and to force me into prostitution which is common to Illinois...but in the state of Missouri it is called Human Trafficking which is a felony according Missouri House Bill 214. I have been unable to work successfully since then. I have had [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], and [REDACTED] send trucks to my home at [REDACTED], 63368. They would sit there and then place a cable shaped into a noose on the facilities box of the neighbor in front...So now they seemed to have taken my denial to become a prostitute into my daughter, [REDACTED], and [REDACTED] with the help of [REDACTED], which was invoked also upon my calling her just as I had called [REDACTED], they seemed to have contacted [REDACTED] to put things in order with [REDACTED], my recruiter at the Judge Group who blocks and traps my email for [REDACTED]. Your AT&T trucks have been seen twice in Clayton. and I sought the [REDACTED] help to see if they are prostituting my kids in the Saint Louis County Justice Center or the Larry Rice Shelter or the Chesterfield Police Dept. namely Detective [REDACTED] Lt. [REDACTED], Officer [REDACTED]. The trucks in question were reported to the [REDACTED] with tag number and truck number in seeking their purpose here in Clayton
Ticket: # 479815 - DENIAL BY RCCD, AND AT&T TO REPLY TO

Date: 8/20/2015 11:32:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
A LETTER CAME FOR A ..I COULD NOT REPLY PLEASE INVESTIGATE GATEWAY CONNECTION FOR GOOGLE ACCOUNT ...SEE ATTACHED
Ticket: # 479904 - spam text messages
Date: 8/20/2015 12:01:14 PM
City/State/Zip: York, Pennsylvania 17403
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I keep receiving spam texts on my phone, despite requests to stop. They are about "student loan debt relief"
Ticket: # 480069 - wireless security cameras being jammed

Date: 8/20/2015 12:54:05 PM

City/State/Zip: Denver, Pennsylvania 17517

Company Complaining About: Blue Ridge

Description
We had problems with our home and property being vandalized. We had wireless security cameras installed through ADT. We still are having issues with vandalism. A security adviser told us our cameras are being jammed.
Description
This company is sending unsolicited email (spam) without providing and unsubscribe feature. I had to make several calls to the corporate office and was hung up on several times before finally connecting with their legal office and explaining the illegality of their action. They simply referred me to their tech people and seem unconcerned with the fact that they are breaking the law.
Ticket: # 480273 - Phishing?
Date: 8/20/2015 1:42:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Richardson, Texas 75082
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I think I fell into a phishing trap; assistance possible? I was in a hurry and faxed payroll info from email and don't have any record of sent info. Could i have just sent someone my Banking info because I was in hurry?
Ticket: # 480389 - spam
Date: 8/20/2015 2:12:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Lynbrook, New York 11563
Company Complaining About: Alliance Health 9 Exchange Pl.,#200,salt Lake City,ut,84111

Description
not able to unsubscribe--keep getting spam from alliance health many times a week for months--Alliance Health (b) (6) ,Salt lake City,UT.84111
Description

This is the second email I've received from someone claiming to be "[b] [6](b) [6](b) [6](b) [6]". The message states the following (my complaint is against "[b] [6](b) [6](b) [6](b) [6]" not Northland Cable - had to enter Northland Cable because it was a required field):

ATTN: Sir/Madam.

RE: TRANSFER OF $35.700,000.00 Thirty Five million seven hundred thousand United State Dollars. I want to transfer to out $35,700,000.00 Thirty Five million seven hundred thousand Dollars from employers (Reliance Bank) I am seeking for a reliable and honest person who will be capable and fit to provide either an existing bank account or set up a new Bank account immediately to receive this fund, even an empty account can serve this purpose, or you help to seek an honest and reliable businessman who can assist us.

I am [b] [6](b) [6](b) [6](b) [6]. An accountant and auditor, During the course of our auditing I discovered a floating fund in a domiciliary account opened in the bank in 2006 and since 2015 nobody has operated on this account. After going through some old files in the records I discovered that the owner of the account who is a foreigner died without any traceable next of kin hence the dormant nature of the account and if I do not remit this money out urgently it will be re-channeled into the bank's reserve.

I suggest we start the first transfer with twenty million Dollars [20,000,000.00] And upon the successful transfer of the first 20 million without hitches or disappointment from you, I shall re-apply for the remittance of the balance of the fund to your nominated account. I am only contacting you as a foreigner because this money cannot be approved for a local account here and I am not supposed to be in possession of such amount of dollars, but the fund can only be approved to any foreigner or into a foreign account.

I suggest we meet face to face to get acquainted, as the fund in question is a large one before we commence with transfer.

I need your full co-operation to make this work fine, As i will use my office to see that the transaction is hitch free and I will destroy all documents relating the transaction once we conclude the transaction. On the conclusion of this business, You will be given 15% of the total amount, 80% will be for me, while 5% will be for expenses both parties might have incurred during the process of this transaction.

I look forward to your earliest reply through my personal email: [b] [6] [b] [6](b) [6](b) [6].

Best regard,
Ticket: # 480706 - CAN SPAM Violation
Date: 8/20/2015 3:38:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Sf, California 94110
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I recently received an unsolicited junk email from KramTutors, which is attached below. The email has my name, and appears personalized, but I have had no interaction with them, and the appear to be scraping campus directories and generating email lists to send these mails.
Ticket: # 481049 - Complaint
Date: 8/20/2015 5:08:07 PM
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94110
Company Complaining About: [REDACTED]

Description
Hello,

I would like to file a formal complaint against the company [REDACTED]. I have unsubscribed from their emails multiple times as well as emailing them directly to ask them to remove me from their mailing list, and they continue to contact me with promotional messages using new email addresses. I also believe they may have given away my email address to a brand they partnered with, but I don't have any proof.

Thanks,

[REDACTED]
Description
I keep getting calls from [b] (6) stating my identity was stolen and i am going to be charged with criminal activity and served at my place of employment or home. When looking on the internet this is a common message from someone trying to get more personal information. They wont stop. Calls back to number either lead to full voicemail or put on hold forever. Please make this stop
Ticket: # 481223 - RE-DIRECTS BY HACKING METRO

Date: 8/20/2015 6:13:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE ATTACHED AS RESULT OF TRYING TO ADVERTISE CHIMICHANGA MEXICAN RESTAURANT...METRO TRANSIT STL HACKING HAVE A HIDDEN SCRIPTED RE-DIRECT TO AMPLIFIED DIGITAL PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND HER CONNECTION WITH RGA AND HAVING JUDGE OF SAINT LOUIS COUNTY HAVING ARRESTED AS WELL AS MY KIDS...SHE HAS A MENTAL PROBLEM...I THOUGHT HE WAS DEAD...BUT NOW IT SEEMS TO BE SOME KIND OF CONNECTION WITH HER AND AND REFRIGERATORS AND
Ticket: # 481344 - Dental implant
Date: 8/20/2015 6:55:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Hialeah, Florida 33012
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This email is spam and I try unsuscriber for long time and nothing the
<body>
<center><br /></center><address><strong><font color="#008080" face="Perpetua Titling
MT" size="6"><a href="(b) (6)<font color="#808080" face="Rockwell">You May Still Qualify for Dental
Implants..</a></font></strong></address><br />
</font></center>
</font></a></font>
</font></a>
</font></a>
</font></font>
</font></strong></font></address><br />
<img
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
<b>title="" alt="" target="_self" />
&</b>;</map></center>
</img>

<b>src="(b) (6)
height="1" width="10""></body></html>
Ticket: # 481346 - Re: Comcast Internet
Date: 8/20/2015 6:56:08 PM  
City/State/Zip: Bellingham, Washington 98228  
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
This ticket is being created because ticket 297585 was inadvertently closed so that the rebuttal response can be attached.
Dear Commissioner,

I am writing to file a complaint against the Petaluma, California Independent School District, because they have issued an iPad to every student for use both in school and at home despite not having a working Internet filter. For over a week, the district has been forcing the teachers to require the students to use their iPads and access the Internet in class despite the lack of a working Internet filter.

Indeed, while on my son's school campus using his school-issued iPad and using the school's wi-fi, I was able to retrieve the attached pornographic images by searching for "naked woman" in the Google search bar and then clicking on the "Images" tab. The images retrieved are not only of naked women, but of naked people having graphic sexual intercourse.

The school district has locked down the iPads, preventing parents from installing or using their own parental controls on the iPads' Internet browsers when used at home.

Unfortunately, this is not my first encounter with problems like this in the Petaluma School District. The district's Internet filter has suffered repeated break-downs over the past two years, negatively impacting my oldest son who was able to view pornography on campus at his elementary school and later at his junior high school.

Thank you for your cooperation in addressing this problem immediately.

Sincerely,

[Redacted Information]
Ticket: # 481398 - software support/malware protection/Internet sales
Date: 8/20/2015 7:21:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Chantilly, Virginia 20152-1934
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
What we thought was tech support turned into misleading, invasive exercise followed by aggressive malware protection sales. Difficulty downloading Microsoft Office took us to a tech support site that misinformed (said we had Trojan on our wifi!), took control of our computer, asked how we use the computer (e.g., online banking), didn't solve our problem, and tried to sell and aggressively upsell virus protection at a cost of $1200. We hung up and called back to complain, was disconnected : you call [b] (6) [b] (6) The person I talked to said his name was [b] (6) [b] (6) and he said he would fix everything. Then the phone disconnected.
Ticket: # 481489 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 8/20/2015 8:12:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
ABDUCTED BY ATTORNEY'S HACKING MY EMAIL SUCH AS, WHO ALSO INTERVIEWED ME FOR A JOB AT EMERSON, WHERE I LEARNED ABOUT THE REFRIGERATORS THE RGA AND AND USE TO HIDE THE PEOPLE THEY KILL TO GET A LIFE INSURANCE POLICY CASED IN VIA RGA AND POWERS INSURANCE GROUP. I WAS ON FACEBOOK TRYING TO GET MY DAUGHTER'S ADDRESS CONFIRMED BY MY SON...WHEN I WAS ABducted. THESE ATTORNEYS AND PASTORS SURVEILLANCE MY EMAIL...SUCH AS,

PASTORS ALSO SUCH AS:
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD 63017; BISHOP AND THE METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER - 63118; CHURCH ON THE ROCK IN ST. PETERS' 63368; 63017/63005; 63146/63141; TEXAS; TEXAS; NORTH CAROLINA; TEXAS; MASON, OHIO; ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL; , CHESTERFIELD, MO; COACH AND BIOMEDICAL SOLUTIONS-63141/63146; BRADFORD AND GALT; MILSTADT,IL; IN BALLWIN-63011; CHESTERFIELD???: COURTS DIRECTOR, JUDGE; JUDGE (HUMAN TRAFFICKING JUDGES OF MISSOURI); CHESTERFIELD POLICE...OFFICER ; DETECTIVE; LT.

/ (POLICE - HUMAN TRAFFICKERS) THESE PEOPLE AR HUMAN TRAFFICKERS OF SAINT LOUIS..WHOM HAVE ABDUCTED MY KIDS...AND STOLEN MY CHECKS AND I.D..BIRTH CERTIFICATE... , SR-EX-HUSBAND; AND HER FATHER RETIRED METRO EMPLOYEE.

ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS; - AT&T; WHO PIERCE THE VEIL OF AND FOR PSYCHICS WHO MODIFIED MY PROFILE FOR MISSOURI EMPLOYMENT SERVICES TO INDICATE THAT I NEVER PAID AN OVERPAYMENT AND BISHOP HADY MY UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS DENIED THROUGH AS I VISITED METRO FOR A SHORT TIME. I
NEVER SPOKE WITH HIM NOR TO HIM EXCEPT THROUGH WRITTEN COMMUNICATION. HE IS A MASTER WITCH AND DID ORCHESTRATE MY KIDS KIDNAPPING AND RAPE AND HAS DONE SO FOR SO LONG...ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL IS LOSING STUDENTS...DISAPPEARING...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...TITUS 1:1,11,16...MAN IN 63118; RESIDENTS OF 63118; VOODOO WITCHDOCTOR WITH THE SUIT AND HAT ON 70 GRAND BUS.....INVESTIGATE ??? OF MONSANTO AND OF MONSANTO...FOR ANY WHEREABOUT OF OR
I have been receiving email from a mailing list and it includes no address or opt-out. I have responded to the sender with a link to: [95993] and they insist they are in compliance, but I don't believe they are.
Ticket: #481695 - re: privacy information

Date: 8/20/2015 10:14:02 PM

City/State/Zip: El Cajon, California 92021

Company Complaining About: Intelius

Description
Requested name entry be removed however the website requires a fax of privacy information such as drivers license, pay stub, etc. This is ridiculous! Opt out should be available without risking further invasion of privacy. Contact me by email only.

Thank you.
Ticket: # 481726 - Unwanted Telemarketing Calls Begin when Security Alarm Receives Signal That Someone Has Likely Left Premises Yet Alarm Does Not Function Properly

Date: 8/20/2015 10:45:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Walnut, California 91789
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
Unwanted Telemarketing Calls Begin when Security Alarm Receives Signal That Someone Has Likely Left Premises Yet Alarm Does Not Function Properly When Activated. Reported several times to alarm company and several times technician has been sent out to test alarm system. Alarm system depends on wireless signal - may be sent through Verizon or Charter Communications or other carrier.
Ticket: # 481961 - Fake website for profit
Date: 8/21/2015 9:06:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Macon, Georgia 31216
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Received an advertisement for Rayban. Obviously fake. Returns address is (b) (6) All others I chcked come up fake. No domain. If this is the wrong complaint site for this, kindly forward it to proper department. Thanks
Ticket: # 482022 - Unwanted Emails
Date: 8/21/2015 9:53:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
Company Complaining About: Oriental Trading Company

Description
I have been receiving emails from Oriental Trading Company. They claim that I have a promotional eCertificate. I have done nothing to receive this certificate. I have repeatedly emailed their customer service department to have me removed from this email. I have had to contact them directly because this email does not have an unsubscribe button which allows me to unsubscribe or opt-out from this email. I have been receiving these emails for over one year.
Ticket: # 482368 - CONTINUED INFILTRATION OF RE-DIRECT

Date: 8/21/2015 12:04:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE ATTACHED WHEN TRYING TO SHOWCASE...CHIMICHANGAS...IT IS RE-DIRECTED..TO AMPLIFIED...
Ticket: # 482513 - I got MORE spam from Comcast AFTER Comcast supposedly resolved the same FCC complaint earlier this week!!!!

Date: 8/21/2015 12:54:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Bellevue, Washington 98005
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I had shared with you both unending marketing from Comcast on my PRIVATE e-mail address (which they swear they don't have or use...but I got another such unwanted e-mail from them again TODAY!)...so NOTHING is resolved IN SPITE OF COMCAST'S assurances and promises earlier this week!!!!!!! No explanation from Comcast was satisfying yet today's newest unwanted e-mail shows they persist in spamming me after NUMEROUS requests to stop. I've cut/pasted the Comcast e-mail I received again today.
Ticket: # 482691 - Repetitive unwanted email
Date: 8/21/2015 1:36:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Traverse City, Michigan 49685
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I have requested to be taken off the list over 10 days ago and they still are sending multiple emails daily.
Ticket: # 482783 - phone scam
Date: 8/21/2015 2:04:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Syracuse, New York 13215
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I was contacted a few minutes ago by a man named "Clayton" who informed me that he was from microsoft and wanted to know how many computers I had connected to the internet. When I refused to answer the question, he informed me that "Microsoft" had detected 8 computers currently running on their system and that it appeared as though someone had hacked into my wireless (which is heavily password protected). When I asked for a name, phone number and badge number he said that he was from "fix by geek." The phone number he called from was (b) (6) . I told him that I would check him out, and when I Googled the phone number, I got several posts on the Better Business bureau website, indicating that this was, indeed, a common scam. Is there anything I can do about this, other than contacting your agency? My telephone is an unlisted number, and I am currently registered on the national "Do Not Call registry, by the way.
Ticket: # 482956 - someone claiming to be a microsoft rep told my husband they could protect our computer for $250.

Date: 8/21/2015 2:53:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbia, South Carolina 29223
Company Complaining About: Trumserve Inc  442-0312949

Description
the incident occurred on 7-15-2015, and charged $250 to a credit card. since then, they have called repeatedly claiming the need to refund the $250, because they are "going out of business", and need access to our computer to do that. We also received an email that appeared to be from our credit card company, asking for verification of account info, as well as SS #s. we phone the CC company(Chase), and they confirmed it did not come from them. We have received numerous phone calls, asking for access to our computer so we can fill out a refund request. the phone#s attached to these requests are (b) (6) and (b) (6), supposedly the supervisor.
Ticket: # 482965 - BECU text scam
Date: 8/21/2015 2:57:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Everett, Washington 98203
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Mass text to call BECU at [redacted] from [redacted].
Ticket: # 483021 - unwanted text messages

**Date:** 8/21/2015 3:27:46 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Dixon, Illinois 61021  
**Company Complaining About:** Unknown - Scam

---

**Description**

***Not sure why I am filing a complaint against my phone service when I want to file a complaint about an unwanted text message***

I received a text message from [b] (6) [b] stating "Dear [b] (6) [b] It’s possible to get what u wanted based on the data submitted [b] (6) [b]

This message was received on my phone on August 20, 2015.
Ticket: # 483216 - Internet Warning Mssg
Date: 8/21/2015 4:42:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Jamaica, New York 11432
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
On internet site to read about Social Security COLA and message came up stating to call that it was Microsoft Security and my pc was infected. It also sent message over pc speaker. I knew it was not Microsoft but called because I knew I wanted to report it and they immediately wanted my security information. Sounded like it could be overseas nonsense. I did not give any information and hung up. But it did cause my pc to lock up and had to go to task manager to clear. Not sure if I chose correct issue below
I have been a Comcast customer for many years, both internet and TV. On 10/14/14 I contacted a Comcast customer representative about my service. I did not ask him to do anything that would require him to look into my credit history. I just found out that on the day I talked with him, a hard credit inquiry was made from a Sacramento Comcast center. I wrote Comcast and sent them a copy of my credit report. I have not heard from them yet.

I would like to have Comcast publicly apologize for this misuse of my privacy, clear my credit history of their intrusiveness and send me a letter of explanation.

Attached are copies of the letter I sent Comcast and a copy of my credit report showing Comcast with their address and date of inquiry.
Ticket: # 483539 - Complaint about unsolicited text spam
Date: 8/21/2015 7:14:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062
Company Complaining About: (b) (6)

Description
I received an unsolicited text spam message of a commercial nature from (b) (6). The message solicited the services of a real estate agent to sell my home. See attached image.
Ticket: # 483734 - Unsolicited Text
Date: 8/21/2015 9:29:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11228
Company Complaining About: Digicel Online Top-up

Description
On 8/21/15 I received an unsolicited text from Digicel Online TopUP-Haiti Digicel stating the following:

"Thank you. Your international Top UP for TOP-UP Haiti-Digicel-PINLESS BALANCE successfully recharged."

I don't deal with any parties in Haiti, this text is of concern because I didn't request this service and am worried about my cell phone personal information being compromised.
Ticket: # 483764 - unwanted email harassment

Date: 8/21/2015 10:18:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89110
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I asked to unsubscribe to at&t email and they have done the opposite and keep emailing me. When I asked them not to.
Ticket: # 484043 - Unwanted text
Date: 8/22/2015 10:59:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Unwanted text from number (6) "congratulations, you are one lucky customer getting a credit to your next month bill. Details, visit (6) Obviously a scam."
Ticket: # 484089 - CONTINUED INVASION OF PRIVACY
Date: 8/22/2015 11:32:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticket: # 484097 - Low Frequency Harrassment

**Date:** 8/22/2015 11:35:41 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Virginia Beach, Virginia 23464  
**Company Complaining About:** Charter

### Description
There is an experiment being conducted by military service members on an installation which I believe is located in the DC Area to possibly include the Pentagon... I could be wrong.

These personel can manipulate a person including fellow DoD personel and their dependent minor children to commit murder just like what took place aboard the Navy Yard.

Dear Ma'am or Sir

This is a list of names associated with this program... The Funding is unknown...

- SgtMaj (b) (6) USMC (Ret)
- Col (b) (6) USMC (Ret)
- LtCol (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- LtCol (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- LtCol (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- Col (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- LtCol (b) (6) USAF (Active)
- LtCol (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- Col (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- Col (b) (6) USMC (Active)
- CMSgt (b) (6) USAF (Active)
- Mr. (b) (6) DoD Civilian

And two anonymous female civilians who choose to remain nameless...

Very Respectfully,
Ticket: # 484110 - AND HIS FAMILY OUT OF KANSAS CITY HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Date: 8/22/2015 11:43:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I WENT TO GOOGLE TO SEND MY GROUP EMAIL AND FOUND MY 1200 PERSON CONTRACT GROUP MISSING. THEN WHEN I TRY TO SEND 100 IT SAYS TOO MANY RECIPIENTS...WHICH IS NOT TRUE. I CAN SEND UP 1000 CONTACTS WHICH MEANS HE HAS USED HIS RCDD TO NARROW THE PIPE FOR LESS THROUGH PUT...AT&T AND , HIS WIFE AND , SR. SEE IF THEY KNOW WHERE MY DAUGHTER AND MY SON...WHILE ASKING MARSHALL ABOUT WHY HIS FRIEND WAS BEHEADED ON THE TRAIN TRACK WHEN I FIRST STARTED WORKING THERE WHY IS TRAFFICKING STILL CONTINUING...WITH MY KIDS AND ME?...INVESTIGATE OF AT&T AS WELL..SEE IF AN EMPLOYEE OF AT&T OR CONTRACTOR IS RELATED TO KIDNAPPER; RAPIST.
Ticket: # 484125 - INFORMATION TRAFFICKING-SEE ATTACHED
Date: 8/22/2015 11:52:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I JUST SENT AN EMAIL FROM MY GROUP IN [b] (6) EMAIL ACCOUNT...AND SEE SOMEONE ELSE'S BACKGROUND WHEN MESSAGE IS SENT. PLEASE INVESTIGATE COMPUTER [b] (6) AT [b] (6) LIBRARY IN CLAYTON MISSOURI CORNER OF [b] (6) AND [b] (6) AVENUE...INVESTIGATE [b] (6) USING FACILITIES OUT OF ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS TO DO SO...
Ticket: # 484182 - REMOTED INTO HACKER...TRAFFICKER

Date: 8/22/2015 12:13:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SOMEONE IS LOGGED INTO MY COMPUTER AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY AND IS REFORMATTING MY SO I CAN NOT SEND THIS LINK...

Date: 8/22/2015 12:50:04 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
AND HER SON JUST CONNECTED TO ME CLARVOYANTLY AND THEIR DAUGHTER [b] [6] SHOWED HERSELF TO ME WITH [b] [6] ...PLEASE INVESTIGATE... [b] [6] CONNECTION WITH [b] [6]...
Description
This club has been sending me text messages for years, I never signed up to their list, I have never been to the club, I have called at least 5 times for them to remove me, I have text them STOP numerous times and they in three occasions have told me that they had removed me but they never did. I am sick of their texts please help them stop. Thank you
Description
Please investigate (b) (6) of AT&T, Chesterfield Police Detective (b) (6)
(b) (6); Officer (b) (6), Bishop (b) (6); Metro Christian Worship Center;...or
(b) (6)...Please investigate the following for infiltration of a check for case number
(b) (6). Please see if Sheriff (b) (6) has infiltrated or had sex with (b) (6); Police
Officer with the salt and pepper hair Italian of Saint Louis County; (b) (6) had sex with (b) (6) or
has any of my information; see if (b) (6) has access to (b) (6) or (b) (6), 63146.
See if (b) (6); (b) (6) has had any access to my kids or my financial at Graybar due
to me via my ex-husband. See if (b) (6) of AT&T is trafficking laid off workers is receiving
any monies from me or if (b) (6) is...especially the above check mentioned either via (b) (6)
(b) (6) or (b) (6). Congressman (b) may have also received monies.
Ticket: # 484556 - SEE IF [REDACTED] IS HAVING SEX WITH KIDNAPPED KIDS [REDACTED], [REDACTED]
Date: 8/22/2015 4:16:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND KIDS...SEE IF [REDACTED] HAS SEEN OR HEARD FROM MY KIDS...IF SO, SEE IF HAS BEEN HAVING SEXUAL INTERCOURSE...BECAUSE OF INFORMATION STOLEN TODAY I HAVE 982 CONTACTS STOLEN FROM [REDACTED]...AGAIN RELATED TO CASE NUMBER [REDACTED] OR [REDACTED]
AT&T SEEMS TO BE TRAPPING MY EDUCATION..THIS CASE FOUND ME NOT GUILTY OF TRESPASSING ON WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY WHERE I WAS APPLYING FOR SCHOOL. AND A RESTITUTION WAS REQUESTED BY ME,, BUT MAY HAVE BEEN INFILTRATED BY [REDACTED] OR [REDACTED] OR SOMEONE FROM AT&T [REDACTED]
Ticket: # 484717 - Emails with no unsubscribe links
Date: 8/22/2015 6:14:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80923
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Received the following email addresses with no opt out links:

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 484754 - Unwanted Marketing Text Messages

Date: 8/22/2015 6:59:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Lawton, Oklahoma 73505
Company Complaining About: Freedom Fitness Of Lawton, Oklahoma

Description
Approximately two weeks ago I received a marketing text message from a local gym franchise, Freedom Fitness of Lawton, Oklahoma, 73505. The message included instructions to "reply STOP 2 stop," which I did. Yesterday, 8/21/15 I received another text message from the same vendor. Once again instructions to "reply STOP 2 stop" were included, which I did. However this time I received an immediate text message from my mobile carrier, AT&T, stating the message was undeliverable as it was an invalid number, so I attempted to do it again with the same result. My secretary also received a text message from the vendor two weeks ago, opted out, and again received a text message at the same time as I did yesterday. She too attempted to opt out again, also to no avail. I called the vendor to render a verbal complaint. They told me to reply STOP. I told them I had and my secretary had but the number was invalid so we were unable. The clerk took our numbers and said she would let her boss know. I posted a query in my Facebook page asking if anyone else had received unwanted text messages from Freedom Fitness and several of my friends stated they had and that they too had opted out earlier, but were unable to this time.
Ticket: # 484768 - SCAM Text from [redacted] [redacted]
Date: 8/22/2015 7:19:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Ny, New York 12012
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Text claimed that He has an opening for a customer service rep at Abbott company and if I am interested to contact him. Wrongly so, I responded that I will be reporting him and I never have pursued such a position, however, at least, I did not give any further information. I also reported it to verizon at 7726 which will be blocking the calls here on. I am not putting my phone number on any site any more even if you are the FED. Please email me.
Ticket: # 484972 - e-mail span
Date: 8/23/2015 7:58:44 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78221-1043
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My e-mail account being saturated with unwanted e-mails.
Ticket: # 485087 - Non Opt-Out Email
Date: 8/23/2015 12:42:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67209
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I received a piece of spam email from [b][6] I did not every opt in to this list, and the unsubscribe/update preferences link directs me to the obvious spam site catswallpaperhd.com. Ordinarily I unsubscribe from spam emails (although it doesn't seem to work, at least they have a valid looking unsubscribe site), but this is a more clear violation with no unsubscribe placebo at all.
Ticket: # 485214 - Email Scam
Date: 8/23/2015 4:07:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Pottsville, Pennsylvania 17901
Company Complaining About: No Company

Description
I received an email that is a scam. Here is the message with full headers.

X-Apparently-To: [b] (6) Sat, 22 Aug 2015 20:20:44 +0000
Return-Path: < >
Received-SPF: pass (domain of  designates 192.185.82.240 as permitted sender)
UHJpbmNpGcsIGFzc3VyYW5jZSBtYW5hZ2VyIGZvciB0aGUgSFNCQyBpbiBMb25kb24uEUEg3RhZmYgb2YgWW9rb3pvmEgY29uc3VsdGFuY3kgZmlydSBn
b3QgaW4gdG9y9G1y2ggd2oaCBBTZWsgcmVnYXJkaw5iIlHoZSB3c3RhZGUgb2Yg
U2ltZW9uIEFyYWcuIFZCBhbbiBpbnZlci3RtZW50IHBSYWNI5CB1bRciBv
dXlGymFuaYu6tYW5hZ2VtZ2V5OHVnbWUgeWVhcidzIGJhY2suIAEwAQEBAQ--
X-YMailISG: dhpM74QWLDutNPnwFprBG7V63tLCDmd_Xt5RFC32pxiu0cH
3B0BnnZJljwOj9BIXH.F3KNyu3XNN_yzb6iaDuQmd0IcWGlRNOnOyDJS_rhm
hsM5fwcmYuGQ.e4nM3RjSyoV9VA6Gc2XDi6tKppUqiBe9Zn9_Mc6HIW9Qb.M
4DQtkLDkdGh06g9OAAl1ef9yeHesperK0xEGS9i31XKjlM9.mJanG9kx
fWg_7_5HPQpdbMr3CjGYFsG3ZBhM_HMWlfT6MeBAYNBlJ90UJu9j72y
sq4xEeNNz5wlCHs2t5TEMp6fSbe2x9jT7eGRQF7w7Qm1wyU9Kmb6Uq0PAf
BkJM2gFTnvGB_Ves77L89vmtcATY7FZ5eKOdnoAZUL5xO1H0GW1L32e
juEzk576evZ2ypWlhH5sV12oi_PLF5BqSzBaw3ZdnI3x6KzexeqPHmcAyX
hL_Ppgsw828.RO.6rlN58oaP0wtpgKQwgvAb_7_cur5mCAon24pnLRLJk
zqhBUqjCyRcRdRr0RWDQDH809Oj6LPmoOvTsW2xBOXOkoFvxkQgymH90Vj2T
kk9SVAvJi23Ch1xevobDowOtM5qTTxdWwCrH2T2pcgrW2.unlFrK14ReXZI
QVYZgsJGSZxiEiWiqQwrMOFBGitOm2LpYldS71_YXmUJDqkiZedKQWu
Dn4on97xzQqAiAaZf5V01sDspVEOZcExmSCD1Y3Kw7eByLG.gVQ2ZSsfq
NIC4E3M3uxifNHR8St9e7PLazxfpxAkej7c_VMND.3yni3VdqKQKD031fuug
3DsDsadaUMll8OD_ZwGszHAV7.M8LgXqLqIOioOREW0TEkDpteBxRfJmDLkJ
n.D.w3QkBPCBPBcaKC.64QJHq.rV5RX1fzgW9H8U3D9xDmLCin3pX0011E7
ssg540Jzjsfq3SwYSTafbp3n3xUGT_mnHeqopogU5st46gCXXNdP0GRUVGz
8.Xhzd58x6znpmGAFdSQyVvaxPJB06MG4KIkvFroPnmv51eMcWprLpwpr3
0anfPzkAXn.fumf4AY8n8t5A0db1uT_6Rppi1.oJRjp0_.SfZXR0mztAjs2M
._SQ9xuASfwMsJUaeGcEeE2rVMURd07k58Gbrdpo3uAMeWlNQHDA7wmpzCj
rRlyM3kl.s.LAYx04JzK9ezUbg4HdA4WsxJbHsL37DDi4AkrZ06XFU57u
f4N0u2_xtCvwQgLusTPdrfNHET0hW7TJvdn3.T3KMN_Uha3M5DQRXKS4LKRv19
MthuDVzA_CCJQTMU_1Gah.We6EWPoEQQKLS88kP8ST79H6nNFkmJmna5_VZ
JzlCQy0AqF4_VhCB9efPLA2bTK04RKQYo5ONOZ57Uu77lk3N6njl_X.wBco
zxZFZGwxcubW1_Mhz4qCI9Q
X-Originating-IP: [192.185.82.240]
Authentication-Results: mta1041.mail.gq1.yahoo.com from=gmail.com; domainkeys=neutral (no sig);
from=gmail.com; dkim=neutral (no sig)
Received: from 127.0.0.1 (EHLO [b] (6) (192.185.82.240)
I am [REDACTED], British citizen and Principal assurance manager for the HSBC in London. A staff of Yokozona consultancy firm got in touch with me, regarding the estate of [REDACTED]. And an investment placed under our bank management some year's back. I would respectfully request that you keep the contents of this mail confidential and respect the integrity of the information you come by as a result of this mail.

I contact you independently of our investigation and no one is informed of this communication. I would like to intimate you with certain facts that I believe would be of interest to you. In 1997, the subject
came to our bank and engage in business discussions with our private banking division.

He informed us that he had a financial portfolio of 8.35 million United States dollars, which he wished to have us turn over (invest) on his behalf.

I was the officer assigned to his case, I made numerous suggestions in line with my duties as the de facto chief operations officer, and especially given the volume of funds he wished to put into our bank. We met on numerous occasions prior to any investments being placed.

I encouraged him to consider various growth funds with prime ratings. The favored route in my advice to customers is to start by assessing data on 6000 traditional stocks and bond managers and 2000 managers of alternative investments. Based on my advice we spun the money around various opportunities and made attractive margins for our first months of operation.

The accrued profit and interest stood at this point at over 10 million United States Dollars, this margin was not the full potential of the fund but he desired low risk guaranteed returns on investments. In mid 1998, he asked that the money be liquidated because he needed to make an urgent investment requiring cash payments in United Kingdom. He directed that I liquidate the funds and had it deposited with United Assets Management and securities UK (in their Securities Trading Firm).

I informed him that HSBC London would have to make special arrangements to have this done and in order not to circumvent due process, the bank would have to make a 9.5% deduction from the funds to cater for banking and statutory charges. He complained about the charges but later came around when I explained to him the complexities of the task he was asking of us. Cash movement across boarders has become especially strict since the incidents of 9/11.

I contacted my affiliate in United Kingdom and had the funds available in United Assets Management and securities. I undertook all the processes and made sure I followed his precise instructions to the letter and had the funds deposited at United Assets Management London UK. United Assets Management and securities UK is a specialist bank that accepts deposits from high net worth individuals and blue chip corporations that handle valuable products or undertake transactions that need immediate access to cash.

In Line with instructions, the money was deposited with United Assets Management Uk (in their Securities Trading Firm). Simeon Arag told me he wanted the money there as soon as he got into the United Kingdom; this was the last communication we had, this transpired around 25th February 1999. In Sept last year, we got a call from United Assets Management Uk informing us about the inactivity of that particular portfolio.

This was an astounding position as far as I was concerned. Given the fact that I managed the International private banking sector I was the only one who knew about the deposit at United Assets Management Uk and I could not understand why Simeon Arag had not come forward to claim his deposit. I made futile efforts to locate a person who his description was declared dead of AUTO ACCIDENT TRAUM
Ticket: # 485227 - GRAYBAR..IS THE COMPANY WHICH FORCED MY KIDS AND I INTO PROSTITUTION

Date: 8/23/2015 4:24:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

MAINLY [(b) (6)]...WHO IS USING THIS COMPANY TO DO WHAT THE BOOK ...CIRCLE UNBROKEN...BY [(b) (6)] WROTE...SHE IS DOING TO [(b) (6)], [(b) (6)] AND [(b) (6)] TO MAKE...REFUSING TO GIVE ME MY PENSION FROM DIVORCE FROM [(b) (6)]...26 YEARS OF SERVICE AND MARRIAGE...HE DENIED ME THE HOUSE AND THE PENSION...
Ticket: # 485248 - Microsoft Win 10 upgrade
Date: 8/23/2015 4:52:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
It is impossible for a user to prevent Win 10 from hijacking my PC to install Win 10. I can no longer get important updates because Micro Soft has installed software (unannounced) in 1000's of PC that cause Win 10 to automatically install, and there is no way to get updates without getting Win 10.
Description
Someone hacked my friend's account and then tried to get me to give them my information for "grant money owed me." They gave me their phone number: (6). Please prosecute!
Ticket: # 485282 - Comcast Business Practices on the Internet
Date: 8/23/2015 5:28:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Shepherdstown, West Virginia 25443
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I was using my iPad to read a news story when I was redirected to the Infinity Comcast website. The message kept asking for me to sign in to my account and stating that if I was not a subscriber how to purchase internet access through them. I am not a Comcast subscriber and I attempted several times to get out of the site and access normally. Comcast blocked all access through any other site with the ad. I noticed a number and called their service number and the person helped me fix the problem. Comcast's ad uses software that changed my settings without my permission or knowledge to redirect my wireless access to them. This is a deceitful sales practice using the internet and they need to be stopped because the user is not informed and less knowledgeable users may signup thinking it is necessary. It seems deceitful to surreptitiously change a user's settings to interfere with the free access to the internet with the provider they've chosen or with wifi without interference from another provider.
Ticket: # 485311 - Harassment by [b] [6] 
Date: 8/23/2015 6:13:38 PM 
City/State/Zip: Waxahachie, Texas 75167 
Company Complaining About: AT&T 

**Description**
I completed the questionnaire for [b] [6] but I felt I made a mistake and didn't pay for the service. They kept sending me notifications and followed their instructions to have these messages stopped. Now they are sending me these messages constantly and when I try to open them to find an address where I can contact them I get an error message. They blocked me from opening the messages yet they send them every day. I want this harassment by [b] [6] stopped!
Ticket: # 485685 - Spam Emails
Date: 8/24/2015 8:54:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Slc, Utah 84116
Company Complaining About: Wireless Varies On My Location

Description
I deal with over 100 Spam messages a day. I have tried unsubscribing to the emails but that does not work. Here are sample email addresses from which I got spam emails about 3 hours ago:

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 485714 - Unwanted Emails from Teleflora

Date: 8/24/2015 9:13:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Crewe, Virginia 23930
Company Complaining About: Teleflora

Description
Continue to receive several emails per week from company despite requesting removal from their email list as well as unsubscribing (which I never subscribed). The email comes from [b] (6)
Ticket: # 485772 - unwanted email solicitations
Date: 8/24/2015 9:43:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Lebanon, Tennessee 37090
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I keep getting unwanted email solicitations
Description
AT&T provided my password and SECURITY codes to someone, after contacting me! I had asked
the account be CANCELLED immediately and
AT&T refused to do so!!!!! My profile was updated for my AT&T account and the perp was trying to
get the service MOVED! He did succeed in changing the mailing address and all contact information!
this person has all of my personal information including any emails and contacts / account numbers!
that were stored in my [DELETED]. The contact information below is correct. I am
attaching a copy of my final bill that was given to me by Robert the store manager for AT&T. His
contact info is on the bill. PLEASE NOTE the billing address at the top of the bill!
Ticket: # 485916 - BLOCKED WHEN TRYING TO EMAIL HUMAN TRAFFICKING AGENCY ABOUT

Date: 8/24/2015 10:45:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
FEMALE WHO IS HEAD LIBRARIAN AT CARPENTER (LIBRARY IN THE CITY) LIBRARIAN WHO KIDNAPS KIDS OF THOSE WHO USE THEIR LIBRARY TO SEEK EMPLOYMENT AND SHE JUST BLOCKED [b] [6] AT MIDCOUNTY LIBRARY (ST. LOUIS COUNTY LIBRARY)...LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF [b] [6] AND [b] [6]...I AM NEEDING TO INFORM SOME ONE TRAFFICKING.
Ticket: # 485968 - Unwanted Spam
Date: 8/24/2015 10:57:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Mio, Michigan 48647-9636
Company Complaining About: Frontier

Description
I want to file a complaint against the following entity:
VIP Dating Network Ad-Partner,
Tucson AZ 85711

Every day of the week, I am getting at least six unwanted advertisements for sex, ranging from Big Beautiful Women to Cheating Wives to One Night Stands. I never subscribed to any of these things, and have been, up until now re-routing them to my junk folder. For the last three days, I have been using the unsubscribe button and entering my email address. I get sent to a page saying they are sorry to see me go and there is an offer for a three day pass to another site of theirs, I guess to make up for the inconvenience. The problem is that each of these offers has a different email location or person, and trying to reply only leads to a dead end, and the reply is returned as un-deliverable. All of these unwanted emails have the same place of business and address in the body of the email with the unsubscribe link.

With very few exceptions from these sites, there are 477 messages in my junk folder since July 5th, 2015.

The attachment I am submitting is the latest spam I received this morning. I included the header so that the sender can be traced, if you choose to do so. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,
[Redacted]
Ticket: # 485988 - Scam Email
Date: 8/24/2015 11:04:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Company Complaining About: Blue Ridge Internet Works

Description
Buyer of a product on Craigslist is attempting scam to buy car. The email he used is [b] (b) [b] (b)
Ticket: # 486204 - BLOCKED AGAIN BY CHESTERFIELD POLICE ASK FOR REASON PROVEN IN COURT

Date: 8/24/2015 12:12:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
CHSERFIELD POLICE MAY BE BLOCKING MY SEND AS THEY HOLD MY KIDS HOSTAGE
Short version: Whoisology.com shows my HOME ADDRESS if you search for me by email. This is a scary problem for my family as I am a CASA volunteer and have provided this email information to families not knowing that one could Google it and find my HOME ADDRESS! I have children at home. This is a very scary issue.

Backstory: in 2012 I purchased the domain chugachtax.com which was hosted via Bluehost. That domain expired in February of 2015. I did not purchase "privacy" ... I either wasn't aware I could or I wasn't aware that my home address would be so easily accessible or perhaps I just wasn't concerned at the time since I wasn't doing this type of volunteer work. Recently, I've become much more careful and have been Googling every way people might be able to locate my family (including removing bumper stickers from our vehicles that state where our child goes to school). I found a MAP to my house on another website, but was able to change the data so it no longer points to our home. And I found this listing on Whoisology.com which lists our home address. I'm in a state of panic. I've contacted them twice as well as Bluehost, twice. Whoisology will not respond. Bluehost is powerless since the data that Whoisology has posted is archived. So even if I repurchased the domain with privacy, that wouldn't eliminate the archived data. I called our family law attorney who was not up to speed on what laws may govern this type of thing. I don't need the whole listing removed, but I do need my home address and phone numbers deleted as a minimum.

The Whoisology information, as shown: [redacted]
Ticket: # 486266 - Violation of my right of privacy.

Date: 8/24/2015 12:30:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Sequim, Washington 98382
Company Complaining About: Whitepages.com

Description
The White Pages or Whitepages.com has listed my personal information on their website, my wife me and my address. I have use the "opt-out" twice only for them to deny it and keep asking for my "unlisted" phone number. I gave them my cell, they will probably now list this next. I keep calling and calling and calling, they NEVER answer, strangely. These people want your information public, they don't care about your privacy. The person I emailed is Dave in customer service and leaves NO last name. I have left messages more than once. On August 20th, 2015, I opted out and received a conformation number, but they said I did not comply because I did NOT provide my unlisted land line that I pay to have unlisted by Centurylink. Our number and address has been abused over and over and why this such a big deal. I told this to White Pages and they didn't seem to care. There phone is. They ONLY answer if it's the sales number , but not info. removal option, and they will not provide any help at all. Zero 0
Ticket: # 486834 - Unwanted text message spam
Date: 8/24/2015 3:00:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Arlington, Virginia 22203
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have received three unwanted text messages ("spam") within the past 24 hours from a business that does not identify itself, and, as far as I know, I have not given permission to contact me. The text messages come from the number [b](b)(6) [b](b)(b) , and state the following: "I came across your info on YellowPages.Would u like to offer lifetime warranty to your clients on all their Electronic devices?Reply YUP for details (Lucrative)."

I have searched online and it appears I am not the only one receiving this spam. I understand that sending spam text messages is against FCC rules and I would appreciate your looking into this.
Description
In the interest of full disclosure, this complaint is against a former employer, but note that there will be no records found of me ever filing a complaint about them before. I've just spent years waiting for them to fix their unsubscribe link so I can stop putting in ignore rules every time I setup a new email client. Continually send me marketing emails despite the 30-40 times I've followed the unsubscribe link. As a former employee I can tell you there are plenty of records of IP migration due to IPs being burned by the company/proprietors mass email marketing platform and disdain for following the rules (like getting valid contact lists, or having a valid unsubscribe link). I've done some of those IP migrations myself 3 years ago). I just want to stop having to deal with the unwanted email messages, and wasted bandwidth.
Ticket: # 487096 - i have a kidnapper of my daughter and my son

Date: 8/24/2015 4:10:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

This person is connecting to me while he is raping my kids...his name is ...I have met him once...through a neighbor who or is a prostitute and perhaps have forced my kids into prostitution...I am unaware if their father of Graybar or Allentel for he does not respond..Or if is involved in torturing of my kids as she just connected via my faceook page she works for Enterprise Holdings...and I just tried to send another email...she may be murdering my kids... please investigate.
Description
YOU HAVE A FEMALE WHO WORKS FOR YOUR COMPANY WHOM IS TORTURING MY KIDS. AND HAS ABDUCTED THEM. THEIR NAMES ARE [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. THEY ARE BEING PROSTITUTED BY [REDACTED]. SHE IS OR WAS A SUPERVISOR WHEN I FIRST MET [REDACTED], WHOM HE LOVE. SOMEHOW I SUPPOSE SHE BECAME JEALOUS OF OUR FRIENDSHIP AND HAD MY GROWN ADULT CHILDREN ABDUCTED FROM ONE THE MILITARY AND ONE FROM ENTERING COLLEGE AT WEBSTER UNIVERSITY. BOTH SHE AND [REDACTED] WERE IN LOVE WITH THE GENTLEMAN AND PERHAPS IT WAS A CONCERNED EFFORT AMONGS THE DRIVER TO HAVE THEM KIDNAPPED AND HELD HOSTAGE AT [REDACTED]’ OLD RENTAL PROPERTY NOW FORCLOSED...I HVE NOT YET BEEN ABLE TO FIND A JUDGE TO PROSECUTE: [REDACTED]; THE FEMALE BUS DRIVER WHOM IS TALL AND DARK AND OLDER THAND THE TWO EARLIER NOTED FEMALE. BUT THESE PEOPLE CONTINUE TO PUT THE JUDGES AND POLICE OFFICERS UNDER LEVIATHANS AS AND BISHOP AND [REDACTED] SHOW THEM BLOW BLACK MAGIC. [REDACTED] IS ALSO A BUS DRIVER INVOLVED [REDACTED]. IS ALSO ANOTHER FEMALE WHOM FELL IN LOVE WITH [REDACTED]. WHOM [REDACTED] FORCED HIM BY HAVING HIM BEATENED BY [REDACTED] MALE FRIENDS WHO ANALY RAPE PEOPLE INT HE MUSIC PAWN(GUITAR) SHOP...ON GRAND NEAR UTAH...MOZINGO MUSIC MAY BE CONNECTED TO HER HAVING BLACK MEN ON THE JOB RAPED TO FORCE THEM TO BE HELD HOSTAGE TO PERFORM AT PT’S IN ILLINOS JUST ACCROSS THE BORDER. I JUST LOGGEED ON TO MY FACEBOOK PAGE AND THEY ARE ESPECIALLY [REDACTED] HAVE CONNECTED TO ME...CLARVOYANTLY...I WANT TO PRESS CHARGES.
Ticket: # 487436 - Data Cap - Residential Internet

Date: 8/24/2015 5:59:40 PM

City/State/Zip: Monroe, Louisiana 71203

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I recently received an email from Comcast telling me I'm over my "300GB" data limit, which did not use to be present. They are telling me they will charge me 10 dollars for each additional 50GB of usage. They are also interjecting ads / popups on 3rd party sites warning me I'm over my utilization - thus sharing my utilization data with other parties. If I upgrade my service or bundle it though, I can remove the limit. I never opt'ed in for this limit.
Ticket: # 487601 - AGAIN TRYING TO EMAIL FROM [redacted]

Date: 8/24/2015 6:53:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE INVESTIGATE [redacted] FOR BLOCKING ABOVE EMAIL ADDRESS TO EMAIL THIS LINK...AN EDUCATOR FOR PARKWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT...CRAIG ELEMENTARY...SEE IF SHE IS REMOTED [redacted] OR MY EMAIL...[redacted]...OF ST. CHARLES, MO EDUCATOR AT FORT ZUMWALT...AS WELL AS [redacted] OF AZELWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT...ON WESTGLEN AM ESTATES IN WILDWOOD...[redacted]
Ticket: # 487645 - SOMEONE ELSE IS LOGGED INTO MY EMAIL.

Date: 8/24/2015 7:09:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

...WHEN TRYING TO UPLOAD NEW CONTACTS FILE...IT SEEMS SOMEONE AT MY OLD ALMA MATER IS HOLDING UP MY FILE...SEE OF [b] (6) IS HOLDING UP MY EMAIL... MS [b] (6) WORKS FOR THE UNIVERSITY...FOR THAT IS AN INVASION OF PRIVACY....LANGSTON UNIVERSITY
Ticket: # 487695 - MELVIN OWENS INFILTRATING
Date: 8/24/2015 7:27:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE WHAT MONIES AND STOCKS ARE DUE TO [b] [6] FROM GRAYBAR BUT NOT YET PAID...DUE TO MISCONCEPTIONS IN WHICH HE AND MOTHER OFTEN SHARE...HE LIED ON THE WITNESS STAND DURING DIVORCE TRIAL AND SAID [b] [6] ATTENDED MIZZOU...WHICH HE DID NOT...MY SON MICHAEL ATTENDED ILLINOIS COLLEGE IN JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS...MY DAUGHTER [b] [6] ATTENDED WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY BECAUSE I PUT BOTH SHE AND HER BROTHER THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE WHILE HE LIVED IN HENDERSON, NV...[b] [6] WAS NOT ABLE TO GO BACK TO COLLEGE DUE HIM NOT PAYING HIS PORTION OF THE COLLEGE BILL AND HIM HUMAN TRAFFICKING BOTH SHE AND I...I HAD JUST MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO PAY OFF THE BALANCE WHEN MY JOB SUDDENLY ENDED AT BIOMEDICAL SOLUTIONS A WEEK PRIOR TO HER RETURNING....WHICH MEANS SOMEONE IS FEEDING HIM INFORMATION OR HE USES HIS RCDD CERTIFICATION TRAP ALL PHONES I USE BOTH PERSONAL AND COMMERCIAL...HIS MOTHER'S NAME SHOWED UP ON SOME OF OUR BANK OF AMERICA ACCOUNTS WHILE MARRIED...ME BEING UNAWARE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...
Ticket: # 487906 - INVESTIGATE OF I.T. AT MAGELLAN

Date: 8/24/2015 9:13:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description


Ticket: # 487951 - INTERNET INTRUDERS
Date: 8/24/2015 9:43:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Parma, Ohio 44134
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
We recently found by my neighbor’s house a grey box mounted on his fence next to my property with two-way antennas and a 1.7 to 6ghz spectrum antenna. When I researched them I found they are used on law enforcement vehicles. There are also suspicious-looking flower ornaments which could they be used to conceal microphones? My concern is why are they mounted by my property? I did detect an intruder on my wireless network. My concern is can they be tapping into my wireless network, phone, cable ect? I enclosed a picture of the box and ornaments and would like you investigate this.
Ticket: # 487964 - Websites that promote hate and bullying
Date: 8/24/2015 10:00:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Lexington, Kentucky 40505
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I'm here to shed some light on 2 websites I feel promote hate, and internet bullying among other things as well. This all started when a friend of mine streams Minecraft on Twitch for fun. She loves to play, and enjoys talking to nice people, and I enjoy watching her stream, but it's getting hard for us to enjoy entertaining people when people from 2 websites come in, and say very bad, hurtful things. I know it's impossible to stop things like this, but honestly that's not what I find to be very alarming. There is a website called raidforums.com that I feel needs to be looked at by the FCC. I've looked at some of the threads and believe this website should be shut down. People on this site tell unaware people that they have a system32 virus, which I found out is a hoax, and deleting that file can harm someone's PC. They also claim to be able to DDoS people. This website promotes nothing but hate, and malicious behaviour. I hope there is something that can be done, and I hope you guys take a look at the website to confirm what I've said. Another website that promotes the same behaviour is 4chan.org, this website has NSFW pics and threads that can be accessed by children very easily, and also has threads about DDoS various people around the internet, while I'm not networking genius I believe DDoS someone is an invasion of privacy. I hope something can be done about these websites and I hope to hear from you.
Ticket: # 488067 - Complaint against Comcast
Date: 8/24/2015 11:11:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Clinton, Pennsylvania 15026
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I'm writing to file a grievance against Comcast. My troubles with Comcast began in July 2014 when we returned from a trip to find we had no internet service. We contacted their customer service department and a technician came out to our house within several days. When the technician arrived he informed us he had to replace the connections at the pole. Upon the conclusion of the appointment we once again had internet. Unfortunately the speed of the internet was not what it once was. At the time we had an internet package that promised a download speed of 75 mbps, however we were averaging a speed around 50 mbps. During the next several months I made periodic calls to Comcast to have their technicians either visit the house and or troubleshoot over the phone. In each instance I was provided with a different story as to why we had slow service (weather, location, usage, bad router and in one instance we were told that Comcast didn't even recognize our router)

Ultimately we were sold on upgrading to a higher package because their technicians claimed we were streaming too many devices to handle the load. This proved to be untrue as in most instances we were only streaming one device at a time. Nevertheless we upgraded to a higher package that claimed download speeds of 150 mbps. While we did notice a small boost in speed it was nothing close to the advertised claim. We now were averaging around 72 mbps still shy of the lesser package.

This scenario continued for nearly a year, countless calls and servicemen at our door with no solution. This takes us to this June 1 when I returned from work only to find no internet. Our babysitter informed me she saw Comcast out at the pole on this date but never came to the house. I attempted to logon to the internet but with no success so I promptly contacted Comcast and was told that there was signal leakage coming from my connections which was causing an outage so they disconnected me and needed to come into the house to check connections. My initial response was to ask why they made no efforts to contact anyone at the house prior to disconnect. Had they done so they would have been able to rectify the situation immediately. The operator had no answer to my question but offered to set up an appointment the following day which he did. Unfortunately the following day I received a call from the same operator who informed me they had to cancel and reschedule for June 13th, nearly two weeks later. Despite my dismay I agreed because what other option do I have. So for two weeks we waited and on Friday June 12th I specifically called Comcast to confirm my appointment between 8 and 10 the following day. I was greeted by a gentleman who promptly told me that I indeed was on the schedule for the next day (lie #1). The following day 10 o'clock came and no truck was in sight, I immediately called to reconfirm my appointment and was told that no, there is no record of my appointment (lie #2). Naturally I was outraged and promptly asked to have my call escalated, the representative obliged but quickly came back after a brief hold and told me that an escalation manager would call me back within 15 minutes (lie #3). Reluctantly I agreed to the callback but didn't trust the representative so upon conclusion of the call I immediately called back to explain my situation and talk to the escalation manager. This new representative quickly stated that they saw the notes and informed me a truck was en-route to my address as we speak. I asked for an eta and was told no firm eta but would see a truck within the hour (lie #4). An hour passed and still no truck so again I was on the phone. Finally with this call I spoke to someone who knew their job, was
pleasant and truly cared about what she was doing. I immediately knew I would get somewhere with this lady because you could actually hear typing in the background after I spoke, she didn't rush through the questions, she truly listened and didn't try to rush me off the phone. This was a true southern lady with charm and respect. This call took around 30-40 minutes and although the outcome wasn't what I had hoped I was at least satisfied that I had the truth. This representative stated she saw some of the notes (not all through) as it seemed most of my calls were never logged by Comcast employees. She informed me that my call/case was cancelled by Comcast and that is the reason no technician showed up on this date. I asked as to why it was cancelled, her response was clear. Someone clearly didn't have the right answers to my questions or didn't want to take the time to do their job properly so it was easiest to just close it out and make it appear as through I was the one requesting the call closed. Ultimately from this discussion she was able to route me to another individual who was able to schedule me an appointment for the following day.

Unfortunately the nightmare doesn't stop there and only gets worse. When the technician arrived the following day he was able to get us up and running (mind you we still do not have the speeds and reliability we pay for). Upon conclusion of the visit he told me we should call customer service the following day for a credit. When I did make the call the following day I voiced my frustration and was offered a credit in the amount of $36. While I appreciated the gesture I stated I was looking for a little more to compensate me for a years worth of headaches. The representative stated he understood my frustration and would put in a request for a full months worth of credits (lie #5) in our case that equals $88.95. Several weeks passed and no credit, had been applied. Again I contacted Comcast to inquire on my credit and again I was given the same story, that they would apply an $88.95 credit despite the fact they had no notes of me ever calling about a credit in the past (lie #6). This now takes me to today, 1 year and 2 months after my troubles began. Today I was on the telephone for nearly 4 hours trying to get resolve to the credit of our account. During this 4 hour phone marathon I was hung up on three times, rerouted to the wrong department 3 times and placed on "hold" numerous times. I say placed on hold in quotations because hold was just a way for the representative to blow me off. I would be put on hold and forgotten about until the call was dropped. One such instance I was on hold for 45 minutes. When I finally did speak to someone who was able to help she offered only the $36 credit. I asked to speak to her superior but instead received just a colleague. This colleague did speak some truths when I asked him why was I told by others in the past that they would offer me credit for an entire month of service if that is not the case. His statement was clear, I was only told that by others as a means to get me off the phone quickly when someone didn't have the answer. Clearly this gentleman wasn't a manager as in all my years of business I've never heard of a manager being trained to give such an answer. I then pressed the conversation to either speak with his manager as I knew he wasn't one or perhaps a complaint department. To my expectations I was immediately hung up on.

In all of this one thing is not forgotten which is that there was signal leakage coming from my internet connection for over a year. Despite repeated attempts to resolve the situation with Comcast they did nothing and who knows what information of mine was leaked out and who else may have been on our network for all those months.

It is for all these reasons I wish to file a grievance with the FCC against Comcast. For Comcast is well aware they are a monopoly in certain areas and without another internet provider to choose from they feel as they can operate with full impunity because they know I as a consumer have no other options to choose from.
Best Regards,

Clinton, PA 15026
Ticket: # 488486 - Unwanted Text ads sent via text message

Date: 8/25/2015 10:57:05 AM

City/State/Zip: Frederick, Maryland 21703

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description

I am receiving unwanted text ads for cash advances and I am on the Do Not Call list
Ticket: # 488629 - MAY BE USING MY IDENTITY...SHE HAS STOLEN MY DRIVER' LICENSE SHE IS A THEIF AND A PROSTITUTE

Date: 8/25/2015 11:36:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THAT HAS CONTRACTED A PLEA BARGAIN WITH CHESTERFIELD POLICE...TO TRAP MY KIDS AND I INTO PROSTITUTION FOR OFFICER AND LT. AND DETECTIVE ...MY EX-HUSBAND USING HE BASIS THAT I SLAPPED HIM UNDER ANTAGONISTIC CIRCUMSTANCES TO DEFEND MYSELF...HE BEGAN CHOKING ME SEVERELY AND WOULD NOT LET GO WHEN I CALLED THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE TO HAVE HIM CALMED DOWN...BUT INSTEAD HE HAD ME ARRESTED...AND THE POLICE DID SO...AND NOW HE CONTINUES ABUSE...PLEASE ARREST AS HE TRIES TO SLANDER MY NAME...FOR THIS WAS NOT THE ONLY TIME THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE WAS CALLED ON HIM...BUT THEY HAD NOTHING TO CHARGE ME WITH ...I JUST HAD HIM REMOVED TO CALM DOWN...WHICH SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED WITH THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE...BUT HAD POSITIONED ME PRIOR TO SITUATION WITH THE POLICE...
Ticket: # 488688 - MAY BE USING MY IDENTITY...SHE HAS STOLEN MY DRIVER' LICENSE SHE IS A THEIF AND A PROSTITUTE

Date: 8/25/2015 11:50:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THAT HAS CONTRACTED A PLEA BARGAIN WITH CHESTERFIELD POLICE...TO TRAP MY KIDS AND I INTO PROSTITUTION FOR OFFICER [b] [6] AND LT. [b] [6] AND DETECTIVE [b] [6]...MY EX-HUSBAND USING HE BASIS THAT I SLAPPED HIM UNDER ANTAGONISTIC CIRCUMSTANCES TO DEFEND MYSELF...HE BEGAN CHOKING ME SEVERELY AND WOULD NOT LET GO WHEN I CALLED THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE TO HAVE HIM CALMED DOWN...BUT INSTEAD HE HAD ME ARRESTED...AND THE POLICE DID SO...AND NOW HE CONTINUES ABUSE...PLEASE ARREST AS HE TRIES TO SLANDER MY NAME...FOR THIS WAS NOT THE ONLY TIME THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE WAS CALLED ON HIM...BUT THEY HAD NOTHING TO CHARGE ME WITH ...I JUST HAD HIM REMOVED TO CALM DOWN...WHICH SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED WITH THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE...BUT [b] [6] HAD POSITIONED ME PRIOR TO SITUATION WITH THE POLICE...

THAT HAS CONTRACTED A PLEA BARGAIN WITH CHESTERFIELD POLICE...TO TRAP MY KIDS AND I INTO PROSTITUTION FOR OFFICER OLNEY AND LT. [b] [6] AND DETECTIVE [b] [6]...MY EX-HUSBAND USING HE BASIS THAT I SLAPPED HIM UNDER ANTAGONISTIC CIRCUMSTANCES TO DEFEND MYSELF...HE BEGAN CHOKING ME SEVERELY AND WOULD NOT LET GO WHEN I CALLED THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE TO HAVE HIM CALMED DOWN...BUT INSTEAD HE HAD ME ARRESTED...AND THE POLICE DID SO...AND NOW HE CONTINUES ABUSE...PLEASE ARREST AS HE TRIES TO SLANDER MY NAME...FOR THIS WAS NOT THE ONLY TIME THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE WAS CALLED ON HIM...BUT THEY HAD NOTHING TO CHARGE ME WITH ...I JUST HAD HIM REMOVED TO CALM DOWN...WHICH SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED WITH THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE...BUT [b] [6] HAD POSITIONED ME PRIOR TO SITUATION WITH THE POLICE...

AGAIN I WAS CAMPING AND [b] [6] HAD ME RAPED LAST NIGHT....I SOME KIND NAST BROWN STUFF ALL OVER MY BACK END..WAS IT THE $10 GIVEN TO ME ...I DON'T KNOW...THIS MORNING I WAS GIVEN A BAG OF USED FRAGRANCES...AND LOTIONS...AND A PAIR OF NIKE SHOCK TENNIS SHOES..WITH ONE...PANTY LINER...YESTERDAY A FEMALE ASKED IF I NEEDED TOILETRIES AS I PAY MY KIDS AND I OUT OF THIS SITUATION...SHE ASKED WHAT SIZE SHOES I WORE..I SAID 9.5...THIS MORNING SHE DELIVERED THEM...NOW LET'S SEE IF I GET RAPE OR MY KIDS...IS THIS THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE..OFFICER OLNEY.....please investigate these tag numbers [b] [6]...THEY WERE PARKED IN THE CLAYTON PARKING GARAGE...ON THE 7TH FLOOR THAT IS WHERE IS CAMP OUT UNTIL MORNING. THE VEHICLES..WERE PARKED THERE LAST NIGHT...I JUST SAW A PERSON COMING FROM [b] [6]...WHO WORKS FOR PARAGON...I AM HOPING TO SEE IF HE CAN HELP ME HOW TO NAVIGATE AS A WITNESS AS A CITIZEN IN THE AREA...WE LIVED IN SEVEN PINES ONLY TWO MILES FROM HIS PARAGON BUILDING CREVE COEUR...ANY HELP TO GET MY PENSION FROM GRAYBAR DUE FROM DIVORCE FROM [b] [6]...
AND THE HOUSE AT THAT I Fought FOR IN CHAPTER 13...AND MY KIDS...AND IT CAREER RESTORED FROM ALL HIS LIES...I DO BELIEVE I HAVE STOCK IN WORLDCOM AND THAT HIS MOTHER, OR MY MOTHER; OR HER HUSBAND OR THE CHURCH ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH; - FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD; BISHOP - METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER; - CHURCH ON THE ROCK... MINISTRIES MAY HAVE TRIED TO SEIZE...
Ticket: # 488691 - Unwanted email from The United States Mint

Date: 8/25/2015 11:51:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Mayer, Minnesota 55360-9001
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communication

Description
I have unsubscribed numerous times at the US Mint website but it doesn't seem to matter, the emails keep coming. I have called them on several occasions to request that they stop sending me "daily" emails and yet they still come. They don't seem to care and they are ignoring all requests to remove me from their mailing list. Can you do anything to make them stop??

Thanks,

[redacted]
Ticket: # 488745 - AT&T AND

Date: 8/25/2015 12:05:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE FACEBOOK PAGE, WOULD PLACE PICTURES OF HIMSELF WITH SUN GLASSES ON...WONDERING IF SOMEONE WAS PROPPING HIM UP...I AM WNDERFING IF HE SAME THING IS HAPPENING TO ME AT NIGHT...MAY BE FORCING ME TO BE RAPED BY TELLING PEOPLE I AM A PROSTITUTE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AS I SAW A YOUNG FEMALE WAITING NEAR BY AS I GREET THE EMPLOYEES COMING ON CAMPUS...I ASKED IF SHE WAS KIN TO...SHE SEEMED TO SAY YES...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...THIS WOULD EXPLAIN WHY I DID NOT GET THE JOB AT AT&T...AS I HAD REACHED OUT TO, FOR CONTIUED I.TL. WORK AFTER TOLD ASKED ME WHAT IF WE DON'T WANT TO HIRE YOU ....THIS WAS AT THE END OF MY TENURE AT AT&T...AGAIN SEEKING FINANCIAL MOVE AFTER MEETING M9 ON A PROJECT FOR AT&T EMPLOYED BY THE JUDGE GROUP.
Ticket: # 488751 - AT&T AND

Date: 8/25/2015 12:06:40 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE INVESTIGATE 'FACEBOOK PAGE, WOULD PLACE PICTURES OF HIMSELF WITH SUN GLASSES ON...WONDERING IF SOMEONE WAS PROPPING HIM UP...I AM WONDERING IF HE SAME THING IS HAPPENING TO ME AT NIGHT...AND MAY BE FORCING ME TO BE RAPEd BY TELLING PEOPLE I AM A PROSTITUTE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AS I SAW A YOUNG FEMALE WAITING NEAR BY AS I GREET THE EMPLOYEES COMING ON CAMPUS...I ASKED IF SHE WAS KIN TO SHE SEEMED TO SAY YES...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...THIS WOULD EXPLAIN WHY I DID NOT GET THE JOB AT AT&T...AS I HAD REACHED OUT TO FOR CONTINUED I.T. WORK AFTER TOLD ASKED ME WHAT IF WE DON'T WANT TO HIRE YOU ....THIS WAS AT THE END OF MY TENURE AT AT&T...AGAIN SEEKING FINANCIAL MOVE AFTER MEETING M9 ON A PROJECT FOR AT&T EMPLOYED BY THE JUDGE GROUP..
Ticket: # 488840 - send failure
Date: 8/25/2015 12:38:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Sending email [b] (6) [b]
Ticket: # 489328 - PLEASE SEE IF YOU FIND WHY IS BLOCKING MY EMAIL
Date: 8/25/2015 2:57:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
AND SEE IF HE HAS HAD MY KIDS KIDNPPED HE AND OF UMSL MICRO-COMPUTING...
Description
BLOCKING AND STEALING EMAILS...PLEASE VALIDATE...SEE ATTACHED...
Ticket: # 489883 - Freedompop Internet hacking
Date: 8/25/2015 5:10:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
Company Complaining About: Freedompop

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 489888 - Liggett Communications Privacy

Date: 8/25/2015 5:11:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Lakeport, Michigan 48059

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 489903 - LIES FROM BISHOP

Date: 8/25/2015 5:13:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
GOVERNOR NIXON IT SEEMS THAT I AM IN A BATTLE WITH MY OLDEST SON, (b) (6) WIFE (b) (6) ; MY OLDEST SON (b) (6) WIFE (b) (6) AND (b) (6) MOTHER (b) (6) OVER WHAT IS GOD INTENDED FOR ME TO HAVE IN THE DIVORCE AFTER 26 YEARS...BUT THE SCRIPTURE GOD GAVE ME...IS MATTHEW 19:7-9 (CERTIFICATE IS THE DIVORCE DECREE TO OUTLINE TO GIVER HER WHAT IS HERS...IN 2006 PENSION SHOULD HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED 50% OF THE GROSS) Jesus' Teaching about Divorce
…7They said to Him, "Why then did Moses command to GIVE HER A CERTIFICATE OF DIVORCE AND SEND her AWAY?" 8He said to them, "Because of your hardness of heart Moses permitted you to divorce your wives; but from the beginning it has not been this way. 9"And I say to you, whoever divorces his wife, except for immorality, and marries another woman commits adultery

HE WON'T EVEN GIVE ME MY KIDS FOR MY PORTION OF TIME...HE HAS THEM IN A KIDNAPPED SITUATION..... JUDGE (b) (6) HAS APPROVED A RESTRAINING ON (b) (6) WHOM I DO NOT KNOW, BUT ATTEENDED HIS CHURCH LONG ENOUGH TO SOW MY TITHES FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL LITERATURE...WHOM GOT (b) (6) TO GIVE MY UNEMPLOYMENT TO HIS CHURCH...WHATEVER HE HAS DONE PLEASE REMOVE...FOR HE WAS THE ONE WHO ORCHESTRATED ME GETTING EVICTED FROM (b) (6) AND MY KIDS KIDNAPPED...PLEASE HELP
Ticket: # 489969
Date: 8/25/2015 5:22:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
MCLAB06...STILL BEING BLOCKED BY SOMEONE RAPEING MY KIDS...HE JUST CONNECTED TO ME HE WORKS FOR WAL-MART WEARS THEIR VEST WITH GOLD PANTS YOUNG GUY. HE WAS LAST SEEN AT CLAYTON METRO LINK RAMP ON SUNDAY...
Ticket: # 490317 - identity theft and blocking with script files
Date: 8/25/2015 7:32:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbia Heights, Minnesota 55421
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I am on a disability pension from Qwest. When I use ANY computer files get downloaded as OS(C) that have jave scripts with src that block me from the internet. Those are my maiden name initials and the source code for the digital software that runs all the switches at the telephone companies for at&t or Nortel. I built the backbone for and wrote programs and built those switches during the 28 yrs I worked for what is now Century Link. Everything I do is traced by Century link.
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In 2006 they illegally stopped my disability pension and I won it back in court only to have a lawyer take most of my back pay $61,000 and I received $17,000 $18,000 and $5,000 and am paying the IRS taxes on all of it from State Street Pension because they didn't have taxes withheld and he continued to take one third of my check until 2014 without having taxes removed and I was unaware. This has caused identity theft and has had money taken from every bank account I have had. It is posted on my credit reports from Financial Plus Credit union in Des Moines IA and now in Wisconsin. People have used my credit cards and I am now in bankruptcy court and my attorney just found accounts open in Wisconsin. This has cost me financially, mentally, and physically, I lost my home to foreclosure and that Short sale wasn't claimed with the IRS. I filed a complaint with them in 2012 and they just closed it a couple months ago saying this hadn't effected to my income so I am paying off $30,000 to the IRS at $500 a month.
Ticket: # 490318 - Buy Domain from GoDaddy resulted in my Identity being exposed
Date: 8/25/2015 7:34:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90062
Company Complaining About: Godaddy

Description
After purchasing a domain from GoDaddy, my information has been made public, and due to laws not requiring them to SELL a protection plan included with the purchase of a domain, they decide to call me and tell me what I SHOULD DO, which is give them another seven dollars a year on the domain price, to be "protected" and "secure". My name, address, phone number and email have been made public by purchasing a "product" from GoDaddy. Because I won't purchase a protection plan, my information has become public and this very well maybe the root of all kinds of identity theft in the world. The source of this problem is the domain companies looking to increase their bottom line by exposing their customers information and then telling them they should protect themselves.
Ticket: # 490431 - APB ON MISS OF NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC AND SACHS COMPUTING

Date: 8/25/2015 8:37:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLACED IN THEM IN HOSTAGE SITUATION WITH MAGGIANOS.

PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND ARREST AS VERDICT OF GUILTY...FOUND...I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND BUT I SUDDENLY RECEIVED A NEW PAIR OF NIKE SHOCKS...SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THEIR FATHER AND OF CHURCH ON THE ROCK FOR QUESTIONING OF MY KIDS WHERE AROUTS...IAS WELL AS OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD...BISHOP OF METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER...AND RESIDENTS OF 63118...63118 (THE OWNER)...RESIDENT OF GARAGE FOR METRO TRANSIT STL...AND THE TALL BUS DRIVER OF FORMER EMPLOYEE..BUS DRIVER AT BRENTWOOD OF WORD IS ALIVE MINISTRIES. ...PLEASE PLACE APB ON MISS OF NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER AND DETECTIVE UNTIL FOUND...FOR THEY KNOW WHERE THEY ARE...
Ticket: # 490480 - Cable and Internet issues

Date: 8/25/2015 9:08:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28277
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I have had a history of issues with cable and Internet not working. There have been multiple cable outages and the internet speeds I pay for are not met. Time warner has acknowledged this issue and advised for me to be patient as it will take them time to upgrade nodes in my area. They still are charging me for a service that they are unable to meet. I called for them to reduce the price and they have not.
Ticket: # 490620 - Opt Out Of ID True Website
Date: 8/25/2015 10:41:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453
Company Complaining About: Id True Website

Description
Good evening,

I have attempted to reach out to the ID True website support line via phone and email on five different occasions requesting that my information be removed from their website. They do not offer the opportunity to request this on their website like most other competitors. All five attempts have not been addressed. I have attached below a copy of the email sent:

From: (b) (6)
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015
Subject: Opt Out
To: (b) (6)

Good morning,

Please accept this email as instruction to remove my profile link from your website.

Age: (b)
Oak Lawn IL
Relatives: (b) (6)

Thank you kindly for your attention in this matter.
Description
This message is from Fire Fox

1. This Connection is Untrusted

You have asked Firefox to connect securely to [redacted], but we can't confirm that your connection is secure.

Normally, when you try to connect securely, sites will present trusted identification to prove that you are going to the right place. However, this site's identity can't be verified.

What Should I Do?

If you usually connect to this site without problems, this error could mean that someone is trying to impersonate the site, and you shouldn't continue.

2. Message from Internet Explore
There is a problem with this website's security certificate.
The security certificate presented by this website was issued for a different website's address.
Security certificate problems may indicate an attempt to fool you or intercept any data you send to the server.

We recommend that you close this webpage and do not continue to this website.
Recommended icon Click here to close this webpage.
Not recommended icon Continue to this website (not recommended).
More information More information

3. From Google Chrome
Your connection is not private

Attackers might be trying to steal your information from [redacted] (for example, passwords, messages, or credit cards). NET::ERR_CERT_COMMON_NAME_INVALID

 Automatically report details of possible security incidents to Google. Privacy policy

I need your expertise and intervention.
Ticket: # 490676 - Hacking wifi

Date: 8/25/2015 11:30:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Kansas 66109
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I had Att service at my old address. Even though I changed modems, passwords, and hid my ID, someone was able to log on my laptop and place a key logger. They added extra programs to my computer.
Description
Attempted to unsubscribe from advertising emails from Verizon after making a purchase. They appear to be following the rules with the unsubscribe link clearly visible near the bottom. However, I have attempted to unsubscribe from their emails 4 times to no avail. Their website sends you to a confirmation page but you get a fresh email the next day. Please see attached emails as well as my most recent confirmation that I was unsubscribed. I am not sure if I am filing this properly but this is NOT a complaint against my internet provider.
Description
I asked to be taken off their list and instead I have been getting 20-30 emails from them every day
Ticket: # 491236 - Intelliswift

Date: 8/26/2015 11:24:08 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10002
Company Complaining About: Intelliswift Software Inc.

Description
I have received multiple messages from Pooja Poman of Itelliswift Software, Inc. all without any option to unsubscribe. The first email I received, I promptly responded explaining the Can-Spam act and possible repercussions of further unsolicited emails along with a request to be removed from the mailing list. Today I have received a second message again from Pooja and again without any unsubscribe link.
Ticket: # 491249 - SAINT LOUIS COUNTY OFFICERS BEATTING ME OUT OF MY RESTITUTIONS REQUESTED. THEY HAVE MY DAUGHTER HIDDEN IN SOME JAIL OR MENTAL INSTITUTION.

Date: 8/26/2015 11:27:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
CHESTERFIELD POLICE ALTERNATE THEIR INMATES VIA THEIR JAIL CELLS; SAINT LOUIS COUNTY; ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL'S 9TH FLOOR; MERCY HOSPITAL BEHAVIORAL...THE POINT OF CONTACTS ARE THESE LYING PERVERTED PASTORS ASSISTING JUDGE...TO BRING UP PROSTITUTES FOR THE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONGRESS...NAMELY...

...NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...MISS...CHECK BASEMENTS AND DIG UP HALL BASEMENT FLOORS LOOK UNDER ROCKS...TO SEE IF BODIES ARE BURIED...PLEASE...

...IF FOUND GUILTY...LT. MIKE THOMSON. OF CHESTERFIELD POLICE INTERNAL AFFAIRS AND THE FEMALE WHOM HE HAD RETURN MY CALL SAYING, DIDN'T WANT ME TO KNOW WHERE SHE WAS...

PLEASE INVESTIGATE WHETHER WAS RESTITUTION WAS PAID OUT. IF SO, TO WHOM FOR IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN MAILED TO, 63105...SEE IF OFFICER EVANS HAD INFILTRATED THE MUNICIPAL COURT CLERK, WHO HANDED ME A BAG OF CLOTHES TODAY. I THINK HER NAME IS, BUT SHE IS THE ONE WHO Faxed THE MEMO TO JUDGE IN HAZELWOOD REQUESTING RESTITUTION. IF IT HAS NOT BEEN SENT IN THE AMOUNT OF 324,000 DOLLARS PLEASE LET ME KNOW. IF IT HAS BEEN SENT, PLEASE ASSURE TO WHOM IT WAS SENT...I WANT HER BOTH THE OFFICER EVANS AND THE CLERK INVESTIGATED..THE OFFICER IS A BEATER AND TORMENTOR FOR YOUR INMATES IN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE WHICH ACCORDING TO PSALM 2 IS ILLEGAL..."WHY DO THE NATIONS RAGE AND PEOPLE PLOT A VAIN THING"...PSALM 2:1..."ROD OF IRON" DOES NOT EQUATE BROOM STICKS NOR DOES IT EQUATE A MAN'S PENIS...WHO TORE UP THE CHURCHES WITH WITH VOODOO...NAMELY FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD. ALONG WITH...I AWOKE AGAIN RAPED..WITH STUFFALF OVER MY CLOTHES...MY FEET...MY HAIR...PLEASE PUT OUT AN APB OUT ON BISHOP FOR THE WHEREABOUTS OF...

PLEASE INVESTIGATE THESE TAG NUMBERS...AND THEY WERE PARKED ON THE 7TH FLOOR OF THE CLAYTON PARKING GARAGE...WHICH IS NO TYPICAL IS THE WORK AREA FOR THE COUNTY MAINTENANCE...I HAD STINKY WHAT SEEMS TO BE...INTESTINAL FECES IN THE CREVICE OF MY BEHIND..THE YOUNG MAN WITH WAL-MART VEST MAY HAVE BEEN IN THE AREA...
Ticket: # 491354 - LUMIERE AND POINT IN TIME PROMOTIONS
Date: 8/26/2015 11:56:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
WOULD YOU PLEASE FOLLOW UP TO SEE IF [REDACTED] OR [REDACTED] OR SOMEONE HAS TOLD MR. [REDACTED] TO ABOUT ME. AS I HAVE PROMOTING HIS COMPANY FOR QUITE SOME TIME AND I HAVE NEVER BEEN TOLD NOT TO DO ANYTHING, BUT DID IT TO BRING GROWTH TO HIS COMPANY AND THE AREA...PLEASE SEE ATTACHED...NO MONIES NEVER RECEIVED WHEN I CALLED HIM LAST WEEK HE ASKED WHY I WAS CALLING THIS NUMBER AND HUNG MY FACE...
Ticket: # 491363 - POINT IN TIME DOCUMENT STOLEN POSSIBLY BY [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] OF AT&T

Date: 8/26/2015 12:00:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I HAD OPENED A BUSINESS AND HAD SENT A DOCUMENT TO MR. [REDACTED] TO ANNOUNCE "DBA" POINT IN TIME PROMOTIONS...WHICH IS WHY YOU SEE ALL THE LINKS...VIA FACEBOOK...THE DOCUMENT IS MISSING...WHETHER [REDACTED]...STOE OR SOMEONE FROM ATT&T OR MY RCDD'D EX-HUSBAND [REDACTED]...PLEASE INVESTIGATE BE IT HIS WIFE [REDACTED] OR HER FATHER...
Ticket: # 491381 -

Date: 8/26/2015 12:07:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The above link captures response when I try to login to my account...It says it has been deactivated...I have reported it to Yahoo...with no response...
Ticket: # 491390 - POINT IN TIME DOCUMENT STOLEN POSSIBLY BY [redacted], AND [redacted] OF AT&T

Date: 8/26/2015 12:08:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

I HAD OPENED A BUSINESS AND HAD SENT A DOCUMENT TO MR. [redacted] TO ANNOUNCE "DBA" POINT IN TIME PROMOTIONS...WHICH IS WHY YOU SEE ALL THE LINKS...VIA FACEBOOK...THE DOCUMENT IS MISSING...WHETHER [redacted] STOLE OR SOMEONE FROM ATT&T OR MY RCDD'D EX-HUSBAND [redacted] ...PLEASE INVESTIGATE BE IT HIS WIFE [redacted] OR HER FATHER...
Ticket: # 491402 - AT&T not honoring 30-day satisfaction guarantee
Date: 8/26/2015 12:11:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78735
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
On July 17 I called up AT&T sales to inquire about AT&T's Gigapower in Austin, TX. Daegan (phone: [redacted]) answered my call and discussed their offer with me. I expressed concerns about the low bandwidth cap, and he mentioned that I should give it a try because they had a 30-day guarantee and that I could cancel within that period if I didn't like the service.

We took the service (which was installed on August 3, 2015), and recently found out that the price I'm paying grants AT&T permission to collect my usage data and use it for advertising.

I called up AT&T on August 24, 2015 to remove that "preference", but was told that the price was actually $106, rather than $70 + $29 = $100. Not a big change, but still...

I told the rep on the phone I'd like to make use of the 30-day guarantee I was promised to make the switch to TWC, because for that price I could get Internet and TV (HBO + Showtime included). She replied that I couldn't take that 30-day grace period because that was only for new customers. I explained I was a new customer. That I didn't have AT&T service until August 3, 2015. When she heard that, she switched gears and said that the 30-day guarantee was not available for Gigapower service. I told her I was offered a 30-day by the sales rep, but she said that wasn't correct.

Please investigate this. AT&T is making an offer of a 30-day trial, and then backtracking when the customer requests to make use of it.

Also, is AT&T allowed to use my privacy as a bargaining chip to extract even more money out of me?

I've attached a picture I snapped of my notes during the conversation with the sales rep. It includes his mention of the 30 day guarantee.
Ticket: # 491435 - Yahoo email account not secure
Date: 8/26/2015 12:22:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Vista, California 92084
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
My yahoo.com email account is being viewinged by others as shown in my activity folder. There is a yellow triangle over the the green lock icon indicating that others in different states are viewing my account. I have Changed passwords and am using codes to log in. However the yellow icon is still present. Yahoo is not accepting calls and chat is way to tedious and difficult to communicate...they ask for screen shots etc and I am not computer literate enough to pull that off .........very frustrating
Ticket: # 491451 - unwanted spam text message

Date: 8/26/2015 12:25:22 PM

City/State/Zip: New Ulm, Minnesota 56073

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description

two texts from [redacted] stating "Congratulations, you are one lucky customer getting credit applicable to your next month bill, for more details visit [redacted]"
Ticket: # 491682 - Spam

Date: 8/26/2015 1:27:46 PM

City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10023

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
In the last few days I have suddenly received hundreds of Spam emails. They arrive faster than I can delete them.
Ticket: # 491721 - MULTIPLE SPAM MESSAGES
Date: 8/26/2015 1:37:31 PM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79938
Company Complaining About: Angel Flores

Description
I have asked multiple times that the person sending me these messages no longer contact me and I was told if I don't want them then do not look at them. This has been going on for almost a year and I did report him already but continue to get the texts. I also forward all of the texts to (spam) but it is not helping.
Ticket: # 491848 - Improper use of name, address and phone number

Date: 8/26/2015 2:12:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Lafayette, Louisiana 70505
Company Complaining About: Lus Fiber In Lafayette, La

---

Description
My name is [REDACTED] and my business is Denny Financial Resources. I live in Lafayette, Louisiana. When someone is looking for Denny's Restaurant via the internet in Lafayette, La a website called hoursguide.com appears with the Denny's Restaurant logo and my name as Denny's with my address and business phone number. I am receiving numerous phone calls day and night with people looking for the restaurant. Their is no Denny's Restaurant in Lafayette, La. I have spoken to Denny's corporate office about this illegal use of their logo and the incorrect listing of my name and phone number. They claim that hoursguide.com is not a website that they own, support or provide information to. The legal department at Denny's corporate office is aware of this problem, but has not been able to assist me in having my information removed. This listing has been and is a constant distraction to my business and personal life. Imagine getting calls in the middle of the night with elderly parents wondering if something has happened. I look forward to any assistance that can be given to me regarding the non-authorized use of my name, address and phone number. Thank you,
Ticket: # 491903 - Pearson Vue
Date: 8/26/2015 2:23:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878
Company Complaining About: Pearson Vue

Description
In order to get a voucher to take a CompTIA exam, I have to create an account on Pearson Vue's site. In order to create the account, I have to accept to their terms of service and privacy agreement, or I cannot create an account. I do not agree with their terms, and I cannot create an account unless I click that I do agree. Without the account, I cannot get a voucher for testing, nor can I take the exam. This is preventing me from getting certified, and getting a job in IT. I cannot believe that this is allowed. And isn't this a monopoly if ONLY Pearson can administer the exams? Is there a way for me to have an account without signing over my rights?
Recipe: # 492015 - FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD AND AT&T

Date: 8/26/2015 2:55:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticket: # 492301 - AND METRO TRANSIT AND CEO MR. (b) (6) ...PLEASE INVESTIGATE
Date: 8/26/2015 4:22:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING...AGAIN AS I EMAIL MY FACEBOOK LINKS... ALSO A FORMER AT&T EMPLOYEE AND A METRO EMPLOYEE AND FORMER EMPLOYEE OF (b) (6) ...MY EMAIL AT (b) (6) GETS BLOCKED...THIS IS A TALL GENTLEMAN WHO IS A BUS DRIVER WHO KEEPS CONNECTING TO ME CLARVOYANTLY...AND HE HAS ACCESS OT MY KIDS PLEASE INVESTIGATE
Ticket: # 492310 - AND METRO TRANSIT AND CEO MR.
...PLEASE INVESTIGATE
Date: 8/26/2015 4:24:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING...AGAIN AS I EMAIL MY FACEBOOK LINKS.. ALSO
A FORMER AT&T EMPLOYEE AND A METRO EMPLOYEE AND FORMER EMPLOYEE OF 
...MY EMAIL AT GETS BLOCKED...THIS IS A TALL
CLARVOYANTLY...AND HE HAS ACCESS OF MY KIDS PLEASE INVESTIGATE...COMPUTER
NUMBER...AT MID COUNTY LIBRARY...METRO TRANSIT HAS A HISTORY OF
BLOCKING PEOPLE'S EMAIL...SEEMS THAT THEY ARE HUMAN TRAFFICKING AS
WELL...BRENTWOOD GARAGE...ON...
Ticket: # 492517 - Microsoft Upgrade to window 10
Date: 8/26/2015 5:23:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Shippensburg, Pennsylvania 17257
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I do not want to upgrade to windows 10 and they keep setting a time to do it. If and when I want to I will upgrade. They are trying to force me into upgrading and I told them NO> to many issues with it right now. STOP and uninstall off my computer. This is my computer I paid for it they didn't. I heard it is crashing computers and causing other issues I do not want it at this time.
Ticket: # 492631 - American Greetings Spam
Date: 8/26/2015 6:00:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Southern Pines, North Carolina 28387
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I have asked American Greetings to stop sending me email. They refuse to honor the request. The email that sends these is [b] (6) [b]
Ticket: # 492802 - fraud alert
Date: 8/26/2015 7:00:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60620
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Hello my name is [b] [6]xxxxxxxx, My mother name is [b] [6]xxxxxxxx she is 78 yrs old and someone called her today stating that they were from Medicare and asked her for her Medicare number and did she have heart problems she then asked my mother for her Medicare number she did not realize that she was giving her social security number out until she hung up she then tried to call the number back and received a message stating mailbox is full and cannot leave a message I also tried to call back this is clearly not Medicare the number is [b] [6]xxxxxxxx my mother is a senior and sometimes she is not alert. Please assist me in this matter my home
Ticket: # 492860 - IMPLICATION BY SENDING ME SHOES, I DIDN'T ASK FOR...HUMAN TRAFFICKING...

Date: 8/26/2015 7:22:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I JUST RECIEVED A LETTER IN THE MAIL FROM DEPARTMENT OF EMEPLOYMENT SERVICES A STATUS OF MY NEW CLAIM AFTER NOT RECEIVING ANY INCOME EVEN FROM MY ENTREPRENEURIAL ENDEAVORS OF PROMOTING LUMIERE PLACE, NHL, ST LOUIS CARDINALS, ETC. I HAVE NOT RECEIVED ANY MONIES REQUESTED AS RESTITUTIONS...SO I THOUGHT I WOULD SEE IF THE MONIES WERE AVAILABLE EARNED FROM ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL. PLEASE INVESTIGATE AS TO WHERE THOSE MONIES WENT AND IF (b) (6) OR (b) (6) HAVE INFILTRATED BY TELLIG PEOPLE I AM A MENTAL PATIENT FOR I HAVE NEVER SEEN ANY PHYSICIAN FOR MENTAL ILLNESS...NOW MY DRIVER'S LICENSE AND BIRTH CERTIFICATE HAVE BEEN STOLEN...AND I HAVE NOT BEEN A RESIDENT NEW LIFE EVANGELISTICE SINCE 2010 AFTER BEING THER FOR TWO SESSIONS OF SIX WEEKS......MY ONLY ADDRESSES HAVE BEEN...CHESTERFIELD 63017...CREVE COUER.MO 63146...CHESTERFIELD (b) (6)
63017..OFALLON,MO ....63368...TOWER GROVE, MO...63118...CLAYTON,MO 63105...NOW THESE PEOPLE ABOVE INCLUDING MY LAST LANDLORD MAY BE TRYING TO BECOME ADMINISTRATORS OVER MY CHILDREN AS TO FORCE THEM INTO PROSITUTION IN ILLINOIS...

I JUST WROTE A LETTER TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF ILLINOIS (b) .....ASKING HER HELP TO FIND MY KIDS...WHO MIGHT BE HELD UNDER THE DURESS OF (b) (6) OF MILSTADT, IL...AND (b) (6)

WHO ARE KNOWN DEMON WORSHIPPERS AND (b) (6) WHO STOLE CHILD CARE NFORMATION BUSINESS PLAN OFF MY COMPUTER FOR ADORABLE CHILD CARE...63118...ATTORNEY GENERAL (b) (6) REFERRED ME TO THE MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL WHY (b) (6) WOULD ALLOW SOMEONE TO USE MY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER IN ILLINOS FOR ELECTRIC SERVICES FOR TWO DIFFERENT ILLINOIS ADDRESSES WHICH THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT., DETECTIVE (b) (6) WROTE THE FRAUD REPROT TO AMEREN STATING THAT I WAS LIVING IN (b) (6) DURIN 2007 AND 2008 AND BEFORE THAT AT (b) (6) ...63146...

...PLEASE INVESTIGATE..ANY ONE MIS REPRESENTING MY CHARACTER OR MY INTEGRITY PLEASE NOTIFY MY ...I DO NOT WANT MY KIDS SUBJECT TO THEIR PROSITUTION NOR MY MONIES NOR PROPERTY GIVEN TO ANY CHURCH OR CHURCH LEADER....NOR POLICE OFFICER NOR DEPARTMENT INCLUDING ANY LIES (b) (6) AND (b) (6) OF CHRUCH ON THE ROCK, ST. PETERS, MO... HAVE ESTABLISHED..
Ticket: # 492869 - A request to speak "ASAP" about my student loan
Date: 8/26/2015 7:26:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98102-1522
Company Complaining About: No Name Given Only A Number To Call

Description
I receive this in the form of a text message to my cell number. They use my email alias as if it was my first name and tell me that "we need to speak ASAP about your student loan forgiveness request. Please call [redacted]. (the call originated from [redacted])"
Ticket: # 492916 - Unsolicited text messaging

Date: 8/26/2015 7:52:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63125
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I have received unsolicited text messages from the phone numbers [b] (6)  as well as [b] , both text messaging me about work from home opportunities. I have not filled out anything asking to be contacted about work from home opportunities, nor have I even Google searched the subject. I deleted the text from the [b] number before thinking of reporting it. Please see the attachment for the number ending in [b] . As far as the bottom half of this form, I have no issue with my internet, just have to fill out this form in it's entirety to submit it.

Thank you
Ticket: # 492968 - SPAM from E-Miles

Date: 8/26/2015 8:22:50 PM

City/State/Zip: Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29588

Company Complaining About: E-miles/groupon

Description

E-Miles/Groupon is constantly sending me unwanted e-mail. The e-mails never have an unsubscribe link. I have asked E-Miles on NUMEROUS occasions to stop sending the e-mail.
Ticket: # 493134 - Time Warner Cable Internet breach of security with email server

Date: 8/26/2015 10:26:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Corona, New York 11368-1333
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Time Warner Cable is access my computer through their email server an inside technican is using the Time Warner Cable to freeze my emails from being read and deleted while they go through a portal to surf the Internet and do other malicious things as well as theft and criminal activities, I can open another browser and go to any other website and surf, but on Time Warner Cable email server they done illegal things to my computer as much as shut down and changed passwords through their email server
Ticket: # 493257 - IDENTITY THEFT AND Intellectual Property & Invasion of Privacy

Date: 8/27/2015 12:28:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89169
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

THIS IS NOT CONFINED TO ONE INTERNET PROVIDER I AM HACKED ON THE INTERNET and have them building with a microsoft server and javascript and other sites such as facebook and wordpress sites that appear as though i am on a site that is live from internet but it is a site that i am being given due to an unknown managing my access and my physical and personal access to the right to freedom and pursuit of happiness as guaranteed by the constitution.

It appears that SOMEONE?? has made a wordpress site that has overlaid my yahoo and google AND FACEBOOK (especially twitter) N AND OTHER SITES THEREBY SENDING ALL KEYSTROKES PASSWORDS AND IS LOGGING AND SAVING ALL MY DATA EMAILS TEXT AND CALLS THE APPS THAT INTUIT i HAVE HAD WITH IN THE PAST INCLUDING QUICKEN AND QUICKBOOKS, aol.com (b) (6) I am finding numerous accounts that aren't mine i have complained and asked barged for help with att.net in past and with yahhoo and google gmail and more i am finding NUMEROUS things including nudity on regedit that is associated with an account that is an alias of mine or sort i am not and never have had a nude photo much less a site. I believe that i have mexican and a man named (b) (6) from new orleans who are very interested in my business models and the plans i have been outlining to present to the various casinos ( Harrahs waws c9ontacted in past and i reqwested a meeting with VP Ross located at ceasars in reference to conventions and mafia war reunion parties and mock games but was detered due to the lack of my business license and insurance etc. (b) (6) and his friends from New ORleans were sup[posed to be investors and make money through helping me attain the legal and network to materialize the dream into reality. I have been hacked and having my data and private cellular service and the commissions i was earing through the timeshare resorts stolen and the leads intereted without pay, I need help in provididdg the criminals who are stealing my money and all my intellectual property and computer equipment identity and the financial income and the future i need toi provide for myself. I have seen it and know it is located in a facebook developer app that i am not signed up nor was ever including the creative cloud and itunes and apps that are running and have been hacked by governmentt (mystep father) (b) (6) was a State Representative in FLA - 5 couyntiers for over 18 years he ran for congress also -- (5 counties Okaloosa, Escambia, Bay, Walton, 1more) he is very affluential throughout the entire ste. My x father inlaw retired with Eglin AFB Chief master sgt general and i have been experiencing problems and seen things that appeared to be from NAVARRE (b) (6) AND ALSO FROM HERE IN LAS VEGAS WHERE WE ARE HOME TO NELLIS afb. HE WAS IN THE VIETNAM WAR AND HAS A V3E3RY STRON G NETWORK OR OLD MEN WHOM ARE VILENT AND CAPABLE OF DRUGGING AND DOING THINGS PHYSICALLY MENTALLY AND THIS INCLUDINGS DATE RAPE TYPE DRUGS AND ALSO SUYBLIMINAL HYPNOSICS AND THE INTERCEPTION OF ALL INTEL DUE TO THE THEIFT THEY DID OF MY FIRST WEBSITE 9internetcraftfair.com) WHICH I DESIGNED AND PROGRAMMED WITH PERL DAY AND NIGHT OVER 3.5 YERARS BUT WAS ROBBED BY MY X HUSBAND AND HIS FAMILY AND MY FAMILY DUE TO GREED JEALOUS AND UNKNOWN
REASONS. I HAVE BEEN TOLD BY STRANGERS THAT THERE IS AN INSURANCE POLICY FOR LIFE ON ME AND THE KIDNAPPING THAT THEY WERE ALL PRIVY TO AGAINST THE JUDGE ORDER IN COVINGTON AND THAT I WAS Bribed My [b] (6) [b] (6) TO DROP THE CASE AND LEAVE ME WITH NO LEGAL COUNSEL AFTER A RULING IN MY FAVOR BUT THAT GAVE HER A SEAT AS JUDGE ON THE COURT DUE TO [b] (6) ANBD [b] (6) - PHARMACEUTICAL REPS WITH LARGE DISTRICTS AND MONEY AND POWER IN THE INDUSTRY THAT HAS CAUSED ME PHYSICAL AND MENTAL AND FINANCIAL LOSS AND EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY DUE TO THE PTSD AND THE MENTAL ABUSE AND STALKING DIGITALLY AND PHYSICALLY FROM NUMEROUS UNKNOWN INDIVIDUALS.

help me
MY EMAILS -- [b] (6) [b] (6)
[b] (6) [b] (6)
AND THE [b] (6) [b] (6) AND ICLOUD ACCOUNTS THAT I HAVEN'T SET UP[ NOT USED AND THE OUTLOOK AND LIVE MSN ACCOUNTS TOO THAT ARE NETWORKING AND CAUSING ME GREAT LOSS OFF ALL INFO AND IMAGING MY BRAND NEW MACHINES TO REFLECT THE SAME AS MANY DELL 1545 MACHINE THAT WAS STOLEN FROM ME ALMOST 2 YEARS AGO. THE SECURITY HERE IN TOWN HAS ACCESS TO PLAYER CLUB DATABASE IN THE MIDDLE OF NIGHT FOR PLAYERS TO RECEIVE THEIR CARDS THIS INCLUDES THEIR ABILITY TO HAVE THE PASSWORDS ETC... THEY ARE SETTING UP DATABASES WITH THE INFO THROUGH FILMMAKER. PLACES LIKE ELLIS ISLAND IS POPULAR AND THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE ACCOUNTS IN ALL THE CASINOS USUALLY USE THE SAME PASSWORD AND THEREFORE THE PEOPLE LIKE --- ROGIER A LONG SILVER HEAD MAN FROM TWAIN NEAR CONVENTION CENTER, STEVE WATKINS, AND OTHERS ARE STEALING THE FREEPLAY AND SHOPPING AND CREDIT CARD INFO FROM PLAYERS WITHOUT THEIR KNOWLEDGE. I WAS PRIVY TO THIS FIRST HAND BUT REMOVED MYSELF FOR FEWAR AND ALSO FOR ETHICAL REASONS. AND his friend apprached me at the ORleans Casino in May 2015 and they had also approached me at the Veintian wrote a note to the venitian about this so they could be alert. PLEASE document and press the laww to the fullest extent to any and all those regardless of relation to me whom are accessing ANY of my personal and financial data and that have access to the info that is allowing them to steal and utilize my identity for illegal; purposes that I am having to personally pay the consequences for.

I am staying at [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) LA VOES, NV 89169 and I am being severely harrassed and had the man agemnt and individuals cost me my livlihood due to their negligence and lack of maintenance due to the infestation of bedbugs I have in my apt they are trying to intimidate myself and have caused harm mentally to the elderly man of 72 [b] (6) whom has disappeared without a trace I placed missing person report in.

I need legal BIG DAWG Help from the gqaming commission and others whom can find these hackers and their conspirators and imprison them for this haneous acts and their manipulation in my personal and financial stability and safety

[b] (6) mOr call the cell I currently have [b] (6)
Ticket: # 493314 - Spam text

Date: 8/27/2015 4:52:09 AM

City/State/Zip: Los Gatos, California 95030

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received spam text at 1 am from number [redacted], trying to sell me Rayban glasses. Message as follows: Get first access to a new MK Bags & Ray-Ban Sunglasses! Up to 70% off!
MK [redacted]
Ray-Ban [redacted] [2015/08/27 16:05:56]

I’d also like to complain about Verizon Wireless not offering any functional way to either report or block such texts. It is inexcusable on their part.
Ticket: # 493530 - stubborn spam
Date: 8/27/2015 10:36:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Hutchinson, Kansas 67502
Company Complaining About: Unknown Spammer

Description
E-mail spam ads will not stop. Clicking on the opt-out link just seems to confirm my address to the sender. There are dozens if not hundreds of companies apparently represented, including Kohl's, who denied any tie nor any ability to stop these. My postal mail to opt-out address was returned - "no such street"; Ruston LA chamber of commerce also said no such street as (b) (6) [b] (6). "From:" is always a different address.
Can you do anything? Thanks! (b) (6) [b] (6)
Ticket: # 493805 - scam text messages
Date: 8/27/2015 11:51:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Waterford, Virginia 20197
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have received two scam group text messages within a few minutes of each other. The numbers are (b) (6) and (b) (6).
Ticket: # 494022 - ANOTHER EMAIL BLOCKED ON

Date: 8/27/2015 12:52:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
TRYING TO SEND LINK FROM [REDACTED]...SEND FAILED...SEE ATTACHED...PLEASE OPEN GATEWAY...IT MAY BE GATEWAY OR THE [REDACTED] OF AT&T. SEE GATEWAY FOR MID-COUNTY LOCATED AT [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] 63105
Ticket: # 494044 - INVESTIGATE [b] [6] -???OKLAHOMA???: SACHS COMPUTING-63017-63005/ NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...63103
Date: 8/27/2015 12:58:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE FOR THE FOLLOWING FOR TRAFFICKING PEOPLE'S EMAIL. MSD EMPLOYEES TRAFFICKING PEOPLE AT SCHNUCKS WHO ARE HOMELESS...PUTTING THEM IN SEWER DRAINS....ESPECIALLY JOURNALIST..AND MMEDIA...THEY MAY HAVE MY CHILDREN..
Ticket: # 494544 - PLEASE EMAIL ATTACHED TO MY EMAIL AT STILL UNABLE TO SEND

Date: 8/27/2015 3:09:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Thank you for your help. How do I file charges of kidnapping and human trafficking on my daughter? In regards to my missing and possibly abducted into prostitution and human trafficking...daughter, my son...

How do I sue my former Church and its and their church including. I received a bag of clothes from a female yesterday, while standing and praying at the Metrolink entrance, the bag was a Frist Watch bag...Which is where I've known to frequent n Chesterfield. I have tried many times to petition the Saint Louis County Adult Abuse as Judge denied them all. except two find my kids and to bring resolution to my freedom from human trafficking..., This according to Missouri House Bill 214...
Ticket: # 494571 - I HAVE AN OFFICER THAT JUST CONNECTED TO ME URGENT

Date: 8/27/2015 3:18:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THIS STUFF HAS BECOME VIOLENT...HIS IS AN OFFICER THAT MAY HAVE FIND MY KIDS IN TOWER GROVE...63118...HE IS A JENNINGS POLICE WHO REPORTS TO SAINT LOUIS COUNTY. I HAVE NOT SEEN HIM IN A WHILE...PLEASE SEE IF AND THESE CHURCH PASTORS I HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT HAS HIM BOUND SOMEWHERE RAPE HIM...JENNINGS, MO...I KNOW HIM FROM WORKING AT MACY'S CHESTERFIELD THROUG SERVING AS SECURITY FOR . WHOM IS HOMOSEXUAL...ANDY HAS BEEN A POLICE OFFICER FOR 3 -5 YEARS FOR SAINT LOUIS COUNTY. SEE IF CHESTERFIELD POLICE IS INVOLVED...CLARVOYANT CONNECTION...HE IS BEING RAPE WHICH IS WHAT AND THOSE AT THESE SHELTERS. NEW LIFE EVANGELISIC CENTER; ST. PATRICK'S CENTER ON ...63103...OR 3420 MIAMI 63118...
Ticket: # 494583 - METRO MIGHT HAVE KIDNAPPED A SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE OFFICER AFTER APB REQUESTED

Date: 8/27/2015 3:22:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
TO BE PLACED ON [b] (6) [b] [b] [b] [b] ...WHOM IS DANGEROUS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE IF YOU CAN FIND [b] (6) [b] ...THE JENNINGS, MO POLICE OFFICER.
Ticket: # 494720 - Email possible phishing?
Date: 8/27/2015 3:59:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Beaverton, Oregon 97006
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
Received an email from Frontier Communication when I reviewed the domain name I noted [redacted]. In the past when I changed passwords the domain was different frontier.com. The request makes note that the "FCC is requesting volunteers". Can you confirm this for us.
Description
in last several weeks I've gotten phone calls from someone saying "they was from Microsoft and wanted to access our computer. When I try to get validity of caller they hang up! Very persistent with my wife on the phone, when I ask questions he hangs up. I tried calling the number on my ID get an answering machine telling me its not a working number! The number is [b] (6) [b] [b] [b] [b]. Thanks, Patrick
To Whom It May Concern: URGENT!!!

My name is [b] [6], School Psychologist/Special Education Coordinator for the Iditarod Area School District (IASD). Since May 15, 2015, I have served in this current capacity, and also worked as the IASD Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent and as a Technology Support staff.

I write today on behalf of myself, and Superintendent Dr. [b] [6]. Please help us with a criminal situation involving a disgruntled former IASD staff member.

A woman by the name of [b] [6] continues to log in to our computer system by activating surveillance software she previously authorized as a district purchase at some point during her employment as, “Technology Director.” We have learned that Grieve installed/activated Airwatch on many IASD computers including the former interim Superintendent’s laptop, which was handed over the current Superintendent in May of 2015.

Her current behavior as a former employee is criminal according to AS 11.46.740. IASD has electronic records verifying claims reported here.

Although no longer employed by IASD, [b] [6] continues to remotely peruse any and all content on staff computers, and she also has the capacity to remotely activate computer microphones and video cameras for eavesdropping in the IASD district office. In some cases, it is suspected that information gleaned illegally is being provided to [b] [6] of NEA Alaska, a union representative assigned to IASD. Poole’s references in specific recent complaints are now under scrutiny in light of what has been discovered regarding this serious, ongoing breach of privacy, confidentiality and attorney/client privilege.

On June 11, 2015, Grieve, who holds an AK teaching license but was functioning as a Director of Technology for IASD, resigned. Upon her resignation, she immediately joined several other recently departed IASD staff in filing a preliminary grievance with NEA Alaska where she made a variety of unsubstantiated allegations.

In the weeks leading up to her resignation, [b] [6] repeatedly refused to provide IASD Superintendent [b] [6] with requested information regarding technology whereabouts, server locations at sites, accounts held by the IASD tech department, computer programs, and all logins/passwords. She eventually provided a list of computer programs and passwords to Weston that were non-working including a non-working password to the IASD wireless system. The list provided did not contain any reference to the Airwatch surveillance software nor was Weston ever provided with an administrative login to that particular software.
To date, we have attempted to block all access to \[b] (6)\]; however, Airwatch records reveal she continues to illegally login to our system by using a variety of employee logins/student names with some linked back to her personal ipad mini.

IASD wireless Internet is provided through erate, which is a federally funded school subsidy administered by the Universal Service Administrative Company. While it is known that \[b] (6)\] interfaces with IASD computers through an erate provided connection in Mc Grath, it is suspected she may also be initiating the connection into IASD using another erate funded source as her current employer is believed to be her husband, \[b] (6)\], Superintendent of Chatham Schools.

Interestingly, \[b] (6)\] served as IASD Assistant Superintendent for a number of years in the past.

A brief chronology of events leading up to this written complaint is as follows:

\[b] (6)\] at DRS, the current IASD internet manager, informed IASD tech staff \[b] (6)\] in late July, that Grieve was continuing to login to the IASD computer system. Shortly thereafter, \[b] (6)\] discovered an Airwatch icon on a computer she was working on. This was the first time the current IASD administration knew Airwatch was installed on any IASD computer.

\[b] (6)\] logged in as \[b] (6)\] on Airwatch several times in May of 2015 but never mentioned the software to \[b] (6)\] in a face to face meeting that took place on or around May 15th, 2015.

\[b] (6)\] logged into Airwatch as \[b] (6)\] and on 6/1, 6/8, and unsuccessfully as \[b] (6)\] on 6/11/2015.

\[b] (6)\] resigned on 6/11/2015. Coincidentally, a draft of a letter to the Professional Teaching Practices Commission (PTPC) existed in email and on the Superintendent’s laptop on 6/10/2015 that challenged \[b] (6)\] ethically and professionally, based on her continued refusal to provide IASD administration with an IASD technology inventory and password/login information.

Airwatch records reveal numerous ongoing logins to the IASD computer system since her resignation on June 11, 2015. IASD has archived these records and continues to collect them.

Grieve appears to have activated numerous devices for Airwatch. Some of her most recent logins are traceable back to her personal mini ipad although she has been logging in as current/former IASD staff and/or students. There is no scenario that would explain student logins to Airwatch over the summer in a place where most families do not have internet.

Airwatch records reveal \[b] (6)\] previously purchased over 300 Airwatch licenses last year for less than 190 IASD devices, which has led to concerns that licenses purchased with IASD funds are being used elsewhere.

Another former IASD staff member who also resigned in June, is a known associate of \[b] (6)\], and is now employed by \[b] (6)\], husband at the Chatham School district. \[b] (6)\] apparently logged into the IASD email system as an IASD employee and deleted all emails (IASD property) from...
the account in August of 2015. Airwatch records indicate two administrative logins for [redacted], one of which was also used over the summer.

There are many more details to this case too numerous to list. IASD has reports that show multiple logins over the summer as staff and/or students. We continue to pay for the Airwatch service so that we can continue to monitor this behavior and keep records of it.

Suffice it to say, we need help stopping this malicious, egregious and unfair illegal behavior. Please contact myself, [redacted], School Psychologist and/or [redacted] ASAP.
Ticket: # 495333 - someone remoting into my email due to Clandestine efforts to force (my kidnapped daughter) to have sex

Date: 8/27/2015 7:00:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
to have sex with these preachers...a retired (Southwestern Bell ) employee is forcing my kids to do...there is a preacher Bishop who seemingly is forcing people into jails who do get chosen for his weddings in which outlined in the Missouri House Bill 214 as a felony offense of human trafficking...Please investigate Saint Louis County Justice and Chesterfield Police, Saint Louis City and St. Charles County if you should find this true...They are the church of Pergamum described in Revelations 2:19 through the end. I just saw resembling driving a Lexus see if the so-called jailed are being passed around to corporations to sell sex for or or or ...Companies such as: UPS; Vashon High School; Centene Corporation; Hazelwood High School and or ...Please email to St. Louis County Police ...If you can read the book by of Chesterfield, MO on what is occurring our school systems and judicial systems... "Sinister Among Us"
Ticket: # 495442 - Exposing my privacy in a People Search website

Date: 8/27/2015 7:51:17 PM

City/State/Zip: Sequim, Washington 98382

Company Complaining About: Radaris.com It's A People Search Website.

Description
This company will ONLY remove your information if you agree to let them keep your data and they use it as they see fit for their business. They force you to agree to receive emails from IF you want your private data removed. Basically, they won't remove your data SIMPLY by asking them. You can check this website for yourself. Under terms and agreements, it's ridiculous. My information is already abused as it is. These people are NOT helping me, they never answer the phones, I call many times and they never answer. Please help with this issue. It's all of our rights to privacy! Please help me! Thanks
Ticket: # 495481 - comcast broadband
Date: 8/27/2015 8:05:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Vashon, Washington 98070
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Comcast invasion of privacy.
Comcast is monitoring my activity on the internet, specifically streaming sites. They are spying on me, apparently by request from a 3rd party. This spying must stop immediately.
Ticket: # 495583 - AND AND AND

Date: 8/27/2015 9:20:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

IS A KKK MEMBER FROM ARKANSAS...WHO WORKS IN AT&T DMT GROUP...THE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT UNIT OF ITS U-VERSE PRODUCT...PLEASE INVESTIGATE IF HE IS BLOCKING AND RE-DIRECTING MY EMAILS FROM TO YOURS...SEE IF HE HAS , OR , HELD HOSTAGE IN ANY JAIL CELL INCLUDING CHESTERFIELD POLICE, SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER OR ..WITH AN AT&T EMPLOYEE..SEE IF THEY ARE PASSING HER AROUND THROUGH , OR ATTORNEY WHO PROMISED THAT I'D NEVER HAVE A BUSINESS AS A FORMER CHURCH MEMBER...PLEASE HELP ME SAVE MY CHILDREN FROM THESE AND AND REV. OF FIRST BAPTIST CREVE COEUR CHURCH...AND AND OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD AND OF MT. OLIVE BAPTIST CHURCH ... OF METRO TRANSIT STL... AND BISHOP OF METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER... AND OF CHURCH ON THE ROCKE IN ST. PETERS...LORD YOUR WILL BE DONE...COME AGAINST THESE PEOPLE AS THEY COME AGAINST AND ...AND ...ARE ALSO FROM ...ARE FROM MISSISSIPPI...I WAS RAPED LAST NIGHT...I WASN'T AWARE I JUST WOKE UP SORE...MY NOSTRIL SEEMING AS IF I HAD BULL RING IN IT AS IT STUNG AS I ATE...I DO KNOW THAT IS A BIG ZOMBIE PERSON...AND AND AND ARE BIG FOLLOWERS... AND HAD ME FIRED ALONG WITH FROM AT&T AND HAVE INCLUDED MY CHILDREN'S LIVELIHOOD TO BE TAKEN PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND SEE..WHAT PICTURES OF ME, OR MY KIDS THEY'VE PUBLISHED SO I CAN SUE...
Ticket: # 495597 - see if the attached showing [b] (6) and [b] (6) have infiltrated my son's information
Date: 8/27/2015 9:27:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
please see attached to investigate if [b] (6), is really [b] (6) of U.S. Bank whose father is the President here in Saint Louis., MO...see if they have have my kids hostage...see if [b] (6) is really [b] (6) ..son of [b] (6) whose mother in law is Jamaican...see if they have him hostage some where...
Ticket: # 495601 - see if the attached showing (b) (6) and (b) (6) have infiltrated my son's information

Date: 8/27/2015 9:29:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
please see attached to investigate if (b) (6) is really (b) (6) of U.S. Bank whose father is the President here in Saint Louis, MO...see if they have have my kids hostage...see i (b) (6) is really (b) (6)..son of (b) (6) whose mother in law is Jamaican...see if they have him hostage some where...
Ticket: # 495657 - Violation of privacy/Info sold

Date: 8/27/2015 10:11:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Roswell, Georgia 30075
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description

We recently moved to our new home in Roswell, GA and are unfortunately stuck with Charter Communications rather than having Comcast. I ordered service with Charter Communications and spelled out each letter of my name, [REDACTED], yet my account was setup with [REDACTED], with my first name being NOWHERE near the correct spelling. I've tried unsuccessfully for the past 2 months to have this corrected and they've corrected the statement but not the name on the notification email. What makes it worse is that this incorrect spelling is the first time I have ever had to endure something like this, where my name has been butchered this badly because it's an Indian name rather than a "typical" name. What proves that Charter has sold this information to others is that I have received mail from AC/Heater service providers, dentists, gyms, and other local businesses for [REDACTED], which is the name that Charter has chosen for me. I have even placed a Better Business Bureau complaint against the company and the company has promised to rectify this mistake but has not done so on all the required documents. Email is below and other unsolicited mail are available as proof. This complaint is for violation of privacy and selling of personal information.

ATTENTION:
Charter Statement Notification

Dear [REDACTED],

Your Statement is ready to view.

Sign in to view your Charter Statement.

My Account Features:
My Account allows you to pay your bill, view recent activity, create/manage Charter IDs and Charter.net email addresses and much more...

Account Information

Account Number: [REDACTED]
Statement Amount: $183.49
Payment Due: 07/18/2015

Thank you for being a valued Charter Spectrum Customer.
Note: This email address is not set up to receive reply messages.

Residential customers with questions contact us at 1-888-438-2427.
Business customers with questions contact us at 1-800-314-7195.
Ticket: # 495751 - Ford Credit -- Insecure Passwords and Customer Information Storage
Date: 8/27/2015 11:36:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85008
Company Complaining About: Ford Motor Credit Company

Description
Hello,

I recently read that the FCC is cracking down on companies with poor IT security practices. I recently signed up at www.fordcredit.com in order to make my car payments through Ford Motor Credit. I was surprised to find that they enforce a password length of 10 characters MAXIMUM and NO special characters allowed, only alphanumeric. I'm sure that you understand that this is highly insecure. I immediately assumed it was due to storage-space considerations, but since the password should be run through a hashing algorithm, the length of the password shouldn't even have an effect on end storage size. The only reason they would enforce such arbitrary limits is if they were storing the passwords in plaintext... which would just be ridiculous.

Even if the passwords were hashed, if the password table happened to be stolen in a security breach (which is, unfortunately, is not uncommon in IT security) such a small maximum length with a tiny subset of allowed characters would allow for offline attacks on the table to be highly effective. Heck, even just guessing passwords online would probably prove to be fairly effective for a very determined and patient attacker.

At the current moment, I don't feel safe giving them my credit card details and personally identifying information, but I have to in order to make my car payments. Seeing as Ford is one of the top car companies in the nation, I imagine that they already store a LOT of customer's information and payment methods, and this makes me worry about the safety of other's accounts as well.

Thank you for your help. If the FCC can't look into this issue, please let me know, and I'll see if I can contact Ford directly about this matter; however, I doubt the complaint of one customer would ever make it to someone that could do anything about it in such a large company.

Sincerely,
A security-conscious online consumer
Ticket: # 495860 - Unauthorized internet broadcast of a voicemail.

Date: 8/28/2015 5:27:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
A family member gave another family member a voicemail that I had sent, which the latter family member illegally broadcast over the internet via his personal website without my permission.
Ticket: # 495941 - Text message advertising

Date: 8/28/2015 8:52:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Richland, Washington 99352
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description

Sent an Amazon promotional text to my personal cell phone this morning at 4:59 AM pacific. Consent has not been provided. I find this form of advertising invasive and alarming because I had previously purchased one of the items (specific brand and model) advertised in the text message from Amazon earlier this year. The only agency I am okay with monitoring my purchasing is the NSA. Promotors need to stay out.
Ticket: # 495955 - Computer Internet Hacking
Date: 8/28/2015 9:03:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Englewood, Ohio 45322
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Hacking into my computer to upload files, tamper with evidence and block signals to internet. Goes in personal accounts such as Facebook and LinkedIn and adds persons I have not friended, pictures, etc.
Description
This company relentlessly sends unwanted solicitation emails with no way to opt out. I've requested 4 times via email to be left alone (see attachment), and when I call the phone number all I get is a general voicemail box. I've left messages there as well. My co-workers is having the exact same experience with them.
Ticket: # 496132 - itt technical institute
Date: 8/28/2015 10:39:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Coral Springs, Florida 33076
Company Complaining About: N/a

Description
Edward Tordesillas who is the dean of the ITT in Ft. Lauderdale, FL continues to send me emails with no option to unsubscribe from these lists.
Ticket: # 496186 - intruder
Date: 8/28/2015 10:58:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Holladay, Utah 84124
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Yesterday a man saying he was with Century link, threatened me, cornered me and called me dumb broad. The cops were called and he was told he was disturbing the peace because of his belligerent behavior. To find out he works for Comcast and they won't do anything about it after about 50 neighbors saw his behavior. Comcast was contacted about this company they work with and they said "Everyone has a bad employee". This was more than a bad employee and I am scared he will return as we have had many robberies in the area.
Ticket: # 496331 - Hello SMS android app

Date: 8/28/2015 11:50:26 AM

City/State/Zip: Garnerville, New York 10923

Company Complaining About: Hello Sms

Description
Hi, After installing the above app to my android phone, I immediately had @ least 15 or so unknown numbers on texts that were difficult to delete. I have a screen shot of it if you need it. Ty for your attention to this matter. God bless
Ticket: # 496382 - neighbor has hacked into my computer.
Date: 8/28/2015 12:06:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Poteau, Oklahoma 74953-4924
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

Description
I am pretty sure my neighbor has hacked into my computer. I have several credit cards listed on my computer and now all my pass words into several accounts have been changed and I did not changed them. I have McAfee security and my internet provider is suddenlink. his name is [blurred] Faulk II. his address is [blurred] Poteau OK. he also has suddenlink internet sevice.
Ticket: # 496527 - emails received
Date: 8/28/2015 12:40:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Lewes, Delaware 19958
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have received porn emails from [redacted], [redacted] and [redacted]
Ticket: # 496918 - Scam via Text Message
Date: 8/28/2015 2:32:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Chesapeake, Virginia 23320
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I received that I received a text message with an email as sender (b) (6)------------------------. Mr. (b) (6)------------------------ with Bank of England. (b) (6)------------------------ was in the text as well. The sender asked me to send personal information i.e. full name, contact address, post code, cell phone number, and email. Stated I had a deceased relative with my surname and had inheritance for me. Please address this if you can.
Ticket: # 496921 - Keep blocking emails, but they keep sending

Date: 8/28/2015 2:32:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Prior Lake, Minnesota 55372
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description

Marina Del Rey, CA. 90292 is the offending address.
I have unsubscribed at least 20 times from this address emails and I continue to receive junk mail from the address.
Please take appropriate action to stop them from sending me any more emails. There is no company name, just the above address.
Thank you.
Ticket: # 496944 - company sending emails with misleading subjects, won't stop after 5+ years of requesting them to stop
Date: 8/28/2015 2:39:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Westford, Massachusetts 01886
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I'm a merchant and Living Social violated our agreement, at that time I vowed I would never do another deal with them and told them to never contact me again. I've been trying for 4 years to get these emails to stop, they have so many employee emails I can't block them fast enough. Here is a typical one, with a misleading subject line, no opt-out, no address, clearly not compliant.

Subject: Follow up for Thursday or Friday?
From: 
Message:
Hi Jonathan-

I hope you are having a great summer!

I was wondering if you would be free for a call Thursday or Friday to speak about any events you may have during the fall season and get a jump on ideas for winter ski season.

Best,

That subject line makes it sound like this is someone I've just spoken with, and doesn't sound at all like a commercial request. I can't opt out, even if I express that in a reply I'll get a new employee naively sending new email next month.

Every time a new Living Social employee emails me I have to re-live the horrible experience we had...them changing the terms on our daily deal without our consent, running the deal early, refusing to take the deal down, me being forced to honor sales with terms I would have never set. I reply asking them to never contact me again and I block the email, but soon enough a new employee is reassigned to our account and I'll get another email. They knowingly operate in violation of Can-Spam and refuse to honor my removal request, please hold them accountable. I don't think any warning or slap on the wrist will change this, they need a large financial penalty to take it seriously. Please make them pay the harshest penalty within your power, it goes beyond pushy marketing and they need to be penalized.
Description
An email message was sent to my iCloud address informing me that I am the recipient of a shipment of a box of U.S. currency consisting of many-many bundles of $100 bills (picture sent with email). This person is also demanding that I "settle costs" about this "shipment." This appears to be some kind of shakedown racket and that is why I am filing a complaint about it. The name of the person at the bottom of this email is (b)(6).
Ticket: # 497066 - Verizon emails are missing
Date: 8/28/2015 3:11:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Washington, Maryland 20744
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Consumer is calling about Verizon bundled service. She is the primary email person and she is having problems with her email. Her husband hasn't received an email since last week. She contacted Verizon on 8/21/15 they said it would take 24 to 48 hours to correct the problem. On Sunday 8/23/15 she called to check the status the recording said it would be fixed by 5PM, which didn't happen. From Monday until today the issue still has not been resolved. Verizon just keeps saying it will be taken care of and someone will contact her in 24 to 48 hours and they have escalated the problem. She has documents in the email that she is afraid she won’t be able to retrieve. Verizon will not allow her to speak to anyone in corporate or provide her with information for their corporate office. Consumer wants to receive a month of free service for her troubles and to have her email restored and reinstated immediately. CTR252
Ticket: # 497179 - inheritance scam sent on my cell phone #
Date: 8/28/2015 3:38:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85210
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

---

Description
My cell phone and home phone are both on the do not call registry.
Yesterday on my cell phone I received a text stating:

Hello/We have an inheritance of a deceased client with your surname. Kindly contact (b) (6) via email:
and (b) (6) with your full names for info.
Ticket: # 497184 - Bank Fraud via Text Message
Date: 8/28/2015 3:38:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Lakewood, Washington 98499
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The text I received at about noon on 8/28/2015 is below. It includes a phone number. There is no excuse for you not identifying the owner of that number so you can nail them to a rock and throw the rock into the Atlantic ocean. I have retained the original text; if there is hidden information in the thing, tell me how to send it to you and I will do so. I want to tell you I am damn tired of spending money on this FCC fraud program and getting no results whatsoever. Here is a phone number; it has to work, or it would do the fraudsters no good. So find them.

Here is the message (between quotes):
"(Highly Important.Cod{[b](6) [b]Debit unlock_Call [b](6) [b]now) ID[b](6) Bank 0F Ameirca. Sincerely, Support Dept"

PS: Your form INSISTS on information irrelevant to my complaint. Do you not act on complaints about abuse of telecommunications infrastructure? Are you interested only in consumer abuse by operators of that infrastructure? The FTC suggests that my complaint also be entered here, but it appears to me you don't want to listen.
Description
A person who says his name is [redacted] sent me a spam email claiming to be the director of the Accounting Department of Lukoil Oli & Gas saying that I am a shareholder in his company and that one of a substantial value has been issued in my name. This person wants me to confirm my interest or participation by responding to his email, so that this check can be issued to me in my name. This seems like some kind of con-racket and I would like not to receive such crank messages. This person says he will be contacting me again.
Ticket: # 497459 - repeated phone calls from the same phone number

Date: 8/28/2015 5:01:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Palmyra, New York 14522
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
people calling about solar energy for the house
Ticket: # 497671 - Email unsubscribe

Date: 8/28/2015 6:15:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Ahwahnee, California 93601
Company Complaining About: Sti

Description
I have unsubscribed 5+ times from the NRSC.org email list but everyday I'm receiving 3-5 emails from them. I've emailed info@nrsc.org to request an unsubscribe manually but hasn't worked.
Ticket: # 498001 - false unsubscribe
Date: 8/28/2015 10:23:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Rozet, Wyoming 82727
Company Complaining About: Collins Communication

Description
I signed up to receive emails from fastweb about one year ago, and I no longer want to receive these emails. I have attempted twice to unsubscribe from the subscription, and waited ten days after unsubscribing both times as the site instructed. However I continued to receive emails daily. These emails are cluttering my email I use for college work and all personal needs.
Description
A former boyfriend [redacted] NYC 10025) sending unwanted and harassing emails. Many of them saying he sees me places or asking if I am at a particular location. I think he may be stalking me. I have attached an email received this morning. I do not know who or what he is talking about. I have not seen or spoken to him in years.
Ticket: # 498248 - Comcast Email Service
Date: 8/29/2015 10:46:22 AM
City/State/Zip: East Boston, Massachusetts 02128
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
On Friday, August 28, 2015 I tried to sign in to my Comcast email account and was unable to sign in as it didn’t recognize my password with the user ID. When I tried to reset the password it did not recognize my security information. I called Comcast and they told me my user ID was assigned to a person in Pennsylvania with a similar name. They also told me that the user ID assigned to my account now is a series of letters and symbols (e.g., gibberish). I was told to call Comcast's fraud unit this morning and after speaking to two different people I was told that they had to contact the other customer and get his/her agreement to relinquish the user ID and give it back to me. I have had this user ID for many years and have used it to sign into my Comcast account for bill payments and for email right up until earlier this week. In fact, I have banking information on file with Comcast for bill payments. At this point I do not know if the other person has access to my emails or my account information and Comcast cannot assure me with certainty that they do not. I do not know if my account was hacked. Comcast says it was not but they cannot explain how this error occurred. It is very disturbing to me that my security has been compromised and Comcast does not know how it happened or how to fix it. They are a monopoly with a total disregard for their customers. They should be held accountable.
Ticket: # 498274 - Unwanted Email
Date: 8/29/2015 11:20:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Goddard, Kansas 67052
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I initially gave permission to email deals to me from GroupOn. I have sent multiple unsubscribe messages to them since then, which they ignore. Their website is (b) (6)
Ticket: # 498310 - TERRORIST ACTIVITY AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY
Date: 8/29/2015 11:37:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE ATTACHED OF TERRORIST ACTIVITY AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY MARYLAND AVENUE AND CENTRAL... SEE LINK TO SEE GET THE BARRACUDA.
Ticket: # 498321 - complaint against no opt-out option
Date: 8/29/2015 11:58:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Lawrenceville, Georgia 30043
Company Complaining About: Fortune Builders

Description
I continue to get emails from Than Merrill real estate company, called 'Fortune Builders', about seminars, etc. Their email distribution shows an unsubscribe link but that link has never been working. I've clicked on the link since receiving emails Feb 2015. CAN-SPAM requires the option to unsubscribe, with the company requiring to comply within 31 days.

Please accept this as a formal complaint against Fortune builders in non-compliance with CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. Please see attachment of email.

Thank You...
Ticket: # 498656 - harrasment
Date: 8/29/2015 4:00:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description
[redacted] keep texting me after being told to stop.
Ticket: # 498714 - Tried for a year to get off this SPAM and they keep sending!

Date: 8/29/2015 4:36:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Keller, Texas 76262
Company Complaining About: Oakley, Inc

Description
This company keep sending me SPAM about Oakley glasses. When I click unsubscribe, and say "yes" it errors and they keep sending me spam. Tried for over a year to get off this list; I will NEVER buy Oakley glasses, especially after this experience! STOP THE SPAM!

emails from: (b) (6)

Unsubscribe linke: (b) (6)

Here is what I get when I say "yes, unsubscribe me":

Error: Invalid Link
The Link is invalid. Please contact the webmaster of the site from which you would like to signup/unsubscribe.
Powered By: Reasonable Spread - Permission Email Marketing
Ticket: # 498749 - Unwanted spam text
Date: 8/29/2015 4:50:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
Hello. I received a text from (b) (6) with a link to click on some women’s profile. (b) (6). I do not know this person or this phone number and am upset that I am being solicited!
Ticket: # 498783 - Stop the website <(b) (6)> from sending spam e-mails

Date: 8/29/2015 5:31:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89134
Company Complaining About: <(b) (6)>

Description
The website <(b) (6)> has obtained my e-mail address without my permission. This website is constantly sending spam e-mails to my e-mail address, <(b) (6)> I have requested this website to stop sending their e-mails multiple times. Please contact this website and instruct them to stop sending my e-mail address any e-mails.
Ticket: # 498809 - repeated email spam even after unsubscribing
Date: 8/29/2015 6:05:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Red Rock, Texas 78662
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
I am getting constant email from this site despite unsubscribing repeatedly. I never subscribed in the first place.
Ticket: # 498861 - CAN-SPAM Violation
Date: 8/29/2015 7:51:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
Company Complaining About: Tom Tom, Inc.

Description
The company "Tom Tom" (TomTom, Inc., Burlington, MA 01803) continues to send me unsolicited emails even though I have unsubscribed from all emails and requested them to stop sending emails.
Ticket: # 498873 - Harassment
Date: 8/29/2015 8:04:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98125
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I already unsubscribe to receive anything from Groupon Company many time but they kept sending
I need help to stop this happen.
Thank you
Ticket: # 498927 - compt hacking

Date: 8/29/2015 8:57:29 PM

City/State/Zip: Kc, Missouri 64117

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
/perlror.block error meages
Ticket: # 499013 - poronograph9ic emails and sexually explicit emails
Date: 8/29/2015 11:35:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Aurora, Colorado 80012
Company Complaining About: Microsoft

Description
I receive on average 20 sexually explicit emails concerning Viagra and other topics. I also receive emails asking to verify my home phone nr and to verify my home address. The porno email address with the actual address is a computer generated bogus ones. The solicitation emails are and.

I average 18 a day and have complained three times to Microsoft and they ignore the problem. I currently have about 2000 emails like these blocked on my machine. Can you please do something to stop this unwanted garbage from coming to me?? I appreciate all that you can do. I cannot attach emails to this form but will forward them when you give me an address.
Ticket: # 499065 - Protection of general internet devices from flashing

Date: 8/30/2015 4:02:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Den Helder, Wisconsin 63240
Company Complaining About: None

Description
You have recently put a new pdf up describing a new idea of protecting internet managing devices like, routers, modems, switches etc. From the act of flashing custom or self made firmware on these devices. However I find that this can and probably will become an problem, for privacy and other causes. This devices manages all of the companies or users internet traffic anyone with direct access to it can manipulate, intercept and send any data that passes its connections. By flashing open source trusted and tested firmware on these devices companies and users are protected from possible security flaws, backdoors or other negative intensions from the company selling the device.

You can also imagine possible negative effects if such an device stops being supported by their manufacturer, and a mayor security issue is discovered. Is the user now compromised and not allowed to do anything about it but buy a new device. Does that seem fair, especially since this still could be a very capable device.

Further since this device after buying it is property of the company / user shouldn't it be their right to do whatever they want to this device. After all we are an 'free nation'.

FCC I believe that these intentions of protecting these devices are wrong, Please review and rethink them.
Ticket: # 499106 - WeightWatchers SPAM Emails
Date: 8/30/2015 9:14:10 AM
City/State/Zip: Troy, Michigan 48098
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I've been trying to unsubscribe completely from WeightWatchers promotional emails for a year now, with no success. Their unsubscribe process does not work. When I got so frustrated, I would call them and they still would not block me. They aren't following any rules and deserve to be reprimanded. PLEASE help me!
Ticket: # 499241 - Spam emails
Date: 8/30/2015 1:02:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Clinton, New Jersey 08809
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Spam on Viagra and sexual performance.
Ticket: # 499403 - special loan
Date: 8/30/2015 4:33:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Fullerton, California 92833
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
received a text message for a 2 % loan
DEAR HEAVENLY FATHER DETECIEVE, LT. AND OFFICER AND THE KKK REFUSE TO RESPECT MY SON... WHO IS BEING ELECTROCUTED BY THESE OFFICERS...LORD I PRAY YOUR COVERING MY SON AS OF LANGSTON, OKLAHOMA TRIES TO DICTATE HIS LIFE FOR WHAT I DO NOT KNOW WHY AND HER FAMILY THOUGHT THEY WERE SUPPOSE TO CONTROL MY FAMILY FROM 30 YEARS AGO...BUT YOU DO...LORD REVEAL THE TRUTH AND COME AGAINST JUDGE AS HE TELLS THESE POLICE OFFICERS TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING MY FAMILIES AND OTHER FAMILIES IN ST. LOUIS WHICH IS WHY SO MANY BUSINESSES AND CORPORATIONS WERE MOVING AS.. HE AND WERE TRAFFICKING OUT OF ST. LOUIS TO BRING UP PROSTITUTES...WHICH IS WHY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PASSED THE MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...IN ALIGNMENT OF TITUS 1:11...New International Version

They must be silenced, because they are disrupting whole households by teaching things they ought not to teach--and that for the sake of dishonest gain...
Ticket: # 499523 - Unauthorized Disclosure of Personal Information

Date: 8/30/2015 7:01:48 PM

City/State/Zip: Garden City, New York 11530

Company Complaining About: Optimum

Description
Carltun on the Park, Eisenhower Park, East Meadow, NY has provided a contact phone number and contact email address to various third parties without my knowledge or consent.
Ticket: # 499573 - text spam abuse
Date: 8/30/2015 8:15:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Fleetwood, Pennsylvania 19522
Company Complaining About: Virgin Mobile

Description

please contact me through this email so, i can send you a bank certified check. All i need is your information to send the check to.
Ticket: # 499760 - Political emails from right wing organizations
Date: 8/31/2015 12:00:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Telluride, Colorado 81435-3086
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I am getting emails from one or more organizations that are directing me to this website [Redacted]
I cannot unsubscribe from this email and it is disturbing, extremely dark, targeted to the uneducated and meant to throw the upcoming election.
Ticket: # 499886 - Getting texted porn advertisements

Date: 8/31/2015 8:59:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Westville, Oklahoma 75965
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

Description
Around 7:30 am today and yesterday i get very racy text messages that also has a link tona porn site attatched. It always has 2 recipients, and when I tried to text back "Stop" a get a message from another number saying messaging has been blocked. I've looked up a few things online, and none of it seems to be working.
Ticket: # 499911 - Email with multiple domains is sending sexually suggestive text messages
Date: 8/31/2015 9:34:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Overland Park, Kansas 66209
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I've received two text messages to my T-Mobile cell phone number that appear to be soliciting sex or pornography. Both messages were from an email address, preventing me from being able to block them via built-in T-Mobile options. Both messages also contained bit.ly shortened links, which I did not click on. The first message I received I deleted immediately because it was way more explicit, but I remember it ending in @ [something] company.com. The second message came from [b] (6) [b]. The message, written in the same style but less explicit than the first reads: "Yo u kn0w h0w t0 push the right butt0ns" and contained this link in the subject line: [b] (6) [b]. I have tried googling the email address, but nothing comes up.
Ticket: # 500032 - Still getting emails after I unsubscribe

Date: 8/31/2015 10:31:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32808
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
I unsubscribed from an email from Tradsey (Santa Monica, CA 90401) on 8/24 at 9:41am. I know this level of detail because I am on a mission to stop being bombarded by unsolicited emails and am taking a screen shot every time I unsubscribe. To this day I am still receiving nearly daily emails from this company. This has to stop.
Ticket: # 500148 - Invasion of privacy
Date: 8/31/2015 11:12:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Fort Worth, Texas 76114
Company Complaining About: At&t

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 500223 - Perimysial.com
Date: 8/31/2015 11:39:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Statesboro, Georgia 30458
Company Complaining About: Perimysial.com

Description
I unsubscribe over and over for so long and still get emails. Worse: the "From" address is listed as being my own! Evrytime i try to search for them, there is no other website info then the unsubscribe page AND I have asked to be removed so many times that after i enter my address to unaubscribe, it just flips me back to the orihinal undubscribe page. This has to be a ciolation of them using my personal email and making it were I can’t opt out. It is an invadion of privacy. Please help!!
Description
every few months vonage services stop working and customer support wants you to install new (different) web browsers and change all your passwords and pin numbers. I believe this is my 6th time. What is happening to all of the information.

supervisor said that after 60 days passwords no longer work and you need to make new passwords and pin numbers. Totally unacceptable.
Ticket: # 500449 - Reporting CAN-SPAM violation
Date: 8/31/2015 12:51:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98104
Company Complaining About: Do Not Now

Description
I have tried to unsubscribe to emails sent by Delivery Agent, Inc. (Crozet, VA 22932) for years, and I continue to get emails from this mailing list I never signed up for to begin with. I have marked it as spam, but they have found a way to bypass this. I would like to me removed from their mailing list
Ticket: # 500451 - Continues to send emails after unsubscribing many times
Date: 8/31/2015 12:51:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77007
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have unsubscribed from NetApp over and over again. I have gone to their contact us page and unsubscribed. I have even phoned an 800 number I found online. I have sent them a direct email (which did not bounce) but I still get email from them. I'm attaching the email I received in May that says I've unsubscribed. And additionally a picture of all the emails I've gotten since then. I will unsubscribe again today, but I assume I will continue to get these emails.
Ticket: # 500701 - Spam
Date: 8/31/2015 2:12:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Hermosa Beach, California 90254
Company Complaining About: Usa Hud

Description
getting constant spam from them every 2-3 weeks for the past 5 months.
Ticket: # 500707 - Facebook autostart video
Date: 8/31/2015 2:15:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Lacey, Washington 98503
Company Complaining About: Facebook

Description
A pornographic video autostarted on my Facebook without my consent. I was appalled. Facebook removed it. I wish to see autostart video disallowed. People should choose what they watch.
Description
I am receiving porn spam text messages from the following group message:
(b) (6)   and (b) (6)   
subject: (b) (6)   
message: C00me0n and s0ak me dry with that m0uth 0f y0urs.

this one was received on 08.31.20 as a multimedia message 5:13am
I did not give permission to receive any contact from this company/person and I don't know who they are. If you can get them to stop that would be great.

thank you
Ticket: # 501178 - Internet advertising adware
Date: 8/31/2015 4:17:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Kansas 66112
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Even though I have a spyware protection on my system I'm getting pretty tired of having to but new equipment because some advertiser has found a way to hack my personal data....which is supposed to be protected. Over the last 5 years I have had to buy 2 CPU's due to someone or somethings blasting my system and locking it down. That is very irritating and can be expensive.

There should be some limitations on the ads used on the internet. Just today less than an hour ago I was on the internet reading an article and wham....my screen went blank a few secs. then 5-6 windows opened warning me of another virus attack. Well after running my spyware there were 59 intrusions.......99% were due to adware trying to breach my system for personal data. Is this actually legal? Can advertisers really put cookie tracers on your system without permission? I realize the internet is a broad concept but should there also be more protection for the consumer? We don't need anyone tracking which web sites we visit and if we purchase anything and...try to steal that data. None of the advertisers can track you when you go to a store to purchase something why should they have that option on-line.
It is becoming quite a nuisance when you can't use this medium without out fear of being violated. It's like having your house broken into.
Ticket: # 501785 - Porn message sent to my 13 year old daughter's phone
Date: 8/31/2015 7:28:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Louisville, Kentucky 40228
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
My daughter received the following text message on her phone today. She is 13 years old:
Mon 08/31/2015 03:37:09pm
(b) (6) ← f (b) (6) ; (b) (6) ;
<Subject: (b) (6) Were y0u in B0y Scc0uuts? Cause y0u sure have tied my heart in a kn0t.
The above (b) (6) was a link to a horrible porn site. This needs to be stopped!!!!! THIS IS ILLEGAL. Can you please investigate this?
Thank you (b) (6)
Ticket: # 502088 - Stolen Ashley Madison Personal Information

Date: 8/31/2015 10:12:28 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10010
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Nomorelies.xyz is hosting a searchable database of stolen PII and needs to be shutdown immediately. Here is the site and hosting information

Domain Name: [b] (6) 
Domain ID: [b] (6) 
WHOIS Server: [b] (6) 
Referral URL: [b] (6) 
Updated Date: 2015-08-25T22:58:07.0Z 
Creation Date: 2015-08-25T22:58:04.0Z 
Registry Expiry Date: 2016-08-25T23:59:59.0Z 
Sponsoring Registrar: Namecheap 
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: [b] (6) 
Domain Status: [b] (6) 
Domain Status: [b] (6) 
Registrant ID: HQPPIC53PGY1YUJH 
Registrant Name: WhoisGuard Protected 
Registrant Organization: WhoisGuard, Inc. 
Registrant Street: P.O. Box 0823-03411 
Registrant City: Panama 
Registrant State/Province: Panama 
Registrant Postal Code: 00000 
Registrant Country: PA 
Registrant Phone: +507.8365503 
Registrant Phone Ext: 
Registrant Fax: +51.17057182 
Registrant Fax Ext: 
Registrant Email: [b] (6) 
Admin ID: ZSAACYXRQPQD5YWQ 
Admin Name: WhoisGuard Protected 
Admin Organization: WhoisGuard, Inc. 
Admin Street: P.O. Box 0823-03411 
Admin City: Panama 
Admin State/Province: Panama 
Admin Postal Code: 00000 
Admin Country: PA 
Admin Phone: [b] (6) 
Admin Phone Ext: 
Admin Fax: [b] (6) 
Admin Fax Ext: 
Admin Email: [b] (6)
Tech ID: P2IG3WQMRMYUAQAL
Tech Name: WhoisGuard Protected
Tech Organization: WhoisGuard, Inc.
Tech Street: P.O. Box 0823-03411
Tech City: Panama
Tech State/Province: Panama
Tech Postal Code: 00000
Tech Country: PA
Tech Phone: [b] (6) [b]
Tech Phone Ext:
Tech Fax: [b] (6) [b]
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email: [b] (6) [b]
Name Server: [b] (6) [b]
Ticket: # 502166 - These Devices Used on ME

Date: 8/31/2015 11:44:47 PM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79915
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I'm being gang stalked, and if it continues, I'm thinking about buying a jammer that allows me to go out of my home undetected, but since I suspect you are a part of this type of surveillance, I'm skeptical about whether you will want to help me.
Ticket: # 502274 - Unwanted Ads
Date: 9/1/2015 7:57:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Millsboro, Delaware 19966
Company Complaining About: Numerous

Description
I receive numerous promotions daily and they provide no way for me to unsubscribe from their mailing list.
Ticket: # 502312 - OmniMail marketing junk emails

Date: 9/1/2015 8:52:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Reston, Virginia 20194
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Greetings, I have been receiving at least 3-6 email daily for various services (astrology, dating, insurance, etc.) that I never ordered or authorized. These emails are processed by OmniMail Marketing. While there email content shows supposed link to unsubscribe, the links are images pasted in and are not a live link, hence cant be used. Their website is "under construction." The company is braking the law, please enforce the law and force them play by the rules. Fines for braking the rules should be in order as well. Thank you.
Ticket: # 502358 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/1/2015 9:27:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Ny, New York 10128
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I keep getting emails from:
aceedutech.com and IndiaMart.com
As many times as I have tried to contact them to "Unsubscribe" they continue to send me unwanted emails. They just clog up my Inbox and are not offensive - just selling things.
What else can I do?
Ticket: # 502488 - Ariba
Date: 9/1/2015 10:31:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Chaska, Minnesota 55318
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I continuously get emails from this company even though I have emailed them multiple times telling them to remove me from their contact list. I have better things to do!!!
Ticket: # 502794 - email service
Date: 9/1/2015 12:04:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Dozens of emails in my inbox, as well as in my sent email box, have been wiped from my Xfinity based email website. I did not delete them, they have been deleted by unknown reasons. Comcast customer service has been unable to explain how this happened. Call centers in south and east Asia seem especially challenged to communicate the specific type of issue to Comcast's "Tier 2" level of customer support.
Ticket: # 502822 - Political SPAM
Date: 9/1/2015 12:10:46 PM
City/State/Zip: La Vista, Nebraska 68128

Description
Congressman Tom MacArthur is sending unsolicited emails to me. I am not in his district or state and the newsletter has not honored my unsubscribe requests. The reply address does not respond to incoming mail and the contact link will not allow me to contact him because I am not in his district.
Ticket: # 502946 - Unwanted/Inappropriate Emails to my school account
Date: 9/1/2015 12:48:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Norman, Oklahoma 73072
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I keep receiving inappropriate emails at my school email account. Please block these emails from coming through. I try to click the unsubscribe link in some of the emails, but most of them lead me to a blank page.
Ticket: # 503005 - Spotify unsubscribe link does not work
Date: 9/1/2015 1:05:48 PM
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94107
Company Complaining About: Spotify

Description
I would like to unsubscribe from emails from Spotify but the unsubscribe link they provide at the bottom of their promotional email [b][6] does not work.
Ticket: # 503021 - Spam unwanted emails
Date: 9/1/2015 1:09:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Westlake Village, California 91361
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Someone has apparently sold my email to someone and I am getting unwanted email spam on a
daily basis. I consistently unsubscribe however in this case the email sources seem unlimited but you
can tell the style/format of email is always the same. Maybe they have found a loophole.
Ticket: # 503288 - Text spam

Date: 9/1/2015 2:16:54 PM

City/State/Zip: Spokane, Washington 99216

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I receive spam text from number [●] and there's no way to stop it. Help please (Not sure if I should put under Privacy in the Internet issues section.)
Ticket: # 503395 - charging me a deposit or a demanding a credit check
Date: 9/1/2015 2:49:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Beaverton, Oregon 97008
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
We are moving into a home we are purchasing and are being required to pay a deposit even though we are using our own modem and router. They said we could have a credit check and fork over my SS # but since we are still waiting to close on our home we did not want a credit check to show up during the closing process. We are getting electric and gas turned on and they don't require a credit check how is it that for internet and a phone service that this is demanded.
Description
Over 2 years ago I faxed all the required documents to Google to provide me access to my late son's gmail accounts. I followed up by email once in a while, until finally after several months, they asked for a court order, which I emailed to them and followed up again and again. After a few months they asked for a court order specifically for Google. I emailed them the required court order to both [b] (6) and [b] (6). Since then I have sent several email messages asking for status. They don't reply to my messages. This process has caused more grief for me and my family.

A few months ago I filed a Better Business Bureau (BBB) complaint. Google representative sent me an email asking for the documents again. I re-sent everything they require. They stopped communicating with me again. They don't even reply to my BBB requests.
Ticket: # 503545 - home for sale
Date: 9/1/2015 3:20:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Loveland, Colorado 80538
Company Complaining About: Constant Contact

Description
Never asked for any email and "constant ncontact" has been warned before to take me off their email list but they keep sending emails.
Description
Credit Card Services continually call me on my cellphone and home phone. Some of the time it is a "Rachel" or "Carmen". I have actually asked them numerous times to discontinue calling me as I DO NOT HAVE, NOT EVEN ONE, credit card. All this to no avail.
Ticket: # 503933 - Scam caller that threatened me

Date: 9/1/2015 4:50:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Hilmar, California 95324
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I received a call from someone with thick accent telling me he was from windows and that my computer was going to be shut down in 24hrs if I didn't do all the things he told me to do. He knew my first, middle initial, maiden and current last name. He got very mad when I told him I didn't want to do any of this and I also told him he had the wrong person. He told me I was in very big trouble for wasting his time. I am mainly concerned that he had all this information. Should I be worried? Here is the number that came up on caller ID [b] (6) [b] [b] and he earlier had told me to write down this [b] (6) [b] [b] Please advise. Thank you  PS. I gave him NO information or money!
Ticket: # 504117 - Harassing texts
Date: 9/1/2015 5:37:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Clermont, Florida 34711
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The owner of [b] (6) has been contacting me without my authorization and after being asked to stop doing so. Back in April of this year this person contacted me through GoPro SMS and then yesterday again through What's App. I have a permanent injunction against a guy that threatened my life. I believe this is the same person. Please I beg you to investigate and to help me bring this person to some kind of accountability. Please help me identify this individual. This has been going on for many, many months now.
Thank you so much!

[b] (6)
Ticket: # 504121 - EMAIL HARASSMENT
Date: 9/1/2015 5:40:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11205
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My gmail account is hacked, and I want it to be permanently closed. Some of the government (state of Texas) was allowing it to be monitored and opened as a portal to cause me complete financial destruction, and also evade the police in Dallas after I filed ID theft. I wish I would had notice its personal attack earlier, because I entered a hospital and signed in and then they had messed with my medical record, and wanted to avoid a lawsuit. After that I was shifted back to Texas unknowingly, because I was not getting emails at my Yahoo address, that I still have, but that one is ok now. The Gmail one has to be completely shut down, it is (b) (6) it is insanity.
Ticket: # 504400 - Spam text messages
Date: 9/1/2015 7:15:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Summerville, South Carolina 29483
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I keep receiving spam text messages from random emails. I have recently gotten one in a group chat form and turns out that whoever is doing this is targeting T-Mobile users. Please fix this spam issue. I have already spoken with a representative and am still having the same issue.
Ticket: # 504404 - Spam text messages
Date: 9/1/2015 7:16:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Summerville, South Carolina 29483
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I keep receiving spam text messages from random emails. I have recently gotten one in a group chat form and turns out that whoever is doing this is targeting T-Mobile users. Please fix this spam issue. I have already spoken with a representative and am still having the same issue.
Ticket: # 504432 - Subject of an "inheritance."

Date: 9/1/2015 7:23:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Baileyville, Maine 04694
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
A person who calls themself, "Rev\(b)\(6\)\)" sent me an email claiming that I have come into a $5.5 million inheritance which he is going to give to my "sister", whose name is "\(b)\(6\)\)." I have no sister by that name, nor do I have any $5.5 million inheritance, either. This email is a crank email, as far as I am concerned, and I am reporting it as such.
Ticket: # 504693 - Privacy Issues
Date: 9/1/2015 9:15:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Dan Diego, California 92139
Company Complaining About: Www.411.com

Description
(b) (6) had put my name and address on file without consulting. A violation of my privacy rights.
Ticket: # 504783 - Teen Vogue Magazine sending unsolicited emails and refusing to allow an unsubscribe

Date: 9/1/2015 9:56:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80207
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have never subscribed to Teen Vogue magazine or emails. I recently began receiving daily emails and have selected to unsubscribe multiple times with no consequence. I believe they are violating consumer laws by continuing to send me unsolicited emails and not stopping when I choose to unsubscribe.
Ticket: # 504894 - internet security
Date: 9/1/2015 11:28:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Olympia, Washington 98506
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My computer (lap top) has been hijacked, some one has taken control of my system and blocked my access to my own computer.
Ticket: # 504975 - Received a telephone call
Date: 9/2/2015 12:40:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Palm Desert, California 92260
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I received a call from (305) 356-9999 and was told they were the Federal Grant Bank New York giving government grants, and that I had been selected to receive a $7,800.00 grant. [b] (6) [b] asked several questions, then told me to call [b] (6) [b] where arrangements would be made to send my check. When I called they said I would have to pick it up as a money-gram, but I'd have to give $200.00 to receive it. I told them thank you, but I didn't have $200.00, a [b] (6) [b] spoke with me. Please advise me if I have reached the correct department. [b] (6) [b]. I was able to fill out the rd dot requirements as this call had nothing to do with the internet, so I just fill in what I thought would get my message to you, and I have no "company" so I just put in Verizon my phone service company.
Ticket: # 505004 - Unwanted and unsolicited email advertisement sent to my mobile phone

Date: 9/2/2015 1:22:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Temecula, California 92592

Company Complaining About: Company Unknown But Website Advertised And The Email Address Of The Sender Are Both Listed In The Description Of My Complaint.

Description
I received an unwanted and unsolicited email on my mobile phone on Tuesday, 1 September, 2015 at 10:33 AM. The sender [b] (6) [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] is advertising the website [b] (6) [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] and in the message stated, "hey bud, started using this stuff a few weeks ago and it works awesome." I do not know the sender and I have no prior relationship with the sender. I never authorized the sender to contact me and I never requested information from the sender. I did not respond to the sender and I did not visit the sender’s website since it is likely to be infested with malware.
Ticket: # 505063 - unwanted text message sent to cell phone

Date: 9/2/2015 5:37:58 AM
City/State/Zip: St. Louis, Missouri 63110
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I just got a text (for the first time) to my personal cell phone. Have not previously had problems and I don't want it to become a problem. Here is the address of the text that appeared on my phone: uxyxgwstq@38mfnsc.ca

And it had the following message: www.bit.ly1LI9VF?Rle
Ticket: # 505139 - Spam mail / texts sent to my mobile phone

Date: 9/2/2015 8:34:48 AM

City/State/Zip: Middle Village, New York 11379

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Spam sent by [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] to my mobile phone
Ticket: # 505579 - Spam email
Date: 9/2/2015 11:43:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Des Moines, Iowa 50310
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Last winter I filed this same complaint against the company Pugster. With your help, they eventually stopped but I had over 40 emails by then. Now I'm getting them again. I get at least one email a day and I opt out every day but I'm still receiving them. I've gotten around ten and want them to stop. To the best of my knowledge, I never consented to get them. I don't even know what they sell. I think I have copies of today's email attached.
Ticket: # 505685 - Sending email after I've unsubscribed

Date: 9/2/2015 12:14:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98105
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Hello. I bought tickets to a White Sox game this summer. I couldn't proceed with the online purchase without giving them my email. They send me unsolicited emails. I have made ten (10!) requests to unsubscribe. They refuse to unsubscribe me. I'm sick of getting their emails. I don't want them. I'm not asking for them. Please make them stop. The sources of the emails are MLB.com and whitesox.com. Thank you.
Ticket: # 505923 - DO NOT CALL LIST
Date: 9/2/2015 1:10:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Minnetonka, Minnesota 55305
Company Complaining About: C

Description
Comcast has failed to remove me from their DO NOT CALL list. I have contacted them repeated times and was informed that my case would be resolved. They are still calling and leaving messages 1-2 times daily. Their call is concerning the former owner of my cell phone and even though I explained this they have not ceased from invasive call activity.
Ticket: # 505930 - scammer hacking Wyndham Hotel Group
Date: 9/2/2015 1:12:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85754
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
It appears that a scammer has hacked into sensitive communication between Wyndham Corp and myself and the Tucson Police Department, maybe more. Attachment follows:
Ticket: # 505956 - Internet Privacy
Date: 9/2/2015 1:18:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Moore, Oklahoma 73061

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 506182 - spam text message
Date: 9/2/2015 1:47:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Westminster, Massachusetts 01473
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
received a spam text on my cell phone on 9/2/15 at 1:30 pm from unknown number claiming I will be getting a credit on my next bill and for details visit unknown website. Text was sent to 20 numbers, all unknown to me.
Ticket: # 506270 - Spam texts

Date: 9/2/2015 2:08:24 PM

City/State/Zip: Ivyland, Pennsylvania 18974

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

---

**Description**

I have been getting numerous texts messages regarding my approval for a loan! They are directed to "Larry". My name is [REDACTED]. Every time I block one number, I get the same message from another number. The numbers are [REDACTED]. Please help me to stop this!!!
Ticket: # 506896 - SPAM/Questionable Text Messages

Date: 9/2/2015 4:57:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Overland Park, Kansas 66210
Company Complaining About: Ptel Mobile

Description
About a week from filing this complaint, I received an unwanted text message containing mature content. I replied; now a week or so later I am receiving more of these. The email address associated with each the contact is [b] (6)
Description
Alleging that they have a complaint against me to deliver. From CLS states there is a complaint filed and he has documents that he will only try 2 times to deliver to my home or work. If I or my attorney have any questions call his client directly at (b) (6)
Ticket: # 506952 - Unwanted Text

Date: 9/2/2015 5:13:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Port Barrington, Illinois 60010
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I receive a text numerous times a week from [redacted]. The website is [redacted].

In knowing the laws of anti text campaigns, is there something that can be done?
Ticket: # 507039 - Unwanted text sent to # on Do Not Call list
Date: 9/2/2015 5:34:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Woodbine, Maryland 21797
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received the following unsolicited text sent from [redacted]:
From Fitness 19, Best Offer This Year: $12 to Join & $12 per Month! (NO OTHER JOINING FEES!!)
Show this text by 9/9/15 to get this offer.
Ticket: # 507163 - unwanted email
Date: 9/2/2015 6:19:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Durham, North Carolina 27503
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have requested at least twice via unsubscribe to not get emails from TMIT. the last time I told them if I get one more email I am going to report to FCC so that I what I am doing.

TMIT High Performer Webinars [b) (6)]
Ticket: # 507451 - Rude spam text message with suspicious link
Date: 9/2/2015 8:44:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Troy, New York 12180
Company Complaining About: Unknown - Please See Message

Description
We received a rude spam text message from [b](6) at 7:35pm, September 2, 2015 with the header: [b](6) and the message:
"If I told you that you had a great boody, would you hold it against me?"

(Without the quotation marks)

We are filing the complaint because this was rude, we did not give our number out to anyone other than trusted business contacts, and we are concerned that the link might lead to a virus or something else dangerous.

We attempted to look up the [b](6) host but did not come up with anything useful.

Please advise.
Thank you.
Ticket: # 507458 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 9/2/2015 8:48:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
CARPENTER LIBRARIAN ON GRAND 63118 IS STILL STEALLING MY EMAILS AND INVOICES FOR MY BUSINESS...HE BLACK PEBBLE BACKGROUND APPEARED ON MY INVOICES TODAY TO MAIL FOR PAYMENT TO LUMIERE...SEE IF SHE HAS ABducted.. AS WELL AS.. SMELLED AS IF I WAS RAPED THIS MORNING IN THE CLAYTON PARKING GARAGE...THIS MORNING A COUNTY VEHICLE WAS PARKED OUTSIDE OF THE CLAYTON PARKING GARAGE ON THE TOP LEVEL...I DIDN'T SEE ANY ONE IN IT...IT SEEMS THAT NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER HAS ARRANGED THEMSELVES TO PAY SOMEONE WHO WOKs FOR PANERA BREAD IN CLAYTON...NAME TO FORCE MY KIDS NDOT PROSTITUTION AND TO BRIBE THE MAYOR AND MR. INTO FALSELY ARRESTING FOR RSOMEONE CONNECTED TOMOTHER OF HIS CHILDREN...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...HUMAN TRAFFICKING STILL CONTINUES...

STILL HAS KIDNAPPED BY BRINGING FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD - CHUCH ON THE ROCK (WHOM I SUSPECT RAPED MY SON AT 22 YEARS OLD WHEN HE WAS A SENIOR AT ILLINOIS COLLEGE...HE HAD TO HAVE EMERGENCY HERNIA SURGERY AT ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL...HE MISSED HIS LAST YEAR AS ILLINOIS COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYER...IT SEEMS AS THOUGH OUR MISSOURI LEGISLATORS HAVE DONE A TREMENDOUS JOB AT CREATING LAWS TO RPRORECT OUR CHILDREN...OUR SAINT LOUIS COUNTY AND CITY JUDGES...JUDGE COMMISSIONER MCKEE AND HER SHERIFF...DUANE (SEE IF HE HAS SEEN MY KIDS) HAVE DONE A TERRIBLE JOB OF PROTECTING THEM FROM CLDANDESTNE EFFORTS THAT THESE JEZEBELS PLACE ON THESE KIDS...SUCH AS WITH THE PASTORS NOTED ABOVE INCLUDING; AS THEY PARTNER WITH THE PASTORS NOTED ABOVE INCLUDING; CHESTEFIELD POLICE DEPT.;LT. AND HIS SON; I HAVE A RESTITUTION DUE FROM CASE NUMBER M140000980...SEE WHERE IT GOES TO...I HAVE CONTACTED COMMISSIONER AT COURTS.MO.GOV ...THE ABOVE JUDGES HAVE A PROVEN HISTORY OF MURDERING INNOCENT FOR MONEY (POWERS INSURANCE GROUP (LIFE INSURANCE)).

THESE JUDGES AND THEIR SHERIFFS AND MR HAVE DONE ABSOLUELEY NOTHING
Ticket: # 507591 - Spam Email
Date: 9/2/2015 10:06:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Company Complaining About: Amtex Systems

Description
I have been repeatedly receiving spam emails in my Inbox from the company even though I had sent more than 1 request to them with the word 'REMOVE' in the Subject line asking them to remove my email address from their email list.

The company has been completely ignoring all of my requests even though they have indicated in every spam email they have sent so far including the most recent one (please see attachment) that I can have my email address removed from their email list by sending a REMOVE request to them.
Ticket: # 507659 - AT&T online survey emails despite opting out
Date: 9/2/2015 11:08:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77027
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
On Aug 12, 2015, I filed a complaint with the FCC for receiving a spam text message from a number [b] (b) [/b]. Since then, I have been receiving at least 3 emails per week from AT&T requesting that I fill out an online survey (See attachments). Despite opting-out over 10 days ago, I continue to receive these emails from AT&T.
Ticket: # 507713 - Spam texts from strange emails
Date: 9/3/2015 12:04:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Passaic, New Jersey 07055
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have received two sexual text messages from strange emails, about a week apart from one another. Please Help stop these spam messages!
Ticket: # 507825 - CNN breaking news emails

Date: 9/3/2015 7:15:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 33160
Company Complaining About: Atlantic Broadband

Description
One day I started receiving emails from CNN breaking news I didn't subscribe and I wanted to unsubscribe. Website page mentioned in email on the subject I tried to reach doesn't exist and is not highlighted in email so it's not possible to unsubscribe and emails keep coming subject to my irritation. I need help, please.
Ticket: # 508127 - Unwanted spam/ phishing text
Date: 9/3/2015 11:01:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Warner Robins, Georgia 31088
Company Complaining About: Straight Talk

Description
Bad link sent to my personal number from an email address
Ticket: # 508137 - internet fraud
Date: 9/3/2015 11:04:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33418
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I recently contacted Micro Trend, the company we use for our internet security for a suspected virus. After speaking with 3 agents I was then referred to call Microsoft at [b](6) for the problem. After 3 hours of a remote session with them I then was referred to Hewlett-Packard and was informed that the company at that number was not Microsoft and was a fraud. We feel very violated and have no idea what information they have from our computer. According to many people this is a common problem. Also, to protect our social security numbers we were instructed to contact the credit reporting agencies at AnnualCreditReport.com and flag our numbers. When you google that company there are many sites claiming to be official. There are even two sites that use that exact name but one uses all small letters and one uses capitals at the beginning of each word. You also see a lot of fraud complaints about this on many consumer reports sights. Myself and many people are upset because we do not feel comfortable giving information now over the web and even over the phone. This is crippling the masses in our country. So I went to your sight to try and contact someone to get advice and a legitimate credit report agency number and [b](6) . I tried 0 for the dash and it is an invalid number. So my complaint is multi-faceted, but I would still appreciate a response to it. Thank you, [b](6)
Ticket: # 508144 - Annoying calls/scam caller
Date: 9/3/2015 11:05:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Forestville, Maryland 20747
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I continue to get calls from the same number at least two to three times this week. The name of the company that shows in the caller id is Temperancevi, Va. The telephone is [redacted]. It is a recorded voice message that starts My name is [redacted] he is calling from the Treasury Department and alerting me that I have a past due tax bill. Advises me to call [redacted] because of legal issues that are looming. This is the second complaint that I have made against the company.
Ticket: # 508152 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Date: 9/3/2015 11:06:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

AS I TYPED A LETTER TO LUMIERE PLACE CEO, [REDACTED], NI LIEU OF MR. TO
MY LETTER WAS TAKEN DOWN BY SOMEONE HACKING MY EMAIL BY REMOTING INTO
THE COMPUTER AT MID-COUNTY. I WOULD LIKE FOLLOW UP ON TWO THINGS: 1. PLACE
AN APB ON [REDACTED]...AS I LEFT THE FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD IT WAS DUE TO HIS LACK OF CONCERN FOR FAMILIES AND
MARRIAGES.

UPON LEAVING HE HAD INDICATED TO [REDACTED] THAT SOMEONE WAS GOING TO BE
ARRESTED.

BEFORE THAT HE ANNOUNCED A QUESTION TO THE CHURCH COUNCIL WHOM IS THE
WEAKEST LINK.

UPON MY JOB SUDDENLY ENDING AT ENTERMIRE HOLDINGS....THURSDAY PRIOR TO THE
SUNDAY OF
THANKSGIVNG...I WAS SUMMONED TO FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD...WHILE
VISITING
HE ANNOUNCED THAT HE HAD SPOKEN TO [REDACTED], CALLING HIM MY DAD AND
HE IS NO MY DAD.

WEEK...[REDACTED] IS NOT MY DAD NOR MY FATHER....IT SEEMS THOUGHT I AM NO
LONGER A MEMBER
OF THIS CHURCH NOR ANY CHURCH...THAT THEY'VE INFILTRATED MY PROFILE IN SAINT
LOUIS COURTS WITH BOGUS
ARRESTS, WHICH MAY BE DUE TO MY DRIVER'S LICENSE BEING STOLEN AT LEAST 4
TIMES.

A POLICE REPORT WAS FILE WITH THE SAINT LOUIS CITY POLICE IN 2013 INDICATING SO.
MY SUDDEN JOB
LOS WAS DUE TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING BY [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED]
AND THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
F CHSTERFIELD....I VISITED HE CHURCH..JU SEE WHA TTE LORD WAS TELLING ME...AND

[REDACTED]
SPOKE ON CRYSALE BALLS HE IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING ME AND MY KIDS FOR PSYCHIC
USE...WHICH HE HAD
MY KIDS KIDNAPPED BY EMPLOYING OR BRIBING GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS SUCH AS:
JUDGE [REDACTED] AND HIS CLERK;
JUDGE [REDACTED] ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION...JUDGE
[REDACTED]...WITH THE DENIAL OF
ORDER OF PROTECTIONS FOR THE KIDS AND ON JULY 23, 2015...COMMISSIONER [REDACTED]
AND JUDGE [REDACTED] AND THEIR
LACK OF RESPONSE TO MY QUESTIONS OF SHE IS 21 YEARS OLD SHE MAY NOT WANT TO
BE FOUND...WHICH SEEMS TO BE
THE SAME RESPONSE OF THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE INTERNAL AFFAIRS; WHEN CALLING
ABOUT [REDACTED]' WHERE ABOTS.
IT SEEMS TO BE THE SAME RESPONSE FROM PROSECUTING ATTORNEY \[(b) (6)\] WHEN SEEKING THEIR HELP AS WELL...
SO CRYSTAL BALL MEANS SCRIPTURALLY TOW SCRIPTURES ARE IN EMPLOYED IN MY CURRENT SITUATION AND OUR COUNTY GOVERNMENT...
PSALM 2...WHICH MEANS RECTALLY CLEANING IS BEING TOLERATED IN OUR JAIL CELLS...WHICH MEANS PASTORS ARE USING THE WORD "RODS OF IRON" TO BE PERCEIVED TO MEAN THEIR PENIS'...WHEN "RODS OF IRON" REALLY MEANS THE WORD OF GOD...HOW DO GOVERNMENT REVERENCE PASTORS CONCERNING THEIR PARISHIONERS...IT IS A SEPARATION BETWEEN CHURCH AND STATE WHICH IS BREACHED WHEN CHURCH LEADERS ARE ALLOWED TO HAVE ACCESS TO THEIR PARISHONES INFORMATION.
WHY RECTAL CLEANING TO SEXUAL RAPE THOSE WHO ARE AFFLUENT CONNECT WITH THEIR PARENTS TO FIND OUT WHERE THEIR MONEY IS...OR USE THEM AS \[(b) (6)\] OR \[(b) (6)\] AND \[(b) (6)\] ARE DOING TO MY KIDS AND I FOR FORTUNE TELLING...MY MOTHER MAY HAVE FLAGGED MY FILE BY PAYING SOMEONE IN THE CHURCH...SUCH AS \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]; \[(b) (6)\]...PLEASE FIELD CHARGES FOR I HAVE NOT FOUND THEM YET...INCLUDING NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER.
Ticket: # 508193 - text spam
Date: 9/3/2015 11:19:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Ellicott City, Maryland 21043
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I am receiving daily inappropriate spam text messages of a sexual nature.
Ticket: # 508226 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Date: 9/3/2015 11:34:41 AM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

SEE IF [b] (6) [b] IS LOGINED INTO MCLAB04...AT MID COUNTY LIBRARY
[b] AND [b] (6) 63105...LOOSE HE OR HS WIFE'S ACCESS OR WHOM EVER IT IS
SEE ATTACHED THE BLACK PEBBLES IS NOT MY BACKGROUND
Description
LA fitness continues to email me despite the fact that I have opted out for unsubscribe on multiple occasions. I have spoken with someone on the phone and I have an email confirmation from someone there that I have been removed but they continue to email me. They believe at one point I was a member of their gym and that somehow precludes them from having to unsubscribe me. I have made it clear to them that I have never been a member at LA fitness and they confirmed it was someone else with my same name in a different state. Still though they send me emails!
Ticket: # 508372 - Undesired calls from the Health Insurance Marketplace

Date: 9/3/2015 12:28:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Lenexa, Kansas 66219
Company Complaining About: Government Health Insurance Marketplace

Description
I recently signed onto the Health Insurance Marketplace to find coverage. I have been receiving unsolicited calls like crazy from the many call centers around the country. I signed up, so you would think that calls would cease, they did not. I have received at least 20 additional calls from the different states' locations. Most recently, I received a call and asked the gentleman to put a mark in my file about future calls. He said he doesn't do this. I then asked him, point blank, to cease calling my number. To this he responded that he didn't really care and kept talking over me. At this, I hung up. Shortly afterward I tried calling back to speak to somebody else and found the number was a bad one. This number is [redacted] and my number is [redacted]. I ended up calling another previous number, [redacted] and asked to speak to a supervisor. I was told that nobody was available. WHAT KIND OF OUTFIT IS BEING RUN??? The lady told me that she would place me on the Do Not Call list. This would be fine, except I received at least 2 additional calls from the marketplace. Does this company not share information? When the last person contacted me, I told them of my grief and have not been contacted since.
Ticket: # 508502 - Centurylink call centers and threatening emails to customer  

Date: 9/3/2015 1:07:57 PM  
City/State/Zip: Patrick Springs, Virginia 24133  
Company Complaining About: Centurylink  

Description  
I am 20 year customer with CL, but recently calls for repairs were routed to new sales on the CL systems. Example:1. Call for repair for Dish, then encouraged to transfer to DirectTV. DirectTV tried 3 times to install, but problems with contract between DirectTV and CL on limit to footage of wire required outside of house, but counted as new sale with charges each time I tried to explain to one of call centers who tried to enter as "new sale for each call" and actually sent the same installation representative three times.2: Meanwhile, when internet modem failed, sent customer another old modem and counted as new sale. When I tried to talk to about a dozen different call centers attempting to get corrections about new sales , instead of repairs, I started getting these threatening emails containing information that only one of the call centers would have known. 3: Most worrisome was that one of the call centers gave me a bogus unsecured email address where my problems could supposedly be resolved. Unfortunately, I opened it and am having major computer problems because of the bogus email. When I tried dozens of CL telephone numbers , I am given other telephone numbers that simply go to another call center. Completing a request for assistance on the internet customer service center seems to go into "cyberspace"heaven with no response. Now I have an infected computer, charges on many new installation visits, when I am 20 year CL high speed customer. I am not concerned that I will never get a refund for any of the new installation visits. This will never happen. But I am concerned that some call center is obviously anger that I attempted to report that the many incorrect new sales were repair calls, and now I have an infected computer. As an elderly customer who feels this is a scam, I do not know where to sent this information. Please advise
Ticket: # 508617 - Spam Text Messages
Date: 9/3/2015 1:45:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Valley Center, California 92082
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Several, unsolicited, messages on my cell phone (b) (6) from various individuals or companies requesting me to visit a website.

One website is (b) (6)
The message is from: (b) (6)
Ticket: # 508688 - Emails rom [Redacted] [Redacted] [Redacted]

Date: 9/3/2015 2:10:21 PM

City/State/Zip: Boca Raton, Florida 33486

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I receive about 3-5 emails a day from [Redacted]. I have asked to stop on several occasions and they completely ignore my requests. How did they get my personal email. Is this harassment legal?
Ticket: # 508723 - ATT virus emails

Date: 9/3/2015 2:20:39 PM

City/State/Zip: Mansfield, Texas 76063

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

Random and periodical emails are being generated directly from the AT&T email. Some individual and/or individuals… i.e. someone and/or something is causing this too occur. The email belonged to my beloved husband of 20 years whom tragically passed some 16 months ago of a terminal disease. When sent, this email always carry’s attachments that if click upon might generates a malicious virus that severely damages, corrupt and perhaps seals personal and proprietary data. This has been occurring for over two months now. All of the AT&T representatives that I have been in communication with the exception of one (A very nice guy but he cannot solve the problem) have been cavalier, non responsive, not helpful. I have literally been on the telephone for hours speaking with AT&T representatives who render scripted apologies, who transfer me from rep to rep, from city to city, from country to country. They waste your time asking unnecessary questions, repeating over and over again, the same thing that I have already told them. Example, (Stated he was a manager) employee number, Tel he makes call back promises and never calls back. (There are too many other representatives to mention in this communication). I have requested from AT&T the following (1) They cancel, stop, deactivate this email. (2) I have requested written confirmation from AT&T that this problem ceases. I would sincerely appreciate it if you can help me.

Thank You
Received a message from a number not announcing itself to me it only said "Digital TV, Unlimited Phone, Ultra fast internet all in one bill for 89.99 a month call [b] (6) [b] for FREE INSTALLATION."
Ticket: # 508924 - Excessive Unwanted Text Messages
Date: 9/3/2015 3:16:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Kent, Washington 98032
Company Complaining About: Lending Tree

Description
I have received more than 10 text messages from "Lending Club" telling me I have been approved for a payday loan. I have called them five times and asked them to stop texting me and each time I am told they will remove my number. When it happened again today, I called the number and asked to speak with a Supervisor. I was told by the agent (Mr. [b] (6) [b]) that he was a supervisor and could help me. I explained the situation and he said he would remove my name and number from their list. I told him I had called numerous times before and was told the same thing. I asked why this time was different. He said "because I answered your call." I told him that if I did receive another text, I would be filing a complaint with the FCC. He responded with "Call the FCC, Mother Fu@%er" and hung up.
Ticket: # 509078 - Unwanted Spam emails

Date: 9/3/2015 3:56:22 PM

City/State/Zip: Fort Mill, South Carolina 29707

Company Complaining About: [Redacted]

Description

A email service [Redacted], sends me about 10 unwanted emails per day of very suspicious and shady varieties. I have never willfully subscribed to their service, but, they refer to me as a subscriber. I have accessed their unsubscribe link numerous times and have actually emailed the Registrar personally asking them to remove me from their mailing list. This has been going on for about a month now. I have not been removed nor have they acknowledged my Request. The Registrar is listed as [Redacted] at [Redacted], Bradenton, FL 34208. Phone [Redacted]. Email address [Redacted]. I would like to file a complaint in order to try to get this company to remove me from their mailing list.
Ticket: # 509085 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 9/3/2015 3:59:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
MONIES PAID TO MISSOURI EMPLOYMENT SERVICES THROUGH PAID WEEKS SERVED..FOR OVER PAYMENT OF OVER 5 YEARS AGO..(b) (6) HAS DECIDED TO LIE ON BY MISGUIDING HER AND ABOUT MY OVER PAYMENT WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN SATISFIED..ELECTRONICALLY DEDUCTED..PLEASE INVESTIGATE IF HAS HAD ARRESTED THROUGH CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. SECRETIVELY FOR OVERPAYMENT WHEN ALL IS REQUIRED IS RE-PAYMENT WHEN SHE HAS ANOTHER CLAIM FOR UNEMPLOYMENT OF BENEFITS.
Description
I've been contacting Comcast for the last month about emailing me at the above email address, (b) (6) . Another customer incorrectly provided them with my email address instead of theirs. I contacted that person and they made the correction with Comcast. However, I continue to receive emails from them and not one of the emails provides you with a way to opt out or unsubscribe without logging into an account which I do not have as someone who is not a Comcast customer. I've spent hours trying to get this resolved but cannot as they don't fix it on their end and they use so many emails to reach out to their customers. As I type this complaint I've been on the phone with them for 53 minutes for the fourth time in the last weeks without any resolution.
Ticket: # 509454 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 9/3/2015 5:51:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE ATTACHED..
Ticket: # 509474 - human trafficking
Date: 9/3/2015 5:59:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
see attached...someone created a twitter account....please investigate...
I checked mail today...none today at [b] (6) [b], clayton, mo 63105
Ticket: # 509545 - Email addresses texting me via iMessage

Date: 9/3/2015 6:28:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Hastings, Minnesota 55033
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Have received multiple text messages to my iPhone from different email addresses using the following website link. I have tried to block them but I have received 8 messages alone today and there is no pot out option on the site. Additionally I never signed up to be part of any XXX mailing program. I want this to stop immediately as my children use my phone and the link is right there to click!!!!
Ticket: # 509550 - Unwanted harassing emails regarding potentially fraudulent account

Date: 9/3/2015 6:30:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Raleigh, North Carolina 27603
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
An email originating from [b] [5] was sent to me repeatedly (5 time or more) without my having given my email or consent to be contacted. The emails advertised $2000 supposedly made available to me, should I set up my account, which would inevitable involve sending personal information such as SSNs and the like. As such, it seems potentially fraudulent. The email directed me to open my account at this link:
Ticket: # 509626 - offensive material text explicut pictures

Date: 9/3/2015 6:54:31 PM

City/State/Zip: Vienna, Virginia 22182

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

---

Description
Keep getting unwanted SMS Texts to my phone here is the one from today..

I was REALLY hoping we could chat a bit
PM ME ON THERE after you add me as a "friend" ;)

---
Ticket: # 509813 - Text message unsolicited

Date: 9/3/2015 8:18:10 PM
City/State/Zip: The Villages, Florida 32162
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I've received an unauthorized text message from [redacted]. It says [redacted] your personal loan application has been approval for $800. To get funds click http://www.tinyurl.com/outf2uf? Can you do something about this. I got other texts I think from same number but I deleted them. Thank you
Ticket: # 509860 - Unwanted Text Messages
Date: 9/3/2015 8:52:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Liberty Hill, Texas 78642
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Unfortunately, I keep receiving unsolicited text messages companies in the same way that a telemarketer would solicit. I type stop, but they keep coming from many numbers.
Ticket: # 509924 - SPAM Text Message Complaint

Date: 9/3/2015 9:34:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Boston, Massachusetts 02120
Company Complaining About: Fasi Sports, Las Vegas, Nv 89108

Description
I am receiving continued unsolicited text messages from FASI Sports after numerous attempts to seize their correspondence. I never authorized them to send advertisements to my cellular phone and, when they did, I requested that they immediately seize their solicitations. FASI failed to uphold my requests. Please see attached text messages.
Ticket: # 510080 - Scam call from someone saying they were with Windows Tech Support
Date: 9/4/2015 12:16:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Ukiah, California 95482
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Had a call this morning from a toll free number at about 7:15 am. They said they were from Windows Tech Support and were calling people who were the subject of hackers and to prove their authenticity they would give me the number of my window software license. I knew this wasn't a bonafide call, but I wanted to see how they operated. They guided me to where I could look up my software license #, read it to me and then asked me to open my event viewer which showed many error messages...at which point they said I had to be transferred to a senior technician who would help me fix my problem. The senior technician asked me to connect to the internet so he could "shadow" my computer...at which point I refused and he became rude and hung up.
Ticket: # 510145 - Spam text messages
Date: 9/4/2015 2:39:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Carlsbad, California 92009
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I've been getting text messages from emails similar to this one "(b) (6)" and the message is as follows: (b) (6)
What are you wearing right now?

add me as a friend after u click the link its (b) (6)

I have received many of these messages, each one different than the last and it's becoming very frustrating.
Ticket: # 510151 - Web Security

Date: 9/4/2015 3:20:07 AM

City/State/Zip: Midland City, Alabama 36350

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I created an account on topclassactions.com and the page DID NOT have a place to create a username, but asked for one when attempting to login. I tried entering my email address and first name. I believe this may possibly be an attempt to collect personal information such as first and last name, email address and OTHER account passwords.
Description
I just attempted to open an account on [DELETION] and was unable to open the account upon completion because it did not have a space for a username to be created. I checked my email a few seconds later and have noticed several advertisements, spam, and other junk mail in which I have not received the entire duration I have had this account. I believe this was a mass phishing attempt that's taking place.
Ticket: # 510153 - I can't optout
Date: 9/4/2015 3:51:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Hamilton, New Jersey 08691
Company Complaining About: Freewheel

Description
I have a saved message that I opted out of freewheel on 2/25/15. I just got multiple ADDITIONAL messages yesterday, 9/3/2015. I opted out AGAIN!
Ticket: # 510276 - unsolicited email / spam
Date: 9/4/2015 9:44:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Hyde Park, Vermont 05655
Company Complaining About: Fairpoint

Description
A company called Avast is sending me unsolicited email. Their "unsubscribe" link doesn't work. I have emailed them directly, asked them to stop sending me emails, and they continue to do so. It's a legitimate company, so they really ought to understand how to set up a working "unsubscribe" link.
Ticket: # 510357 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING CHARGES AGAINST FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD

Date: 9/4/2015 10:33:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE WHY MY CHECK FROM CASE NUMBER M14000980 HAS NOT ARRIVED AT CLAYTON, MO 63105. AND ARE MY KIDS ANY WHERE NEAR AND HER HUSBAND ...IF SO WHY? PLEASE CONFIRM IF THE EMAILS TO MR, CEO OF TROPICANA, REACHED HIM VIA ..SOMEONE WAS LOGGED INTO MY COMPUTER MCINET01...YESTERDAY I WAS LOGGED ON...3 DOCUMENTS WERE EMAILED AS ATTACHMENTS AND EMAILED TO: ..PLEASE NOTE THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER ARE USING IT JAILS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES TO RAPE PEOPLE WHO ARE HUMAN TRAFFICKED. IT SEEMS THAT AND/OR HAVE BEEN FALSELY HELD AT SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER AND/OR CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT AS DESCRIBED IN MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214..HUMAN TRAFFICKING...A WOMAN CAME AND GAME ME $3.00 YESTERDAY AND TO CLAROYANTLY IS HAVING ELECTROCUTED OR RAPED BY ; BISHOP ; IT SEEMS DURING THE END OF REING AS COUNTY EXECUTIVE OF SAINT LOUIS MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 WAS WRITTEN AND PASSED IT SEEMS THAT THESE TORTURES ARE TELEVISIONED...EITHER FOR THE SALE OF THE DEAD BODY TO FUNERAL HOMES OR TO MAKE MONEY FROM POWERS INSURANCE GROUP.. WAS NOT RE-ELECTED BY THE PEOPLE IN 2015, BUT IT SEEMS THAT HIS SUCCESSOR, MR. STENGER IS CONTINUING THE SAME TREND.. CHECK STILL NOT RECEIVED FROM M14000980..PEOPLE ARE ALSO TRYING TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING INTO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER SO THEY CAN KILL THEM...SO THEY INFILTRATE THE CHECKS VIA U..S. MAIL AT 63105...AND TAKE IT TOMR. NATIONS OF CHESTERFIEDL POLICE DEPT AND METRO TRANSIT AND DISTRIBUTE TO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER TO KILL THE TARGET RECIPIENT THEN THEY GET MONEY FROM POWERS INSURANCE GROUP FOR THE DEAD BODY.
Ticket: # 510386 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...

Date: 9/4/2015 10:44:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

HOW DOES THE MAIL GET INFILTRATED BY PAYING SOMEONE TO GIVE IT TO WHOM HE SENDS...HIS MOTHER, A FORMER U.S.PS. EMPLOYEE OF LANGSTON, OK...WHOM RUNS THIS NATIONALLY...WITH A RETIRED NURSE AND STATE EMPLOYEE AS WELL AS A RETIRED MILITARY MAN...SEE IFHE INFILTRATED OF LANGSTON, OKLAHOMA.. OF THE AIR FORCE TO FORCE HIM BACK TO OKLAHOMA AS WELL AS MY CHESTERFIELD, MISSOURI..OF THE U.S. ARMY TO FORCE HIM BACK HOME...DOB...PLEASE SEE IF MY MOTHER AND DAUGHTER VIA YOUR U.S.PS. MAIL...THROUGH THOSE NOTED ABOVE..PLEASE WHY MY CHECK FROM CASE NUMBER HAS NOT ARRIVED AT CLAYTON, MO 63105 AND ARE MY KIDS ANY WHERE NEAR HER HUSBAND, AND HER HUSBAND...IF SO WHY? PLEASE CONFIRM IF THE EMAILS TO MR., CEO OF TROPICANA, REACHED HIM VIA..SOMEONE WAS LOGGED INTO MY COMPUTER MCINET01...YESTERDAY I WAS LOGGED ON...3 DOCUMENTS WERE EMAILED AS ATTACHMENTS AND EMAILED TO:...PLEASE NOTE THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER ARE USING IT JAILS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES TO RAPE PEOPLE WHO ARE HUMAN TRAFFICKED. IT SEEMS THAT AND/OR HAVE BEEN FALSELY HELD AT SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER AND/OR CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT AS DESCRIBED IN MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214..HUMAN TRAFFICKING...A WOMAN CAME AND GAME ME $3.00 YESTERDAY AND TO CLARVOYANTLY IS HAVING ELECTROCUTED OR RAPED BY; BISHOP IT SEEMS DURING THE END OF REING AS COUNTY EXECUTIVE OF SAINT LOUIS MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 WAS WRITTEN AND PASSED IT SEEMS THAT THESE TORTURES ARE TELEvised...EITHER FOR THE SALE OF THE DEAD BODY TO FUNERAL HOMES OR TO MAKE MONEY FROM POWERS INSURANCE GROUP...CHARLIE DOOLEY WAS NOT RE-ELECTED BY THE PEOPLE IN 2015, BUT IT SEEMS THAT HIS SUCCESSOR, MR. IS CONTINUING THE SAME TREND.. CHECK STILL NOT RECEIVED FROM ..PEOPLE ARE ALSO TRYING TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING INTO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER SO THEY CAN KILL THEM...SO THEY INFILTRATE THE CHECKS VIA U..S. MAIL AT 63105...AND TAKE IT TOMR. NATIONS OF CHESTERFIELD POLCIE ARE TRANSPORTING TO...WHERE SHE IS FORING WOMEN INTO PROSTITUTION IN SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA (HER LAST KNOWN HOME) ..OR OF PERKINS OR LANGSTON, OK...PRECEENCE FAMILY WITH...
MAY BE THE MADAME..
Description
I was once publicly registered with the ICANN and WHOIS because I have/had domains under my ownership and management.

After registering I received NUMEROUS auto-dialed calls on my cell phone. I've since cleared the content of my contact information and slowly the unwanted calls have dwindled to a slow trickle.

I now received notice from my Domain host that the ICANN and WHOIS registration requires my contact information be updated to correct contact information. I don't intend to do so unless I can be guaranteed that my contact information will be protected. I was told that my Domain could subsequently be cancelled as a result.

I am not sure what further option I have.
Ticket: # 510525 - Spam email with non-working opt out/unsubscribe option

Date: 9/4/2015 11:31:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Fort Worth, Texas 76107
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I receive spam email from [b] (6) frequently and they provide an unsubscribe option, citing they are US Spam law compliant, but it doesn't work. See details in attached pdf - if you need me to forward on the email let me know.

[b] (6)
Ticket: # 510592 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/4/2015 11:56:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Longmont, Colorado 80504
Company Complaining About: Pennwell Corporation - Tulsa, Ok

Description
This is my second complaint to you about the Pennwell Corporation. I have unsubscribed from their email lists at least 4 times and received another email from them today. I unsubscribed again and sent them a personal response back that I was contacting you. I would appreciate some kind of warning or fine for adding me back onto their lists without my permission.
Ticket: # 510845 - SPAM from MicroSoft OneDrive
Date: 9/4/2015 1:38:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Panama City, Florida 32404
Company Complaining About: Microsoft Onedrive

**Description**
Recieved what apparently is an advertising eMail from MicroSoft OneDrive today, undesired, unwanted AND NO link to opt out or unsubscribe
Description
AS I AM SEARCHING FOR OLD BACK UP COPY OF A FILE ...BLACK PEBBLED BACK GROUND SHOWS UP AGAIN FOR ANOTHER BACK GROUND...SEE ATTACHED...PLEASE INVESTIGATE THE HASH FILE...THE SECOND ATTACHED FILE...THE FIRST ONE IS MY COMPLAINT
Ticket: # 510911 - spam
Date: 9/4/2015 1:58:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Plano, Texas 75086
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
OmniMail Marketing keeps sending emails. I have tried to "unsubscribe". When I click "here" nothing happens. It does not take me anywhere to unsubscribe so the bottom line is - There is no way to unsubscribe from these people!

I want these emails stopped and they are selling my email address to everyone!
They list their address as [b] [b]Laguna Niguel, CA 92677[/b].

Thanks!
Ticket: # 511287 - Repeated emails after multiple unsubtibed

Date: 9/4/2015 3:56:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Epping, New Hampshire 03042
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have u subscribed to [b] [6] many times and it still keeps coming
Ticket: # 511472 - Telephone Issue
Date: 9/4/2015 5:03:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Charles Town, West Virginia 25414
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My own phone calling me(*69), Echo when talking on phone and person calling to talk to me about a loan I'm applying for, then disconnecting when remember the voice difference.
Ticket: # 511480 - Jackson Hewitt Tax Service CAN-SPAM violation
Date: 9/4/2015 5:10:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80211
Company Complaining About: Jackson Hewitt Tax Services

Description
I never signed up for emails from Jackson Hewitt Tax Services, nor have I ever used their services. I've received dozens of emails from them, and I've tried to unsubscribe four times. The emails keep coming. Thanks.
Ticket: # 511798 - Unwanted email

Date: 9/4/2015 8:00:25 PM

City/State/Zip: Sunnyside, New York 11104

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I received an unwanted email on my TMobile cellphone of a sexual nature from this email (b) (6). This may be a robo email.
Ticket: # 511965 - Comcast router broadcasting public network automatically

Date: 9/4/2015 11:42:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30340
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I found out today that if I hadn't disabled my public Xfinity network in comcast's settings, it would be broadcasting. It has been publicly broadcasting an open network without my consent for months, and I was not informed of this. This has resulted in higher electric bills and slower speeds for me, and I also feel as though it is a violation of my privacy, turning my household into a public hotspot. It makes me very uncomfortable, and I'm concerned about other ways my network and personal information may be unsecured due to using comcast.
Ticket: # 512022 - AT&T Uverse not protecting my Name, Address, City, Home Phone Numbers, from scammers!

Date: 9/5/2015 2:00:26 AM
City/State/Zip: West Palm Beach, Florida 33413-1284
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I am a subscriber of the AT&T Uverse phone, tv, and internet!
I have been scammed by a company (Gts.o* Company) Located in Nicosia, with an online address of ABCRepairtech.com.
This company has stolen the AT&T Customer database and has represented to me, as well as thousands of other AT&T customers as well, I presume, to get my home phone number, email address, and name, where-upon they popped up on my computer screen to tell me, with the AT&T logo at the top of the page, that they have found spyware on my computer and that I must call the number 8444654888 to activate the solution department so that they could remove all the BAD STUFF I had on my computer!
Now, because I was led to believe that this was, in fact, AT&T contacting me, I did call that number and as soon as I did, they called me back on my home phone line and proceeded to ask for permission to take over my computer, and all I had to do was enter my password and they would remove all the bad stuff on my computer!
When I saw my mouse moving all over my screen, I immediately said that what they were doing to my computer made me very nervous and to cancel the agreement I had authorized. They said they would refund my $103.00 and that would be the end of that!!!!! Since the man on the phone spoke perfect English, and I really thought it was AT&T, I didn't think much more about it until my Bank sent me 10 emails questioning me about the $103.00!! The bank listed the company as being located in Nicosia, at which point I called my bank and took all necessary steps to get my money back! I finally did!
The whole reason for all this description of events, is because when I called AT&T agents, 3 different times, with 3 different agents, they all said there is nothing they can do! PERIOD!!!!! I tried to tell them that the AT&T Customer database had been stolen, and that I had been scammed, they had no interest in this information, even the supervisors I had asked to be switched up to!!
Now, to me, if I knew my customer database information had been compromised by a Company in Nicosia, I would have pushed the call all the way up to the top IT Department so they could investigate what was going on with their Customers INFO !!!!
I want the FCC to look into this and find out how many other AT&T Customers have been contacted, as well as prosecuting these scammers located in Nicosia, OR ANY-WHERE ELSE, FOR THAT MATTER!!!!!
AND, try to educate AT&T that ID Theft is no laughing matter, and all their people should be educated in how to handle any Customers' complaints regarding database THEFT!!!!!

Sincerely, [redacted]
Ticket: # 512048 - Republican National Committee
Date: 9/5/2015 7:06:29 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10025
Company Complaining About: Republican National Committee

Description
I have never signed up to be on the Republican National Committee's e-mail and I request to be removed nearly 7 times but the group keeps sending me e-mails nearly every day despite my request. Please help me get removed.
Ticket: # 512061 - Microsoft Windows 10 Launch
Date: 9/5/2015 7:34:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Beginning several weeks ago Microsoft launched their new Windows 10 software offering it as a "free" upgrade to any previous Windows operating system. However at least 2 dozens times a day or more my screen gets the pop up upgrade message which interrupts work I'm doing and having to incessantly close it. It's beyond irritating! There is currently no way to stop this.
My complaint is just as "robo calls" are illegal, Microsoft is abusing all of their users of Microsoft operating systems by continuously bombarding with this messaging from the stored IP addresses of their users in a harassing way that ANY IP should have the opportunity to "opt out"
Ticket: # 512066 - unwanted text

Date: 9/5/2015 7:51:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33135
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I am receiving unwanted texts
Description
I logged in to WWW. to fix a problem I was having signing on to my outlook account and the first thing they said was that I had to turn control of my computer over to them. When I said that I felt like they were trying to scam me, they hung up the phone. The fix was a simple password change on my gmail account.
Ticket: # 512196 - Internet Content Hacked Monitored / Screen Captures

Date: 9/5/2015 10:56:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Glen Cove, New York 11542
Company Complaining About: Optimum

Description
Possibility of my computer/internet content being monitored.
Possibly via/at my internet provider???
Ticket: # 512216 - Illegal reception, changes, block of service and receipt of documents by the escapees at the Laramie Cty Sheriff's office

Date: 9/5/2015 11:19:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
Yahoo, GMail, Juno, Windows Outlook (live) and other emails illegally received instead of being received by addressed party then the actual emails are being illegally modified by escapees Cutler, Williams, Brown and others in the Laramie Cty Sheriff's office. The issues are due to an illegal microwave antenna that will pull the signal and allow for them to illegally clone my computer. Then they illegally used my antivirus software while they were calling Symantec with (b) (6) claiming not to be me with (b) (6). I do not allow this illegal activity. I demand my privacy and this is an invasion of privacy to which there are no subpoenas for the demanded illegal reception of my email or the responses that are never received by me going to them illegally. This is a Federal offense and per CALEA is over the limit that the County has for its bonding. So I demand the immediate repaisr to be made restoring my emails to private. They are keeping me from working and that goes for the rest of my family. I will be suing the culprits and FCC for their lack of action. I do not want my emails being read allowed over the CD speakers. That is why they are put inwriting and I demand responses to me from the persons asddressed not from (b) (6) whom has rewritten my emails claims to be me now to steal more funds from me.
Ticket: # 512286 - Continued e-mail solicitation

Date: 9/5/2015 12:31:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Aspen, Colorado 81611
Company Complaining About: Aspen Asset Management

Description
Prior to Aug. 31, 2015, I had received an e-mail solicitation from [redacted] and requested my e-mail address be removed from the mailing list. Again on Aug. 31, 2015, I received another e-mail with the same content and again requested my name be removed from the mailing list. On September 4, 2015, I received yet another.
Ticket: # 512326 - Weekend Harassment
Date: 9/5/2015 12:54:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32246
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Comcast continually calls early mornings on Saturday to confirm internet appointments that occur the following week. This is not only unnecessary, but what we consider harassment. This can be done during normal working hours and business days. In the past week, we noted Comcast is adamant about confirming service calls, but NOT adamant about providing true customer service--techs ill prepared, lack of communication, unanswered calls on our part--the list goes on. We plan to file with the BBB as well, but would appreciate FCC intervention.
Ticket: # 512923 - Spam email from Mentor Health
Date: 9/5/2015 6:42:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Morgantown, West Virginia 26501-3982
Company Complaining About: Mentor Health

Description
I continually receive spam emails from Mentor Health even though I never signed up to receive emails from them. Additionally I have "unsubscribed" about 5 or 6 times to no avail.
Ticket: # 512961 - Godaddy Email Spam

Date: 9/5/2015 7:08:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Deland, Florida 32720
Company Complaining About: Godaddy

Description
I am receiving so much darn unsolicited marketing type email from companys using godaddys new email marketing or auto email submitter. I try to file a complaint with godaddy. It is almost impossible. Especially from my android phone. this is not right please see what i am talking about. Try it. You have to copy headera. i am on an android phone. I am disabled. please try and see. this should not be so difficult to report spam mail to them. i am pasting the godaddy report url i went through.

I guess pasting it is not possible n
Ticket: # 513327 - Unwanted Text from Email Addresses

Date: 9/6/2015 10:27:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Sarasota, Florida 34235
Company Complaining About: Ting

Description
I'm a Ting customer. I rarely use my cell phone so this provider only charges for services I use. Over the past week I've received two texts from email addresses (b) (6) and (b) (6). I've never heard of these addresses. I want to find out how to block text messages from these people and any other spam addresses in the future. Thanks!
Ticket: # 513454 - Spam
Date: 9/6/2015 2:11:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Clarksburg, Maryland 20871
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I recently visited a website, "Instant Check Mate.com" after wishing to no longer use the website, I have been receiving up to 50 spam emails a day from many different companies. I believe this site or possibly another site has sold my email address. I have unsubscribed and still receive a lot of spam still. I have forwarded them to the [b] [b]email but still have over 250 emails that have yet to be reported.
Ticket: # 513467 - XXXXXXX XXXX his privacy his sanity
Date: 9/6/2015 2:26:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Bethesda, Maryland 20889
Company Complaining About: All Internet Service Providers

Description
Hello i suspect my email conversations are being given away along with my internet traffic data i would like for you to put a stop to it now i have a pain in my chest but i don't take it personal please fine accordingly i expect you to make a tremendous sum of money that's my reward for paying taxes in a civilized society
DEAR HEAVENLY FATHER, I PRAY YOU WILL REVEAL WHAT FATHER IS DOING MY DAUGHTER, MY SON AND MY SON...AND MONIES AND DUE TO ME...AND BY ME...WHAT IT HS SALT AND PEPPER MAN'S NAM WHO HANGS OUT AT PANERA CLAYTON...DOING TO THEM AS THEY CLARVOYANTLY CONNECT TO ME...IT HAS TO DO WITH SCHUMACHER GROUP WHOM OF PANERA OF CLAYTON IS CONNECTED TO FOR MURDERING PEOPLE FOR PPOWERS INSURANCE GROUP TO PAY...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND SEE IF THEY ARE FOUND GUILTY FOR MURDERNG AND AND CHECK THE CHAIN OF ROCK BRIDGE FOR BODIES...THE GENTLEMAN WHO CONTRACTED TEK SYSTEMS TO COME FOR A PROJECT...AND HE LIED ON ME...SEE IF HE HAD HIM DESTROY MY INTEGRITY OF MY CAREER TO HAVE BODIES DEAD...FOR HIM TO RECEIVE MONIES FROM...BY MURDERING MY ; THE MAN FROM SAINT LUKE'S HOSPITAL WHO WORKS IN MAINTENANCE DEPT...SEE IF THIS TYPICAL BEHAVIOR FOR TRUSTEE LEBARGE BANKRUPTCY CHAPTER 13 CASES..HOMES AND THEIR FAMILIES..CHILDREN.
Ticket: # 513576 - AND [redacted]...PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR CONNECTION TO [redacted]...

Date: 9/6/2015 5:20:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticket: # 513617 - Possible Scam website

Date: 9/6/2015 6:21:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Martin, Georgia 30557
Company Complaining About: Windstream Communications

Description
I believe this site is some form of scam site, maybe skirting the law.
Ticket: # 513653 - Unwanted Text Messages
Date: 9/6/2015 7:42:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have been receiving unwanted text messages that I believe are coming from an autodailer - [(b)](6) to my cell number [(b)](6) as recently as 9/6/15 at 12:59 pm - contains link [(6)](b) which opened my google chrome web - my anti virus software kept me from going to where ever the link was taking me. - also this message was a group message that was sent to 19 other phone numbers that I can see.
Ticket: # 513776 - Text message spam
Date: 9/6/2015 11:39:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75287
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Recently I have begun to receive spam text messages. At first I deleted them assuming they were a random mistake but three makes a pattern and they need to stop. The most recent text message was received September 6, 2015 at 10:10p.m. from [redacted] under the subject [redacted] and the content is as followed:

"Were you in Boy Scouuts? Cause you sure have tied my heart in a knot.

add me as a friend after u click the link its [redacted]

" Please block these disturbing text messages from reaching my phone.
Ticket: # 513886 - unwanted e-mails
Date: 9/7/2015 6:35:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Bellaire, Ohio 43906
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I unsubscribed from Plenty and then Rite-Aid started Harassing me
Ticket: # 513990 - Harvested E-mail Complaint

Date: 9/7/2015 10:26:02 AM

City/State/Zip: Miami Beach, Florida 33141

Company Complaining About: Virgin Mobile

Description
It seems as though there is a ring of adult friend finder type of web sites that are utilizing a harvested e-mail approach to marketing their services. Although I continue to opt out of services, the e-mails are seemingly being generated from other domains and web sites. This has occurred recently, after I had tested the waters at the suggestion of a few communications sent to me after having enlisted in using Craigslist.org as an adult social platform.
Ticket: # 514071 - Trojan Horse on my computer, or some thing like that
Date: 9/7/2015 11:41:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Garden Ridge, Texas 78266
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
On a random basis, I get a pop-up that tells me that I must call [b](6)[/b] because my computer has a virus. This ad blocks my screen and I can't delete it, I keep hitting the X to close it but has no effect. After awhile and repeatedly hitting the X a little box shows up and you can then get out. However, I have to reboot the computer because the cursor does not work properly until you reboot. Today I called the number and got a technician in India, he reluctantly to me where he was located. He said that he would scan my computer and if he found a virus he has a program that I can buy that will remove the virus. I asked him where the company was located, he said California, but he would not give me the name or address. I told him that this was a scam and that he put this virus on my computer and pirated it. He kept telling me that it was a legal company and he could help me. He would not tell me where in California that the company was located, he did admit that he was in India. I told him that I was reporting his phone number to the FCC and he shouted at me to not call again.
Ticket: # 514319 - Excessive, unwanted emails

Date: 9/7/2015 3:13:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89170-1153
Company Complaining About: Asurion

Description
Asurion Insurance sends me emails, sometimes twice a day, every day to get me to sign up for their cell phone insurance which I already have with them. The email is such that you cannot unsubscribe it so I called the company CSR line on 8/27/15, complained and was assured they would stop within 48 hours.
Starting again on 9/4/15, I have received one daily email and I want them to stop sending them. They're annoying and I want them stopped.

Thank you,
Ticket: # 514422 - Email I have asked them to stop sending 4 times

Date: 9/7/2015 4:35:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Odessa, Texas 79763
Company Complaining About: Grande Communications

Description
Freedom Defense Daily has been sending me emails. I have 4 times gone to their remove email and gone through their process. And I am still getting their emails. I have sent them an email requesting that they quit sending emails and I am still receiving emails. What can I do to stop this?
Ticket: # 514434 - Comcast access to my email to another customer, invaded my privacy and disclosed my private information.

Date: 9/7/2015 4:49:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Montclair, New Jersey 07042
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
About 2 weeks ago, my personal email just stopped working. I went onto the infinity website, logged on to find out my personal email had disappeared. My business email is still working and is the email that I am using to register this complaint. I called Comcast to find out why my email was no longer working. I was told that due to a computer glitch, my email was given to another subscriber. This is an email that I use for household concerns, children school communication, banking, credit cards, and other accounts with vendors and services. I was referred to their security department and was told that the email address would be suspended, an investigation would occur and within 48 hours someone would call and restore my email. I waited one week and had to call again and was given the same story that a computer glitch caused the transfer and they were still investigating. I was told their engineers would be working on the problem and I will be contacted within 48 hours. Of course, I have not heard from the company. I think that it is very disturbing that this has happened. I was lucky my personal data was exposed for only 48 hours. I could have been on vacation and all of my personal data would have been in the hands of a complete stranger for weeks. No one in this company seems to be taking privacy seriously.

Note - My wife [redacted] is the first name on the account. The last ticket number I was given was [redacted].
Ticket: # 514560 - Paypal Forcing Agreements to Accept Text Messages

Date: 9/7/2015 6:42:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78751
Company Complaining About: Paypal

Description
If I want to sign up for Paypal, then I am forced to agree to accept text marketing messages and the representative I spoke to said I can disable this. If this is the case, then why force this in the first place? Because this is leading to no-disclosure in some way. By: [b](6) [black], all rights reserved, without prejudice, sui juris.
Ticket: # 514830 - Creeper via Brewster.com if he could keep me as contact though I keep email and mobile phone private
Date: 9/8/2015 12:10:09 AM
City/State/Zip: San Mateo, California 94403
Company Complaining About: Brewster.com

Description
Hello,
A person whom I met once and am not connected to on any social networks has managed to get ahold of my email address and mobile number. I got an email from Brewster.com in which a [b] [b] [b] [b] (the person I met once years ago) asked if it was ok if he stored my email and mobile number via Brewster.com. When I contacted Brewster via email, they swore they don't collect or forward the information, they only store what the individual user has shared with them. I have no idea how [b] [b] [b] [b] got my contact information but I really do not want him or others to have it. Is there any way, through the FCC, that I can impress upon the individual and the company to cease and desist on this matter?
Ticket: # 514844 - Illegal monitoring of Internet via software

Date: 9/8/2015 2:07:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Mountain Lake Park, Maryland 21550-3957
Company Complaining About: Us Cellular

Description
Mr. [b] (6) has obtained a software package the monitors: Internet, cell phone activities.
Ticket: #514905 - Spam e-mail through text messaging
Date: 9/8/2015 8:12:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Arlington, Virginia 22205
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
This is the second time I’ve gotten something like this - an inappropriate text message requesting I contact this person. The message was send to another address as well. Screenshots of the message with recipient/sender information attached.
Description
A link in out group was posted for this site which I believe is identity phishing.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 515041 - At&t Uverse Inquiry Turned into Unrequested Credit Check
Date: 9/8/2015 10:17:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Republic, Missouri 65738
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
After having problems with a local cable internet provider in Republic, Missouri, I went to an At&t Company Store in Springfield, MO on 8/22. At that time, I simply asked about Uverse and the speeds available for my address. I also wanted to find out about cost of the service.

I spoke to "[redacted]" who after looking up my address stated that the speeds were very low and not worth establishing service there without doing a "work order" to have a field representative find out how fast the service is. We never even got to the conversation about cost of service. [redacted] asked for my SSN & my drivers license. I explained that I did NOT want to pull credit, that I just wanted to know information right now. He assured me that he was NOT pulling credit, but has to have that information because it's their process. That it's the ONLY way to find out speed. He told me that he would call me back in a week to tell me what the results were and we could go from there.

I sign up with a credit monitoring agency and on Monday 8/24, I received a notice telling me that there was now a "hard inquiry" against my credit from At&t. I checked my Equifax report and it showed the date at the time of 8/22.

Upset, I called the manager [redacted] and spoke to her. She told me that she would need to speak to [redacted] to find out what was done, and would call me back. She called me back and told me that there should have NEVER been a credit check, that she and her entire management staff were confused. And that there's nothing she can do to take it off my credit bureau history because they didn't make that request. I explained I went to NO other location and it had to come from them. She told me that it was just to determine speed and I told her I would file a complaint with At&t corporate & with the FCC. I heard nothing more about it, so I assumed that they had ended the work order.

On 9/5, a At&t Uverse truck parked outside my house, while I was doing yard work [redacted] got out and asked if I was [redacted] and that he was there to go a Uverse Install!

I did NOT authorize this install, explained that to him and he told me that the retail branches do this. They submit work orders and don't tell customers that they are actually ordering the product. They make it sound like it's a field test, when all they have to do is call a corporate number to get an actual speed test without any sort of "order". He stated that he would cancel the order.

I stopped by the retail store again, and spoke to a manager [redacted] who told me that the work order wasn't canceled yet, but should be in 24 hours. And that she would have [redacted] call me Monday 9/7 to tell me that it was canceled. No call.

I called At&t Uverse Customer Service this morning. Filed a complaint and asked if the work order was canceled. They asked me if I'd received a "passcode" to search the record....of course I hadn't, so he couldn't find anything and said this: "I assume it's canceled".

At&t needs to STOP collecting information like this and making customers feel like they are doing what's best, when in hindsight, all the retail branch was doing was "secureing an order for their branch".

Yes, I freely gave them my information, but this retail branch, not 1 time, but 3 times have told me that it doesn't pull my credit that the work order is JUST FOR SPEED inquiries. This is a lie and I have a credit bureau hard inquiry to prove it.
Ticket: # 515048 - Threat via text
Date: 9/8/2015 10:21:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Auburn, Alabama 36830
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received a text that read: "(13) This is the inform you that we ave received a case against you under section 9 of chapter 19(c) for which we have to take you down into custody from the (2/3) place of your employment, you can either contact us back on [b] (6) or we have to go ahead and take strict actions against you and imprisonment (3) thereof, Washington D.C. Crime bureau"
Ticket: # 515136 - Communication of records in St. Louis County Justice Center

Date: 9/8/2015 10:59:10 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
In search of my son [redacted] and my daughter [redacted], please verify all records with the photos sent prior to this communication. I request the following the investigation including an audit of the Saint Louis County Justice Center of camera footage and records of the intake and release process compared to the docket those whom had a trial or a really investigate charge. Versus those being transported for shelters, jail cells of Chesterfield and Saint Charles County and other St. Louis County Municipalities such as Hazelwood; Wellston; Jennings; Saint Louis City Metropolitan; Maryland Heights ...to see how many are ending up dead - by comparing to Powers Insurance Group records of checks dispersed...vs bodies missing or in prostitution rings. We'd like this sent to the ...Office of Chief Disciplinary Counsel...[redacted], Jefferson City, MO 65109...[redacted]...This is the only way I can find my kids if they are being hidden in these jail cells. mental facilities, nursing homes and hospitals...[redacted] and [redacted] are still being raped by Pastors...such as: [redacted] of Church on the Rock; [redacted] of First Baptist Church of Chesterfield; St. Pius Catholic Church and their Priest and their volunteer of community aid [redacted] - Metro Christian Worship Center...and Word Is Alive Ministries - [redacted]... I have seen those connected or resembling [redacted] visiting St. Louis County Justice Center. And my son had emergency hernia at St. Luke's Hospital while we were attending his church...Please investigate...if and why [redacted] and other church pastors are visiting these jail cells...outside of Bible Study...Will the trend show Human Trafficking. Yesterday, I was at Galleria Mall...in Richmond Heights, MO...when I went to the restroom...there comes out a young man resembling an Attorney's son name [redacted] - his father is [redacted]...His son though it may not have been for the young man was somewhat larger than normal and beatened up...He was following to Africans out of the restroom ...til a large lady, asked him if bluntly if he'd washed his hands...he could only grunt at her...she bluntly told him to go wash his hands..I then wrote a note and handed to a Mall Store...Bailey, Biddle and Banks and told them to alert their Congressmen of Richmond Heights,, MO and get camera footage of the gentleman and the female...[redacted] again with Miss [redacted] engaging in human trafficking in the malls....along with Jezebels, orchestrated by [redacted] (mother of [redacted] and their grandmother; [redacted]; and a gang organized by her daughter [redacted]) at [redacted] 63118 or snuck(6)into [redacted] [redacted] 63118...
Ticket: # 515142 - Communication of records in St. Louis County Justice Center

Date: 9/8/2015 11:00:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
In search of my son [b] (6) [b] and my daughter [b] (6) [b], please verify all records with the photos sent prior to this communication. I request the following the investigation including an audit of the Saint Louis County Justice Center of camera footage and records of the intake and release process compared to the docket those whom had a trial or a really investigate charge. Versus those being transported for shelters, jail cells of Chesterfield and Saint Charles County and other St. Louis County Municipalities such as Hazelwood; Wellston; Jennings; Saint Louis City Metropolitan; Maryland Heights ...to see how many are ending up dead - by comparing to Powers Insurance Group records of checks dispersed...vs bodies missing or in prostitution rings. We'd like this sent to the ...Office of Chief Disciplinary Counsel... Jefferson City, MO 65109...(b) (6)...This is the only way I can find my kids if they are being hidden in these jail cells. mental facilities, nursing homes and hospitals...[b] (6)...and [b] (6)...are still being raped by Pastors...such as: [b] (6)...of Church on the Rock; [b] (6)...and [b] (6)...of First Baptist Church of Chesterfield; St. Pius Catholic Church and their Priest and their volunteer of community aid [b] (6)...- Metro Christian Worship Center...and Word Is Alive Ministries - [b] (6)...I have seen those connected or resembling [b] (6)...visiting St. Louis County Justice Center. And my son had emergency hernia at St. Luke's Hospital while we were attending his church...Please investigate...if and why [b] (6)...and other church pastors are visiting these jail cells...outside of Bible Study...Will the trend show Human Trafficking. Yesterday, I was at Galleria Mall...in Richmond Heights, MO...when I went to the restroom...there comes out a young man resembling an Attorney's son name [b] (6)...- his father is [b] (6)...His son though it may not have been for the young man was somewhat larger than normal and beatened up...He was following to Africans out of the restroom ...til a large lady, asked him if bluntly if he'd washed his hands...he could only grunt at her...she bluntly told him to go wash his hands..I then wrote a note and handed to a Mall Store...Bailey, Biddle and Banks and told them to alert their Congressmen of Richmond Heights., MO and get camera footage of the gentleman and the femal...[b] (6)...again with Miss [b] (6)...engaging in human trafficking in the malls....along with Jezebels, orchestrated by [b] (6)...(mother of [b] (6)...and their grandmother; [b]...[b]...and a gang organized by her daughter [b] (6)...at [b] (6)...63118 or snuck into [b]...63118...
Description
DUE HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS ALWAYS DUE TO MONIEY...INVESTIGATE JAILORS
BANK ACCOUNTS FOR DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED WITH POSSIBLE THEFT OF THEIR INMATES
MONIES...SUCH AS THOSE AS MY SON (b) (6) ...WHOM HAS BEEN ABDCTED...BUT
MAKES GOOD MONEY...AS WELL AS MY DAUGHTER (b) (6) THEY HAVE NOT DONE
ANYTHING..
Ticket: # 515284 - Unwanted emails, attempted unsubscribe was ignored

Date: 9/8/2015 11:46:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I attempted to unsubscribe from emails originating from [REDACTED] and I have now received an identical email as the last one two weeks ago. There is no opt-out link in the emails and the email is not identified as solicitation.
Description
Scam website
Audio voice telling me to call them immediately to remove a trojan virus from my computer. An average person would have called this scam website to give them personal information for perhaps identify theft! Please see attached picture.
Description
Due to health issues that has been and that continues adversely affecting me, are being caused by nearby high frequency transmitting devices/other sources and at the same time, concerns of my data/information(private, business and personal) automatically being broadcasted by wireline services providing and allowing access to communication and other transmitting devices to operate.
Description
1. Verizon field sales representation set me up on a two year contract despite explicit instructions on me asking for no contract. I have proof of text message conversation between us to support the claim.
2. Representative did not get my authorization before doing a credit check, nor did she give me an option of ordering services without using my social security number.

see attachments - where the verizon rep gave me her number on the company brochure + text message conversations
Ticket: # 515428 - Email Fraud
Date: 9/8/2015 12:26:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Everett, Washington 98208
Company Complaining About: Unsure

Description
A person from the following email address: [b] [6]  pretended to be my boss, [b] [6]  and asked for a wire transfer from our bank. I work for a small church called Wits' End Church in Seattle. I did not complete the transfer.
Ticket: # 515504 - unwanted email from Charter

Date: 9/8/2015 12:51:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Glendale, California 91202
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I have repeatedly asked to be removed from solicitation to no avail at Charter.
Ticket: # 515517 - Comcast Negligence

date: 9/8/2015 12:54:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Itasca, Illinois 60143
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
To whom it may concern,
On 07Sept2015, I had received an Email to my Comcast email [b] that confirmed a change made to my account. The email stated that I will not receive paper statements anymore an email notification will be sent to me when the bill will be posted. Also, an additional Email stated that a credit card was authorized to be charged monthly by Comcast for monthly services. Knowing that I have NOT made any such changes to my account, I have called [b] and spoke to May, a customer rep in tech support department. This person told me that, under my phone number and account number, I do not show listed with the Email I have used for the past 10 years, namely [b]. The representative told me that I must have moved to an address in Alpharetta, GA because that email belongs to a person in Alpharetta. I have told her that, I have not moved in the past 12 years and I reside in Illinois. She stated that, the notes in her system indicated that the person in Alpharetta who has a different account number with Comcast AND a different address has called them earlier that day and requested the Email: [b] Comcast had honored that request and assigned my email [b] to that other person. My entire mailbox was made available to a stranger.
I had told to the tech support to inactivate the email but she refused. My confidential information was put in someone else's property by Comcast employees. This is totally wrong.
Today, 09Sept2015, I am still trying to get a hold of a Comcast senior manager who can explain how this happened with no avail.
I have trusted Comcast to safe guard my information, the information I had saved in that email account is now potentially used for criminal purposes.
Ticket: # 515523 - Unsolicited Text Message
Date: 9/8/2015 12:56:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19125
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I received an unsolicited text message from (b) (6) and (b) (6)

I have never done business with this company nor plan to.
Ticket: # 515599 - Disc motion
Date: 9/8/2015 1:17:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Gilead, Ohio 43338
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Everyday for the past month I get number pus emails from disc motion. I requested every time to be removed from the list serve but I still get them.
Ticket: # 515613 - Email spam from hostgator
Date: 9/8/2015 1:20:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Stone Mountain, Georgia 30087
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I want them to stop sending me emails; however, they have made it near impossible to get to their source. I believe it is spyware.
Ticket: # 515617 - possible computer hacker and fraud
Date: 9/8/2015 1:20:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Fresno, California 93704
Company Complaining About: Na

Description
I received a phone call at home from a man who said he was from dell support. He gave me the customer support ticket that was issued from dell support in January of this year when they assisted with a computer problem. He went on to say that dell has monitored my computer and that there were indications that malware has been downloaded to the computer in the last couple of weeks. I know that this was not true because the computer had no internet service and had not been used. I explained this to the man, and yet he said I needed to follow his instructions and he would assist me in deleting the malware. I called dell customer support this morning and they told me there is no record of any tech calling me from there. The man gave his name as [b] (6) [6] [6] [6] and his direct callback is [b] (6) [6] [6] [6] I gave this information to dell support so they could alert their security that someone has access to customer support tag information and could subject other consumers to fraud or hacker attack on their computers. They assured me that they would forward the information and instructed me to file this complaint.
Ticket: # 515639 - Spam Text Messages
Date: 9/8/2015 1:27:29 PM
City/State/Zip: New Port Richey, Florida 34655
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I've been receiving unwanted text messages to my phone.
Ticket: # 515641 - so many text messages
Date: 9/8/2015 1:28:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Savannah, Georgia 31410
Company Complaining About: Payday Sure

Description
I have received so many text messages my phone is filling up! There is no way to contact this company, even their email is not valid. Please make them stop! The phone calls are harassing! I'm on the DNS list.
Ticket: # 515647 - Hacking into Onstar System to track my car

Date: 9/8/2015 1:29:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Kansas 66109
Company Complaining About: Onstar

Description
Someone has been using my OnStar system to track my location. My OnStar account is [b] (6) [b]. A few months ago, I no longer received any of the communication that I had approved from OnStar. Plus there was a story in the Local KCMO area where the police along with other federal agencies were using "Stingray" to track individuals and I think that I was put on this list. I had all of my technology targeted including my email, cell phones, wifi at home and my car. There are times where my car will change the radio station, pick different songs, and radio will reset itself. They have also gotten to a point where they shut off my AV devices. I would like my service checked to ensure that no one is tracking me through this service or I want it removed from my car.
Ticket: # 515656 - electronic harassment
Date: 9/8/2015 1:32:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairfield, Iowa 52556
Company Complaining About: Natal

Description
neighbor 500ft away using radio frequencies to harass, interfere with internet use, telephone use, using frequencies to listen on telephones, interference with television use and to make sounds on house consistent loud noises. this all seems to controlled by a mobile unit parked at his house. this has been going since 2010. law local or state law enforcement are unable to deal with this type of harassment. need to have this issue resolved and i was refered to fcc about enforcement of electronic harassment. unsure if the possibilities include health exposure but is possible from research. this all comes from a law suit my folks and i had against neighbor. he built a swine cone confinement 500ft from my house and 800ft from folks house. this happened in 2005 i was in the national guard and was on combat tour in iraq and was unable to stop construction. we won but could not shut down facility. he started throwing dead animals in front of the houses got local law involved he was caught plead to harassment. then he started radio frequency harassment. local law unable to deal with this kind of situation. believe this to be a health hazard. thankyou for any help you can provide
Ticket: # 515685 - Text messages spam

Date: 9/8/2015 1:40:02 PM
City/State/Zip: San Jose, California 95111
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have been receiving advertisement text messages on my cell phone every other days for about few months now and it not stopping. The text messages were about Payday loans from all different companies and using different phone number on each text message.
Ticket: # 515872 - Email & virus link sent to my mobile phone device
Date: 9/8/2015 2:25:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I received a text and messages from an email address (b)(6) and it contained a link with virus. I did not open the message and can forward it if necessary. My cell phone is private and is on a business account with T-Mobile.
I imagine my device was selected at random. Please let me know if you need the link or any other information.
Thank you in advance for taking action.
Ticket: # 515946 - Cannot get my address removed from Whitepages without giving my cell number
Date: 9/8/2015 2:45:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Shirley, New York 11967
Company Complaining About: Whitepages

Description
I cannot get Whitepages site to remove my address from their online site. I have requested removal multiple times. They do not have my cell number and I refuse to give it to them. All I have accomplished is they added my email to their site. Location of my home is dangerous info to have on the web due to my profession (RN) and I live alone. I have recently dealt with unrelenting scam phone call. Please help me get my address off their site. This is almost like blackmail to get my cell and phone numbers.
Ticket: # 516276 - ACH Scam
Date: 9/8/2015 4:05:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Troy, New York 12180
Company Complaining About: Cornerstone

Description
received an e-mail from [REDACTED], owner's e-mail is [REDACTED]

included a PDF, attached, with ACH information.
Ticket: # 516360 - Multiple calls from bill collectors

Date: 9/8/2015 4:35:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Tempe, Arizona 85284-1718
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Over the past approximately five years I have received multiple calls, about 1 every month or so, from bill collectors requesting information on a person (same name of person every time) both on my landline and cellular phones. Several times I have followed the robotic call to reach a person to whom I have explained that I have never known the named person. When I have done that the person has said they would remove my numbers from their system. Then, later, I receive more calls. What can be done about this situation. I have requested names of firms making the calls but the person never revealed that information. The latest call (9/8/2015 at about 1:00 PM in Tempe, AZ) was from a number I captured. The location of that number is Muncie, IN. I looked up that number in reverse phone look-up and received the message that "Owner's name hidden by Whitepages for privacy reasons". What do you suggest I do to stop these harassing calls? Thank you.
Ticket: # 516435 - EMAIL FAILED WHEN SENDING FACEBOOK LINK FROM 0580LU@GMAIL.COM

Date: 9/8/2015 4:55:48 PM  
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE FAILED EMAIL RESPONSES IN UPDATE FOLDER AS FAILED...DATED 09082015...SEE ATTACHED...
I have several times went to put on a sweatshirt and a smell of an African worn top is nasty. It only reminds of the time I saw an African at Clayton Metrolink for several days with his suitcase. Then seeing him a few days later as I always went to use the computer lab as a former Maryville Weekend College student to seek employment... I witnessed the same man there at the university. I never saw him on the same bus with me so I don't know if Ethel Alexander had anything to do with them marching the African gentleman surrounding as they walked somewhere. If the man is still there and Chesterfield police is having your university, or Ethel Alexander bring him where I am for some kind of hypnotical sexual encounter in which I am unaware, please note... I do not consent to lesbian nor monomagus relationships... sexual or indifferent... I have a feeling that Ethel Alexander is connected to the lies of my integrity which limits my career and to the abduction of my kids... and whom I have not seen for two years...

Human trafficking is a felony offense since 2011... Please see Missouri House Bill 214 by following this...
PLEASE ALSO INVESTIGATE THERESA OF METRO TRANSIT..FORMER BUS DRIVER IN 2010 ...MAY BE A SUPERVISOR NOW...
Ticket: # 516804 - IRS. SCAMMING

Date: 9/8/2015 6:23:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Waterbury, Connecticut 06704-2039
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My father, on Sept 8, 2015, at 1545hrs, received a phone call from
(b) (6)  
The caller stated that my father was soon to be sued by the IRS. My father is 78, he was disturbed by the phone call, but savvy enough to realize it for what it was.
I have contacted my Attorney General of Connecticut. Other Attorneys General may have to be alerted.
Ticket: # 517121 - Unwanted and Unsolicited emails

Date: 9/8/2015 9:11:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Batavia, Illinois 60510
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I keep getting unwanted and unsolicited emails from Billy Lahti, [redacted] eagan Mn 55121. I have unsubscribed from his mailings many times, but he continues to ignore them and keeps sending them. I would like him arrested and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. I will file the charges.
Ticket: # 517184 - Comcast (xfinity) states FCC mandates credit check disclosure of Social Security number

Date: 9/8/2015 9:47:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, Maryland 21225
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Attempted to sign up for internet service and home security and was told that the FCC and FTC mandates that Comcast obtain my social security number to start service.
Ticket: # 517218 - unwanted text messages
Date: 9/8/2015 10:02:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesquite, Texas 75150
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have been receiving inappropriate text messages from random email addresses. I black list them when I get them but then a new one pops up. How do I stop this from happening?
Ticket: # 517222 - Email texts that seem to be spam
Date: 9/8/2015 10:04:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Oceanside, California 92057
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I have been receiving derogatory texts from numerous random emails.
Ticket: # 517289 - Misleading consumers

Date: 9/8/2015 11:03:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenville, South Carolina 29617
Company Complaining About: Http://www.ihirerealestate.com

Description
Kindly see below for the message I left with the "suggestions" link:
This is a RUSE to EXTRACT money from people. You should disclose to the person you FORCE to leave a resume, that the user is unable to access the actual job post without paying a dollar!!!!!!!

Inappropriate and shady way of not only extracting money, but stealing personal information from an unsuspecting consumer. I'm copying the FCC ad additional organizations about this cloak and dagger method of deceiving people in search of a career!!!!!!!

They do NOT disclose that when you're "signing up" to receive job notifications, that they first require you to submit your resume. THEN, after the resume is in their database, they open a link to real estate jobs in your area. When you click on a link for the job, the REQUIRE you to pay $1 to receive the information to apply for the job.

This company DOES NOT DISCLOSE this REQUIREMENT until you've submitted your resume; personal information!!!! Inappropriate, shady and ILLEGAL!!!!

I thank you for your consideration and apologize for the extra emotion through punctuation. I simply expect more out of AMERICA!

With thanks,
Ticket: # 517340 - False Caller IDs????

Date: 9/8/2015 11:52:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilmette, Illinois 60091
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was surfing and typed in my wife's name (b) (6). Suddenly she appears on a site called
(b) (6) in Pella Iowa. Then also in Hamilton Ohio? What is going on! She never
lived in either place and the phone numbers associated with her name are not hers. Then I looked up
OUR home phone number and it shows a completely different name. What is with that website? It's
almost like identity theft? Any help would be appreciated. Thanks.
Description
My personal information and program passwords have been sent to all computers within our company, ReMax Innovations Realty. This was done by a computer programmer that they hired. I just found out but everyone in the office has known because they see all my personal information. I can't seem to get anyone to do anything about this. My customer base is also available to all of them. With customer names, addresses, email, and phone numbers. This is also an invasion of my customers privacy and mine.
Ticket: # 517511 - sender uses my email address as sender

Date: 9/9/2015 9:11:27 AM
City/State/Zip: New Smyrna Beach, Florida 32168
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
There needs to be a law to stop spammers from using a person’s own email address as the Sender address instead of using their own address as the sender. This makes it impossible to send it to spam and have it never come back because the computer does not recognize my own email as spam. The company can then continue sending spam. I have to spend at least a half hour a day going to the unsubscribe button, yet they keep on coming, simply because I buy items on-line. My information gets shared (against my wishes) and my only option is to spend my precious time unsubscribing. Why do these companies have the right to invade my privacy? Why do they have more rights on my personal computer than I do? You need to make a law to prevent companies from this using of a person's email as the sender.
Ticket: # 517621 - recurring unwanted email from company with "non-functioning opt out button"

Date: 9/9/2015 10:19:39 AM  
City/State/Zip: Carmel By The Sea, California 93923  
Company Complaining About: Marriage Counseling And Therapy Network

Description

I have repeatedly received emails from a company I never signed up to hear from. They have an "opt out" button on their email but it does not EVER work. Nothing happens when I click on it. I have emailed this company at least 6 times over the past year, first asking, and now demanding removal of my email address from any and all of their email lists, and yet 1 year later I am STILL getting emails from them on a regular basis. My last email (3 days ago) I told them if they did not cease and desist I would report them to the FCC. I got another email this morning. PLEASE contact this company on my (and I am SURE many other therapists behalf to get them to stop bothering me/us. Thank you so much for your help. [b] (6) [b], Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist.
Description
Today (9-9-15) at 10:37 I received a txt message telling me I have been randomly selected to receive a 10% discount based on my next month bill, and to please visit [redacted]. The telephone # in the message was [redacted]. They sent this message to 20 people. I responded to the text stating they had been randomly selected to be reported to the FCC. I immediately received a call that I did not recognize or answer from [redacted]. This same # then immediately send me a text that did not include a message but included four images of laughing faces. I then immediately received two other calls that I did not recognize or answer.
AND THE NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER

Date: 9/9/2015 11:26:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

AND EVANGELISTIC CENTER AND HAS DECIDED TO INFILTRATE MY PRAYERS FOR MY CITY AND ITS ATMOSPHERE, BY HE AND HIS EX-WIFE SABOTAGING THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS BY HAVING MYD AUGTHE ABDUCTED AND POSSIBLY RAPED CONSTANTLY TO CONTROL THE ATMOSPHERES..I WAS ALSO RAPED LAST NIGHT...BY WHOM I DON'T KNOW BUT IF YOU COULD SEE WHO SHOWS ON THE SHAW PARKING GARAGE CAMERAS ON THE 7TH FLOOR BETWEEN 2:00 A.M. AND 5:00 A.M. ...RAPING HER AND I WHOM HAVE ALWAYS PRAYED OUR HOME TEAM INTO WINNING ARE BE SOUGHT AFTER THE JEZEBELS; PSYCHICS SEEMING TO SALE OR SERVICES WHICH IS WHY HE IS BLOCKING MY EMAIL TO SEE IF HE CAN MAKE THE MONEY THAT SHOULD BE MINE OR (WHOSE MOTHER MAY ALSO WORK FOR THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE...)MIN OR WHO MAYBE USING MY KIDS AND/OR I TO MAKE MONEY FOR PSYCHIC USE...WHICH IS MAUMAUISM...WHICH WAS ABOLISHED IN 1962...THE AFRICANS HERE SEEMS TO BE FREELY ABDUCTING PEOPLE...THROUGH GOING TO HAITI AND BRINGNI MORE HATIANS THROUGH THE CHURCHES OF PERGAMUM TO TAKE OVER THE ATMOSPHERES..AND TWO FO THE WERE AT THE GALLERIA MALL IN RICHMOND HEIGHTS, MO ..WHO AGAIN SEEMINGLY RAPED A YOUNG MAN RESEMBLING ATTORNEY (WHO HAS BEEN SABOTAGING MY WORK...AS WELL AS ATTORNEY ...AND ATTORNEY ...AND (THE FEMALE WHO EXECUTED MY CHAPTER 13 BANKRUPTCY AFTER MY DIVORCE)...AS WELL AS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...THEIR WORKING WITH AFRICANS TO PERVERT..FOR REASONS OF: 1. MIND CONTROL...2. SEXUAL PERVERTED PLEASURE AND DOMINATION...3. TRANSFER OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION LEADING TO ONE'S WEALTH...DESCRIBED IN PSALM 2...REWEI AND HIM TRYING TO FORCE AND HIM TRYING TO FORCE TO RAPE ME...AS HE SEEMINGLY HAS ALREADY DONE TO ...HE AND AND AND ...BISHOP ; AND ...TITUS 1:11...SOME ARE DECEIVERS...STOP THE MOUTHS QUICKLY OF THOSE SUBVERTING WHOLE HOUSEHOLDS...THE AFRICAN HERE AT MD-COUNTY LIBARRY MAINTENANCE MAYBE RAPEING MY KIDS AS WELL...ST. PATRICK'S CENTER...NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...I VISTED AS I WAS SENT BY THE LORD JUST AFTER THE HAITIAN EARTHQUAKE WHICH WAS DUE TO HERE AS PROMISED THROUGH SCRIPTURE REVELATION 2:19-26...I MET WIFE I SHE INDICATED SHE COULDN'T SPEAK LONG FOR SHE WAS DUE TO HELP HER HUSBAND PREPARE TO LEAVE. .I ASKED WHERE IS HE TRAVELLING TO.SHE SAID HE HAS A SCHOOL HAITI HE HAS TO GO SEE ABOUT HIS HAITIAN STUDENTS...FALSELY RAPING WITH ATTORNEY(PLAID BY AND
CASCADE MOUNTAINS I AM ASSUMING IS HERE DOS BUSINESS OWNER IS INVOLVED AS THE HEAD WITCH FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN CLAYTON, MO...I MET A FEMALE WHOM WAS CONNECT TO THE DOS OWNER AS I CLEANED THE WINDOWS AT ST. LOUIS BREAD COMPANY IN CLAYTON...AND SHE ALWAYS LOOKED SHREWED AT ME...SEE IF SHE IS CONNECTED TO ST. PATRICK’S CENTER OR NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...OR MY KIDS...OR IS...SEE IF IS TRAFFICKING HATIANS AND AFRICANS OVER HERE FOR A REASON...AS I CLEANED MYSELF THERE WAS DRY, SMELLY AND FLESHY STUFF ALL BETWEEN MY LEGS FRONT AND BACK AND UNDER BENEATH MY BELLY CREASE...THE HEAD JEZEBEL MAY BE THE MOTHER SOMEONE WHOM I HAD GROWN CLOSE TO...AND HER HUSBAND OR EX-HUSBAND...HIS SON'S NAME IF...WHO MIGHT GET RID OF THEIR PEOPLE BY THROWING OF THE CHAIN OF ROCKS BRIDGE...AFTER HAS THEM SEVERELY ELECTROCUTED AT HIS SHELTER OR OR METRO TRANSIT...STL...INVESTIGATE THE WHO USES HER CAREER TO PROTECT THE COMPTROLLER OF SAINT LOUIS CITY TO HUMAN TRAFFICK MY KIDS AS WELL AS OTHER...SEH SEEMS TO BE LESBIAN...AS OF ST. MARY’S; OF FINANCIAL SERVICES WORK WITH WORK TO KILL FOR POWERS INSURANCE ORIGINALLY DIAGNOSED THAT I SERVERELY NEEDED MY BLADDER REMOVED...WHEN I JUST A CYST ON MY OVARY...NOW I AM AWAKENED IN THE MIDDLE OF NIGHT NEEDING TO USE THE RESTROOM MORE THAN ONCE...WHICH MEANS IS USING BLACK MAGIC TO MANIPULATE BLADDERS...TO SELL ON THE BLACK MARKET...INVESTIGATE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN OF ST. LUKE’S HOSPITAL - WHO GOT ME FIRED FROM ST. LUKE’S AFTER REPORTING BLACK MAGIC BE USED ON THE JOB...SHE TOPPED MY CHAIR OVER... AND OF ST. MARY’S. HOSPITAL...
Description

AND EVANGELISTIC CENTER AND HAS DECIDED TO INFILTRATE MY PRAYERS FOR MY CITY AND ITS ATMOSPHERE, BY HE AND HIS EX-WIFE SABOTAGING THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS BY HAVING MYD AUGHTER ABDUCTED AND POSSIBLY RAPED CONSTANTLY TO CONTROL THE ATMOSPHERES. I WAS ALSO RAPED LAST NIGHT...BY WHOM I DON'T KNOW BUT IF YOU COULD SEE WHO SHOWS ON THE SHAW PARKING GARAGE CAMERAS ON THE 7TH FLOOR BETWEEN 2:00 A.M. AND 5:00 A.M. RAPING HER AND I WHOSE ALWAYS PRAYED OUR HOME TEAM INTO WINNING ARE BE SOUGHT AFTER THE JEZEBELS; SEEMING TO SALE OR SERVICES WHICH IS WHY HE IS BLOCKING MY EMAIL TO SEE IF HE CAN MAKE THE MONEY THAT SHOULD BE MINE OR MIN...MINE OR WHO MAYBE USING MY KIDS AND/OR I TO MAKE MONEY FOR PSYCHIC USE...WHICH IS MAUMAISM...WHICH WAS ABOLISHED IN 1962...THE AFRICANS HERE SEEMS TO BE FREELY ABDUCTING PEOPLE...THROUGH GOING TO HAITI AND BRINGING MORE HATIANS THROUGH THE CHURCHES OF PERGAMUM TO TAKE OVER THE ATMOSPHERES...AND TWO OF THE WERE AT THE GALLERIA MALL IN RICHMOND HEIGHTS, MO WHO AGAIN SEEMINGLY RAPED A YOUNG MAN RESEMBLING ATTORNEY WHO HAS BEEN SABOTAGING MY WORK...AS WELL AS ATTORNEY AND ATTORNEY...AND ATTORNEY ...(THE FEMALE WHO EXECUTED MY CHAPTER 13 BANKRUPTCY AFTER MY DIVORCE) AS WELL AS ...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...THEIR WORKING WITH AFRICANS TO PERVERT FOR REASONS OF: 1. MIND CONTROL...2. SEXUAL PERVERTED PLEASURE AND DOMINATION...3. TRANSFER OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION LEADING TO ONE'S WEALTH... DESCRIBED IN PSALM 2...REVEWI KOJO MENDS AND HIM TRYING TO FORCE W.B. WOODBERRY TO RAPE ME...AS HE SEEMINGLY HAS ALREADY DONE TO...HE AND... AND... AND... BISHOP; AND ...TITUS 1:11...SOME ARE DECEIIVERS...STOP THE MOUTHS QUICKLY OF THOSE SUBVERTING WHOLE HOUSEHOLDS...THE AFRICAN HERE AT MD-COUNTY LIBRARY MAINTENANCE MAYBE RAPIING MY KIDS AS WELL...ST. PATRICK'S CENTER...NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...I VISTED AS I WAS SENT BY THE LORD JUST AFTER THE HAITIAN EARTHQUAKE WHICH WAS DUE TO HERE AS PROMISED THROUGH SCRIPTURE REVELATION 2:19-26...I MET WIFE...I SHE INDICATED SHE COULDN'T SPEAK LONG FOR SHE WAS DUE TO HELP HER HUSBAND PREPARE TO LEAVE...I ASKED WHERE IS HE TRAVELLING TO...SHE SAID HE HAS A SCHOOL HAITI...HE HAS TO GO SEE ABOUT HIS HAITIAN STUDENTS FALSELY RAPING WITH ATTORNEY...PLAID BY AND
CASCADE MOUNTAINS I AM ASSUMING IS HERE DOS BUSINESS OWNER IS INVOLVED AS THE HEAD WITCH FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN CLAYTON, MO...I MET A FEMALE WHO WAS CONNECT TO THE DOS OWNER AS I CLEANS THE WINDOWS AT ST. LOUIS BREAD COMPANY IN CLAYTON...AND SHE ALWAYS LOOKED SHREWED AT ME...SEE IF SHE IS CONNECTED TO ST. PATRICK'S CENTER OR NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...OR MY KIDS...OR [b] AND [b]...SEE IF [b] IS TRAFFICKING HATIANS AND AFRICANS OVER HERE FOR A REASON...AS I CLEANS MYSELF THERE WAS DRY, SMELLY AND FLESHY STUFF ALL BETWEEN MY LEGS FRONT AND BACK AND UNDER BENEATH MY BELLY CREASE...THE HEAD JEZEBEL MAY BE THE MOTHER SOMEONE WHOM I HAD GROWN CLOSE TO...AND HER HUSBAND OR EX-HUSBAND...HIS SON'S NAME IF [b]...WHO MIGHT GET RID OF THEIR PEOPLE BY THROWING OF THE CHAIN OF ROCKS BRIDGE...AFTER [b] HAS THEM SEVERELY ELECTROCUTED AT HIS SHELTER OR...OR METRO TRANSIT...STL...INVESTIGATE THE...WHO USES HER CAREER TO PROTECT THE COMPTROLLER OF SAINT LOUIS CITY TO HUMAN TRAFFICK MY KIDS AS WELL AS OTHER...SHE SEEMS TO BE LESBIAN...AS OF ST. MARY'S; OF FINANCIAL SERVICES WORK WITH WORK TO KILL FOR P...INSURANCE ORIGINALLY DIAGNOSED THAT I SEVERELY NEEDED MY BLADDER REMOVED...WHEN I JUST A CYST ON MY OVARY...NOW I AM AWAKENED IN THE MIDDLE OF NIGHT NEEDING TO USE THE RESTROOM MORE THAN ONCE...WHICH MEANS IS USING BLACK MAGIC TO MANIPULATE BLADDERS...TO SELL ON THE BLACK MARKET...INVESTIGATE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN NATASHA ROBINSON OF ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL - WHO GOT ME FIRED FROM ST. LUKE'S AFTER REPORTING BLACK MAGIC BE USED ON THE JOB...SHE TOPPED MY CHAIR OVER... AND OF ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL...CLARVOYANT CONNECTION OF A FEMALE WHO WORKS THE EARLY MORNING MAINTENANCE
Ticket: # 517920 - Student Internet use in Public Schools  
Date: 9/9/2015 11:53:38 AM  
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32217  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
An unrealistic amount of firewalls and security measures taken on Duval County public school computers. I cannot even access my email account to send my teachers assignments. Why does Microsoft Outlook mail need to be blocked? That doesn't make any sense at all. The county makes us do everything online, but you block all the means to do it. What is expected of us in impossible to achieve when constantly limited by the Federal firewalls.
Ticket: # 518234 - unwanted text message solicitor from an email address
Date: 9/9/2015 1:23:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Henderson, Nevada 89074
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
The email [Redacted] has sent myself and my daughter text messages for some male enhancement drug with a website attached. We did not go to the website nor was there directions on how to unsubscribe from the notifications. I absolutely do not want my daughter receiving notifications on male enhancement drugs. She is only 10 years old. Please help stop this messenger from sending future solicitations.
Ticket: # 518423 - hacking
Date: 9/9/2015 2:11:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55417
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description
I am being hacked as well stalked by my neighbors in my building hacking data in my phone following me sites my camera I also believe they put cameras in my apartment as well
Ticket: # 518839 - ask to remove me more than 14 days ago and still get email

Date: 9/9/2015 3:55:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Fishers,, Indiana 46038
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

[Redacted] had 14 plus days to remove me from list and I'm still getting their email. This company is fraudulent, disrespectful, untruthful, and issues spam.
Ticket: # 519066 - call spoofing my caller ID
Date: 9/9/2015 4:30:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Today I received a call with my own phone number and name on my caller ID! I did not answer it. I also receive calls with my Area code and my the first three digits of my phone number to make it look like a neighbor is calling me. I am handicapped and it's an effort for me to get to the phone. I am really getting aggravated with these spoofing calls, especially since it is illegal. I found out all anyone has to do is go to the Internet and look up spoofing and your in to change a persons phone number to whatever number/name you want it to be For FREE! Why isn't this website blocked, especially since it is a FCC Law not to Spoof? Seems quite simple, yet the spoof calls keep coming thru!
Ticket: # 519185 - continued blocking of (b) (6) when sending

Date: 9/9/2015 4:47:58 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
please deny those the rights for anyone to limit my ability to send or invade my privacy...please prosecute where guilty.
Ticket: # 519201 - Text Spam
Date: 9/9/2015 4:50:14 PM
City/State/Zip: West Jordan, Utah 84088
Company Complaining About: Chillfest

Description
Getting texted from despite prior requests to stop sending it. I did not sign up for it. I have requested removal. The text does state to reply with "STOP" to be removed. This has not removed my number.

Below are some examples of the text messages:

CHILLFEST 2015! Electric Park Lehi, UT - US THE DUO, T-PAIN, DIA FRAMPTON of The Voice & MORE. Enter CHILL for 50% OFF TIX -RE: STOP to Quit

CHILLFest! 9.18.15 - US THE DUO, DIA FRAMPTON & PARTY w/ T-PAIN! USE code LOVE 50% OFF

CHILLFest! 9.18.15 ANNOUNCING SILENTO (Whip & Nae Nae) Lehi! Code WHIP 4discount
Ticket: # 519280 - COMCAST XFINITY VOICE COMPLAINT
Date: 9/9/2015 4:59:53 PM
City/State/Zip: West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Beginning August 26, 2015, we began having CHRONIC and still unresolved problems with our Xfinity Voice service through Comcast. It has cost us a tremendous amount of lost personal time, privacy and money due to issue at hand trying to get the problem fixed.

Someone (still undetermined) attached a 503 area code Comcast customer's number to our home account in Pennsylvania, so that ALL calls ringing into this customer's number ring into our home as well (at all hours of the day and night). Additionally, when we log into our Comcast account, we can see all the personal billing information of this other Comcast account.

We've made many calls to Comcast, written emails to the President of the company trying to just get ONE PERSON to elevate this technical problem to someone to be researched and yet 3 weeks later we are still trying to get FOCUSED attention on the matter.

This company's technical customer support is like entering a black hole. SOMETHING MUST BE DONE TO REIGN THESE BEHEMOTH IN AND IMPROVE THEIR OPERATIONS!!!
Ticket: # 519394 - internet pop up ads phone number to call is [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6)
Date: 9/9/2015 5:36:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Fresno, California 93706
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
whoever they are somehow they got into my computer and now i get constant pop ups even porn I finally called the number that it says to call because they claim my computer has a virus and it doesn't they immediately want you to talk to a technician the first time I tried to call I used *67 it didn't go through, the second time I called I used the number alone [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) I hung up, immediately I got a call back. wouldn't listen to anything I had to say he just wanted me to talk to a technician so he could get into my computer and get info, this is a crime, how are they getting away with it. Is there anything you can do to make them take off these pop ups?
Ticket: # 519441 - NO RESITUTION RECEIVED AT

Date: 9/9/2015 5:48:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
POST OFFICE, CLAYTON, MO 63105 NOT YET RECEIVED THE RESTITUTION REQUESTED FROM SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUDGE.
Description
The website TripIt.com is sending emails without an unsubscribe option. Their privacy policy states they include instructions in their emails, but they do not. I have contacted their support desk, and they have indicated the unsubscribe option is an account setting. To stop getting email, I must renew my account, but renewal is free.
Ticket: # 520076 - Unsolicited SMS message

Date: 9/9/2015 10:31:35 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92121
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I am receiving the following text:

> That's the site i was telling you about I have already gained 1.5 inches.. didn't expect this shit to work so good. Wife is PLEASED.. TTYL

Type: Multimedia message
From: (b) (6)
To: (b) (6)
Received: Sep 9, 6:50 PM
Ticket: # 520080 - Internet: Slow Speed, Security issues and Account Locked daily
Date: 9/9/2015 10:39:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Kissimmee, Florida 34759
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
This is the second complaint I am filing regarding Verizon Networks. I signed up for 50/50 Megabit per Second, but downloading a 230 MB file takes 20 to 24 minutes. This is an average of 0.16 MB per Second instead of 50 MB per second as subscribed.
Secondly, my internet is routed to unknown location other that Verizon Fios Kissimmee. My DNS is hijacked, and my internet traffic are routed to unknown server even if I am not on a VPN. This is a security issue. Verizon is giving access to a third party to monitor my internet traffic, and this is a violation of my privacy. If someone else has access to my internet traffic then I need to see a current warrant.
Finally, my online Verizon account is always locked. This makes it difficult to make changes to my TV programing and pay my bill online. I have Videos and photos to justify my claims. This is the last time I am filling a complaint and hope Verizon Networks will abide by its service agreement.

Tel (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) and tel (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6)
Ticket: # 520145 - spam via text message to my mobile phone
Date: 9/9/2015 11:52:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Richmond Hill, Georgia 31324
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
(b) (6) has sent unsolicited advertising via text messaging to my mobile number which is against FCC rules. The web site given in the text message is (b) (6)
Ticket: # 520167 - spam email sent to phone  
Date: 9/10/2015 12:32:39 AM  
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94117  
Company Complaining About: Comcast  

Description  
Email address sent spam email to my cell phone. Please see screen shot of message. The following addresses were involved:  

Another message was sent a few days prior involving:  

Here is the message:  

From:  
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2015 5:57 PM  
To:  
Subject: GOOD-NEWS  

$3m Grant to you from Mrs , Email. ( ) For More Info  

Send an email to  with your alternative email address now for more info
Ticket: # 520216 - Bank of America unwanted email

Date: 9/10/2015 3:25:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98133
Company Complaining About: Bank Of America

Description
Bank of America sent me an email trying to push people into online banking, which I have stated I have no interest in, without supplying an opt out path.
Ticket: # 520226 - AT&T Uverse - Privacy Violation

Date: 9/10/2015 4:34:34 AM

City/State/Zip: Round Rock, Texas 78664

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Hacking of Internet Account Services - Unauthorized information hacked or released. (AT&T)/Round Rock P
Ticket: # 520255 - pop up
Date: 9/10/2015 7:30:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Richland, Mississippi 39218
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
received a pop up after getting online. claimed to be a security alert from windows. told to call 8. wanted remote access to my computer and tried to obtain my debit card info
Ticket: # 520369 - Data Usage
Date: 9/10/2015 9:29:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Parkland, Florida 33076
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I switched to Comcast few months ago. Comcast Commercials & Brochures never talked about Data fees. Only talked about how fast there speed was.

I signed a two year agreement for cable & internet service called double play and now they are changing the terms of there agreement during the contract period.

The agreement never said possible change in date usage or in bold letters where it can be found on the agreement. What is the point on having price lock and agreements if you have the right to change them at anytime?

If you lease vehicle with 10,000 miles per year can the leasing company change the terms after signed. NO.

Best regards,
Ticket: # 520548 - SCAM SMS TEXT MESSAGES
Date: 9/10/2015 10:50:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30312
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Received two SMS text messages from two different numbers one week apart.

Each sent the same text message:
"New finance regulations could mean people may not even need to settle cash advances, ring this number for info".
Ticket: # 520727 - Facebook asking for IDs

Date: 9/10/2015 11:43:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Bonita Springs, Florida 34135
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
My Facebook account was suspended. According to them, "It looks like the name on your Facebook account may not be your authentic name." I use the name I go by (b) (6). FB is requesting that I send a government issued ID, which I did (passport) and now regret. How safe is my information with them, I wonder. This is really making me uncomfortable and I wonder if FB has a legal right to request IDs from their members. Please assist.
Ticket: # 520750  
Date: 9/10/2015 11:47:24 AM  
City/State/Zip: Round Rock, Texas 78664  
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Their unsubscribe feature does not work (I never subscribed to begin with), they don't answer phones or return calls and they do not respond to my emails demanding to be unscubscribed.
Ticket: # 521257 - No Opt-out on spam mail...
Date: 9/10/2015 2:15:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Everett, Washington 98208
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
I keep getting anywhere from 5 to 20 emails a day from "CNN Breaking News." Their web address is: [b][b]. My only complaint is that at the bottom of their emails, they give a "You can unsubscribe" link, but all that does is let you delete the emails they have already sent and supposedly block them (which I'm not even sure works). They do offer another option right above that, that says to go to a different website to unsubscribe from their email alerts. It's not a huge deal, but I have a problem because it's misleading and also inconvenient.
Ticket: # 521387 - Hacking
Date: 9/10/2015 2:47:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Salem, Oregon 97305
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Our internet environment is crowded and we have been getting "knocked" off of our password protected network down to the xfinity public network. This has happened often so my son, who's name is on the account, called Comcast to complain. They did a signal test and discovered that there were many devices attached to our secured network. This perplexed my son because we have a very secure password (nobody could guess it even if they wanted to).
He is taking the modem back to Comcast today on a ticket they gave him to exchange it for a more secure modem, but we want to make sure that it doesn't happen again. We live on [b] [6] [6] [6] so the Comcast store he will be returning it to is on [b] [6] [6]. Also, I've noted that on my Microsoft 2011 application Excel application software, or actually the whole suite my certificate keychain has been locked with a password I did not assign. This is of grave concern to me because we are on Housing Authority Housing and I am applying for state jobs (background checks). My son's name is [b] [6] [6] [6] (his legal name is [b] [6] [6] [6]). He will be taking the modem in within the next few hours (before 5 p.m. today). Our secured network is: [b] [6] [6] [6]. The network that shows up when we get "kicked" off is [b] [6] [6] [6] and [b] [6] [6] (think this is a printer). There are a slew of other network addresses attached, but the one that catches my eye the most is the [b] [6] [6] because I may know who this is. This may very well be [b] [6] [6]. He is someone I knew. He raped my niece and covered it up. He may be enabling someone to hack my network (both of his sisters, [b] [6] [6] and (I forgot what his other sister’s name was -- only that her last name is [b] [6] [6]) are highly trained in computer science so it would not surprise me in the least. There are two microsoft certificates that showed up in my Keychain (mac) for Excel that have been there since May (unknown to me). Please look into this. This is scare as hell to me.
Ticket: # 521453 - Email spam received as texts
Date: 9/10/2015 3:02:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Davis, California 95618
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I have been receiving spam messages from [b] (6) and [b] (6) directing me to lottery sites or sites for erection meds. I'm a woman so... Definitely not a relevant lead for marketing. I actually never gave my number out for sketchy marketing and it looks like the perps are using business
Ticket: # 521626 -

Date: 9/10/2015 3:46:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

[Redacted]
Ticket: # 521935 - email Scheme from Africa
Date: 9/10/2015 5:14:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Rosamond, California 93560
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
this is a definite scheme to get personal info
Ticket: # 521996 - SMS Spam  
**Date:** 9/10/2015 5:31:43 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Prescott, Arizona 86301  
**Company Complaining About:** Verizon Wireless  

**Description**  
I continue to get text messages from phone number (b) (6) with the url (b) (6)  

I have replied stop several times and no a few times as well. They don't even have my name right as they refer to me as (b) (6). Can you PLEASE fine these people and give me the opportunity to sue for harassment?
Description
Received the following from [redacted] on 09.10.2015 at 5:02pm CST to my phone number [redacted]:

"Hey this is Pastor Jeff. This is 100% attendance weekend at Harvest. We have prepared something just for you. Please join us. Reply with questions. I will respond."

I haven't attended a church event in five years, have never given written, electronic, or oral permission to any entity, church, pastor, or religious organization to text me.
Ticket: # 522177 - Network WIFI network

Date: 9/10/2015 6:26:14 PM

City/State/Zip: Richmond, Indiana 47374

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description

A neighbor is using our street address as their network name calling is Dirty Old Man at [redacted]. Anyone can access that in the neighborhood and we believe this is slander and suggesting there is a sex offender living here. We want this stopped. This neighbor has been a continued problem for 4 1/2 years. We have had people come to our house asking if we are the home where the dirty old man lives.
Ticket: # 522255 - Fraudulent text message
Date: 9/10/2015 6:58:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Grasonville, Maryland 21638
Company Complaining About: Atlanticbb.net

Description
Received an following text message from [redacted] Wells Fargo Bank Contact Sec. Dept@ [redacted]: Called the number and it was automated and asked for social security number. It was listed as a Federalsburg number.
Ticket: # 522480 - update on facebook link and human trafficking

Date: 9/10/2015 8:34:17 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 522587 - human trafficking of .. CONTINUES...

Date: 9/10/2015 9:20:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
COPY INTO BROWSER..

PLEASE INVESTIGATE COMMISSIONER ...AND THE LEAD PERSON OF ST. VINCENTS DE PAUL FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF KIDS...AT MERCY HOSPITAL...TAKEN TO LUTHERAN SERVICES...AND INTO SHELTERS AND JAIL CELLS AND MENTAL INSTITUTIONS...
Ticket: # 522696 - recorded message to my mobile phone

Date: 9/10/2015 10:39:42 PM

City/State/Zip: Palo Alto, California 94303

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Got a call from (b) (6) with the recorded message "Congratulations you have won a free cruise to the Bahamas ..."
Ticket: # 522751 - unsolicited text of a sexually explicit nature

Date: 9/10/2015 11:22:36 PM

City/State/Zip: Boston, Massachusetts 02136

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I received a text on my phone from an email address that was unsolicited and offensive since it was of sexually explicit nature. The sender of the (b)(6) had an email address, but no phone number. The email address was (b)(6), no phone number.
Ticket: # 522816 - online tampering of my service and identity theft

Date: 9/11/2015 1:03:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Kansas 66106
Company Complaining About: Family Mobile

Description

I was communicating via fb with a friend from my hometown. He got my personal info by saying he was sending me money. He sent the money. But he got two of my debit card numbers and my social security number. We also exchanged explicit pictures. I also began to notice that my location on my web browser stated that I was in Chicago Or Detroit or Colorado or somewhere In California. Also my facebook account kept sending me alerts that my phone was logging into my account from those states. I am in Kansas so there is no way my phone was doing this. I also started receiving a horrendous amount of porn to my email and at times could not even log in. After I refused to send any more pics he abruptly ended the relationship. I would like to officially state that if there is any type of online accounts accruing monies attached to my social security number then it was done without my permission. Also if you carefully review the conversation in my messages with this man you can see that there is obviously something going on. Especially where he states that he only sends me one flower or 6 at a time and if its not like that then it is not him. He had blatantly told me I may well be talking to someone else. When I went back and carefully read the msgs it is clear someone was also communicating thru my phone. I received an anonymous note under my door stating that my ex husband was going to compromise my identity and either have me removed from my public housing unit or have his girlfriend whose name also happens to be [b] (6) [b], take over this place. I have been a victim of identity theft more than once. And I am very afraid of what's coming. Also of note he had me literally chasing his msgs from my phone and the facebook account. You can see this is our conversation. Please look closely. It's quite clear there is something amiss. I have two accounts we communicated on. The name on one is Sheila Waters the password for this is jesusisalive. Please check the msgs and notifications. The other account name is [b] (6) [b] and the password is [b] (6) [b]. Please check msgs and notifications on this also. But on the [b] (6) [b] account the notifications seem to have been wiped out. I did take screen shots of the msgs on the other account. I hope you can help me with this. The man's name is [b] (6) [b]. He went to school for computer science and information technology. Please call me if you can at [b] (6) [b].
Ticket: # 522859 - Spam to mobile phone
Date: 9/11/2015 3:58:41 AM
City/State/Zip: In Sweden, Oklahoma 28050
Company Complaining About: None

Description
Hi, I want to report spam to my mobile telephone.

I get spam sms 10 september and I have never order this and I have not give anyone my mobile number, my mobil number is also secret so I have no idea where this person get my mobile number from.

I will write the sms text in the end of this email that I received from telephone number +[b] (6) [b]. I hate spam like this and I hope you can do something about this person so this person stop with this spam. Please confirm that you received this message, thank you =).

Best regards, [b] (6).

This is the text in the sms:
Theres more than one way to get rich in life! Try it out and see for yourself! Earn an extra income from home, quickly & easily [b] (6).[b] (6)

I can see that I have to write about internet metod and so on, I just write something there and you can contact me by my [b] (6).
Ticket: # 522949 - West elm solicitation
Date: 9/11/2015 9:08:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Manhattan, Kansas 66503
Company Complaining About: West Elm

Description
I have been receiving solicitation emails from west elm almost daily. I do not know how they got my information and I have requested to unsubscribe multiple times.
Description
I have made at least a half dozen requests for Quora to stop sending me emails to no avail. I have been trying to unsubscribe for over 30 days and the emails keep coming.
Ticket: # 523043 - unwanted messages

Date: 9/11/2015 10:20:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Saint Anthony, Indiana 47575
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I receive at least 8 text messages a day from telemarketers...how am I able to stop them?
Ticket: # 523132 - Please help stop the inhumane treatment

Date: 9/11/2015 10:59:51 AM

City/State/Zip: Linesville, Pennsylvania 16424

Company Complaining About: Facebook & Paramount Pictures

Description

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyberstalking

STALKERS- BULLIERS ON MONEY TRAIN

- STALKERS- BULLIERS ON MONEY TRAIN
- FDA- Depts on all levels of government
- CAPITOL HILL (100 PLUS)
- NFL Draftkings
- GE- Pepco (DC), At & t (loudspeaker usage for ads) Windstream, Va lighting companies (AEP), Pa lighting companies (Northwestern Rural Electric)
- HUBRIS COMMITTEE (I.E

PA CODE 37-301.1 BREAKERS-AUTOMOTIVE- OIL &GAS:
Toyota, GM, Subaru, Ford, Chrysler, Fiat, Honda, VW (Fahervergnugen), Chevrolet, Mercedes, Audi, Kia, Infiniti, Mazda, Nissan, etc.

- DC RESIDENTS (Runners, Bikers, Drivers)- Pa & Va as well- bikers with devices underseats or "smartphones" new when arrived in DC
(b) (6) (mayor) & Chief of Police (b) (6) & some Secret Service Crew

- IPHONE- ANDROID- TRACPHONE- Windows Phone- Nokia-

- SYSCO- ALSCO
- FEDEX, US POSTAL, UPS
- BOTTLED WATER COMPANIES
- ALL BRANDS OF FOODS
- Pepsi -Cola & Coca-Cola
- Sleepy's & Dr. Rebecca Lashbrook of Meadville, Pa
- CAB COMPANIES
- Harley Davidson
- Suzuki
- Yamaha
- Nike
- Asics
- Brooks
- Champion
- Fila
- Puma
- Pearl Izumi
- Underarmour
- Monster- Red Bull
- Dish Network- Comcast- Xfinity
- Google
- FCC
- Dawn- Ivory- Ponds- Proactiv
- Arnolds Breads
- McDonalds-Subway
- Macy's
- Arizona teas, Smartpop, Maxwell House
- CVS
- Walmart & Sam Walton
- FDIC- atms & banks
- CHASE!!!!!!!
- SALLIEMAE- NAVIENT!!!!
- Best Buy- Staples
- Target
- Facebook- Twitter-

WOW

The aforementioned have all had a hand in my mistreatment!
Ticket: # 523139 - Unfair Treatment
Date: 9/11/2015 11:02:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Pembroke Pines, Florida 33084
Company Complaining About: I Don't Know.

Description
For 4 years, I have had a Go Daddy account, customer id: [REDACTED]. And for some reason, they no longer want to assist me via the online customer service. They actually can, but someone is blocking my complaints or requests from reaching Go Daddy directly. They are screening my sent items, alleging my inbox storage 100% full. And all of this is unlawful acts. Please remove the middle man from this picture. I am a US Citizen being disrespected. My privacy rights are being violated. Thank You, [REDACTED] [REDACTED]
Description
I wanted internet service and was told I had to purchase tv service in order to have the internet service at the price quoted to me. If I did not get tv service the price would be higher. They installed everything and it was all working on August 26, 2015. They disconnected everything on September 09, 2015. They said I cancelled it. Following a review of their records they determined that they sent the invoice to the wrong address somewhere in Indiana. They cancelled the service when the people in Indiana told them to cancel it. Why would they send all my personal information to a different address from where they installed the service? Now, all my personal information is exposed where anybody can have access to it. Why didn't they call me? why didn't they ask to speak to me the account owner? What good are passwords if they don't use them for security purposes when determining if they have the correct party? Why would they send my personal information to another office in another state? Now they told me they would have to do the installation all over again and charge me again. I would go elsewhere with my business but unfortunately there is no other broadband company offered in my specific area.
Ticket: # 523732 - Unwanted Text Messaging

Date: 9/11/2015 1:57:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Hill, Texas 75104
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I received a text message on September 1, 2015 at 9:25 am (first message)
"Subject: [b] (6)
Your body's name must be visa, because it's evverrrywwheere I want to be."
I responded back "Stop" 9:25 am
I then received a reply "Stop" 9:55 am

I received a second message on September 11, 2015 7:05 am
"Subject: [b] (6)
are you a candle? bacause im goong to blow you"
I responded back "Stop" at 11:37 am

The messages were sent from:
[b] (6)
[b] (6)
[b] (6)
[b] (6)
Ticket: # 523834 - Company Complaining About: [b] (6)

Date: 9/11/2015 2:25:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Norcross, Georgia 30092

Description
The company continues to contact me by email (and phone) despite numerous requests to be removed from their contact list. I have had 2 very negative business experiences with them and have asked executives as well as staff to be removed and NEVER contacted again. The company has now emailed me twice within 1 month (8/13 and 9/11) despite opting out. The emails are sent from < > with different aliases. I would appreciate you looking into this unwanted and non-compliant behavior. Thank you.
Ticket: # 524011 - one-click violation by http://bmwusa.com
Date: 9/11/2015 3:23:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description

[b] [b] requires the user to enter a reason for unsubscribing. This violates the one-click opt-out rule.
Ticket: # 524114 - Unwanted Text Solicitation
Date: 9/11/2015 3:51:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Tampa, Florida 33606
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have received texts from various numbers regarding payday loans ("laons"-misspelled). I have never given my consent and these texts continue to come to my phone with increasing frequency.

The text reads as follows (verbatim):

"Did you borrow 2+ payday laons you want help paying? Contact us back here today You might not even have to pay the off at all"
Ticket: # 524320 - Scammed
Date: 9/11/2015 5:00:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilmington, Ohio 45177
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
I received a telephone call on Fri. nite. Caller identified himself as being level 5 Microsoft technician receiving critical error alerts. He had me go into a event viewer to observe the 'critical errors' and the halting of Microsoft's Windows operating system and a type of Trojan virus. I asked him how I would know he was whom he said he was. He then went on to relate that I had contracted with iYogi, but that iYogi was no longer authorized by Microsoft due to the vast number of complaints. He told me how much I had paid to iYogi for services and assured me that he was authorizing a refund of those funds due to iYogi no longer being contracted with Microsoft. He took control of my computer (and password) and had us shut down our two laptops, printer and router for 24 hours while TechNet (Technosys) out of New Delhi India, cleared the virus and hackers that he claimed were on our network. He sold us 5 years of 24hr/7d wk/365d yr services for $499.99 with $349.99 that I had paid to iYogi to be reimbursed to my bank account. His name was [b][6]. He said I had to pay by check as there were potential hackers online who should not see my banking info. He took quick picture of my check using the camera on my computer and did everything very quickly then deleted the thank you for using some internet check server. He downloaded a TechNet icon, a tablet icon that gave his phone no. and terms (being what I'd stated) and phone number to reach their company. He also downloaded 'Microsoft Anti-hacking application' icon. but when I clicked (and Panda icon). He was supposed to call me back Mon.to install this on the other laptop.He failed to call. I called them on Weds. leaving message.He called me Weds nite (Thurs. their time) saying there was fire next door to them + building was being evacuated for safety.He never called me until today when I'd left two more messages. He supposedly downloaded these things to my other computer.Meanwhile I'd called my bank.No refunds.My check cleared last night.They are sending a form for me to complete to try to get monies back but they are not confident.They said perhaps because it was done electronically, it could be done.I called Microsoft who told me it never calls customers+that it did not have contract with iYogi or with TechNet (Technosys).This is not only a scam but fraudulent use of internet, preying on the vulnerable.I was told by [b][6] that these hackers get your financial information and steal your identity and that whatever they do under your name could hold me legally accountable since it was from my internet account. The only reason I did not hang up on him was that he knew about my iYogi contract. Can anything be done to recover my money.I had just purchased internet security from iYogi (Genitech optimum) for $159.99 the day prior. [b][6] told me simply to dispute that as that software was not sufficient and did lend to a virus on my computer.I also did notify my bank to open a dispute on that since it was paid via credit card. But this $499.99 is money we do not have that is lost. The money (the check he had me write) was wired more or less using some sort of check service (I'd never had experience with anything like that before). As I was not sure who to complain to I also filed with Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3)
Ticket: # 524579 - Unwanted misleading advertisements sent to email address

Date: 9/11/2015 6:41:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90034
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description

Iolo system mechanic phone has been sending me a scam advertisement several times each day that my system is overloaded with junk and i can easily have my system cleaned up by using their product. NOWHERE is there an unsubscribe or take me off your list box. I called them two days ago and they said they would stop. No change. I called again today and they wanted all kinds of personal information in order to stop. Unfortunately, I did give them my phone # and my email address. I would not give them any other information.
Ticket: # 524730 - unwanted commercial message 9/10/15
Date: 9/11/2015 8:08:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80209
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
continued unwanted e-mail solicitations over a period of 75 days after "unsubscribing" to each
Ticket: # 524920 - Unsolicited Text Message (SMS)
Date: 9/11/2015 11:58:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Wellington, Kansas 67152
Company Complaining About: Google

Description
Unsolicited Text Message (SMS) as quoted (b) (6) is your Facebook confirmation code, or go to (b) (6) "sent from (b) (6) at 09/11/2015 9:28 PM CT
Ticket: # 525008 - spam
Date: 9/12/2015 8:48:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Salem, Oregon 97305
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
"can you please save some energy for later after you finish your gym i have got a taask for you" from [...]

THIS IS NOT ONLY MESSAGE RECIEVED
LETS???GET DIRTY TO NIGHT AND WASH OFF EACH OTTHER IN THE SHOWER LATER.11.28 FROM [...]

THERE MORE
Let's let only latex stand between our love3:33pm from [...]

all sent on sept 9-11 spam to my cell phone via txt
Ticket: # 525021 - unwanted spam/phishing text message

Date: 9/12/2015 9:21:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Arlington, Massachusetts 02474
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have received multiple spam text messages such as:
Congratulations, you are one lucky customer getting a credit applicable to your next month bill, for
more details visit (b) (6) from number : (b) (6)
Ticket: # 525046 - Unwanted texts, email and the CAN-SPAM Act

Date: 9/12/2015 9:53:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Desoto, Texas 75115
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have been receiving unwanted texts from a sex website. Local sex friends and when you click on the link in the text it takes you to their site requesting that you sign up. I attempted to respond with "STOP" but they have it set up to were you cant respond to the messages asking to OPT OUT. Here is a copy of the message: <Subject: (b) (6)> - If I could rewrite the alphabet, I would put U and I together.

This is what I found online about the URL: (b) (6)

VirusTotal's passive DNS only stores address records. This domain has been seen to resolve to the following IP addresses:

Domain Name: (b) (6)
Registrar: (b) (6)
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: (b)
Whois Server: (b) (6)
Referral Name Server: (b) (6)
Name Server: (b) (6)
Name Server: (b) (6)
Name Server: (b) (6)
Name Server: (b) (6)

Status: clientDeleteProhibited (b) (6)
Status: clientTransferProhibited (b) (6)
Status: clientUpdateProhibited (b) (6)
Status: serverDeleteProhibited (b) (6)
Status: serverTransferProhibited (b) (6)
Status: serverUpdateProhibited (b) (6)
Updated Date: 01-may-2014
Creation Date: 18-aug-2005
Expiration Date: 16-jan-2018

Domain Name: (b) (6)
Registry Domain ID: (b) (6)
Registrar WHOIS Server: (b) (6)
Registrar URL: (b) (6)
Updated Date: 2014-10-28T12:38:28-0700
Name Server: r1
Name Server: r2
Name Server: [b] (6)
Name Server: [b] (6)
Name Server: [b] (6)
Name Server: [b] (6)
DNSSEC: unsigned
Ticket: # 525073 - SONY violation of CAN-SPAM Act

Date: 9/12/2015 10:24:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98101
Company Complaining About: Sony

Description
SONY’s playstation network verification emails fail to let you opt-out electronically. When another person gives them your email address, they send you multiple emails for "Verification" but if it is not you tells you to contact them from their web site, without providing a link to contact information but instead links you to their general support site. Their web site does not allow you to contact them unless you have a valid playstation ID and neither the website nor the email offer a simple opt-out link or form.
AND HER INTERFERENCE WITH MY KIDS AND I IN FORCING THEM INTO PROSTITUTION AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING.....AN EMPLOYEE IN THE HOUSEKEEPING DEPT. NAME (b) (6) AND ANOTHER NAME (b) (6) SEEM TO HAVE GOTTEN MY CAREER TAKEN AT SAINT LUKE'S HOSPITAL....IN ORDER TO TRAFFICK MY KIDS AND I TO FORCE THEM INTO PROSTITUTION....AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING WHICH IS AGAINST THE LAW IN THE STATE OF MISSOURI.....MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 WHICH PASSED IN 2011....PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR CONNECTION TO (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6) ... (b) (6)...
Ticket: # 525137 - my kids have been raped again all nght ...as I try to re-call my email password

Date: 9/12/2015 11:28:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
they keep re-directing my yahoo account to back to the original change password..

screen...investigate [b] [6]

of New Life Evangelistic Center - orchestrating mind control...as describe din psalm 2 in these shelters...
Ticket: # 525248 - Receiving unwanted spam

Date: 9/12/2015 12:51:32 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78239
Company Complaining About: Cricket

Description

I am receiving unwanted spam someone has used my email illegally other than myself. I am receiving all kinds of adult content spam claiming I have subscription to these. I have attempted to unsubscribe but I still receive these. I believe I was hacked and that is the reason I have been receiving this kind of spam. I have also been receiving a lot of spam with my IP address. I would like to have all this spam stopped and my attempts have been unsuccessful. That is why I am making this complaint. Anything you can do I will appreciate it. Thank you.
Ticket: # 525308 - Text message spam
Date: 9/12/2015 1:26:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32548
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
College Football Lock of the week Oregon-Vs-Michigan State get it now absolutely free
Respond df 19 Guaranteed to win or the season is free
Ticket: # 525500 - (b) (6) #### aka (b) (6) ####
Date: 9/12/2015 3:26:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Vista, California 92084
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This bitch is slandering me through her music she lieing through her teeth if she says she isnt
Ticket: # 525606 - Harrasing SPAM emails from CHICAGO
Date: 9/12/2015 4:53:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Allen, Texas 75013
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have repeatedly asked an email service provider in Chicago to cease and desist in sending me spam emails and now I'm filing a complaint with the FCC.

Here are the specific addresses:

I have repeatedly tried to stop these SPAM emails, not I'm getting upset:

Here's the address of this organization:

Once I subscribed to AT&T I started getting these unwanted emails from this company in Chicago which appears to be in the spam business of some kind and it is VERY ANNOYING to say the least. Perhaps a simple call to their offices will confirm what I'm saying and resolve this consumer complaint? If they are a CIA organization their not a shining example of what government could be, nor how to send emails.

My web traffic has also slowed down (Google doesn't work), but I can get to Facebook, Bing and other web sites just fine, but why not Google? It started when these folks started monitoring me (I think) and sending me spam I want to file a formal complaint.

Thank you FCC,

Physicist/Software Developer, EE
Allen, TX USA 75013

I've included sample emails I captured. The Google "slow down' is difficult to prove, but I have had ATT here at my house but they say my DSL is fine and tests as OOKLA show nothing wrong with bandwidth or speed, thuis I suspect my Google "server" is being highjacked or co-opted for monitoring purposes.
At least fix their software threads and give me decent service along with it!!
PO'd! are you listening.. Chicago boys?
Description
I only have 300 gigs of data. And my family tends to use more than that. The bill is also very expensive and I wish this was not the case. I think data caps are awful and force the consumer into using less.
Ticket: # 525614 - Can SPAM Act violation
Date: 9/12/2015 5:00:28 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92111
Company Complaining About: Healing Heroes Network (giveaways)

Description
I have requested numerous times to be removed from the email list. (Via email and telephone) The Healing Heroes Network refuses to remove me. This has been going on over a year. eMail is from [b] (6)
Ticket: # 525615 - Unwanted sms text
Date: 9/12/2015 5:01:54 PM
City/State/Zip: San Leandro, California 94577
Company Complaining About: 55678

Description
I have received many unwanted texts from [b] (6) [b]:

End of Summer BlowOut BBQ @ EBM! 2016’s are here - Everything else MUST go! 2016 Turbo RZR & MVRK are here. Ordering next years PWC! Now's the time to buy!
Ticket: # 525754 - Can spam complaint
Date: 9/12/2015 6:40:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Leawood, Kansas 66209
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Repeated unsubscribe requests ignored by
Bernie Sanders for President
Hilary Clinton for President campaigns
Description
The BBB is sending unwanted email, threatening to hurt my business if I do not respond. "...result in a substantially lower rating with BBB, which could adversely influence potential customers."

There is no link to be removed from their mailing list. I have never done business with them. I have never given them permission to email me.
Ticket: # 525777 - Internet Scam
Date: 9/12/2015 6:59:53 PM
City/State/Zip: St Louis, Missouri 63112
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I am attaching this email that was sent to me today:
Multicopy :: ...(Final Notice) Re: Call your Bank ASAP.................................................................
Spam
x

Multicopy [b] (6)
5:53 PM (1 minute ago)
to me

Why is this message in Spam? We've found that lots of messages from [b] (6) are spam. Learn more

---

***4th and Final Notice***

Have you called your bank yet about this?

While YOUR Bank is making Millions using YOUR savings account, they are only giving you 1% interest rate. This is not fair!

========================================
It's time for YOU to use the same method the banks use to make money.. TODAY
You WILL make $500 a DAY.. Guaranteed!
========================================

It's 100% true.

Here's how - Access this NOW
[b] (6)
(copy and paste in your web browser)

Good luck! Even though you won't need it

MMC Team
USA-CA
Removal link:

[Redacted]

(copy and paste in your web browser)
Ticket: # 525834 - Democratic National Committee
Date: 9/12/2015 8:09:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Worth, Texas 76108
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Bombarding my email box many times each day. Unsolicited by me. Their website had hypertext to let you unsubscribe BUT DOESN'T let you unsubscribe EVER!
Ticket: # 525911 - Unwanted Text Messages
Date: 9/12/2015 9:10:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Toney, Alabama 35773

Company Complaining About: [Redacted]

Description
Receiving unwanted Pornographic text messages. They first started yesterday after I downloaded several Android apps from the Google Play Store. These were apps I use with my Android phone to communicate with my Pebble Smartwatch.
Ticket: # 525953 - Jump in with Us - continued email after request to stop
Date: 9/12/2015 9:43:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Stow, Massachusetts 01775
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
An indoor play gym that I visited with my son has been sending numerous emails. I did NOT opt in to having the mail sent, and I have emailed them on several occasions asking to be removed, and continue to receive messages. I even emailed them from their website to request removal and sent the link to the FCC guidelines for email and removal. Since then I have received another 2 emails that do not contain any option to be removed from their list. It is extremely frustrating.

Email address: [b] (6)
Ticket: # 526146 - AOL Email Account
Date: 9/13/2015 12:06:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Stafford, Texas 77477
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I have changed my password numorous times so no one has my password. Someone within AOL keeps allowing someone to access my email and send these false emails pretending to be me.
Ticket: # 526156 - identity theft

Date: 9/13/2015 12:25:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Hustisford, Wisconsin 53034
Company Complaining About: Citi

Description

on 9/13/15, 10:15am I had a voice mail that identified themselves as Citi Card and needed to speak with me about a card issued to me, reassured me this was NOT a sales call. I did call them as the previous day I made some rather large purchases & wanted to make sure there were no issues. When I called they wanted to make sure, for security purpose, who I was & I said well you called me & I was returning a call, so then asked for my phone number and then wanted my name on the account, mailing address, mother's maiden name & I would not give out any other info. They said my card was behind and did I want to bring it up to good standing by making the $77 payment that was past due. I knew I was not behind on anything and when I said that and how I pay my card off every time and then I stared to ask who was this & where from etc, then the person hung up on me. I did call Citi bank to find out what was going on, they started a Identity Investigation. I also want to file this complaint here as they have my home address information.
Ticket: # 526195 - Tech Scam
Date: 9/13/2015 1:33:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Riverview, Florida 33578
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received a call from Windows Tech Dept from [redacted] Phone # [redacted]. Hung up when I asked where they were located. Claimed my Computer was letting others in when I went online;
Ticket: # 526207 - Spam Text Messages from Armand's Pizzeria
Date: 9/13/2015 2:02:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60642
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Armand's Pizzeria in Chicago has started sending spam text messages without my consent multiple times. I have forwarded the spam to Verizon and wish to file a complaint with the FCC. A screenshot of the spam they sent today is attached.
Ticket: # 526230 - Time Warner cable spam emails
Date: 9/13/2015 2:19:47 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10028
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
TWC continues to send me promotional emails after multiple requests to unsubscribe. Their process is to follow their unsubscribe link and then to complete the form.
Ticket: # 526295 - Company not honoring unsbuscribe request
Date: 9/13/2015 3:48:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Rosa, California 95404
Company Complaining About: Spotify

Description
I have contacted Spotify several times to unsubscribe from their advertising/mailing lists and they continue to send me marketing emails. I have available for inspection my emails to Spotify, their responses, and their continued spam emails.
Ticket: # 526455 - Unwanted Text Spam

Date: 9/13/2015 8:31:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Newport, Rhode Island 02840
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My number is [redacted]. I'm receiving unwanted robo text messages apparently from a company called "Elevated Times", a marijuana dispensary in Lemon Grove, CA. Address is [redacted], Lemon Grove, CA.
Ticket: # 526561 - Unsolicited text message - Violation of CAN-SPAM Act
Date: 9/13/2015 10:40:10 PM
City/State/Zip: St. Louis, Missouri 63131
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I just received an unsolicited text message on my cellular phone with a link to a penis enlargement product (I assume from context, I did not click the link). It had no option to be removed from their mailing list, and at no time have I given permission to send things to my phone from this company. Below I have reproduced the entirety of the message, my apologies for the profanity contained.

Sender:<b>(6)</b> Thats the site i was telling you about i have already gained 1.5 inches.. didnt expect this shit to work so good.wife is PLEASED..TTYL
Ticket: # 526683 - Spam emails received through text messaging

Date: 9/14/2015 7:19:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Lancaster, New York 14086
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I have been getting these spam emails sent to my phone through text messages for a week now and I really just want it to stop. Here are the email addresses of those text messages:

[Redacted]
Ticket: # 526719 - Complaint on spam SMS from UBER
Date: 9/14/2015 8:31:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Kuala Lumpur, Wyoming 53100
Company Complaining About: Uber Technologies

Description
I have been continuously receiving unsolicited SMS from Uber Technologies, and have requested to be removed from marketing list not observed.

Previously signed up with its Malaysia operations to obtain information on some driver program, and have been receiving SMS ever since.

Spoke to one of their local personnel via phone a month or two ago to remove my phone number from their SMS blast, but no action taken to date.

About a week ago (2-Sept), have filed my request to them via official email and FB message to Uber US and Malaysia, without any resolution to date.

Just a small sample of the many numbers used originating from its service provider in Sweden are displayed in the image file in this link:

[b] (6)

Appreciate your assistance.

My mobile number is +[b] (6)
Ticket: # 526979 - unwanted emails and telemarketing and robocall

Date: 9/14/2015 11:11:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Fountain, North Carolina 27829
Company Complaining About: Not Sure

Description
Tired of calls and emails. We need some help. Thanks
Ticket: # 526993 - Unauthorized inquiry into Credit Report(s)

Date: 9/14/2015 11:13:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
Company Complaining About: Optimum

Description
My name is [REDACTED], after reviewing my Experian Credit Report dated July 23, 2015 (copy attached). I noticed that Rubin & Rothman LLC, [REDACTED], Central Islip NY 11749, telephone [REDACTED] made two unauthorized inquiries dated Apr 30, 2015 and July 11, 2015 without my knowledge or authorization. I would greatly appreciate it, if you can look into this matter and STOP hem from making unauthorized inquiries into all three of my credit reports. In case of need I may also be contact at [REDACTED] (home). Thanking you in advance for your assistance in this matter, I remain,

Sincerely,

[REDACTED]
Ticket: # 527044 - Receiving out of compliance spam
Date: 9/14/2015 11:28:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55443
Company Complaining About: Etix.com

Description
I'm receiving emails from 93x (a radio station) and etix.com that don't seem to follow the compliance rules. There is no address on them and there is not a way described for unsubscribing. I have attached screen shots of several emails I've received and one where I responded asking to be removed from the mailing list.
Description
I have requested this sender to stop sending unwanted SMS messages multiple times. I never agreed to be contacted by them. They refuse to stop. SMS messages are being sent from [Redacted], from the name Giacomo DiPiazza.
Ticket: # 527824 - Still receiving emails from Entertainment Weekly after unsubscribing
Date: 9/14/2015 3:18:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Rockton, Illinois 61072
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
A few years ago, I subscribed to Entertainment Weekly, but once my subscription ran out, they kept emailing me. After a while, I unsubscribed from it. They alerted me that I still might see a few more emails, which was fine, but I kept getting them, and kept getting them, and I kept unsubscribing, and kept unsubscribing. Finally, they went away, until today, when I got ANOTHER advertisement email from them. This is ridiculous. I can't make it much clearer that I don't want to hear from them.
Description
Hi good day! How are you? This is [redacted] from Canadian Online Pharmacy. I would like to know if you want to take advantage on our promotions for the FEMALE/MALE ENHANCERS (Viagra, Levitra, and Cialis). We also have pain killers such as Norco 10/325mg, Mallinckrodt (norco brand 10/500mg), Oxycodone, Tramadol, Adderall 30mg, Xanax, Soma, Ambien, Valium, Ativan, and Klonopin. For diet pills such as Phentermine 37.5mg and Meridia 15mg. Just let me know if you are interested so I can assist and process anything you need. Thank you and have a great day.

[redacted]
Supervisor

[redacted]
Supervisor
Ticket: # 528002 - Verizon obtained my credit information without my knowledge/consent

Date: 9/14/2015 4:14:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Cerritos, California 90703
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description

My credit report indicates that "VERIZONTEL" accessed/obtained my credit history from Equifax on September 12, 2015. VERIZONTEL accessed/obtained my credit information without my knowledge/consent.

On September 12, 2015, I visited a Verizon Wireless store (located at Cerritos, CA 90703) and spoke with an employee named [redacted] who specialized in Verizon Fios home internet service. I told [redacted] that I was previously a Verizon customer (both cell phone and home internet) and was interested in learning about current pricing and promotions.

[redacted] explained the current pricing and promotions, and I told her that I was interested in starting home internet service. I asked [redacted] whether starting service would require my credit to be obtained, and I told Katherine that I did not want my credit to be accessed because I planned to apply for a mortgage in the next few weeks.

[redacted] stated that my credit information was not necessary. [redacted] stated that because I was previously a Verizon Fios Home Internet customer, she could verify my eligibility and place my order without accessing or obtaining my credit information. [redacted] stated that she would look up my prior history and would just need my driver license as well as my phone number and e-mail address. Katherine also asked to take my picture, stating that Verizon needed to match the picture with my driver license.

[redacted] then asked me a few questions. She asked how many years I had lived at my home, how many people live in the home with me, and whether I had a credit card with any of the following companies?

The last question seemed odd, and I asked [redacted] whether she was obtaining my credit information. [redacted] stated, "No, I checked the box stating not to pull your credit".

[redacted] then proceeded to schedule an installation date and provided me with an order number (order number [redacted]).

When I arrived home, I contacted Verizon by phone at [redacted] and spoke with a representative named [redacted]. I also called a second time and spoke with a representative named [redacted] (employee ID [redacted], located in Arizona). I gave both representatives my order number, and both confirmed that Verizon obtained my credit information as part of the order. [redacted] advised me that pulling credit information without consent is illegal and that I should go back to the store and complain to the store supervisor.
I went back to the store and spoke with store manager [b] (6) [b] (6). I also contacted the local police. Deputy [b] (6) [b] (6) from the Cerritos Police Station spoke with me and with store employee [b] (6) [b] (6). [b] (6) told Deputy [b] (6) [b] (6) that she checked the box on her computer tablet stating not to pull my credit and that my credit information should not have been accessed.

[b] (6) [b] (6) showed Deputy [b] (6) [b] (6) her computer tablet and allowed me to take photos and videos of the tablet screen. On the tablet screen, there is a yes/no question that asks, "In order to arrange for a service, we need to verify your identity and credit history. May we perform a credit bureau check?". [b] (6) [b] (6) told me and Deputy [b] (6) [b] (6) that she checked the "No" box next to this question.

In summary, VERIZONTEL not only accessed my credit information without my knowledge/consent but did so despite my explicit instruction not to access my credit and despite Verizon employee [b] (6) [b] (6) representation that she checked the box "No" when asked whether it was okay to perform a credit check.

VERIZONTEL should be punished for its bad behavior, as my understanding is that it is illegal to access someone's credit information without their knowledge/consent. In addition to any penalties allowed under the law, VERIZONTEL should pay for any negative impact to my credit score as well as to my upcoming mortgage loan application.
Ticket: # 528038 - Verizon obtained my credit information without my knowledge/consent

Date: 9/14/2015 4:22:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Cerritos, California 90703
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
My credit report indicates that "VERIZONTel" accessed/obtained my credit history from Equifax on September 12, 2015. VERIZONTel accessed/obtained my credit information without my knowledge/consent.

On September 12, 2015, I visited a Verizon Wireless store (located at [b] [6], Cerritos, CA 90703) and spoke with an employee named [b] [6] who specialized in Verizon Fios home internet service. I told [b] [6] that I was previously a Verizon customer (both cell phone and home internet) and was interested in learning about current pricing and promotions.

[b] [6] explained the current pricing and promotions, and I told her that I was interested in starting home internet service. I asked [b] [6] whether starting service would require my credit to be obtained, and I told [b] [6] that I did not want my credit to be accessed because I planned to apply for a mortgage in the next few weeks.

[b] [6] stated that my credit information was not necessary. [b] [6] stated that because I was previously a Verizon Fios Home Internet customer, she could verify my eligibility and place my order without accessing or obtaining my credit information. [b] [6] stated that she would look up my prior history and would just need my driver license as well as my phone number and e-mail address. [b] [6] also asked to take my picture, stating that Verizon needed to match the picture with my driver license.

[b] [6] then asked me a few questions. She asked how many years I had lived at my home, how many people live in the home with me, and whether I had a credit card with any of the following companies?

The last question seemed odd, and I asked [b] [6] whether she was obtaining my credit information. [b] [6] stated, "No, I checked the box stating not to pull your credit"

[b] [6] then proceeded to schedule an installation date and provided me with an order number (order number [b] [6]).

When I arrived home, I contacted Verizon by phone at [b] [6] and spoke with a representative named [b] [6]. I also called a second time and spoke with a representative named [b] [6] (employee ID [b] [6], located in Arizona). I gave both representatives my order number, and both confirmed that Verizon obtained my credit information as part of the order. [b] [6] advised me that pulling credit information without consent is illegal and that I should go back to the store and complain to the store supervisor.
I went back to the store and spoke with store manager. I also contacted the local police. Deputy from the Cerritos Police Station spoke with me and with store employee. told Deputy that she checked the box on her computer tablet stating not to pull my credit and that my credit information should not have been accessed.

showed Deputy her computer tablet and allowed me to take photos and videos of the tablet screen. On the tablet screen, there is a yes/no question that asks, "In order to arrange for a service, we need to verify your identity and credit history. May we perform a credit bureau check?" told me and Deputy that she checked the "No" box next to this question.

In summary, VERIZONTEL not only accessed my credit information without my knowledge/consent but did so despite my explicit instruction not to access my credit and despite Verizon employee Katherine's representation that she checked the box "No" when asked whether it was okay to perform a credit check.

VERIZONTEL should be punished for its bad behavior, as my understanding is that it is illegal to access someone's credit information without their knowledge/consent. In addition to any penalties allowed under the law, VERIZONTEL should pay for any negative impact to my credit score as well as to my upcoming mortgage loan application.
Ticket: # 528157 - SPAM
Date: 9/14/2015 5:02:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Marietta, Georgia 30068
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I keep getting texts sent from emails that are very vulgar. The last one came from
(b) (6), and the message said, "(attachment), Thats the site i was
telling you about i have already gained 1.5 inches.. didnt expect this shit to work so good. wife is
PLEASED TTYL." I would like these messages to please stop.
Ticket: # 528268 - Stolen Nude Photographs

Date: 9/14/2015 5:47:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I recently was notified of a website which contained naked photographs of myself. The photographs in question were never posted or shared with anyone other than my boyfriend. Somehow they have ended up online in the hands of some unknown person. Neither myself nor my boyfriend shared this photographs with any other person or website. They were only ever on each others phone. This pictures are online without my permission. I'm sure the pictures of the other girls are posted without their permission as well. Here is the website in question: please let me know what else I can do to fix this.
Ticket: # 528322 - Gmail phishing scam
Date: 9/14/2015 6:07:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Gainesville, Florida 32601
Company Complaining About: Unknown. See Link.

Description
Email with gmail phishing scam links. Links attached below.
Ticket: # 528450 - ISP hijacking browser traffic

Date: 9/14/2015 6:42:57 PM

City/State/Zip: Huntsville, Alabama 35801

Company Complaining About: Wide Open West

Description
My ISP (WoW- wide open west) intermittently hijacks my browser and redirects to alert me to services being done in the area. This is unacceptable to me.
Ticket: # 528503 - Email spamming and not unsubscribing
Date: 9/14/2015 7:11:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Broadview Heights, Ohio 44147
Company Complaining About: Dmd Marketing Corp

Description
I am a physician and I have been getting continuously spammed by the companies, despite having requested to be unsubscribed at least 4-5x each for the past couple of months, including personal emails. After my last interaction, I told them if I got another email I would contact the FCC and/or file a class action lawsuit. This is my first step towards doing this.

Here are the companies and contacts:

DMD Marketing Corp. [redacted] Rosemont, IL

Vice President, Digital Experience
P.S. To contact me directly at DMD, call [redacted]

Domains that have been used to Spam are [redacted] and

metanexgen

Bensalem, PA 19020 USA
Description
I am receiving spam text messages from the following addresses:

[Redacted]
Ticket: # 528680 - MCLAB 12 UNABLE TO SEND EMAIL FROM
OR

Date: 9/14/2015 8:52:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SOMEONE HAS EITHER CLOSED GATEWAY HERE AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY OR SOMEONE HAS REMOTED INTO THIS COMPUTER AND IMPLEMENTED A SCRIPT. TO CEASE ALL MAIL FROM BEING SENT...PLEASE INVESTIGATE FORMER OF ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL, MONSANTO LAST KNOWN AT BJC...FOR MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 AND ITS VIOLATION...BY TRAFFICKING AND OF AT&T MIGHT BE CONNECTED AS WELL PLEASE INVESTIGATE
Ticket: # 528935 - scam on internet pop-up

Date: 9/14/2015 11:40:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98109
Company Complaining About: The Name Attached To The Phone Number Was Supposedly The Windows Security Desk Helpline.

Description
While online a warning came up saying my Windows Firewall was infected and that there was a possible Trojan virus. The notices said to call the Windows security desk at [redacted]. As I could not close out the website, I called the number and spoke to a very heavy dialected male who first asked if I had an Apple or Windows product. (Why would a Windows helpline service Apple products?) By this point my "danger, danger" intuition was in full swing. He then asked if I used my computer for online banking. I immediately made an excuse to get off of the line stating that I would call back. I phoned my brother and asked him to check the phone number out online. Of course there were many online warnings attached to the number as being scammers. After closing my computer down and re-booting, he then walked me through blocking all pop-ups and clearing my browser history on my new computer. I also ran a scan and no malware or viruses were detected. As there are many reports of this same number as being fraudulent, I am hoping something can be done to shut them down.
Ticket: # 529093 - Unwanted text
Date: 9/15/2015 8:43:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Bridgeview, Illinois 60455
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Spam- unwanted text messages
Ticket: # 529167 - Tawkify.com
Date: 9/15/2015 9:28:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11237
Company Complaining About: Tawkify.com

Description
Although I was told that my information has been deleted, I still receive marketing emails. These emails do not contain the an Unsubscribe link
Description
Students should be allowed to go on YouTube for school projects.
Description
They relentlessly send me marketing emails with no way to opt out. I've emailed them multiple times asking to be removed with no response.
Ticket: # 529411 - Spam with disabled opt out
Date: 9/15/2015 11:24:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Clearwater, Florida 33756
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
We have been getting spam multiple times a day from the following: [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) . It's for work-at-home jobs and although they provide an opt-out link, this link has been disabled at all times of day and night for over a week. The root source of this problem is a company called Dynamic Response [b] (6) [b] (6) Phoenix, AX 85002. We get multiple offers a day from this company for a variety of things no one could be interested in.
Ticket: # 529481 - IDTRUE
Date: 9/15/2015 11:47:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Fenton, Michigan 48430
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
IDTRUE says I have to have a court order to remove my information from their website. I cannot afford a court order because in Michigan I have to obtain an attorney. I do not want my information, mainly my address on the internet as I have a brother in law that is very angry at my husband because he was left off of my father-in-law's will. My father-in-law is 94 and my husband had nothing to do with his wishes. My brother-in law has tried to fight and luckily there were other men in the crowd that stopped the fight. I can't believe he is so angry that he is resorting to threaten a family member so we moved and now he can obtain our address from this sight. I need help. IDTrue will not remove mine or my husband’s information and they have no opt out feature. This is unconstitutional because I should be able to have my name off a website if I choose. Please help. (b) (6)
Ticket: # 530448 - Unwanted spam won't stop
Date: 9/15/2015 4:22:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Garnett, Kansas 66032
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Someone added me to their LinkedIn network for the sole purpose of accessing my email. Ever since, he's been spamming me several times each week. There is no unsubscribe link (and I never subscribed or gave permission, verbal or written). I have responded to his email demanding he stop sending emails, and he continues to send them.
(b) (b) is the offender. I'd be ecstatic to give you all his info. I'm certain I'm not his only victim!
Ticket: # 530478 - Receiving Unwanted Emails
Date: 9/15/2015 4:30:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Hazel Park, Michigan 48030-1668
Company Complaining About: [REDACTED]

Description
I once ordered from [REDACTED] who is now [REDACTED]. They send me email every day several times a day. I then attempted to remove myself via their unsubscribe link which take you to a "Could not find path [REDACTED]. Back to home" page. So basically they will not allow you to remove yourself from their list.

I contacted their help desk / customer service approximately 15 times to get this resolved. I have several ticket numbers they gave me and still they refuse to stop sending me email.

I called their customer service and the hoster again today. They refused to assist. Please make them stop sending me email! I begged them very nicely and they refuse.

US regulations require they remove me if I request it. They are failing to do so. I believe a fine of 2000$ would encourage them to adhere to US regulations.
Ticket: # 530485 - spam texts

Date: 9/15/2015 4:32:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Fresno, California 93720
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I'm getting spam texts of a pornographic nature on my phone. They come from different numbers, a few of which are [redacted], [redacted], [redacted], and [redacted]. I'm a grandma, and I don't appreciate these messages. How do I prevent them from getting to my phone?
Ticket: # 530514 - Website Posts PRIVATE and UNLISTED Information

Date: 9/15/2015 4:38:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Sarasota, Florida 34235
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
My number and contact information (name, address, etc) has been private and unlisted for over 5 years. Whenever I google and see my information on a website, I send them an email and they take me off. Google will also delete my information once the website takes it off. There's one website that I've been reaching out to for over 1 year and they will NOT TAKE ME OFF THEIR SITE. It not only states my name but gives out my private home address and map, which is a SECURITY CONCERN to me! I've called them and only get a computer message. Can't talk to a person, ever! I send them emails and never get a response. The link is: [b](6) You will see my name (b) (6)(b) (6) as well as my address. Will you please help me get this off their site? I'm afraid mostly for my security as I don't want anyone to know my home address. I want my number, name, and address deleted from their site. It's on there a couple of times. I've never done business with them and have no idea where they got my information. Thanks for your help!
Ticket: # 530581 - Unwanted emails and spam
Date: 9/15/2015 4:56:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Cutler Bay, Florida 33189
Company Complaining About: Various Companies Are Listed

Description
I am receiving numerous spam emails from the same person. I have unsubscribed and even reported abuse through their unsubscribe links, but in doing so, it has only gotten worse. For the past 3 days they are now titled with retailers I have made purchases from. Today alone, I received 4 within a 70 minute time frame. I have tried forwarding these emails to (b) (6) , but it won't process their emails...please help.
Ticket: # 530699 - unwanted emails

Date: 9/15/2015 5:31:02 PM

City/State/Zip: Santa Monica, California 90403

Company Complaining About: Farm Fresh To You

Description
I have tried to unsubscribe from the Farm Fresh to You email list several times but continue to receive their emails
Ticket: # 530719 - unwanted text messages

Date: 9/15/2015 5:35:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description

This number keeps sending me text messages and will not say who they are... been on going for weeks.
Description
A Company called [REDACTED] is continually harassing me to "service" my computer. Originally I thought they were a legitimate company. So allowed them to service it one time. However, they constantly every few days ask for money from me to do it again. I only paid them once, $99.99 using my debit card. So last night my son wiped clean and deleted all their trails out of my computer. Also contacted them and threatened to report them to the FBI. Well that evidently didn't mean anything to them, because today they called again asking for permission to once again "service my computer". I immediately contacted the police. He took a report, but told me to contact my bank again. Which I did, but of course they already had similar information on file in their fraud dept. from last night. Please, I'm asking for your help to end this nightmare. And stop this illegitimate company from harassing me (and others Americans) any longer. I can promise you that if they were able to sucker me, they're doing the same to many more people than we can imagine. The phone numbers they use are [REDACTED] and I believe [REDACTED]. Additionally they attached to my computer what's called "team viewer": verification is [REDACTED]. Please, I ask you again, to stop this company in its tracks before they can accomplish stealing more money and information from Americans. Thank you for your help to rid this company from its ability to do any further damage to people like me.
Ticket: # 531038 - Harassing phone calls
Date: 9/15/2015 7:47:09 PM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79915
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
Continual calls from online computer service user 3 years ago. I have told him to stop calling, but calls continue. Main number is (b) (6). Also uses (b) (6), and several more. (b) (6)
Ticket: # 531043 - Unwanted Spam with no way to un-subscribe
Date: 9/15/2015 7:49:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Lakeside, California 92040
Company Complaining About: Cloudflare Inc.

Description
I receive about 7 to 10 spam mails a day from the same company. All are formatted the same with the exact same lay out of the page. None of the spam e-mails give you a way to un-subscribe. When I did a reverse lookup of the senders raw data it traces back to a e-mail address with [b] (6) [b] in the line. A look up of this name shows it is owned and operated by a server in Phoenix, United States. A company named Cloudflare Inc.
Ticket: # 531098 - unwanted SPAM
Date: 9/15/2015 8:18:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Urbandale, Iowa 50323
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I get hundreds of unwanted spam emails a week from [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]
FINE THEM INTO THE STONE AGE!!!
Ticket: # 531376 - Violation of Privacy by Facebook

Date: 9/15/2015 11:28:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Jeffersonton, Virginia 22724
Company Complaining About: Facebook

Description
I deleted (not to be confused with deactivated) my Facebook account over a year ago, but today when I accidently typed in Facebook instead of another website with my usual login information, but account was reactivated and showed my date of birth along with friend suggestions that could only be provided if my account information was never deleted as submitted and confirmed. This is a serious privacy violation in my opinion.
Ticket: # 531569 - Received a recorded call at 3:52 am on 9/16/15 from [redacted].

Date: 9/16/2015 9:26:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Avon, Connecticut 06001
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
We were awakened by a recorded call at 3:52 am on 9/16/15 from [redacted]. Caller ID says [redacted]. When I called the number after 9am this morning, I called and asked for [redacted]. A male voice said that [redacted] is not available. I asked why he called in the night with a telemarketing recorded message, and he answered that they are not telemarketers. When I asked what was the emergency, he repeated that they are not telemarketers. I am sorry that I answered the phone call. Had I not, it would have been recorded. All I have for proof is caller ID and time. Since this number claims no business with us, and that IT WAS a recorded message, I believe it was a telemarketing attempt to leave a message on our voice mail that woke me up and I answered. Since I am an elder home care business, I can get emergency calls at night. But a prerecorded message attempting to sell me something is out of line. I do not know, "What my business was preselected for".
Ticket: # 531812 - marketer sold my email to another list i did not subscribe to - with proof

Date: 9/16/2015 11:03:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Nutley, New Jersey 07110
Company Complaining About: Na

Description
I subscribed to the "shoemoney" newsletter many years ago using a unique email address for this list. I have unsubscribed many years ago but still receive email from other lists i never subscribed to who are associated with the shoemoney list

please enforce your can spam laws
Description
I cancelled my Facebook page PERMANENTLY several weeks ago and I still receive unwanted notifications. Facebook has no customer service representative you can contact. I want Facebook to go away with extreme prejudice. Thank you.
Ticket: # 531969 - Email Spam (Daily)

Date: 9/16/2015 11:59:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Covington, Georgia 30014
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
One company with the email address of [b] (6) [b] sends me at least daily emails with the return address of TMart. I have tried to block this sender from my email account but it apparently cannot stop the emails either. This has been going on for about a year. I usually do not open the emails at all but I did today hoping that I could "unsubscribe," however, the link in the email did not work and neither did the "help" link. This needs to be stopped and I have done everything I can. I have reported it to AT&T but apparently they can't or won't do anything. I believe it is time for the FCC to get involved with this shady marketing.
Ticket: # 533144 - SMS / TEXT Spam

Date: 9/16/2015 5:06:22 PM

City/State/Zip: Long Beach, California 90815-3606

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
SMS / TEXT Spam from [b] (6) [b]:

"Hi Gregory, More funds available - up to 1k. Login to your account now [b] (6) [b] and request more funds. Reply Stop to STOP or Help for HELP"

I have been getting this message repeatedly.
Ticket: # 533513 - Is this an Internet Scam?

Date: 9/16/2015 7:02:48 PM

City/State/Zip: Pasadena, California 91101

Company Complaining About: Apple?

Description

Is this an Internet Scam?

See attached:
Ticket: # 533531 - Time Warner Cable Email Spam

Date: 9/16/2015 7:09:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenville, North Carolina 27834
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
After attempting to unsubscribe from Time Warner Cable advertisement emails approximately 15 times over the past two years, I've had about enough.

I've tried virtually every method of unsubscribing from their emails, but nothing works. They continue to send emails consistently, even months after the unsubscribe request.

In more detail, my unsubscribe attempt involves the following:
1. Click "safely unsubscribe" from a Time Warner Cable advertisement email.
2. Select the option to "Remove me from all Time Warner Cable emails."
3. Click the "Submit" button.

Every time I get a response stating that the effects will take 10 days. They obviously never take effect though, as I have been receiving advertisement emails no matter how many times I unsubscribe.
Ticket: # 533578 - Caller ID Spoofing
Date: 9/16/2015 7:28:23 PM
City/State/Zip: West Chicago, Illinois 60185
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I am receiving phone calls from people who say that we have called them but left no message. My phone # is (b) (6) _______. The caller ID that shows to these people is (b) (6) _______. AT&T says there is nothing wrong with our line and has told me to contact the FCC. Please help. Thank you.
Description
SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE OFFICERS AND SHERIFF OF COMMISSIONER AFTER REQUEST FOR FOLLOW-UP ON RESTITUTION FOR CASE NUMBER. IT SEEMS AFTER SEEKING COMMISSIONER HELP ON THE STATUS OF THE REQUEST, MY SON AND MY DAUGHTER SUMMONED INTO A RAPE AND TORTURE SCENARIO REQUESTED BY COMMISSIONER OF SGT TO RAPE AND KILL MY KIDS FOR SPEAKING. I DID INDICATE THAT I HAD NOT HEARD FROM HIM AFTER SEVERAL NOTIFICATIONS THAT CASE NUMBER CHECK HAD NOT BEEN RECEIVED. IT SEEMS AS I TYPE THIS DOCUMENT CLARVOYANT BEHAVIOR OF, INCLINES ME TO BELIEVE THAT MERLEY OWENS AND HE HAVE MY CHILDREN IN BONDAGE SOMEWHERE...BEING THEY ARE FROM OKLAHOMA AND SUPPOSEDLY AN EARTHQUAKE OCCURRED IN EDMOND, OK WHERE MY MOTHER'S SISTER LIVES AND HAS ASKED THAT ALL HIRING MANAGERS BLACK BALL MY NAME VIA...AND HER FATHER WORKS FOR THE UPS ON JEFFERSON AND CHOUTEAU IN SAINT LOUIS, MO...PLEASE INVESTIGATE FETISH TO PROSTITUTE BLACK FEMALES AND MALES...AS THEY HAVE CONQUERED TO BRING AGAINST AND ...EVEN THOUGH HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS BLACK BALLING...AND IT IS A FELONY OFFENSE IN MISSOURI...THOSE CONNECTED TO THE MAN WHO PAID MY DOCTOR BILL WHEN INJURED AS A CHRISTMAS DRIVER HELPERS MIGHT BE (METRO TRANSIT STL) FATHER WHO ALSO MIGHT HAVE BEEN MICHAEL'S SUPERVISOR IN JACKSONVILLE, IL...SEE IF HE HAS MY SON...AND WHERE HE MIGHT BE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN CHESTERFIELD POLICE OFFICER AND FATHER OF UPS AND THE MAN WHO RUNS ST. VINCENT'S DEPAUL AND COMMISSIONER...ALSO I SENT A LETTER TO CHIEF OF THE OCDC IN JEFFERSON CITY, WHICH SEEMS TO BE MISSING...WHICH MEAN THESE MEN HAVE FOUND THIS DOCUMENT IN MY EMAIL, WHICH WAS DATED SEPTEMBER 16, 2015...BUT IS NOW MISSING...THIS MAN'S LIFE MIGHT BE IN DANGER...GOVERNOR WAS ALMOST ASSASSINATED BY THESE GENTLEMAN AS THEY RAISED THE RGA WHO HAVE SCARED THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE SENATORS...THE RGA LOCATED NEXT DOOR THE CITY OF CHESTERFIELD AND THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE...SOLICITED THE MISSOURI LEGISLATORS TO PASS A BILL THAT WOULD DENY ALL MISSOURIANS THE RIGHT TO PROVE DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORK PLACE. THIS WAS IN 2011...INSTEAD THE MISSOURI LEGISLATORS PASSED A BILL WHICH SAYS ALL HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN MISSOURI IS ILLEGAL AND A FELONY...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL...THE LETTER SENT TO CHIEF PRATZEL WAS MAILED FROM LADUE ROAD IN FRONT OF SPLASH...SEPT 16TH...PLEASE SEE IF HE GETS AND THAT HE REMAINS SAFE...SOMEONE HAS STOLEN THE LETTER DATED FOR SEPT 16, 2015...BUT HERE IS THE FIRST DRAFT...
Ticket: # 533949 - Yahoo Bullshit
Date: 9/17/2015 1:18:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78751
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
All along, the emails I was going thru the motions of sending to [b] (6) and [b] (6) were appending only to an original email, that this original email became a folder, and these emails always stay in draft status. I can't force the email to send using the Yahoo editor and this is not a programming mistake. Someone is doing this on purpose, that this took some trouble to set up. By [b] (6), all rights reserved, without prejudice, sui juris.
Ticket: # 533957 - Private Cell Phone Number, Home Address Information & Name Published Without My Consent
Date: 9/17/2015 1:50:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Huntsville, Alabama 35801
Company Complaining About: Wow!

Description
Hello,
My name is & I just discovered that my name, home address & private cell phone number has been published on a website without my authorization. I recently went to great lengths to protect my privacy, contacting all major internet media reporting companies, requesting & having my information removed from the Internet. My cell phone number is on the Do Not Call Registry, as well as my husband's & our 12 year old n Minor child living with us. I also do Not have my cell phone listed or entered with any social media accounts, have limited access & tightened my security levels due to being harassed online several weeks ago on Facebook.

Leaking this information is a direct violation of my privacy rights, endangering my minor child, myself & my family for any predator and/or someone who could potentially be unstable, that was harassing me. I had to block the individual & have kept records of the messages, in case I have any further problems that escalate.

Please have my information removed immediately from this website & any other sites that show my name, home address & cell phone number. My husband is an attorney, and a night court judge who has had threats made against "him & his family" from a convicted prisoner. Our private information could put my minor child & entire family in danger upon the release of this prisoner, or any known associations this prisoner has. This is exactly why I keep my privacy protected, and companies like this do not stop to think they may have just put me in harm's way to be stalked, or worse--signed my family's death warrant. The Internet is dangerous & there Has to be a limitation. Standards & Punishments need to be set for companies that release an individual's private information without their consent.

Sincerely with gratitude,

Huntsville, AL 35801
Cell Phone: 

Website that shows information:
Ticket: # 534072 - Fraudulent solicitation email  
Date: 9/17/2015 9:21:51 AM  
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11236  
Company Complaining About: Verizon  

Description  
I received an email with a letter from the Lending Club stating that I was approved for a $10,000 loan. But I did not apply for any loan. I contacted the Lending Club and they confirmed that they did not send me any letter and that it was a fake account.
Ticket: # 534149 - Text spam
Date: 9/17/2015 10:16:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Fort Myers, Florida 33913
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Continuing receipt of same text message originating from different phone numbers. All texts refer to:
(b) (6)

Have reported to (b) (SPAM) each time. Have replied with request to stop spam.
Ticket: # 534238 - Belk Department Store
Date: 9/17/2015 10:48:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Glen Allen, Virginia 23059
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I have attempted to unsubscribe from Belk emails at least a dozen times and they continue to send me promotions.
Ticket: # 534255 - MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214

Date: 9/17/2015 10:55:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THEY HAVE MY SON DETAINED, AND A LONG HAIRIED SAINT LOUIS COUNTY EMPLOYEE OR AND HIS BROTHER ARE FORCING HIM TO SODOMIZE THEM, WHILE HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN BACK AT BASE IN MONTEREY CALIFORNIA...DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE..THE PEOPLE INVOLVED WITH THIS ABDUCTION ARE:

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD...INVESTIGATE TAG NUMBERS AND MISSOURI TO SEE IF YOU CAN REPROT BACK TO MONTEREY HOSTAGE SITUATION...DOB BORN IN EDMOND, OK. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE PARKWAY CENTRAL...2004..COLLEGE ILLINOIS COLLEGE 2009.
Ticket: # 534326 - SPAM TEXTS
Date: 9/17/2015 11:28:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Syracuse, New York 13224
Company Complaining About: Tracfone

Description
Receiving strange SPAM messages from (6). Says "Voicemail answers ur calls when u can't. Set it up today, PRESS & HOLD the "1" key on ur cell.
Ticket: # 534692 - Keep receiving emails after unsubscribing

Date: 9/17/2015 1:20:35 PM
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94102
Company Complaining About: Choxi

Description
I've attempted to unsubscribe from Choxi three times (see screenshots attached), yet they keep sending me junk emails. I want to file a complaint since I'm sure if I'm having these problems with this company, other people are too.

- The first time I contacted them it was because their email didn't have an unsubscribe link, which, as I understand it, is not allowed based on the CAN-SPAM act. The customer service rep claimed I was removed from the mailing list, but I continued to receive emails.
- They added an unsubscribe link to the footer, but it seems like it does nothing—I've gotten confirmations that the unsubscribe went through (see attached).
- The unsubscribe link only works on desktop, not mobile (it goes to an error message). This makes it even more difficult to get off this list.

Thank you for looking into this.
Ticket: # 534712 - Same spam text from multiple phone numbers

Date: 9/17/2015 1:28:16 PM

City/State/Zip: Berwyn, Illinois 60402

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description

In the last 24 hours I have received three texts, one from each of the numbers +1(b) (6) and +1(b) (6) and +1(b) (6). All texts say, "Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit [link]." There is no indication who they are or how to stop the texts. I haven't responded to the texts or clicked the link and have blocked the numbers, however I'm worried they will keep texting from different numbers each time.
Ticket: # 534744 - Social Media Privacy Issues
Date: 9/17/2015 1:37:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43201
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I am a member of the social media website MeetMe and was messaged by a guy looking to send me nude pictures in order to receive and further share a nude picture of me. I reported him to MeetMe, but as with previous times, they will likely not do anything about it. I tried posting a status warning other women, especially underage women, about this guy being a potential predator yet it was deleted for supposedly violating MeetMe’s rules. This is not okay and needs to be handled accordingly.
Ticket: # 534978 - Internet Privacy Complaint

Date: 9/17/2015 2:32:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Helena, California 94574

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 535005 - Wiretapping Complaint
Date: 9/17/2015 2:34:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Ontario, California 91762

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 535114 - No opt out spam emails
Date: 9/17/2015 2:47:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98112
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I am receiving email from the following email address. [REDACTED]
There is not any way to opt out of these emails on the emails themselves. I replied to their spam and requested to be removed. Some one replied and said their corporate office sends them out and I have to get in touch with them. I do not have any contact info for their corporate office. I would like this to stop.
Ticket: # 535201 - New Ebay User Agreement
Date: 9/17/2015 3:02:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Earlier today, I received an Ebay message advising of changes to the Ebay User Agreement that will take effect in late October. One of the bullet points in that message reads as follows:
"Authorization to contact you and record calls: To make our existing policy clearer, we updated some of the language regarding when we may contact you using autodialed or prerecorded calls or by text message. We also updated this section to let you know how to change your communication preferences if you don't want us to contact you."

Upon drilling down to the full User Agreement, the following more detailed wording appears:
"Pursuant to the eBay User Agreement, you agree that eBay, its affiliates, agents, and independent contractors may contact you at any telephone number you provide to us or from which you place a call to us, or any telephone number at which we reasonably believe we may reach you, using any means of communication, including calls or text messages using an automatic telephone dialing system and/or prerecorded messages, even if you incur charges for receiving such communications."

There was no language "to let you know how to change your communication preferences if you don't want us to contact you," as was stated in the bullet point. Nor were any opt-out provisions provided anywhere in the agreement. However, a question about opting out raised in the internal Ebay user forums elicited the following response, ostensibly from an Ebay staff member:
"You can contact us at: eBay Inc. Attn: Legal – Privacy Office San Jose, CA 95125"

I believe the FCC ruled against substantially identical provisions proposed by Paypal, Inc. several weeks ago.

Thanks for your consideration.
Ticket: # 535366 - Spam Email from NRSC
Date: 9/17/2015 3:33:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Hazel Park, Michigan 48030
Company Complaining About: Nrsc (national Republican Senatorial Committee)

Description
Why isn't there a SPAM heading in your Internet Issue dropdown menu? I am getting solicitation emails from [b] (6) after I've already asked to unsubscribe and be taken off their mailing list. They use what I believe are deceptive advertising techniques by giving the impression they are with a particular candidate's organization (namely the candidate you've chosen from an online poll they've sent) and then they try to sell you a shirt with the candidate's pic on the front. Only by scrolling to the bottom of the screen are you told that the shirt is "Paid for by NRSC. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee [b] (6)"
Ticket: # 535484 - Identity Theft
Date: 9/17/2015 3:54:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30319

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Description
I was contacted by this individual to receive grant money if I would send them monies to pay for the taxes on the grant check. I ended up sending them $1500, and they wanted $900 more to release the check.
Ticket: # 536036 - department of motor vehicles california  
Date: 9/17/2015 6:35:16 PM  
City/State/Zip: La Mesa, California 91942  
Company Complaining About: AT&T  

Description  
I RECEVIED A PRINT OUT THAT TOLD ME THERE WAS POINTS ON MY LICENCE FOR A DUI, WHICH WAS NOT MINE. I HAVE RESEARCHED THIS TO FIND THAT AN DEPUTY PUT IT ON MY LICENCE BY A HUGH MISTAKE. I FOUND THE INFORMATION ON THE LADY AT THE SUPERIOUR COURT OF SAN BERNADINO, CALIFORNIA. AFTER GIVING THEM MY INFORMATION, BIRTH DATE ECT.THEY TOLD ME THAT THIS DUI BELONG TO A PERSON WITH MY OLD MARRIED NAME, HOWEVER, THE BIRTH DATE WAS FEBRUARY 27 , 1954. THIS IS NOT MY YEAR OF BIRTH. I HAVE ADDRESS THIS WITH THE DMV IN CALIFORNIA HOWEVER, THEY DON'T LISTEN TO MY REQUESTS AND WAS ANGRY AT ME FOR REPORTING THE ID THEFT. I HAVE JUST BECAME AWARE OF THIS AFTER SEVERAL YEARS. IT'S NOT POSSIBLE FOR ME WITH A YEAR OF 1964 TO HAVE EVEN RECEIVED THIS TICKET, I WAS TEN YEARS YOUNGER, FROM WHEN IT ACCURRED. THE DMV HAVE PUT ME IN A VERY DIFFICULT SITUATION AND IT HAS CAUSED A LOT OF STRESS, AFTER AN ACCIDENT ON SEPTEMBER 21 , 2015. I DECIDED TO LEAVE AND OPT OUT OF DRIVING MY CAR BECAUSE I DON'T WANT ANY MORE PROBLEMS BY THEM PUTTING ME THROUGH DOUBLE ALL THE TESTS AND THEY STILL CONTINUE TO MAKE ERRORS. I AM A US. CITIZEN, WHITE FEMALE AND SPEAK ONLY ENGLISH. I HAVE VISITED AN ASIAN COUNTRY. ON MY RETURN THE ID THEFT MUST HAVE HAPPENED TWICE, BECAUSE I CANNOT EVEN GET THE COUNTY SERVICES UNTIL GOING BACK TO WORK. HOWEVER, I AM DOING MUCH BETTER AND WITH MY MASTER OF ART DEGREE...I GOING TO APPLY AND GO BACK TO WORK. JUST ANOTHER ISSUE. PLEASE HELP. AND TWO ADULT CHILDREN. I AM DIVORCED IN 1990, SO I RETURNED TO MY MAIDEN NAME. I HAVE NEVER HAD A DUI OR DRANK AND DROVE. JUST MINOR TICKETS OVER THE YEARS. SO THERE SHOULD NOT BE INFORMATION ABOUT SOMEONE ELSE ON MY DMV RECORD. HOWEVER, I HAD OTHER THINGS BY AND ON MY CREDIT REPORTS. ETC...THESE TWO LIVE IN A TOWN THAT I DON'T LIVE IN ANYMORE. DL C4050308. PLEASE CLEAN UP MY LICENCE. THANK YOU.
Ticket: # 536068 - Spam text
Date: 9/17/2015 6:45:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Foxborough, Massachusetts 02035
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I received an unsolicited text telling me to call (6) to make money.
Ticket: # 536221 - Auto dial every few minutes
Date: 9/17/2015 7:41:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Cookeville, Tennessee 38501
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Unwanted harassment calls from an auto dial number. When the number is called it states that it’s from the Walmart from a nearby town. It is not from the Walmart
Description
Scam text message from [b] (6) [b]; Sender's phone no. [b] (6) [b]; date of message 09/17/2015 at 9:10 PM (EDT); with "Good News" naming me as recipient of $ 2M in USD.
Ticket: # 536494 - unwanted Tea Party emails, etc.
Date: 9/17/2015 10:43:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Camarillo, California 93010
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I unsubscribe successfully over a month ago, and incoming email stop thereafter. Lately, I have been getting incoming email again, repeat again from Tea Party postings, ads, etc. Please stop/discontinue sending me unwanted emails. Thank you.
Ticket: # 536495 - AT&T spam texts being called "informational" and hence allowed and no-opt out needed

Date: 9/17/2015 10:44:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Wayne, Indiana 46814
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Hello, I have previously written to the FCC about AT&T. My ticket number was [b] (6) [#]. I was told I would get a written reply from AT&T by postal mail within 5-7 days. However, I never received such a reply by postal mail whatsoever! I did reply to my FCC auto message that had originally been sent me that I should expect such a letter to apprise FCC that AT&T never mailed me anything by that deadline. Now, instead, approximately 15 days later, today, I received this EMAIL letter which I am attaching based on a different letter I wrote to their legal department (this is NOT based on FCC's serving of my complaint but is through a different route altogether). As you can see from the letter, AT&T believes that since their spams such as "come in to an AT&T store today! Come get your new phone today!" are considered "informational" and about one's "account", rather than "promotional" or "marketing" messages, that they somehow are allowed to 1) have no opt-out mechanism as required by the FCC whatsoever, and 2) can continue at will to send these spam texts no matter how many times people beg to STOP STOP STOP!!! whether by calling them, writing them or anything like that as I detailed in my original complaint. In fact, the letter I am attaching herein proves it: their attorney says so: they REFUSE to stop texting me!!! And they say the FCC allows it!

What this means is this: This is my new reality. I have come to terms with the fact that a large corporation such as AT&T from whom I depend on my phone connection for emergencies, for contact with needed family and friends and all live sustaining needs can just WAKE ME UP in the morning, at night and any time they wish and I CANNOT DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT. And the FCC cannot help me. No one can. Is this my new reality? Can corporations seriously just do wake people up anytime they want, as frequently as they want just by calling it "informational" instead of "promotional"? So I can create a company tomorrow and just spam people day and night giving them no allowance for sleep (AT&T has woken me with texts as early at 6am on a sunday morning) by simply calling it "informational" text and "non-promotional" text and the FCC can do nothing at all about it whatsoever?
Ticket: # 536703 - email spam
Date: 9/18/2015 9:43:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Bryant, Arkansas 72022
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I DON'T HAVE INTERNET PROBLEMS ... this is with my email!!

Whoever is sending all of these spams is driving me insane!!
iheart radio

I'm afraid to "unsubscribe" with them because I've heard that scammers send these types of emails to see who will respond, and then attack their computer. NONE of the above entities are any that I have solicited for any kind of service! So, they should not have sent me an email for any reason.
Ticket: # 536791 - Comcast Hard Credit Inquiry
Date: 9/18/2015 10:29:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I recently visited my local Comcast office to set-up internet service. While there the employee asked for my SS#. He did not say why. Two days later I see there is a hard inquiry on my credit report. Had I know this was going to be done I would not have given it to him. I believe if you do not want a credit check Comcast allows you to pay a deposit instead. This was not even discussed or offered by the Comcast employee. It was just so nonchalant. Now I have a hard credit inquiry that will stay on my credit report for at least 2 years - just so I can get internet service. This is something that can't be undone. I'm really distraught that they would do something so drastic without informing me as a customer to the procedure or requirements and giving me an option.
Ticket: # 536815 - Pornographic email text messages

Date: 9/18/2015 10:38:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Perth Amboy, New Jersey 08861
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I have been receiving pornographic text messages from an unknown source that appears to be attached to some type of email. Here is a list of email addresses or websites that are attached to the text messages as the sender.

I'm also receiving texts from people who seem to be responding to some type of online dating website. I have never signed up for a dating site in my life. I want to know if someone has opened a fake profile using my name or phone number as a form of harassment. Here are the text addresses that are harassing me.

Phone numbers have been redacted to protect privacy. If you need to contact the sender, you may need to provide the redacted information.
Ticket: # 536844 - Refusal to honor the required "unsubscribe" option for unwanted emails

Date: 9/18/2015 10:48:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Mount Pleasant, Wisconsin 53406
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I have "unsubscribed" from trulia.com several times, yet they continue to send emails to me. When I go to their site, there is no contact option that I can find, to discuss this with them. It should be illegal for them to use a fake unsubscribe option.
Ticket: # 536952 - content injection.
Date: 9/18/2015 11:27:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Duncanville, Texas 75116
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
My internet service provider appears to be injecting content into http traffic on my connection.

I have received advertisements, surveys and popups from my ISP on multiple pages in the last day, including private web pages that do not serve ads.

I have run a virus and malware scan, there is nothing running on my system that would cause this issue.

I have experienced this issue from multiple computers on my network including a system that runs linux, which makes the probability that there is an undetected virus or malware infection very low.
Ticket: # 536990 - human trafficking Oklahoma State Board of Regents

Date: 9/18/2015 11:39:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
see attached to Oklahoma State Board of Regents.
Ticket: # 537177 - Mediacom banners at the top of web pages, informing you of data caps or outages or scheduled maintenance

Date: 9/18/2015 12:26:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Ames, Iowa 50014
Company Complaining About: Mediacom

Description
Those are a violation of their new status as Common Carriers and you can file a complaint with the FCC against them. In order to present that banner to your browser like that, they must first hijack your web traffic, insert code for the banner into the webpage you want to view, and then present that data to your browser as if it originated from the server you contacted. It's basically a man-in-the-middle attack by your ISP. It is akin to your phone company breaking into your conversation to tell you your bill is due, or UPS opening a package, inserting a flier about an upcoming holiday, and resealing the package. ISPs need to communicate with their customers like any other business--by phone or mail or email--and can't abuse their position as your internet provider to contact you. If this has happened to you, filing a complaint is easy, just fill out the form, describe your issue and when you experienced it, and Mediacom is forced to respond. You'll receive a scary-looking envelope from their legal department that contains a non-scary letter explaining how they will respond, and some emails from the FCC about how the process is going.
Ticket: # 537633 - Lane Bryant - Can Spam Act Violations

Date: 9/18/2015 2:20:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33145
Company Complaining About: Lane Bryant

---

Description
Lane Bryant has added me to their subscription list and continues to email me regardless of how many times I try to unsubscribe, both online through the link provided in their email and through a human at their contact center. I have never purchased from this company, never subscribed to receive their communications, and cannot get myself off of this list.

Can you please assist?

Their website: (b) (6)
Their Phone Number: (b) (6)

Thanks in advance,

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
Ticket: # 537802 - fraudulent
Date: 9/18/2015 3:00:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Aurora, Colorado 80014
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
members of my family are receiving emails with my name attached that are fraudulent. I am not sending these. I don't have the email addresses, however, the last one was sent with the domain name of [b (6)](mailto:).
Ticket: # 538089 - Iowa State University Athletics - CAN SPAM - Spam without unsubscribe

Date: 9/18/2015 4:27:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Ames, Iowa 50010
Company Complaining About: Iowa State University

Description
I have been receiving unsolicited emails from Iowa State Athletics. Their emails do not offer any means of unsubscribing. Emails to the "List-Unsubscribe" extracted from the email metadata go un-replied.

The following is the most recent violation.

Delivered-To: 
Received: by 10.31.183.195 with SMTP id h186csp478863vkc; Fri, 18 Sep 2015 13:09:23 -0700 (PDT)
X-Received: by 10.50.85.20 with SMTP id d20mr77434igz.77.1442606963418; Fri, 18 Sep 2015 13:09:23 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: 
Received: from [ ] by mx.google.com with [ ] for < >; Fri, 18 Sep 2015 13:09:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass ( ) client-ip=68.232.194.202;
Received: from [ ] by  for < >; Fri, 18 Sep 2015 13:21:52 -0600 ( )
From: "Iowa State Athletics" < >
To: < >
Subject: You Can't Miss THIS!
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 2015 13:21:52 -0600
List-Unsubscribe: 
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: "Iowa State Athletics" 

x-job: 1301027_774233
Ticket: # 538247 - spam emails from Avaaz
Date: 9/18/2015 5:16:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Newton, Massachusetts 02458
Company Complaining About: Avaaz

Description
I keep receiving emails from Avaaz, but they all come from different email addresses which I block. The emails aren't in English but I don't see an "unsubscribe" link. I looked at the organization's website, found the English page, and under the privacy policy there are instructions about removing your email from their list. I've done this multiple times but am still getting email from them. I never signed up for this website nor had heard of it until I received multiple spam emails from them.
Ticket: # 538527 - David's Bridal will not opt me out of receiving their email advertisements. There are usually more than one sent per day.

Date: 9/18/2015 7:25:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
David's Bridal does not have an easy way to opt out of receiving their email advertisements. I have emailed them multiple times and called them. They have told me that it takes different lengths of time to opt out. Once they emailed me that it would take 24 hours. Someone called me and left me a voice message saying it will take 30 days to stop receiving their email ads.
I have never encountered this before. Virtually every email advertisement I have received has an 'unsubscribe' link and it is very simple to opt out.
If I ever was to consider buying something from David's Bridal, I won't now after their harassing emails.
Ticket: # 538687 - Verizon customer allowed personal information from my home computer to be uploaded to the cloud.

Date: 9/18/2015 9:36:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Knoxville, Tennessee 37918
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I requested Verizon customer service help on retrieving photos, music, and phone information for my new phone. When we were unable to get the information loaded directly onto my phone I asked that I get it downloaded to my home computer so I could save family pictures and music. In the middle of their instructions I realized that the information from my computer was being uploaded to the Verizon cloud. I asked immediately for them to stop but was ignored and Verizon customer service allowed personal information from my home computer to be uploaded to the cloud against my objections but does not have the system in place to allow me to retrieve it. I only have the ability to retrieve it one item at a time and there are thousands of items. I'm concerned about social security numbers, checking and savings account numbers, and personal information sitting in the cloud.
Ticket: # 538856 - spam; unwanted emails after unsubscribing

Date: 9/19/2015 7:11:45 AM

City/State/Zip: Woodbine, New Jersey 08270

Company Complaining About: Snapfish

Description
I have unsubscribed several times and still receive unwanted marketing emails.
Ticket: # 538865 - Can Span Act Violation
Date: 9/19/2015 7:29:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Westfield, Massachusetts 01085
Company Complaining About: Conde’ Nast

Description
I have made repeated attempts to unsubscribe from Conde Nast Traveler's email list and continue to receive messages from them.
Ticket: # 538964 - MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214
Date: 9/19/2015 10:38:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
NOW IS THIS / AND OR TRAFFICKING THE NETWORK OF MID-COUNTY...DOES SHE AND HAVE MY KIDS TORTURING THEM? THE BLONDE HAIR MALE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE I HAD SPOKEN PREVIOUSLY AT ST. LOUIS BREAD COMPANY...ABOUT HELPING ME WITH MY CASE..HE SAID I CAN'T HELP YOU..NOW IT SEEMS THAT I CAN'T EVEN COME TO THE MID-COUNTY LIBRARY I WALK IN AND THEY ARE HAVING NETWORK ISSUES, WHICH MEANS THAT AND CHESTERFIELD POLICE AND SACHS COMPUTING HAVE CONTINUED TO PROGRESS WITH TRAFFICKING ME BY HARRASSING PEOPLE EVERYWHERE I GO...THE HEAD LBRARIAN AT CARPENTER AND BISHOP AND THE SECURITY GUARD WHO KEEPS GIVING ME TICKETS WORKS ON THE GRAND METRO LINK ARE STILLRAPEING MY KIDS. AND ARE TRYING TO TAKE EVERYTHING AND SAY I AM HIS WIFE...HE LIVES SOME WHERE NEAR WINNEBAGO AT 63118 ZIP CODE...PLEASE FIND ALL THE METRO CITATIONS WITH HIS NAME ON IT...THE BLONDE GENTLEMAN IS ON POST TODAY AT THE CLAYTON METRO LINK...SEE IF THERE IS CORRELATION TO THE COMPLIANCE OR NON-COMPLIANCE OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...AND IF SO, PLEASE RELEASE SALARY TO SOMEONE ELSE..AS THEY SUPPORT CONSTANT TRAFFICKING AS WELL AS DOS OWNER ON CETNRAL WHO SHOWED HERSELF THIS MORNING.
Ticket: # 538994 - MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214

Date: 9/19/2015 11:01:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE ARREST WHERE FOUND GUILTY...AS I LOGGED ONTO FACEBOOK, MY PASSWORD WOULD NOT WORK. ALL OF A SUDDEN CLARVOYANT CONNECTION TO ...(b) (6) ...AND ...(b) (6) ...(b) (6) ...(b) (6) ...SAYS WHAT IS YOUR PASSWORD..I SPEAK IT AND IT WORKS...THE SHE SAYS NOW YOU KNOW I CONTROL YOU...NOW...READ...REVELATIONS 2:19-26...(b) (6) DOES AND HOW IS IN PSALM 2...(MAKING WHAT GOD USED AS SYMBOLIC "RODS OF IRON" AS THE WORD OF GOD SHE USES..."ROD OF IRON" AS THE GENITAL OF A MAN...LISTEN TO THIS PRAYER...(b) (6)
Ticket: # 539026 - Groupon unyielding
Date: 9/19/2015 11:36:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Ft Worth, Texas 76244
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I've "unsubscribed" from the various groupon emails at least 15-20 times and yet they keep coming.. Several a day... Soooooo annoying
Ticket: # 539145 - spam report
Date: 9/19/2015 1:14:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Painview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: Prodigy

Description
Sender sent unsolicited SPAM without my permission. Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.
I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 539263 - MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214  
Date: 9/19/2015 2:26:48 PM  
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105  
Company Complaining About: AT&T  

Description  
PLEASE INVESTIGATE HAVING BEATEN TO DEATH...OR DRUGGED BY DOCTORS AND/OR DENTISTS OR CHURCH MEMBERS THAT HAS GIVEN HER TO DO SO...I JUST WALKED INTO MID-COUNTY LIBRARY TH 6'6 AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE WALKED IS HERE EVERYDAY...WARNED NOT TO COME BY THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR BECAUSE OF DOG NEGLECT DURING HOT SUMMER MONTHS...SEE IF A MEMBER OF, CHURCH WORD IS ALIVE MINISTRIES...IS HAVING HIM TRAFFICK ME...SEE IF THE WOMEN OF HIS CHURCH LEAD BY IS HAVING...SEE HOW THE CHURCH COMPLIES WITH MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 AND THE WEDDING HE PERFORMED AND THEN THEY SUDDENLY MOVE TO HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA...AND HOW COULDN'T WORK, HER MONIES WERE TAKEN FROM HER IN WHICH SHE EARNED IN THE MILITARY FOR HER YEARS OF SERVICE...SEE HOW HER DAUGHTER WAS TAKEN AND FORCED CUSTODY TO BE GIVEN TO MOTHER...COMPARE MY SITUATION TO NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND MY KIDS AND NOT WORKING TO...IS SHE DID...WAS HER NAME...CHARGE LOGGINS WITH HUMAN TRAFFICKING.MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...NOW 5 COUNTS, TAKING MY JOB AND GIVING IT TO SOMEON THAT ALSO BELONGS TO WORD IS ALIVE MINISTRIES...THE BROTHER OF; TOOK MY JOB AT ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS AND GAVE IT TO ..BECAUSE OF THEIR CONNECTION WITH...THIS TRADITION WAS CUSOMARY TO FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD DURING LOGGINS LEADERSHIP AND INTO...LITTLE WAS THE SON OF AND WAS KILLED DURING LEADERSHIP AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD...WAS IT TO GET A CHECK FROM POWERS INSURANCE GROUP OR WAS IT DUE TO SEXUAL PROWESS? WHAT CONNECTION IS IT NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER AND THEM. WHAT IS THE CONNECTION TO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER
AND THEM ASKING ME IF I WAS GOING TO COME BACK THERE ONCE I GOT MY JOB AT ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS...AND WHY WOULD THEY ASK ME THAT SINCE I GOT THE JOB ON MY OWN. AND WHAT FALGS DID NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC PLACE AGAINST ME WHEN I WAS JUST THERE TO WARN THEM OF THEM NOT GOING TO HAITI AS GOD WAS NOT PLEAED. NOT KNOWING THEN WHAT THEY WERE DOING...BUT UNDERSTANDING NOW HOW THEY USE FOREIGNERS TO TRAFFICK AMERICANS WHICH IS AGAINST MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SEE WHAT LISTS THEY HAVE SHOWING WHAT PASTORS PATRONIZE THEIR NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER NETWORK. AND CHARGE THEM WITH TRAFFICKING IF FOUND GUILTY...INVESTIGATE WHO THE AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE IN A SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE UNIFORM FOLLOWING ME TO SCHNUCKS ON LADUE YESTERDAY AS I YELLED TO LET EVERYONE KNOW I WAS BEING FOLLOWED...I ASKED HIM WHAT DID HE THINK FOR HIS MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214? AND DID THE COMPROMISE IT OR RESPECT IT AS HE HAD A CONNECTION TO ME AND HE STILL DOES RIGHT NOW AS BEATS MY KIDS. ..CLARVOYANCE...PLEASE FIND OUT WHO HE IS AND FOLLOW HIM TO MY KIDS..AND BRING MY KIDS OUT OF THIS AND ARREST IF FOUND GUILTY...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214..
Ticket: # 539426 - Spam email messages from movistar+

Date: 9/19/2015 4:37:57 PM

City/State/Zip: Hawthorne, California 90250

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description

Hello,

I've received messages from a company named Movistar+ but I did not sign up with them, despite the canned message at the bottom of their email that claims the message is not spam. In addition, when I tried to unsubscribe using the link at that bottom of the email, it requires a login, which I don't have and should not be required to use to unsubscribe. They make it very difficult to opt-out. And I should not have received their emails to begin with. Thanks for your help!
Ticket: # 539919 - false use of my email  
Date: 9/20/2015 8:37:07 AM  
City/State/Zip: Elkton, Florida 32033  
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless  

Description  
a verizon customer used my email to register for their Verizon account. I have repeatedly emailed the Verizon Fraud dept asking to remove my email from this account. They have done nothing and every month I get a payment due notification for this person's account. It is not me; I do not have a Verizon account. I have been referred to their Fraud department, but they continue to not even respond or resolve this problem. Can you help?
Ticket: # 539983 - (b) (6)
Date: 9/20/2015 10:55:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Millville, New Jersey 08332
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Below is a copy of an email I received today.
This is mail fraud to get money.
I am providing this to you for appropriate action.

Airport Storage and Cargo Unit
Charlotte Douglas International Airport
Charlotte, NC 28208, United States.

ATTENTION: Notice On Your Package reg #: (b) (6)

In view of your inability to receive your package reg #: (b) (6) originally scheduled to be
delivered to you by the agency foreign payment service New York. This package in a metal box
valued 2,316,000USD (Two Million, Three Hundred and Sixteen thousand United States dollars)
arrived at Charlotte Douglas International Airport via American Airlines flight no.3075.

The agency Foreign payment service New York staff came and applied for the release of this
package for delivery to your address but has since not shown up.

I am writing to inform you that we have intercepted and investigated the said package and
investigations proved the legitimacy and that the package was initially scheduled for delivery to you,
you are therefore advised to make contact with (b) (6), All American Courier, llc Director of
Delivery to recover your package and deliver it to you. email is: (b) (6)

Note that this notice serves as our last recovery notice to you as the grace day given to you has
expired and we shall begin to charge $20.00 for each day the package stays in our custody, you are
therefore advised make move to recover your or we will be compelled to list your package as an
unclaimed and maybe forfeited and moved to the United States Treasury Department for holding.

Best regards,

Airport Storage and Cargo Unit
Charlotte Douglas International Airport.
Ticket: # 540003 - Fraud Attempt on Mac Computer

Date: 9/20/2015 11:20:52 AM

City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15224

Company Complaining About: The Company Was Ms Online

Description

I was on my Mac and a window popped up saying there was an issue and to contact this number [b (6) ]. They said that Apple defers calls to them and that I had "no security on my server". They showed my all this fancy stuff on my computer that I didn't understand. They then duped me into charging $199 to my credit card for them to "repair my server". They gave me a transaction ID from MS online of [b (6) ]. I called Apple and they said it was a scam. I have called my credit card company to report the charge. I have attached the payment receipt.
Ticket: # 540072 - Unwanted Text Messages  
Date: 9/20/2015 1:24:56 PM  
City/State/Zip: Ephrata, Pennsylvania 17522  
Company Complaining About: Time Warner  

Description  
I have received numerous unsolicited calls and text messages from Time Warner Cable. For instance, I have received twenty-five (25) unwanted text messages from the phone number "(b) (6)." The first message received, on August 31, 2015 at 11:57 a.m., was as follows "Medical Panic Alarm in Progress! The Time Warner Cable monitoring center has been notified of your alarm."

I then received twelve (12) messages as follows "Alarm in progress! Unless you disarm it within 30 seconds, the monitoring center will be notified." And twelve (12) response messages thereto as follows "Your alarm has been cancelled. Time Warner Cable's monitoring center will not be notified." These messages began, as indicated above, in late August and have continued through September 19, 2015.

I have continued to receive these unsolicited contacts despite that I contacted Time Warner and disclosed that the company had the wrong phone number and I did not want to be contacted any further. This has also continued despite that Time Warner representatives confirmed over the phone that they had the wrong phone number. Finally, I have contacted Verizon Wireless who indicated they are unable to block the text message number because it is not 'ten (10) digits.'

Please, I would appreciate any assistance the FCC can provide as I do not want to continue receiving these texts or phone calls. These messages arrive at all times of day, count against my wireless plan limitations, and are extremely inconvenient. I thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.
Ticket: # 540137 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING..MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214
Date: 9/20/2015 2:44:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
DOS OWNER BUSINESS OWNER ON CENTRAL AVENUE AT 63105. CONNECTED WITH ME CLARVOYANTLY..SHOWING HERSELF TO AS I SLEPT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT. BEATING AND RAPEING MY KIDS. THEY STEALLING MY MONEY AS IT COMES IN, AND WHEN I HAVE TO ASK FOR 50 CENTS. THEY RAPE MYKIA AT THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER....PLEASE INVESTIGATE...AS WELL AS SANDY NELSON OF MERCY HOSPITAL AND LINDA ROARTY USING HER SEX IN THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER.
CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT, OFFICER O'NEY, LT. DETECTIVE MR. NATIONS, CEO OF METRO TRANSIT STL AND FORMER MAYOR OF CHESTERFIELD, MO AS ONE WHO IS HELPING AND TO PRODUCE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN TO STAFF LUTHERAN SERVICES...SO ST. VINCENT'S DE PAUL CHARITIES TO HAVE AN EXCUSE FOR MEN (HOMOSEXUAL) HAVE SEX WITH THESE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN SO THE STAY CAN PAY THESE NURSES SALARIES...AS WELL AS THE USE THE LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER AND ST. PATRICK'S CENTER...AS WELL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS...SUCH AS COACH AND...PERHAPS PAYING THESE STUDENTS WITH DIVIDENDS, BRIBES FROM ARE MONEY I SHOULD BE MAKING BUT INSTEAD SHE RECEIVES THE MONEY I MAKE FROM LUMIERE PLACE AS I PROMOTE VIA MY BUSINESS POINT IN TIME PROMOTIONS...SHE KEEPS FORCING AND TO DO SO...FOR...AND...WE SEEK THE ARREST OF KENNETH OF ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL...AND...SCHUMACHER GROUP WHO STEAL PEOPLE'S MONEY FROM ST. MARY'S AS THEY SEEK PAYMENT ON BEHALF OF ST. MARY'S BUT TAKE IT THEMSELVES...THE FINANCIAL ADVISOR REFUSES TO PAY THE MONIES WITH PHILANTHROPIC...FUNDS ...ALLOWS THE PHYSICIANS SUCH AS DR. WHO DIAGNOSED ME WITH A FAILED BLADDER TO BE REMOVED IMMEDIATELY, WHEN IT WAS A CYST...WHICH MEANS HE IS SELLING ORGANS VIA BLACK MARKET...WHILE AND WHO HAVE MENTALLY RETARDED SONS...SINCE I WAS LITTLE HAD THE SMELL OF FECES IN THEIR HOUSE WHEN WE VISITED...PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR STATUS IN PONCA CITY, OK. AND NORMAN, OK. AND THEIR CONNECTION TO THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE STARTED THIS HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF ME WHEN I WAS BEING CHOKED ON THE STAIRS NEAR BROADMOOR IN CHESTERFIELD. AND CALLED FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE AND THEY ARRESTED ME INSTEAD. ...17 YEARS AGO...THE DETECTIVE THEN BEGAN TO LIE ON ME IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD AT 63118. IN 2013...SHOWING THE SAME PHOTO 17 YEARS AGO TO THEM TELLING THEM THAT I WAS PROSTITUTE WHEN I REALLY WAS THERE MINISTERING TO NEIGHBORHOOD KIDS. AND SEEKING. I.T. EMPLOYMENT.
THERE SEEMS SINCE THEN A PRESENCE OF FORMER CITI EMPLOYEE AND WIFE OF JUDGE OR SOME JUDGE WHO HAVE LIED ON MY KIDS AND I THROUGH A CO-ORDINATED EFFORT OF CITY CO-WORKERS (FROM NEBRASKA) WHO FOLLOWS ME ...LAST SEEN NEAR MERCY HOSPITAL...ON BALLAS OLDER CAR ORANGISH...WHICH MEANS THAT IS TRYING TO HAVE MY KIDS AND I ARRESTED IN NEBRASKA PENITENTIARY INSTEAD OF AND PLEASE INVESTIGATE (EDMOND, OK) AND (OKLAHOMA CITY); - SAN DIEGO: - (LYING PSYCHIATRIST); - (FORMERLY OF WASHINGTON D.C. - SOCIAL WORKER); - (CALIFORNIA); -(LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA-FOX HILLS. AREA--LYING FAMILY ATTORNEY OF HARVARD..SEE IF SHE WAS THE ONE GOT THE JOB AT MAGELLAN-DARYL A MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE...CALLED ME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW AND SAID HE WANTED TO COMPARE ME TO A HARVARD GRADUATE...SUDDENLY I DIDN'T HAVE A JOB...) AND OF LANGSTON, OK... AND HIS MOTHER PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR CONNECTIONS TO PRISON SYSTEMS ESPECIALLY FOR ACTIVITY DESCRIBED IN PSALM 2 ...AND LARRY RICE..AND HIS CONNECTON ABDUCTING PEOPLE'S JOB TO PEOPLE IN PRISON..AS I CAME HOME IN 2014 TO SEE IF MY FAMILY HEARD FROM MY KIDS I WAS FOLLOWED BOTH THERE AND BACK TO MISSOURI...
Ticket: # 540216 - over loaded with spam
Date: 9/20/2015 4:36:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Lorain, Ohio 44053
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
after receiving ads for all kinds of services etc. I tried to unsubscribe, this only resulted in more, lots more about 100 today
Ticket: # 540261 - CAN-SPAM Act violation for Vance Publishing Corporation

Date: 9/20/2015 5:19:43 PM

City/State/Zip: Anonymous, Kansas 60069

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Vance Publishing corporation and it's numerous publications spam it's agribusiness b2b audience with a plethora of e-newsletters. Although, they offer a unsubscribe button at the bottom of each newsletter, month after month the audience lists remain unchanged and enewsletters continue to flood users Inboxes. Even after contacting the company directly, nothing seems to ever get accomplished as I get 50+ enewsletters from each of their publications every week.
Ticket: # 540290 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214
Date: 9/20/2015 5:46:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
FAILED SEND FROM (b) (6) AGAIN AT LIBRARY HEADQUARTERS. ST LOUIS COUNTY
Ticket: # 540300 - Luminosity.com - credit card info theft and false billing fraud
Date: 9/20/2015 5:59:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85042
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I noticed a $48 charge on my VISA from [b]([b]) ([b]) ([b]) ([b]) ([b]) ([b]) ([b]). I did a search online and found a website which requires a login. I never authorized a charge and don't have an account. Attempts to contact by email, phone have not worked.
Ticket: # 540355 - CIPA
Date: 9/20/2015 6:51:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Indianapolis, Indiana 46235
Company Complaining About: Boost Mobile

Description
CIPA has some how been put on my phone device without my permission.
Ticket: # 540368 - [b] (6) [b] (6)
Date: 9/20/2015 7:09:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Danville, Louisiana 61832
Company Complaining About: [b] (6) [b] (6)

Description
continue to receive [b] (6) attempted to go into a website to look at properties for sale, but it was so slow, and was not working very well. So, actually never used the site. However, I am now receiving daily unwanted e-mails from [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6). I have requested no less than 6 times that she take me off her mailing list, since I have already purchased a property, and had never wanted to get e-mails to begin with. My requests have been ignored, and I continue to get these daily e-mails.
Ticket: # 540371 - unwanted mobile phone texts
Date: 9/20/2015 7:12:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Westwego, Louisiana 70094
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description

(Stone cold locks) keeps texting and there is no way to get them to take my number off there list. Tried e-mail but e-mail does not go through. Also shared my mobile number with other people who send me unwanted calls.
Ticket: # 540658 - Ticket number 397569
Date: 9/21/2015 8:43:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Company Complaining About: Microsoft/skype (not Isp, But The Relevant Company)

Description
Following on from previous complaint against Microsoft/Skype, please note that I have not received a response from the carrier via postal mail as promised, and it has been far longer than the promised 7-10 day period.
Ticket: # 540707 - Comcast negligence
Date: 9/21/2015 9:33:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85741
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Comcast has been using my equipment as a hot spot for its customers. Charging overages every month of 900 gb.
TO OUR MISSOURI HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES...I CONTINUE TO SEE FACE BEING

FORCED TO SODOMIZE SOME MAN WHOM IT IS I DO NOT KNOW...A MAN YELLED AT ME WHILE

WALKING TO THE LIBRARY ON CENTRAL AVENUE...AND SAID OR YOU HOMELESS AND I SAID YES BUT

AND HE SAID DOESN' MATTER WHY...HERE JUST TAKE WHAT I HAVE...AND GAVE ME AN ORANGE. HE WORKS FOR EXPRESS COMPANY...PARKED IN FRONT OF STARBUCKS. BEFORE THAT AS I PRAYED

FOR THOSE GOING INTO THE COURTS...A MAN WAS ARRESTED IN FRONT OF THE COURT HOUSE...

HUMAN TRAFFICKING NEEDING HELP IDENTIFYING THE AFRICAN AMERICAN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY OFFICER WHO MIGHT HAVE SENT THE MONEY TO JUSTIFY MY DAUGHTER BY BEING FORCED INTO

SODOMIZING PEOPLE..SENT BY OR SOMEONE NAME

MAXINE..PLEASE SEE WHY OUR SAINT LOUIS RAMS KEEP GOING IN THE SAME PATTERN...WHAT IS THE CONNECTION OF THE RGA AND CHESTERFIELD POLICE DENYING YOUR MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 TO BE ENFORCED. THROUGH OUT THE COUNTY.
Ticket: # 541146 - spam
Date: 9/21/2015 12:20:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: Telcel

Description
received unsolicited e-mail which is a bother and illegal
senders did not supply address which is required by law
senders did not include opt out options
also phising e-mails
Description
Praboqk has published information that leaves me exposed to identity fraud without my permission or knowledge. After I discovered it, I registered to try to edit the profile, but it cannot be edited.
Ticket: # 541259 - email blocked at (b) (6) and (b) (6)
Date: 9/21/2015 12:58:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THEY MAYBE TRYING TO JUSTIFY MY NOT DISABLING THEIR SCRIPT...THESE HACKERS..BUT THEY DISABLE MY KEYBOARD SO THE SHORTCUTS DOSENT WORK...PLEASE TRACK WHO THESE TRAFFICKERS ARE AND ARREST THEM...ACCORDING TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...IT SAYS NOT RESTRAINING OR CONSTRAINING....(b) (6)
Ticket: # 541267 - Unwanted email, spam
Date: 9/21/2015 1:01:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Park City, Utah 84060
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Micromarking Company, Inc. Huntington Beach, United States continues to send unwanted marketing emails. The link to unsubscribe does not work, it comes up as "invalid link". The phone number does not work. The emails just keep coming.
Ticket: # 541282 - scam
Date: 9/21/2015 1:04:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Memphis, Tennessee 38190
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
pro-tekt - [b][6] claims to be a Microsoft partner and wants remote access to your computer to do who knows what and tries to also sell some kind of antivirus software which is also a scam apparently - they want remote access to your computer and then they want to go through your entire computer claiming they are looking for viruses, etc., but, apparently are just trying to get all kinds of information off of your computer
Ticket: # 541329 - satellite intrusion

Date: 9/21/2015 1:17:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Chico, California 95928
Company Complaining About: United States Government

Description
I have been attacked by the united states governments system of surveillance. they have used this system against a non threatening person for financial gain for 12 years. They broadcast my thoughts into the open air so that the wealthy people and u.s. businesses can profit from my intellectual properties without compensating me. I have proof of this. I want to file a lawsuit against the Government and eventually the businesses involved.
Ticket: # 541837 - Microsoft Skype Privacy Complaint

Date: 9/21/2015 3:26:05 PM

City/State/Zip: Jeffersonton, Virginia 22724

Company Complaining About: Microsoft Corporation

**Description**

Despite explicitly deleting my Skype history and changing my preferences to keep no history, from time to time when I start Skype I can clearly see chat transcripts and Skype calls from days, weeks, or even months earlier in my recent history window. Microsoft should abide by my settings and permanently delete my history so that neither I, Microsoft, or anyone else can access them. This seems like it should be enforced by anti-wiretapping and anti-eavesdropping laws, which in some jurisdictions require all parties consent and I do not.
Ticket: # 541870 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/21/2015 3:32:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Naperville, Illinois 60563
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have been receiving emails from State Representative [redacted] of New Hampshire. I live in Illinois and have no interest in seeing his faulty opinions. I have opted out of these emails 5 times and still continue to receive them. The latest copy being received today.
Ticket: # 541940 - Unsolicited email offering money

Date: 9/21/2015 3:50:55 PM

City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15212

Company Complaining About: They Do Not State Their Name In The Email

Description
Unsolicited email offering money
Description
I have been receiving unsolicited email from Congressman [b (6)] in violation of the CAN-SPAM law. It is my belief that an investigation should be launched to put a stop to [b (6)] unlawful behavior. Having an "unsubscribe" link is not sufficient, especially when I did not "subscribe" in the first place.
Ticket: # 541946 - Multiple Unsuccessful attempts to unsubscribe from Ted Cruz mailing list.
Date: 9/21/2015 3:56:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Granite City, Illinois 62040
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have tried multiple times to unsubscribe from any and all email mailing lists from GOP Candidate [b] (6) When I hit the unsubscribe button I get the following message:

Unsubscribe successful

Your email [b] (6) has been successfully unsubscribed from this list!

But alas I continue to receive these unwanted messages. I have tried to unsubscribe using this option several times. (over five) I have also replied to the email message itself with no response. I have address the issue on [b] (6) Facebook page and also @ his accounts on Twitter. Still no response.

I don't feel [b] (6) should be exempt from this Act and believe I should have been removed the first time I asked to be.

*****PLEASE NOTE THAT THE INTERNET ISSUES, INTERNET METHOD, COMPANY NAME, AND ACCOUNT NUMBER HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS ISSUE. I COULD NOT SUBMIT THIS COMPLAINT WITHOUT FILLING THIS INFORMATION IN. THANK YOU!
Ticket: # 542028 - Telemarketing Complaint
Date: 9/21/2015 4:10:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

Description
Fax Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Description
I WAS FORMER CHILDREN'S MINISTRY DIRECTOR OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH CHESTERFIELD...I LEFT THE MINISTRY AFTER SEEKING ASSESSMENT ON THE ADVERSITY RECEIVED FROM FOR NO REASON, ESPECIALLY AFTER SEEKING THE VOLUNTEER GROUP'S OPINION ON TAKING THE NURSERY MINISTRY INTO A PRE-SCHOOL...IT SEEMED TO BRING MUCH UNEASINESS TO . I WAS ASKED TO STEP DOWN BY AS A RESULT OF AND I NOT ATTENDING A MARRIAGE ENRICHMENT WEEKEND AT DOUBLETREE...WHICH WE HAD SIGNED UP FOR BUT NO MONEY TO PAY, WHICH HE REPLIED THERE WERE STIPENDS AVAILABLE. I STEPPED DOWN AND WE LEFT. WITH NO WORDS TO ANYONE TO KEEP PEACE...LATER WHILE WORKING AT AT&T I SAW AND AT ST.LOUIS BREAD COMPANY, WHERE I FOUND OUT HAD STARTED A COMPANY DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS AND IT HAD JUST CLOSED. I NOW SEEK , AND HER HUSBAND INVOLVEMENT IN MY CAREER BEING ENDED BY THEM AT AT&T THROUGH ...I SEEK TO ASK WHAT KIND OF CONNECTIONS D THEY HAVE WITH MY KIDS ABDUCTION AND MY CAREER HINDERED? WHAT COMPLIANCE OR NON-COMPLIANCE TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 DO THEY HAVE? AS WELL AS RELATIONSHIP TO BISHOP ; FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH CHESTERFIELD'S RELATIONSHIP AS WELL..PLEASE INVESTIGATE ANY PAYMENTS DIRECTED TO THEM...FOR IT SHOULD BE NOTHING..NOR SHOULD I HAVE ANY GARNISHMENT OF WAGES NOR SHOULD MY KIDS...WHAT IS ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH'S CONNECTION AS WELL...ARE THEY RECEIVING ANY MONIES IN MY NAME OR MY KIDS NAMES...I HAVE NOT BEEN INVOLVED IN ANY CHURCH AS A MEMBER NOR HAVE I GIVEN THEM PERMISSION TO WITHDRAW ANYTHING NOR I HAVE HAD ANY COURT ORDERS OR HEARING WHICH CONTAINS GARNISHMENTS..WHAT IS MR. INvolvement IN RECEIVING ANY FINANCES FROM OR HIS COMPLIANCE OR NON-COMPLIANCE OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...AS A CEO OF METRO TRANSIT STL.OR FORMER MAYOR OF CHESTERFIELD...AND ST. VINCENT'S DE PAUL, OF ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL; OF MERCY HOSPITAL;
Ticket: # 542159 - Computer Hacking Complaint
Date: 9/21/2015 4:29:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Dearborn, Michigan 48124

Description
Fax Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 542282 - Unwanted Fax
Date: 9/21/2015 4:47:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Vh, Illinois 60061

Description
Fax Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 542293 - Century Link Internet Hacking
Date: 9/21/2015 4:49:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Pinesdale, Montana 59841-0087
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Fax Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 542356 - Data on Wireless Phone
Date: 9/21/2015 4:56:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481
Company Complaining About: Boost Mobile

Description
 has called today, 9/21/15 to complain about a phone he has purchased for Boost Mobile service. stated, he is having problems with Apps downloading without his authorization and the Apps are stilling his data. Also, has requested for Boost Mobile to repair his issues.
Ticket: # 542364 - Junk text, including private financial info of someone I don't know.

Date: 9/21/2015 4:57:48 PM

City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description

- Received a junk commercial text from [redacted]

- The name in the message [redacted] is not me

- I have never done business with this company nor opted in to communications from them.

- The link in the message loads a page with personal info for [redacted] at [redacted] in Honey Brook, Pennsylvania. I have no idea who this person is, but when searched online, this is a real person who lives at the address the page displays. If I were him I'd be pretty mad and concerned about identity theft.

- Calling the phone number reports all circuits are busy.

Screenshots of the text message w/ source phone number, and the page displayed by the link are attached.
Ticket: # 542543 - Internet Privacy Complaint
Date: 9/21/2015 5:25:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Black Canyon City, Arizona 85324

Description
Fax Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 542658 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING CONTINUES VIA MAIL FROM SCHUMACHER GROUP

Date: 9/21/2015 6:10:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I JUST RECEIVED A BILL FROM SCHUMACHER GROUP FOR SERVICES AS EMERGENCY ROOM SERVICES AT ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL. THE BILL WAS TOLD BY THE REGISTRAR TO BE APPLIED TO MY MISSOURI HEALTH INSURANCE. OR DUE TO THE REASON FOR VISIT OF RAPE KIT SUBMITTED TO BRENTWOOD POLICE, THE STATE OF MISSOURI. I NEED TO SEE IF YOU CAN FOLLOW UP TO SEE WHY MONIES WERE NOT APPLIED EITHER VIA MEDICAL INSURANCE COVERAGE OR STATE RAPE SITUATION OR BY PHILANTHROPIC, DUE TO THE BILL USUALLY COME AS SSM FIRST NOT SCHUMACHER GROUP...I HAVE SEEN LOGGED INTO MY EMAIL AND PART OF MY EMAIL DISTRIBUTION...MAKES ME WONDER IF SHE IS A TRAFFICKER AND WANTED THE BILL NOT TO BE PAID TO JUSTIFY TRAFFICKING ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL FOR MONEY.TELLING...SINCE YOUR MOTHER IS NOT WORKING ...YOU NEED TO HAVE SEX WITH THE DOCTORS TO PAY YOUR MOTHER DOCTORS VISIT...DOCTORS INVOLVED MIGHT BE PSYCHE PHYSICIANS OR BLACK MARKET PHYSICIANS..SUCH AS...THE FINANCIAL ADVISOR FOR ST. MARY'S...DONALD OF METRO TRANSIT -STL...BUS DRIVER WHO MIGHT BE ADORNED IN A SAINT LOUIS COUNTY UNIFORM...OR BISHOP...THE SECURITY OFFICER WHO LOOKS LIKE A FOOTBALL PLAYER WHO WORKS THE LATE NIGHT SHIFT...PLEASE INVESTIGATE. INVOICE NUMBER: OF UPS...; CHESTERFIELD POLICE OFFICER OLNEY; LT.; DETECTIVE; RGA; REV. OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CREVE COEUR; MILSTADT, IL...ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL...
Ticket: # 542759 - Receiving improper texting
Date: 9/21/2015 8:18:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Modesto, California 95357
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I received a text from phone # [b] (6) [b] telling me that "he was horny". I deleted the text but then I recived a second text telling me that "he needs a blowjob". Then I text back stating that I will call the Police but the reply said that "I did not text that". We went back an forth and it looks like a third person was in the conversation and making fun of the us (me and the real owner of the phone above. Now I have a message on my phone stating that "Your Apple ID and phone number are now being used for iMessage on a new iPhone"
Ticket: # 542837 - Bandwidth caps, unreliable usage meter, data insecurity

Date: 9/21/2015 9:01:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Bartonsville, Pennsylvania 18321
Company Complaining About: Blue Ridge Cable

Description
I am outraged that Blue Ridge Cable now imposes caps, and overage fees upon it's customers. Blue Ridge is a monopoly in my area. PenTeleData partners with another provider in the PA/NJ area called Service Electric Cable. Both Blue Ridge and Service Electric buy their bandwidth from PenTeleData. Service Electric, which is NOT a monopoly- has uncapped service which is about 25% less than Blue Ridge. Say for the sake of argument I use 5TB of data in a month. If I have Service Electric- I pay $50. If I have Blue Ridge- I pay $568. For the SAME bandwidth, from the SAME source. How is this fair?

In addition, I had 100 GB's deducted from my allotment the FIRST day this went into effect, and I am not the only one.

While they are watching me- WHO is watching them to make sure their usage meters are accurate? If they want to bill by the byte then they ought to be regulated to make sure the customer is getting what they pay for. My cap is 500 GB's. I want to make sure I am getting 500 GB's, not 400, not 300, but WHAT I PAID FOR. This is outrageous. We're supposed to just take their word for it? I think not.

Today I found out that Blue Ridge is not even doing their own monitoring. They have contracted out the bandwidth monitoring to a third party called "OpenVault". The more I read, the more I don't like this.

Just read if you don't believe me:

This line is from the above link: "Robust Analytics: Collecting vast amounts of data is one thing but OpenVault's solution has built-in Analytics and Reporting functionality that turns raw data into meaningful information".

Read my lips- DATA HARVESTING AND COLLECTION. Not just a simple "how much" a customer used- but collection and harvesting and analysis, and being sold to advertisers and other parties who have NO BUSINESS HAVING ACCESS TO IT.

Then there's this:

This paragraph is from the above website:
"FourthWall's MassiveData division delivers viewership and set-top box diagnostics data, reports, analytics, and advanced advertising to television stakeholders and innovators who need to target the right audience with the right message".

So if I read that right, our personal data that flows through Blue Ridge's network is being measured, and harvested by third parties, with the intention of being sold to other third parties, many of them foreign.

HOW CAN THIS BE LEGAL?????? I DID NOT AGREE to this!

Check out some of the "partners" of OpenVault:

They are ALL data collection services! And most of them are Eastern European and one is in Turkey. Can you say SECURITY RISK? There, I knew you could.
I as a customer AM NOT COMFORTABLE WITH THIS ARRANGEMENT. And the FCC shouldn't be either!
PLEASE investigate this. I don't want my data in the hands of third parties, especially FOREIGN third parties! All in pursuit of the almighty dollar.
My God- there has to be a limit on what these bastards are allowed to do to customers!
Ticket: # 542911 - Loudness mitigation act cbs stream.com
Date: 9/21/2015 9:47:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Lisle, Illinois 60532
Company Complaining About: Cogent

Description
While watching Big Brother 4 on the cbs site. The Ads in between commercials are excessively loud. The volume for the show is quiet and the commercials are blasting. Please have them fix this.
Ticket: # 543190 - refusal to stop spam mails

Date: 9/22/2015 9:17:18 AM

City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15227

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Apress medais has been sending 1-2 spam messages per day. messages do not provide an automated opt out. customer service has been requested on several occasions to remove my address from the mailing list. cease and desist of all communications has been requested several times but Apress continues daily spam campaign
Ticket: # 543275 - unwanted commercial robocalls/SMS spam
Date: 9/22/2015 9:55:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Ballwin, Missouri 63011
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I'm getting calls and SMS spam for cash settlements and payday loans. The text of the latest SMS (included below) included a bit.ly URL that redirects to

SMS Content:
kenneth johnson BOA has authorized your current cash advance, finish the application form on the net on

In case the bit.ly link is removed, here is the webpage I was sent to.
Ticket: # 543302 - Unwanted text
Date: 9/22/2015 10:05:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Indiana, Pennsylvania 15701
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I received the following text:

I wanna take out your peenccil and stick it in my pencil case.
Description
I receive almost daily emails from [b] (6) stating: I have a data breach, someone is searching for me, my ID is at risk, my background records are being pulled (without my consent), my reputation in a numerical number is going down, etc. There is no way of getting rid of my information on the site. If there is any possible way of getting off of this site
Ticket: # 543418 - unsolicited e-mails
Date: 9/22/2015 10:33:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Greenville, Ohio 45331

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 543436 - internet fraud
Date: 9/22/2015 10:35:48 AM

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 543659 - SPAM complaint
Date: 9/22/2015 11:34:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Virginia 22153
Company Complaining About: Bradford Exchange Checks

Description
I have been getting e-mails from [b] (6) after ordering some checks online. I clicked on the link in their e-mail to unsubscribe, and followed the process until I got a confirmation, which stated it would take up to 10 business days to have my e-mail cleared from their records. It is a few weeks later, and I am still getting e-mails. I called the company yesterday, and they said that they cleared my e-mail so I shouldn't get any more. I am still getting them today.
Ticket: # 543698 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING CONTINUES AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY..
Date: 9/22/2015 11:42:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
KEY BOARD NOT RESPONDING TO DAY ON MCINET04...SEE IF INFILTRATION VIS
REMOTELY OR NETWORK LATENCY ISSUES..DUE TO INTRUSION...INVESTIGATE
INVESTIGATE ST LOUIS COUNTY LIBRARY HEADQUARTERS FOR TRENDING OF
NETWORKL INFILTRASTION BY SACHS COMPUTING; AT&T - AND HIS
WIFE... AND AND IS MID
COUNTY LIBRARY AT CENTRAL AND MARYLAND...NO ONE WAS ABLE TO LOGON...
SATURDAY 09192015...INVESTIGATE
Ticket: # 544070 - spam phising
Date: 9/22/2015 1:30:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: Telcel

Description
Sender sent unsolicited SPAM without my permission Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.
I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 544214 - checking u.s. mail 63105 today still no check for case

Date: 9/22/2015 2:00:20 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
WE ARE NOT MEMBERS OF ANY CHURCH.

PLEASE INVESTIGATE THE U.S. MAIL AND MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE FOR BOTH THE CHILDREN'S LOCATION, WELL BEING AND RESTITUTION FOR CASE ...

INVESTIGATE ANY INTERFERENCE BY AND WHO SEEM TO WANT TO RAPE, ANYTIME THE SAINT LOUIS CARDNALS PLAY ...BY MAKING THEM LOSE THROUGH THEIR VOODOO WORSHIP...AND RAPE HER...PLEASE INVESTIGATE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH CHESTERFIELD RECEIPT OF ANY MONIES DUE ME. AS WELL AS HELGA WHO LIVED ON, BUT PAID BY ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH FOR WITCHERY...63118 IS THE ZIP CODE. AND CHURCH ON THE ROCK MAY HAVE ALSO RECEIVED MONIES FROM MY KIDS AT THEIR ADDRESS AS WELL BISHOP ; ... METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER...AND WORD IS ALIVE MINISTRIES... , OR NAME....AGAIN WE ARE NOT MEMBERS OF ANY CHURCH...SEE IF OR HER HUSBAND RECEIVED THE MONIES OR NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...IF RECIEVED SEE WHAT COURT ORDER IS ATTACHED FOR SUCH DECISION...SEE LINK FOR MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE...
Ticket: # 544219 - Scammed by discount vacation rental
Date: 9/22/2015 2:01:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Youngsville, Louisiana 70592
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I put down money now they disappeared and have all my personal info
Ticket: # 544273 - Facebook Video Giving Personal Information

Date: 9/22/2015 2:16:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Price, Utah 84501
Company Complaining About: Not Applicable

Description
On a Utah job group on Facebook a woman by the name of [REDACTED] posted a video trying to get people to apply for a company in Utah. The woman that is in the video is a debt collector for the company Ironwood Payments on the phone speaking to a customer trying to collect payment on an account. Midway through the video she says his name is [REDACTED] and the amount he owes and the payment arrangements. I do not see how this is right of stating all his personal information like this. If they want to post a video of a fake mock account then okay.

I work for a company that is regulated for the FCC, we cannot have cameras on the call floor because what if our customers' information is seen or heard it could be posted online just like this man's information was.

Provide in the screen shot below is the address and phone number of the company.
Description
The Woodworking Shows continues to send me spam even after repeatedly unsubscribing to their unwanted solicitations.
Ticket: # 544504 - RE: Privacy Complaint against iyellowpages
Date: 9/22/2015 3:20:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami Beach, Florida 33119
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This sham and elusive co. posted up a previous address, phone number, and email address, and has no contact or very little and vague contact information to remove my listing in a Google search, in which they are grossly violating my Privacy.
Description
My life continues to send me email. I have asked them to remove my name. They have promised to remove my name. I just call them again to get off the list today 9/22/2015. What I would like for you to know that when you hit the unsubscribe button you must login to be taken off the list. Upon information and belief I should not have to login to be taken off the list. I should be able to just unsubscribe.

Notice please the enclosed file and what the write "We found new threats Your online Reputation and identity Your Reputation and Score has changed to 7.5 " All of this is to get me the consumer to call or give them my information. I want this to stop.
Ticket: # 544734 - Internet fraud
Date: 9/22/2015 4:26:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Golden, Colorado 80403-9712
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Unsolicited contact by telephone regarding internet computer problem with my computer that had been hacked two days earlier. Caller purported to be employed by Microsoft Windows as a contactor. Caller tried to sell me on allowing his contracted company to download information on my computer to protect it from any further problems.
Ticket: # 544739 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND

Date: 9/22/2015 4:31:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE FOLLOW UP TO SEE IF CHIEF COUNSEL RECEIVED THIS LETTER IN THE MAIL, SEE ATTACHED WAS SEEN LAST NGHT GETTING OUT OF A CAR WITH NEW TAGS OF... WAS HE LOOKING TO SEE IF MY DAUGHTER MY WAS WITH ME AS I SAT ACROSS FROM ...63105...PLEASE SEE HIS CONNECTIN WITH PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA NOT WANTING THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS TO WIN TONIGHT....SHE SHARES A GIFT WTIH ME...OF PRAYING FOR OUR CITY AND MASTER WITCHES...BISHOP AND HAVE OFTEN TRIED TO TRAP THE ATMOSPHERES BY FORCING THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS TO PAY THEM IN THE CITY ALONG WITH TO HAVE THE FREEDOM TO WIN...PLEASE INVESTIGATE CONNECTION AS HE CLARVOYANTLY CONNECTS WITH ME...MEANING HE IS RAPING ONE OF MY KIDS WITH THE FAMILY...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 IN COMPLIANCE OR NOT...INVESTIGATE OWNER OF REZULTS FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND KIDNAPPING OF HER RELATIVE
Ticket: # 544816 - Merciless Spamming and no way to stop it
Date: 9/22/2015 4:51:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Katy, Texas 77494
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I enquired about myaeccess.com and found from internet spam warning sites that this is a scam. Now every day I get 6 emails a day (see below) from different people pushing this scam. There is no mechanism to stop receiving the emails and the site says they are part of CANSPAM yet the site has no opt out provision. So their two ways to face the public do not have the legally required opt out. Please fine them an enormous amount of money!

letter:

I'm and i'm the senior author at Work from your home magazine. I am from New Orleans, and a full-time stay at home mommy.

Approximately A few months ago my hubby suddenly lost his position and it flipped our world upside down. I found myself so scared and did not know the things we might do in order to make a living. We were undoubtedly behind on our mortgage loan and simply missed out on a payment on our only auto.

Our world seemed to be coming crashing all the way down and it was breaking my heart simply picturing the way we would take care of my sweet little little princess.

Just as I appeared to be inside weakest place I got this e-mail. I simply believed it had been another of these tricks. However I was very desperate that I just thought I would discover what it was exactly about. Immediately after looking at some training videos and seeing this didn't cost money to start I chose to give it a try.

During my initial 7 days I reached $722. The very next few days I developed another $976. I could not believe it. It was real money in my account and my life began to transform. In just a several months I began earning more cash in a full week than my hubby made in a full four week period. And I am able to do everything in the house.

If you need to find out how I performed this simply look at the site listed below.

Click Here
Ticket: # 544823 - Email Spam
Date: 9/22/2015 4:54:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Collins, Colorado 80528
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I received regular emails from a company referred to as MRC of Castle Rock and each time I have tried to unsubscribe using the link in their emails. Furthermore, I have contacted their administrating email addresses asking to be removed. I have informed them I will file a complaint with the FCC each time they email me a few months ago, and yet they keep emailing me. I want this spam to stop.

So, after numerous attempts at stopping emails from this company whose products and practices offend me and I find to be harmful to people, I need help making this stop now. They seem to be clearly breaking two of the three rules outlined in the Unwanted texts, email and the CAN-SPAM Act.
Description
I received several emails from the domain `b)(6)` claiming to be Verizon and claiming I was approaching my data usage limit. The final message said I had gone over my limit. I responded before realizing it was not Verizon. I called Verizon and they said it might be a third-party seller. Then I received another message from `b)(6)` selling phones. The Verizon rep suggested I unsubscribe, but their unsubscribe instructions led me to a page with no unsubscribe option. In fact, if I filled out the form there and submitted it, the fine print says I agree to receiving their ads. On top of these issues, the first emails said they were sent to my ex-husband's email address, and I have been divorced from him for five years. There are safety issues, and I am worried that he could access my account through the link in the emails that went directly into my account. What can be done? Thank you. `b)(6)`
Ticket: # 545623 - This site has malware on it
Date: 9/22/2015 9:28:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Camp Verde, Arizona 85023
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
This site has malware on it and hundreds of websites that were copied and then altered in order to ruin a websites seo. I discovered my own website had the front page copied and uploaded to a sub directory of proleaders.net I studied it for 2 weeks and found out there are a lot of other websites there besides mine with the same treatment. The hosting company is nexcess.net and they refuse to remove the site even though it has malware.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 545632 - Caller impersonating Microsoft

Date: 9/22/2015 9:29:48 PM

City/State/Zip: Clinton, New Jersey 08809

Company Complaining About: Cablevision

Description
Hello - I have experienced an unwanted caller impersonating Microsoft, offering to sell a virus removal service for my computer. This occurred after I had a problem with computer starting, which seems to be caused by a virus. The next day they called me several times offering this fraudulent service. They asked me to call back to (6) (6) for customer service.
Ticket: # 545633 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING STILL...DETECTIVE OF CHESTERFIELD POLICE

Date: 9/22/2015 9:29:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
STILL PLACING ARREST PICTURES...ONE OF ME HALF OF ASLEEP...I DON'T RECALL BEING ARRESTED IN THAT SWEATER...IT LOOKS LIKE A WEEKEND AT BERNIE'S KIND OF THING...THE PICTURE WITH THE SMILE ARRESTED ME FOR THE TRESPASSING CHARGE AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY...THAT I WAS FOUND NOT GUILTY...WOULD YOU PLEASE REMOVE FROM MY CRIMINAL HISTORY BOTH OF THESE HUMAN TRAFFICKING THE PHOTOS AND THE HISTORY AS FALSE ARREST...DUE NOT GUILTY VERDICT OF CASE NUMBER....SEE LINK THIS FOR PHOTOS...
Ticket: # 545827 - internet fraud
Date: 9/23/2015 12:22:14 AM
City/State/Zip: Milpitas, California 95035
Company Complaining About: Repwallet.com

Description
This company has fraudulantly stolen my credit card information and used it to bill my credit card for a product or service I did not authorize. According to Capital one they have been doing so for the past 76 months inclusive since May. I learned of this on the evening of 09/22/2015 at 8:44Pm when I spoke with Capital One. The Cap One rep gave me their phone number ( [b] [6] [b] [6] ) which is a bogus number, I was greeted by an automated system which asked my to input my mailbox number? This was my first and initial contact with this Company. After Cap one gave me the site address, I looked online and learned that this is either a Marketing company or a "I-phone/I-pad" download center, I do not nor have I ever had any such device, NOT even a flip-top cell phone! When I did a google search, the google directory stated that the site forbids google to display any information about "[b] [6] [b] [6] " . Again Prior to this evening I have never heard of this company and therefore never authorized the use of my credit card!
Ticket: # 546087 - Unwanted SPAM
Date: 9/23/2015 10:01:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Cedar City, Utah 84720
Company Complaining About: Not Sure

Description
I keep receiving all of this "do not be alone" and "Asian Beauties" spam and I want it all gone! I never signed up for ANY dating sites or anything pornographic and I'm sick of getting these spam messages. They fill up my spam folder every day and I just want them gone.
Thanks!
Ticket: # 546092 - Unwanted Spam from clickinks.com

Date: 9/23/2015 10:02:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Towson, Maryland 21204
Company Complaining About: Clickinks.com

Description
I have requested multiple times to be removed and they have failed to do so.
Ticket: # 546169 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING CONTINUES FOR AND AND

Date: 9/23/2015 10:43:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I BELIEVE RETIRED FROM THE MILITARY RECORDS CENTER LAST KNOWN HE AND HIS WIFE...

SEE IF AND OR OR OR; ...(WHO DIDN'T HAVE A GREAT PROM WITH HIM) ARE INVOLVED...SEE IF ANY OF THEM ATTENDED FOOTBALL GAMES AT OR FOR ILLINOIS COLLEGE...THERE WAS A HEX ON THE TEAM...ALSO SEE IF INfiltrated MERCY HOSPITAL OR TO DENY OR RIGHTS..MY MOTHER HAS A HISTORY SINCE THE BIRTH OF MY FIRST BORN SON IN EDMOND, OKLA TELLING ME I DIDN'T HAVE THE RIGHT TO SEE THEM.
Ticket: # 546319 - Vulgar Emails [i.e. possible cyber stalking] Sent to Business

Date: 9/23/2015 11:25:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
For the past several months, I have continued to receive vulgar emails from various persons. I do not open them as the 'introductions' and or subject usually begins as follows:

**"having trouble getting p*%#@sy"
**"want a lesbian hookup"
**"popular threesomes.."
And others too foul and disgusting to repeat!!

I use the "blocking" instructions on my Hotmail account, however I continue to receive. This is a place of business - specifically, a law practice. We do not tolerate such abhorrant anti-social behavior under any circumstances. I would appreciate very much having this matter resolved as quickly as possible.
I am writing this email not only on behalf of myself, but other women who may have experienced the same situation as I did. I was violated in my home by a Comcast employee close to two weeks ago, and nothing has been done about it. I have literally spoken to five other Comcast employees to rectify this matter and nothing has been done about it. I have not even been updated on the ongoing investigation. I assume my case is not significant enough. From a security and customer service level, I am beyond frustrated with Comcast. I have detailed my account below:

I arrived to my apartment around 8:45. As I was parking, the technician made a comment about being there for thirty minutes. I replied and said I thought you all called customers as you were on the way. He then says that the automated service took the place of individualized phone calls. I led him into my apartment, and he asked where my modem was. I directed him to my bedroom. He made mention of what was wrong with my wifi and began working with my modem and wires. As he was working, he began making small talk. He asked my age, education level, marital status, etc. During this time, he made mention of the fact that his marriage was falling apart. It was during this time that he made mention of a pleasure toy that was in one of my unpacked boxes. He proceeds to ask, "what is that?" I replied, that it was a toy. He made more mention of it, and I began to give evasive answers in an attempt to steer away from the awkward conversation. When he turned back to continue to fix the modem, I placed another object over the toy to try to conceal it more. After my wifi had been connected, he tells me to get my computer and Ethernet cord. He told me that he was going to help me rename my wifi and change my password. During the entire appointment, I was sitting on my bed while he was working on the modem. The modem was across the room close to the exit, and my bed was near the window. After I grab my computer, he comes to stand behind me near the window and next to the box containing the toy. As I open my computer, there are several updates that have to load. During this time, he notices my tattoo on my back and touches it and asks what does it say. I reacted to him touching me by jolting closer to the edge of the bed. I tell him what it says and the meaning, and he then proceed to touch my brand on my back. I move completely over and wait for the updates to load. He proceed to tell me what website to go to change my wifi. I make the necessary changes, and he mentions that he was trying hard to remain professional. I asked him what he meant. He reaches over and grabs the toy and asks if I have any batteries for it. I say no, and he places it next to me on the bed. I ask him if he was done, and he gets down on his knees in front of me and says that he just wants to please me. I jump up from the bed and run into the living room. From the living room, I thanked him for helping me with my internet. As he is leaving, he asks for a hug. I gave him a hug, and he begins to rub down my side. I push him off of me, and he says that he wants to give me his card. I agree to take his card as I was debating reporting him. When he returns, he stands in my doorway, and asks for another hug. I try to close the door, and he does not move. He asks for another hug, and I oblige him to get him away from my apartment. He finally leaves. I remembered that I had to go pick up a friend so I leave shortly thereafter. As I am on the way, I receive a phone call from him. I do not answer as I did not recognize the number. He leaves a voicemail stating that he left a present for me at my door. Completely creeped out and concerned, I tell my friend the story when he gets in the car. He agrees
to come home with me to see what was left at the door. When I get to my door, I discover that he left batteries. I assumed that these were batteries meant for my toy. As soon as I got in my apartment, I called the Dekalb County Police and Comcast customer service to report the incident.

After the incident, I literally waited 30 minutes on hold to even speak with an agent. While I was on the phone with an agent, it took 30 more minutes to even file the report. It took days to even get a follow up phone call on this matter. It was during this phone call, that I was advised by another woman that I should have had someone with me during the service appointment. So you mean to tell me that every single woman has to have a person with them for an appointment with a service technician? The only way that I can be respected in my home is to have someone with me? After this phone call, I was contacted by an investigator. Again, I had to take 30 minutes away from my job to even speak with him on the matter. On top of that I had to use my lunch break the next day to even speak with him again so he could hear the voicemail left to validate my claims. I was assured I would be contacted but have yet to hear anything about this pending investigation. NOTHING. I HAVE HEARD NOTHING. After speaking with the investigator, I had someone call me in reference to how the matter was being handled. She assured me that she would be contacting me about Comcast trying to make up for my troubles. Now, if this was just about free internet, I would not be so upset. But Comcast has literally done nothing to even try and compensate for my experience... NOTHING. After this incident, I did not even sleep at my home in fear that the service technician would come back. When I finally returned, I slept with my door lock just in case the technician made it into my home. I look over my shoulder anytime I am entering my apartment. I am beyond disgusted at this point. This has literally been the worst experience I have ever had with a company. Hopefully, this will serve as a tool for companies to better pick their agents. I wonder how many other people have been violated who got discouraged with the rigorous process that Comcast has put them through... As I google Comcast, there is a slogan that "Comcast Cares." This could not be farther from the truth. I have contacted an attorney, and I am looking into my options. I hope this never happens to anyone else.
Ticket: # 546509 - CAN-SPAM email violation
Date: 9/23/2015 12:07:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Kentucky 41001
Company Complaining About: Party City

Description
On Sept 17 2015, at party city in Florence Kentucky I made a purchase and a return at the same time. They asked for my email address and I assumed they were verifying something for the return, so I gave it to them. I asked what the email address was for and they said it was for promotions. I explicitly told them I did not want to receive any emails from party city. The cashier confirmed what I had said. Since then I have been receiving an email every single day. I emailed them back on Sept 23, 2015 and told them that if I kept receiving them that I would report them. I still continue to receive them - the last one was at 4:21 am today.
Ticket: # 546787 - Personal & Inaccurate information displayed on the internet &
google search engines
Date: 9/23/2015 1:18:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Birmingham, Alabama 35223
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
The following links contain extremely personal & inaccurate information. We have not disclosed or
authorized this information and would greatly appreciate any help you can provide with identifying the
owner of this site, and particularly for having this information removed immediately.

[Redacted]
Description
I recently started getting a lot of spam that seemed to all come from different companies which I have never heard of nor would be of any interest to me. I then discovered that all of this spam was being served by a single direct-marketing company called Act-On. Their website is [redacted].
Ticket: # 547048 - Phone Harrassment from 407-519-1035
Date: 9/23/2015 2:21:53 PM
City/State/Zip: West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description
Phishing call. Caller says my B of A Debit card has been declined. I don't have a B of A Debit card! This was a CELL PHONE CALL. Not sure about the carrier name, but I think it starts with an "M"
Ticket: # 547111 - Attempted blackmail
Date: 9/23/2015 2:34:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57104
Company Complaining About: (b) (6)

Description
I received the message below from (b) (6)

I am willing to cooperate in any investigation or prosecution of this person.

"Unfortunately your data was leaked in the recent hacking of Ashley Madison and I know have your information. I have also used your user profile to find your Facebook page, using this I can now message all of your friends and family members.

If you would like to prevent me from sharing this dirt info with all of your friends and family members (and perhaps even your employers too?) then you need to send 1 bitcoin to the following BTC address.

Bitcoin Address:
(b) (6)

You may be wondering why should you and what will prevent other people from doing the same, in short you now know to change your privacy settings in Facebook so no one can view your friends/family list. So go ahead and update that now (I have a copy if you dont pay) to stop any future emails like this.

You can buy bitcoin using online exchanges easily. If the bitcoin is not paid within 3 days of 23 Sep 2015 then my system will automatically message all of your friends and family members. The bitcoin address is unique to you.

Consider how expensive a divorce lawyer is. If you are no longer in a committed relationship then think about how this will affect your social standing amongst family and friends. What will your friends and family think about you?

Sincerely,
(b) (6)"
Ticket: # 547284 - Spam Email
Date: 9/23/2015 3:24:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Fishers, Indiana 46037
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Although I may have at one point signed up to get an emailed newsletter, now I am unable to find how to unsubscribe from a weekly advertising email I get weekly.

Goodrich Quality Theaters <(b) (6)>

I believe the guidelines state that Unsubscribe should be easy found by the recipient but yet I can't find it at all within their weekly newsletter that is sent to me weekly. Please help as not only is this email nuisance, it also is loaded with images that likely use up data when using my mobile device.
Ticket: # 547310 - formal complaint in regards to unwanted human to human device signals/frequencies that are being emitted via cell phone tower, internet, radio wave

Date: 9/23/2015 3:31:16 PM

City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70805

Description
I am experiencing an enormous amount of medical problem and harassing experiences due to unwanted and also uninvited experimental and also perhaps for the purpose of stealing private information "human to Human Brain to Brain" telepathy signals that are being transmitted via the internet, Cell phone tower, and/or radio tower using some sort of equipment devices that travel over the internet to face book that also uses "USB" connections. These problems signal frequencies are causing enormous amounts of pulling and hitting on my brain and I am hearing conversations from these person;s who are responsible for these acts comming out of the clear air and I fear my banking information as well as my privacy as a United States Citizen is continually being violated by these persons who are not being monitered by any one. Please investigate this matter. I live in the state of Louisiana, city of Baton Rouge, zip code 70805. THIS MUST STOP IMMEDIATELY!
Thank you.
Description
I have attempted to unsubscribe from Ipsy.com emails several times, the last instance being on August 26, 2015. I was previously interested in their products but decided that I was no longer interested around June 2015. Please note that I never made a purchase with Ipsy. I used the unsubscribe link on the email to stop these (now unwanted) emails. Unfortunately, I received new email communication from this company today, September 23, 2015. Ipsy.com is not adhering or utilizing the unsubscribe function with their mailing list and I feel this is in violation of CAN-SPAM. I have made my requests to not have email communications from this company clear and they have not adhered to my request. I am attaching a screenshot of the unsubscribe confirmation from August 26, 2015.
Hi FCC,

I've continued to get Condé Nast email contacts after unsubscribing from their list. I don't even believe I ever subscribed.
I've now attempted to unsubscribe multiple times over the past few months and just continue to receive their emails. They aren't keeping up with their unsubscriptions.

Please help.
Ticket: # 547645 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214
Date: 9/23/2015 4:56:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
TO THE TAXPAYERS OF MISSOURI...I NEED YOUR HELP TO QUESTION SOMETHING THAT IS RESIDUAL OF [REDACTED] AND PRESENT AND GROWING WORSE IN TOWER GROVE...IT IS NOT A DAY THAT GOES BY THAT THE PEOPLE THERE STAND OUTSIDE OF SCHNUCKS SCREAMING AT THE TOP OF THEIR LUNGS...WHERE DID MY MONEY GO...IT SEEMS THAT IT HAS TO DO WITH PERGAMUM CHURCHES AND RGA...WHO REQUESTED THE JEFFERSON CITY LEGISLATORS TO PETITION THEM TO PASS A BILL THAT WOULD DENY ALL MISSOURIANS THE RIGHT TO PROVE DISCRIMINATION ON THE JOB...THE MISSOURI LEGISLATORS DENIED THE REQUEST OF RGA...BUT INSTEAD...THEY PASSED A BILL THAT WOULD CAUSE THIS KIDN OF ULTERIOR MOTIVE TO BE A FELONY...WHAT I DESCRIBED ABOVE IS WHAT JUST HAPPENED TO ME IS THE MONEY FOR RESTITUTION OF CASE [REDACTED]...PLEASE INVESTIGATE MR. [REDACTED] OFFICE ON ITS STATUS. AS IT STILL DID NOT SHOW UP IN [REDACTED], CLAYTON, MO 63105...SO THAT I COULD GET OUT OF HERE. I HAVE ASKED FOR MY KIDS TO BE RELEASED FROM RGA'S HANDS WHICH IS GOVERNED BY CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. LT. MIKE THOMPSON; DETECTIVE [REDACTED] AND OFFICER [REDACTED]...AND NO RESPONSE...EXCEPT SHE IS 21 YEARS OLD AND DON'T WANT TO BE FOUND.....MR. NATIONS, CEO OF METRO TRANSIT STL - USES THIS COMPANY TO DO WHAT THEY'VE DONE TO MYKIA AND I TO MANY OTHERS TO DESTROY THEIR CAREERS AND HUMAN TRAFFICK THEM TO STEAL THEIR PENSIONS...IT HAPPENS EVERYDAY...IN AT&T...THE STATE OF ILLINOIS STEALLING YOUR MONEY? OR ST. CHARLES COUNTY STEALLING YOUR MONEY...START AUDITING THE CHECKS BALANCES UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE PART RECEIVES THIS MONEY...MR. [REDACTED] IS THE FORMER MAYOR OF CHESTERFIELD CITY HALL WHICH RESIDES NEXT DOOR TO THE RGA BEAUTIFUL GLASS BUILDING...WHAT'S NEXT ST. LOUIS COUNTY...WHO TO WATCH IN RELATIONSHIP TO SUPPORTING RGA IN THE SENATE...[REDACTED]...WHO TO WATCH IN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUDGES...JUDGE [REDACTED]...HIS CONNECTION TO NATIONAL BAPTIST CONGRESS...CHURCHES ARE NOT SUPPOSE TO TELL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHAT TO DO...THE GOVERNMENT MEASURES THE OUTCOME OF THE TEACHING OF CHURCHES...AND ADJUST ACCORDINGLY...TITUS 1:11. [REDACTED] AT THE FOREFRONT...PERGAMUM CHURCHES...[REDACTED]...WORD IS ALIVE MINISTRIES...[REDACTED]...STATE FARM INSURANCE AGENT SPENDING TIME IN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER IS HE AND [REDACTED]...ARE THEY KILLING FOLKS TO CASH IN MOCK LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES OR MAKE MONEY?...AUDIT TIME...TAX PAYERS BEING KILLED FOR LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES...FAKE...METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER...BISHOP [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED]...PREACHING FROM THE PULPIT MARRY WHO WE TELL YOU ARE GO TO JAIL...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...AND [REDACTED] OF CHURCH ON THE ROCK...WHO SAYS...WE WILL BRIBE PEOPLE TO TAKE YOUR JOBS...[REDACTED] AND [REDACTED]...AND OR...[REDACTED]...AND...
Was in my last court date...with judge

WHY?...the case prior to my case that judge was a white
woman wanting to be released from a white man's relationship so she
wouldn't lose her money...what is going on judge...? or is it your
court clerk...judge...division clerk...what is she
doing to infiltrate checks for, my ex-husband's wife...to deny
me my rights to my kids and my kids their freedom...and my check from case

see how many case files with the same name or duplicated for
someone else...such vs...for judge

investigate division 40...the biomedical solutions employee
who took my job..
Ticket: # 547769 - Spam  
Date: 9/23/2015 5:44:08 PM  
City/State/Zip: Pell City, Alabama 35128  
Company Complaining About: Survival Life

Description
I am being overrun with emails solicitations from "Survival Life, Austin, Texas 78735 - Telephone [redacted]. I have requested more than once to unsubscribe to these unwanted emails. I even tried to call this (company?) and waited and waited and waited to talk with someone to remove my email address from their mailing list - no luck. I have 3 addresses and I think they are switching one to the other. My addresses are: [redacted] Please see if you can get their attention and stop them.
Ticket: # 548044 - email spam
Date: 9/23/2015 7:24:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Pueblo, Colorado 81003
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Over 100 spam emails a day. Unsubscribing does not work. Customer and Technical support would rather loose me as a customer than address the issue. I receive spam through what ever web site I navigate to it seems. Century link web site has my location set and locked in at Colorado Springs, Co despite not even residing there. Cell phone crashes daily if email, trash email, and deleted emails are not cleared frequently. 139 today and amount keeps increasing.
Ticket: # 548198 - Harassing internet call
Date: 9/23/2015 8:47:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Rocky River, Ohio 44116
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Pop up on internet asking me to call [REDACTED] to get instructions for removal for malware. Originally claimed they were from Microsoft. When I questioned their Microsoft connections phone call hung up. Now I am getting repeated messages from them. Very difficult to close the web page.
Ticket: # 548237 - HUGHES NET COMPLAINT
Date: 9/23/2015 9:08:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Sunland, California 91040
Company Complaining About: Hughes Net

Description
Hughes net took all my information (SSN, Date of birth, credit report, Credit card information) deleted my order without my permission and I now cannot get ahold of anyone in the offices and they give me the run around, meanwhile they have all my information and deleted my service order without my permission.
Ticket: # 548498 - Internet intrusion by a possible Comcast employee

Date: 9/24/2015 7:00:57 AM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60656
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
We have experienced a lot of intrusions on our network. I.e. Hacking into our modem, iPhones and Samsungs.
Ticket: # 548609 - advertisement in my private email account
Date: 9/24/2015 9:30:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Meriden, Connecticut 06451
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to you today to complain about Cox Communications. They have added advertisements into my private email account. This is private space that I pay for already. And it is not cheap. Now they have added unwanted advertisement banners at the top of my email inbox, and a small ad at the bottom of my log in page.
I have emailed Cox about the problem. They had done this in the past, and when I complained, the ads were removed. This time when I contacted them, they said that the ads cannot be removed, or turned off by me.
I believe that this practice is unethical because they are making money from me for using the space and making money by selling ads to put in my already paid - for space.
I hope you can help in this matter for me and everyone else who has a Cox email account.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

Meriden, CT
Description
On 4/3/2015 I allowed a company named Winpro Technologies to make repairs and install software to my computer to correct malware and other problems. I later had more problems with the computer and discovered that this company was not certified by Microsoft and my computer was not protected the was is should have been. I have filed for a refund with my credit card company and they are working on a solution.
Ticket: # 548681 - fraudulent website-computer virus/malware protection
Date: 9/24/2015 10:11:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Benton, Louisiana 71006
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
On 9/10/2015 I allowed a company named PCCARE \( \text{Redacted} \) to do work and install software on my computer at a very high cost. This was the second instance of someone calling me on the telephone and informing me of problems with my computer. After checking with Microsoft corp, it was determined that this was also a fraudulent operation, and not certified by Microsoft. I have filed for a refund with my credit card company.
Ticket: # 548785 - Harrasement from a internet job poster
Date: 9/24/2015 10:46:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Union, Washington 98592
Company Complaining About: It-solutions (www.tl-solutions.com)

Description
I am receiving harassing email from a person posting a job offer on the internet.
Ticket: # 548790 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING VS. AND AND OF PARKWAY CENTRAL HIGH

Date: 9/24/2015 10:47:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE CONTACT ALL LIBRARIES OF SAINT LOUIS CITY AND COUNTY ON ITS USE OF PHAROS WHICH THESE PASTORS ASK THEM TO USE TO TRAP PEOPLE'S EMPLOYMENT SEEKING EFFORTS...IF IS LAWFUL, WHICH ACCORDING TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 IS UNLAWFUL. ..PLEASE PLACE A DISCLAIMER IF IT SHOULD BE SO...TO USE FOR MONITORING OR FOR TRAFFICKING THEIR INFORMATION....IT IS BEING USED TODAY ON MY COMPUTER AT MID-COUNTY MCLAB12.. PLEASE SEE IF OR WAS TRANSPORTED TO WENTZVILLE JAIL SYSTEMS...WHERE THE I.T. DIRECTOR OF PARKWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT LIVES AND WAS OF THE PERSONS IN WHICH I INTERVIEWED...THE PERSONS I INTERVIEWED BEFORE WERE THREE WOMEN AND A MAN. INVESTIGATE THE ATTITUDE OF THE WOMAN WHO ASKED THE QUESTION ON INFILTRATION OF SQL SERVER AND WHAT TOOL SHE USED. AS I INDICATED OUR SERVERS WERE ALWAYS PATCHED FOR SECURITY VIA MICROSOFT TUESDAY UPDATES. THIS TEAM MIGHT HAVE PLACED A NEGATIVE SITUATION ON MY I.T. CAREER...ALSO THEY HAVE BEEN TRAFFICKING IN THE SPIRIT REALM SINCE THE ONE WITH THE SECURITY QUESTION...INVESTIGATE HER PRESENCE ON MY COMPUTER FROM PARKWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT...SEE WHAT THEIR CONNECTION IS TO; FAMILY...SEE IF THERE WAS ANY COERCION OF HER CALLING ME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW OR DENYING THE CHOICE OF FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
Description
I repeatedly receive e-mail and telephone calls from USAHUD attempting to get me to purchase leads from their lead service. I have requested via e-mail and telephone numerous times over the past 12 months for them to remove me from their list yet again today I received an e-mail solicitation. The e-mails do not give an opt-out choice either. Furthermore, the name of the company is deceptive; USAHUD. It mimics a legitimate government agency. I will attached today’s e-mail. I am sure through my e-mail archive I can find evidence of my request to stop if needed.
Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE THE ABOVE PERSON FOR TEARING DOWN LINKEDIN ACCOUNT...AND BLOCKING ME FROM SENDING EMAILS FROM [b] [6] FROM COMPUTER [b] [6]...SEE ATTACHED AS I TRY TO SEND TO MY CONTACTS IN LINKED WHICH NO LONGER APPEAR IN MY SEND SCREEN
Ticket: # 549260 - Internet Scam

Date: 9/24/2015 12:56:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring, Texas 77386-3066
Company Complaining About: N/a

Description
People pretending to be hiring staff for Emcure Pharmaceuticals for the purpose of getting personal info including demographics and Soc. Sec. Nos. See attached string of communications. Emcore in New Jersey and India both indicate that they do not hire this way, but they intend to take no action.
Ticket: # 549291 - unwanted Text form

Date: 9/24/2015 1:07:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Na, Ohio 44444
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
filing on behalf of cusotmer b.c. he can not see the number that is contacting him but we have the report that shows he is e receiving the text saying "service denied" from an unknown number that shows on the report as (b) (6). customer is concerned that this is fraud b.c. can not respond to the message and has not recently set up anything
Ticket: # 549436 - unwanted spam
Date: 9/24/2015 1:46:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Marietta, Ohio 45750-2869
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

Description
For some reason I am receiving over 100 spam messages daily. I am a retired person and would rather not receive any spam on my computer. Isn't there a way we can block spam from my computer?
Ticket: # 549512 - scam phone call
Date: 9/24/2015 2:15:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Priest River, Idaho 83856
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I answered a call on my cell & when I realized it was a scammer I told them to take my number off their list & not to call again. Then they called right back & left a threatening message. They used my first name. The voice sounded like they were using some kind of voice altering device. They called from 2 different numbers.
Ticket: # 549599 - D.O.S attacks and jamming

Date: 9/24/2015 2:40:40 PM

City/State/Zip: Port Saint Lucie, Florida 34984

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have had a complaint issued before ticket number [b] (6) [b], We received a reply from Comcast that confirmed it was a DOS attack but even after we did the security measures instructed afterwards our wifi is still being attacked and we would need an explanation on how these attacks are occurring as well as stopping our wifi signal from being intercepted, jammed, or anything else that is a security concern. My son [b] (6) [b] has been having issues with his cellphone service and believes this is a man in the middle attack, if so we would like to know. I am attaching logs from our Comcast router. Thank you for your time
Description
The Aviation Today / Access Intelligence LLC Website requires copious amounts of personal information in order to unsubscribe from their email lists.
Ticket: # 549872 - Medscape
Date: 9/24/2015 4:03:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 19046
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have attempted to unsubscribe from Medscape Newsletter for weeks now. At least 10 separate attempts and I still receive emails sometimes more than one a day.
Ticket: # 550423 - SPAM Emails
Date: 9/24/2015 7:01:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Maple Grove, Minnesota 55369
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I need to know how to stop spam emails. I have been getting 50-100 every day. Many are minutes apart for the same advertiser. I have opted out but continue to receive them. There needs to be a comparable "Do Not Call" list for emails like there are for phone calls. Maybe there is, but I did not see any reference to the like on your web site. I am not complaining about my ISP, but the companies sending these SPAM emails. They need to stop! Obviously my opting out is doing nothing for them. You are free to look at my SPAM email folder with the 1000's of emails over the last 2 weeks.
Ticket: # 550445 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING... AND HIS WIFE... AND HIS WIFE
Date: 9/24/2015 7:10:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEEM TO BE WORKING WITH (AS IT WAS WHEN HE KIDS WERE TAKEN BY ATTORNEYS...THIS IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING). IN MISSOURI THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DEEMED SUCH ACTIVITY AS A FELONY OFFENSE FOR THESE ATTORNEYS TO DO SO...I PRAY YOU WILL HELP ME TO FIND GUILTY OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...ONLY IN DEED SUCH AS FINDING THEM DOCUMENTING THINGS AGAINST MY KIDS...ARE HAVING SEX WITH MY KIDS...OR TORTURING MY KIDS. OR KNOWING OF WHERE THEY ARE...INCLUDING FINGER PRINTS FOUND OF MY KIDS IN THESE MEN'S HOMES, OFFICES, ETC...STARTING WITH AN APB ON THESE ATTORNEYS AND PASTORS FOR QUESTIONING ARREST IF FOUND GUILTY.
Description
In recent days I have been bombarded with text alerts and emails from "(b)(6)" And various phone numbers. These seems to be affiliated with seattle department of transport

Please
Advise
Ticket: # 550976 - Hacking of Personal Internet Accounts

Date: 9/25/2015 9:38:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22310
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Please see attachments.
Description
I believe that various employee's of the Urban League Battle Creek Michigan 49017 hijacked my personal computer and is accessing my email account and other personal information stored on my computer. I also believe that employee's of the Urban league of Battle Creek Michigan are using my personal information to steal and cash checks in my identification issued from the Internal Revenue Services, Calhoun County Department of Human Services, and use my medicaid card committing various incidents of false billing. In fact, these same employee's of the Battle Creek Urban league 49017 are former employee's of Circuit City Electronic Store on [b][6] in Dearborn Michigan which is audited and closed down as an ending result of fraud and quicken loans agency. Dearborn is a city in the State of Michigan. It is located in Wayne County and is part of the Detroit metropolitan area. Dearborn is the eighth largest city in the State of Michigan. As of the 2010 census, it had a population of 98,153.
Ticket: # 551124 - VERIZON identity protection policies

Date: 9/25/2015 10:52:14 AM
City/State/Zip: Bellflower, California 90706
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Many Verizon phone representatives are not following privacy protection protocol and are not investigating and resolving possible fraudulent activity. I am attempting to set up a new FIOS account with Verizon. Last week they had me verify who I was by faxing in my ID. My identity was verified and I was approved but no information was provided why I needed to fax in my ID to prove who I was. I had an appointment for installation yesterday but was informed by a representative that my name, address, and phone number were not matching on my account. He gave me the name address and phone number listed on the account and it didn't match my information. Yesterday I spoke to many representatives from Verizon and I still don't know if they have resolved identity issues on my account or if there is fraudulent activity. Some representatives such as [b] and [b] give me names, addresses, and phone numbers that are not mine and should not be on my account, they do not know how to verify who I am, much less protect my personal information. I spoke to one representative at the end of my long day on the phone with Verizon who followed privacy protection protocol.
TO THE GOVERNOR, I WRITE ON BEHALF OF MY SON [REDACTED] AND MY DAUGHTER [REDACTED] AND I [REDACTED]...WHO SEEM TO BE UNDER THE STRONGHOLD OF [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] OF CHURCH ON THE ROCK IN ST. PETERS, MO. THE ST. CHARLES COUNTY SEEM TO BE PRESENT N THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER QUITE OFTEN, WHICH TELLS ME THAT HIS SERMONS OF BRIBING HIS PARISONERS CAREERS IS WHAT I AM EXPERIENCING SINCE I HAVE NOT WORKED IN 5 YEARS AND MY JOB ENDED SUDDENLY AT BOTH BIOMEDICAL SOLUTIONS AND ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL. AND THEN SUDDENLY THE DREAM OF MY SON BEING HUNG AND THROAT SLIT WITH A RED BLOODLINE UNDERNEATH, UPON HIM BEING CALLED HOME FROM THE U.S. ARMY WHERE HE WAS STUDYING LINDQUIST...AFTER LIVING IN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY FOR OVER 20 YEARS, IT WAS QUITE DIFFERENT LIVING IN ST. CHARLES COUNTY AT [REDACTED], 63368 FOR A YEAR WHERE I WORKED FOR ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS...UNDER [REDACTED]...WHERE [REDACTED] SEEMED TO HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY WITH ME. SUCH AS DELETING FILES FROM A PROJECT I WAS ASSIGNED AS SHE WATCHED. I WAS ASSIGNED TO MODIFY AND UPDATE A PROJECT WITHIN VISUAL BASIC THAT WOULD ALLOW ALL FOLDERS CREATED WITHIN THE TRANSACTION LOG...TO HOLD INFORMATION NOT OLDER THAN 7 DAYS...I WAS ABLE TO CREATE THAT TASK RIGHT AWAY...BUT [REDACTED] CONTINUED TO DELETE FINALLY AT THE END OF THE PROJECT I DOCUMENTED EVERYTHING FOR THE [REDACTED] THE OWNER AND THE I.T. VICE PRESIDENT...TO SHOW THE BEFORE AND AFTER WORK OF THE PROJECT. UPON PRINTING THE DOCUMENTS, I WALKED TO THE PRINTER ONLY TO FIND UPON MY RETURN MY I WAS LOGGED OUT OF THE SERVER. I MESSAGED [REDACTED] WHO WAS IN CLAYTON LOCATION TO SEE IF SHE HAD LOGGED ME OUT AND SHE CONSENTED YES. I ASKED WOULD YOU MIND LOGGING ME BACK IN AND SHE SAID THIS TIME...[REDACTED] SAID THIS TIME"...[REDACTED] MANAGER, [REDACTED] WOULD COMPLAIN ABOUT MY MESSENGER WORDS..."YOU WERE BLESSED TO BE A BLESSING"...SHE SAID I FIND YOUR MESSENGER MESSAGE TO BE OFFENSIVE, PLEASE REMOVE IT....NOW [REDACTED] SEEMINGLY HAD SPOKEN TO [REDACTED] FROM ILLINOIS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND CONFIRM. [REDACTED] IS [REDACTED], MY [REDACTED] [REDACTED]...SEE WHAT HUMAN TRAFFICKING CHARGES I CAN APPLY TO THEM CONCERNING THE ABDUCTION OF [REDACTED]...I WAS TOLD TO ASK A PERSON OF THE (WELDON SPRINGS) TEAM FOR HIS HELP TO COMPLETE MY PROJECT...HE JUST GOOGLED THE SYNTAX...AND COPIED AND PASTED AND IT WORKED...I DIDN'T GOOGLE ANYTHING I HAD BORROWED A BOOK FROM SOMEONE AT THE CLAYTON LOCATION TO FIND THE PROPER SYNTAX. UPON BRINGING THE FINISHED PROJECT TO [REDACTED]...I WAS TOLD THE PROJECT WAS NO LONGER NEEDED. I KEPT WORKING ON IT DUE TO ELAINE TELLING ME WHEN I HAD FINISHED PREVIOUSLY AT THE CLAYTON LOCATION...ELAINE WAS TO HAVE LOADED THE CHANGE...I COMPLETED A ORACLE RELEASE UPGRADE SUCCESSFULLY AND SEEMED TO GET FLACK FROM NOT WAITING FOR ELAINE TO APPROVE, WHEN I DIDN'T HAVE ANY QUESTION ABOUT THE PROCESS...THE
Ticket: # 551374 - spam
Date: 9/25/2015 12:07:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This Sender repeatedly sends unsolicited SPAM without my permission. Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.

I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 551631 - Online contests and promotions from LulzBot / Aleph Objects, Inc.
Date: 9/25/2015 1:16:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Lombard, Illinois 60148
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
On September 15th LulzBot, an Aleph Objects, Inc. company, concluded a contest or contests advertised via Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and more. The contest was announced on their sponsored forums in August.

Links to the contest(s) can be found at the end of this communication.

For the contest as announced on the forums it was announced with no end date. The number of prizes was not identified and the use of "prizes" suggests there were more than one. No rules regarding age or laws were displayed. No rules stating that "no purchase necessary" were included. An end date was later added. The number of prizes were later reduced to one single prize. The rules were unclear and suggested they were specifically seeking developers for products. The method of judgment for entries was unclear. At the conclusion of the contest a single prize was awarded to an individual specifically (as announced by LulzBot) for contributions to LulzBot sponsored forums which was not a winning condition in the rules. It seems that LulzBot awarded this individual a prize for donations to their sponsored forums by chance entry to the contest. I believe this also suggests that future contests by LulzBot are winnable by considerations made to their public forums independent of the rules.

In parallel to the forum contest a contest also began on Reddit that seemed identical to the forum contest. It is not clear if this is the same contest. Prizes were increased from one to four for the Reddit contest and awarded early before the end date of the contest. Forum contestants were not made aware that there was a parallel contest taking place. Prizes were awarded for vague reasons and to individuals including special status Reddit moderators. Only one prize went to a developer (as displayed with skill and knowledge in their contest entry).

I feel that LulzBot intentionally influenced their own contest so that they could cherry-pick individuals based on criteria outside of the conditions of a contest and outside of the rules of the contest.

Contacting at Aleph Objects resulted in stating that they would contact their internal legal team. is no longer responding to emails.

LulzBot sponsored forums:

Reddit:
Ticket: # 551633 - FiveFourGroup LLC Spam Complaint/Violation

Date: 9/25/2015 1:16:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I have unsubscribed from FiveFourGroup LLC's email list multiple times now over the course of a year and still receive ad's from them. FiveFourGroup LLC continually choses to disregard the Canspam act and blatantly ignores their responsibility to stop messaging the public after they have unsubscribed from their email list. I am tired of these start up companies being so bullish with spam and not adhering to the unsubscribe policy.
Ticket: # 551746 - unwanted telemarketing calls

Date: 9/25/2015 1:44:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Long Beach, California 90802
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Lender Financial Services has called me several times and I either hang up or tell them to stop calling. They continue to call. The phone numbers they call from range from (b) (6).
Ticket: # 551876 - International Telephone harassment

Date: 9/25/2015 2:14:37 PM

City/State/Zip: Belleville, Illinois 62221

Company Complaining About: Tracfone

Description
You cannot have true life--government officials ... Making a mockery of the law and true lives by saying that a psychic has helped immensely to solve a murder when they have not!!!. Psychics are abundant in their assistance with living, breathing men that wear badges. This lie would belittle and… disgrace a loved one’s- true- death. This would not be tolerated by the people of our United States.” Psychic Detectives”. Local channel -5.3. Real, live Policemen vouch for and abet that this gift is real--The Phone harassment should be addressed--to stop them. The interworking within places of businesses have become their cover.
Description
I have continuously received emails from [b] campaign since shortly after he announced. At first, I thought maybe I had opted in somewhere and didn't realize it, so I just unsubscribed. No luck, he just changed email accounts and kept sending emails begging for money. I wrote back and told him to stop. I don't support his candidacy. He keeps sending them. Please make him stop.
Ticket: # 551940 - Attempted blackmail
Date: 9/25/2015 2:32:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85021
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I was contacted by a "[b][6]" claiming to have information that I was having an affair. He was going to send pictures to all of my friends and family on Facebook unless I set him 1 bitcoin to the provided address.
Ticket: # 552006 - unwanted phone calls weekly
Date: 9/25/2015 2:48:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Calls from us pharmacy sell Viagra. I tell these people in very vulgar language to stop calling, but they still call weekly all time so of day and early evening.
Ticket: # 552080 - non working unsubscribe function

Date: 9/25/2015 3:09:54 PM

City/State/Zip: Highland Park, Illinois 60035

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I briefly had a trial subscription to Microsoft Azure services which I cancelled within a few days. Subsequently I have received constant and frequent emails from Microsoft Azure. They contain an "unsubscribe" link with the message "If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time."... but after clicking the link, it returns a page with the message "We are unable to process your request. Close your browser and try again later." I tried that and it still returns the same message. I tried using 3 other browsers still get the same message. I called the company at the 800 number on their website and was told that to unsubscribe that I have to follow a multiple step procedure involving following other links and navigating a confusing series of options and then getting a form to fill out and return after which someone would contact me to verify that I wish to unsubscribe. That is unacceptable.

Here is the link:

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 552215 - online gaming draftkings
Date: 9/25/2015 3:56:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90043
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
draftkings online gaming site admitted an error in their system that caused player personal information to viewed by another user and would not close an existing account for my safety and open a new one under another user profile
Ticket: # 552250 - Unwanted Political Emails
Date: 9/25/2015 4:08:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85719
Company Complaining About: None

Description
I received unsolicited and unwanted emails from the Tea Party. I unsubscribed them and try to reply, asking them to stop, but the email returned undeliverable because the sender email was masked and does not receive or exist. I went directly to their website and obtained their contact email address and request them to stop. I am still receiving unwanted email. Each time, the sender email is masked so it goes through my SPAM Filter. I would like Tea Party to stop. I do not believe in their ideology, methods, and lies. Thank you.
Ticket: # 552690 - Repeated SPAM from effectivetraining.info

Date: 9/25/2015 6:10:21 PM
City/State/Zip: 2, California 94024
Company Complaining About: Effectivetrainming.info

Description
I've asked 4 times to be removed from this maining list and I still get email SPAM. There is no way to opt out listed in the email, a violation of federal law. here's the latest email

From: Quinlan, Roger
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:03 PM
To: 'Effective Training Associates'
Subject: RE: Public Workshop – Management Essentials – Oct. 8-9 in Sunnyvale

Federal rules require the following for commercial email:
• Identification – The email must be clearly identified as a solicitation or advertisement for products or services.
• Opt-Out – The email must provide easily-accessible, legitimate and free ways for you to reject future messages from that sender.
• Return Address – The email must contain legitimate return email addresses, as well as the sender's postal address.
You are in violation of federal law.

This is my 4th request to be removed from all mailing lists. The next email I receive from your organization will result in a complaint by me to the FCC.

From: Effective Training Associates
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 2:42 PM
To: Quinlan, Roger
Subject: Public Workshop – Management Essentials – Oct. 8-9 in Sunnyvale

Hi,
Effective Training Associates, a global business skills training company since 1988, is pleased to provide you an opportunity to attend our interactive and practical skill-building workshop - Management Essentials. This two-day training program incorporates many of the strategies found in the fall 2015 issue of Harvard Business Review OnPoint – "Be a Better Boss – How to Bring Out the Best in Your People". Bonus: Participants will receive a copy of The Harvard Business Review OnPoint Magazine.
Workshop: Management Essentials
Dates: October 8-9
Time: Continental breakfast: 8:30AM-9AM  Workshop: 9AM -5PM
Location: Infinera Corporation, 140 Caspian Court, Sunnyvale
Audience: New and experienced technical and business managers
Price: $800
   $675 for Corporate Partner employees and IEEE members
Click here for the list of Silicon Valley Corporate Partner Companies, or call Pam to sign up to receive a corporate discount.
To register online: www.effectivetraining.com/register.php or call Pam at 408.441.8881 x115.
Key Topics:
Day 1: Management Effectiveness
   • Key management challenges
   • Role of a manager
   • Balance technical and management responsibilities
   • Know your management style’s strengths and weaknesses
   • Communicate effectively
   • Delegate for results

Day 2: Managing Performance
   • Set clear goals and expectations
   • Observe and document performance
   • Give positive and constructive feedback
   • Deal with difficult employees
   • Leverage motivation, rewards and recognition
Bonus: Participants will receive a copy of The Harvard Business Review OnPoint Magazine: "Be a Better Boss – How to Bring Out the Best in Your People".
REVIEWs:
"Excellent! The instructor was knowledgeable, fun and managed to keep us all actively engaged in learning skills to be a highly respected manager."
"This course opened me up to ideas and concepts of management behavior and practices that I hadn't considered as an individual contributor."

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS IN SILICON VALLEY
Oct. 6       Effective Communication
Oct. 13      Clear Business and Email Writing
Oct. 15-16   Project Management: A Team Approach for Accountability and Results
Oct. 20      Getting Things Done Through Influence
Nov. 4       Presentation Skills
Nov. 5       Interviewing and Hiring the Best Talent
Nov. 11-12   Management Essentials
Nov. 12      Innovative Problem Solving
Nov. 17      Delegation, Coaching and Employee Engagement
Dec. 3-4     Breakthrough Project Management
Dec. 8       Communicating Across Cultures
Dec. 9       Transitioning from Individual Contributor to Manager
Dec. 10      Managing Time and Multiple Priorities

Please let me know if you would like a quote for an onsite workshop which can be delivered throughout the U.S., Europe, Asia and India.

Pam Figures, Registrar, Effective Training Associates, Inc.*
*The leading outsource business skills training provider for the Silicon Valley chapter for the IEEE Technology and Engineering Management Society (TEMS).
Ticket: # 552770 - Harrassment phone
Date: 9/25/2015 6:35:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73147
Company Complaining About: Ymax Communication Corp

Description
I went on line to check on insurance when this company called me over 36 times in one day. I called them back several times to again tell them not to call and they hung up on me. They continue to harass me.
Ticket: # 552955 - Filthy, sex, pills emails

Date: 9/25/2015 7:51:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33165
Company Complaining About: [D] (6)

Description
On a daily basis I get at least 4 to 5 of these unwanted filthy emails, which I'm sick and tired of having to mark as spam. I have no need for these kind of emails. I have copied and pasted all the ones I received just in one day, you will find it on the attachments.
Ticket: # 553019 - system crashed or blue screened

Date: 9/25/2015 8:31:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Redwood City, California 94061
Company Complaining About: I Don't Know The Company Because The Indian People On The Phone Won'tb Tell Me The Company Name.

Description
You have a company that puts a virus on your computer screen on the internet and leaves a phone number to call to fix the problem. I will find someone to have your site shut down. This is a violation on the usage of the internet.
Ticket: # 553092 - Unauthorized Credit Hard Pull
Date: 9/25/2015 9:33:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Redwood City, California 94061
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I am a Comcast customer. Early on, I requested service moving from PA to CA. I am writing to complain two things: 1. Comcast did a hard pull to my credit history without my permission, and even without letting me know in advance. 2. They charged me for a $50 security deposit. As far as I know, if they take security deposit, they should hard pull my credit. But they did both, and it is without my permission or even notifying me.
Ticket: # 553112 - unwanted emails from [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) about MarketBeat All Access pass.

Date: 9/25/2015 9:49:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Olney, Maryland 20832

Company Complaining About: Lindsey Weerheim (promoting Some Marketbeat - No Idea What It Is! May Be Some Trade Journal Or Software Or Service)

Description
I keep getting this and other emails from this, whatever they are, [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6), despite the fact that I responded back to them couple of times, asking them to take me off of their mailing list, and stop sending emails to me. I tried to unsubscribe from their page, it asks me to confirm the email address, and then returns an "invalid" in red. And the emails continue.
Ticket: # 553222 - fraudulent Security alerts/pop-ups that harbor worms, trojans, and virus

Date: 9/26/2015 3:06:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Chattanooga, Tennessee 37411
Company Complaining About: Not Sure What It Is I Only Had The Http Listed Above

Description
This is the pop-up that appears on web pages when googling for data, even after installing pop-up blocker and ABP adblocker plus

"CRITICAL ALERT"

I had to reboot and use my adware and antivirus spyware program to even get the computer back up. I will take my pc to the geek squad for them to do a more thorough scan. Is there anything that can be done to help?
Ticket: # 553505 - Hack or at least attempted to hack my PC.
Date: 9/26/2015 1:01:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Kimball, West Virginia 24853
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
I had major PC problems and had to reformat and reinstall Windows 7 that Microsoft sent me for another computer I had problems with. the reason I had to reformat and reinstall was because my internet provider tech support said my PC had issues, My IP is Frontier Communications. I couldn't go anywhere on the web and my PC would not even start in Safe Mode. I tried to get into my email which is at Yahoo. I could get in even with my secret questions and other email account for password recovery. I looked for about two hours for phone numbers I could call for help. Well, I found a number on a yahoo forum, that said it was the number for email problems with yahoo accounts, here is the number I called, [(b) (6) **********]. to make a very long story short he wanted me to let him check my computer using the Log Me In app, which I have let Frontier use to fix my PC and since this guy's phone number was on a Yahoo forum, I thought it would be okay. He "RAN" a scan on my PC and said I had a Trojan from California from Russian Hackers, and showed me a file that was the virus, he said they could remove it and fix my PC for $499, I told him I didn't have that much, then he said they had another deal for just $299, I told him I didn't have that much and he said $99 version would not give me as much protection and real quick sent me this number to call [(b) (6) **********]. He quickly launched a page with that number and other info and then I realized what was going and tried to close the page but i was stuck right there and he kept talking and I hung up really fast and unplugged my power supply and ethernet cable and called Frontier tech support and told them the story and he said the file that was supposed to be a Trojan was a file that is needed and that every single PC ever made except Apple had that file and he read me the complaints about those two phone numbers and that they hacked mostly into Apple PC's and he laughed and said that I didn't even have a n Apple. they helped me get it all sorted out and told me to register a complaint with you guys. Thank you!!!
Ticket: # 553518 - business is spamming my email accounts and refuses to stop
Date: 9/26/2015 1:10:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Company Complaining About: Cameron Real Estate Group

Description
Thomas Caffarella of Cameron Real Estate Group has been spamming my email accounts and 80 of my employees (who use company owned email accounts) for the past year and refuses to stop. He claims people can opt out but this is not true. He is spamming to promote his own business and recruit my employees. I have lost 2 employees to him already. I have saved emails and his responses refusing to stop spamming.
Ticket: # 553529 - Received SMS text after Opt Out
Date: 9/26/2015 1:17:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Milton, Georgia 30004
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
On August 27th I Opted out of texts from Sun Tan City from number [redacted]. This morning I received another promotional text from Sun Tan City on the same number, and I did not have any communications with them since I opted out.
Ticket: # 553532 - Spam Text
Date: 9/26/2015 1:17:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Huntsville, Alabama 35811
Company Complaining About: Straight Talk

Description
Received an unsolicited text at 1050 Central Time from [redacted]. Text was in relation to Digicel credit and an app, and something to do with Jamaica. Full contents:
01/02: Did you know you can send Digicel credit from abroad? Grap the App [redacted] or visit [redacted]. Txt APP to [redacted].
Ticket: # 553543 - Internet Solicitations
Date: 9/26/2015 1:25:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Ludlow, Massachusetts 01056
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
When I receive solicitations on-line from businesses sent by a telemarketer, I unsubscribe to both the product and the telemarketer. (b)(c) at (b)(c), Ste. 116-186, Duluth, Georgia keeps sending me solicitations for various products. I have unsubscribed fro hi a dozen times. The first was four weeks ago. I want this to stop!
Ticket: # 553544 - spam
Date: 9/26/2015 1:26:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
this sender sends numerous unsolicited SPAMs without my permission Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.
I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 553580 - Harassing solicitation emails
Date: 9/26/2015 1:50:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Lombard, Illinois 60148
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I'm being bombarded with emails from Friends of Elizabeth Esty asking for money. I've unsubscribed multiple times. The way they get around it is by emailing me using different names and email addresses.
Ticket: # 553586 - spam
Date: 9/26/2015 1:53:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainview, New York 11803
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
this sender sends numerous unsolicited SPAMs without my permission Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.
I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 553759 - PLEASE INVESTIGATE NEPHEW FAMILY OF GUTHRIE, OK

Date: 9/26/2015 4:02:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE FOR KIDNAPPING, RAPE AND TORTURE OF AND THE MIND INFILTRATION OF THE HYPOTHALAMUS VIA THE PSYCHIATRIST AT ST. JOHN'S MERCY HOSPITAL TURNED I.T. MANAGER AT ST LUKE'S HOSPITAL...UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF FORTUNE TELLING OR PSYCHIC USE...PLEASE INFILTRATE ALL FLOORS FOR PSYCHE PATIENTS AT...MERCY HOSPITAL; ST LUKE'S HOSPITAL; ST. ANTHONY'S HOSPITAL; ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL...CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT.-HIDDEN UNBOOKED INDIVIDUALS-NON-TRIAL DOCKETS...OF TOWER GROVE OR MEMPHIS TENNESSEE...MAY BE THE KILLER...U.S. MAIL...WILL THEY KNOW WHERE THE CHECKS FOR CASE NUMBER THAT I HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED?
Ticket: # 553769 - Hacked Internet
Date: 9/26/2015 4:08:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Someone hacked my internet and sent messages to people using my old Facebook account, that I did not write.
Ticket: # 553780 - Internet problems
Date: 9/26/2015 4:16:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was having internet problems at the place I was living at including phishing.
Ticket: # 553829 - Email Spam
Date: 9/26/2015 5:00:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89135
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I've asked repeatedly by typing "unsubscribe" and "remove me" for two years from Chevrolet in Chino CA. The email address I've replied to is as well as the link provided in their email.
The emails come from their system at
Ticket: # 553960 - Webtapping
Date: 9/26/2015 6:37:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Pittsburg, Kansas 66762
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Hello FCC, I would like to file a complaint against an unknown authority. I believe my internet network is webtapped by law enforcement. The basis of my complaint is: Remotely making changes to my software, restricting my web search queries, manipulating my browser navigations and selections, placing malware and spyware on my hard disk drive through my network. I can accept the monitoring of my internet traffic, but, I can not accept the fact that my operating system becomes corrupted and manipulated. I have tried to correct the behaviors of my computers by reinstalling the operating systems, monitoring my wireless gateway settings and I have spent approximately 300 hours reinstalling and personalizing my computers. I am not exaggerating either! Your attention and research of my complaint would be very appreciated.
Description
I don't know why I receive a newsletter from this service in the first place, but I have tried to unsubscribe several times now for the last year using their unsubscribe links and so far I still have not been taken off their list. Their emails have a very disturbing (at least for me) religious (or better pseudo Christian) message and I am very disturbs by these emails.
Ticket: # 554082 - "First Choice Tech Support"
Date: 9/26/2015 8:48:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Medford, Massachusetts 02155
Company Complaining About: First Choice Tech Support

Description
I accidentally typed in "[redacted]" without the "r" and it redirected to a scam site, complete with the scary-looking popup message to call [redacted]. I did so just to see what kind of scam they were running, and the "tech" kept trying to get me to grant remote access to my computer. I played dumb and wasted his time but it burns me up that these people are scamming less savvy users and making enough money to make this a worthwhile endeavor. Please shut them down!
Receive spam daily from two sources: and Have bounced and blocked, tried everything but they keep coming.

Please help.
Description
I've have people constantly contacting me by the Internet to scam funds from me. The latest one from (b) (6) [Redacted]. She claims to be from the CIA. She wants $60,000.00 for Noble Trust and Securities so I can receive my $1 million winnings which is after this individual stole $14,000.00 from me in conjunction with the World Bank in Switzerland.
Ticket: # 554426 - Roblox should be shut down
Date: 9/27/2015 2:27:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66061
Company Complaining About: Roblox

Description
Technically, there is a lot of abuse on here. I have been playing this site for about three or four years now, and this is getting way too ridiculous.

Most of the people on here are corrupted (key word CORRUPTED) into paying for something called Builder's Club, and if you don't have it, you're basically a peasant to their minds. Most people's insults to NBCs (non-builders club) are 'noob', 'stupid', 'noobcake', and things like that. After all, they do need Robux, their (quite expensive) virtual currency, to make them look 'attractive'.

With that said, that leads me directly into ODing, which stands for online dating. Many kids, every day, are confronted by '123 for bf/gf' type crap. This is what REALLY annoys me the most. More and more kids are being brainwashed by the middle-aged naked men living in his mother's basement. Of course, like a cliche, ask for their personal information. Yes, I know what you're thinking, "But the kids are smart enough". Yeah, that's a lie almost everybody believes. Some kids actually don't know the danger, and of course, curiosity kills the cat. When they try to report it, however, they get either: Banned themselves, or NOTHING HAPPENS.

This is due to the poor mod-bots they put on the site to run loose. They are programmed to ban whoever breaks the ToS.

So I was screwing around on youtube, and found, "I GOT BANNED" and things like that. So out of curiosity, I clicked it. One of the ban's reasons said, "You must be 13 years or older to be a moderator". This offended me SO much, I didn't know either to flip the table or flip Shedletsky off into the depths of hell.

You know the ESRB ratings for the video games that actually go into a CONSOLE, some of the users created those same games on Roblox, except being more blocky. Not does it commit copyright infringement, it makes the kids more violent themselves. Some parents even noticed their kids get suspended because of this! Yep, and the contents really soak into their minds like a sponge. A few other games have sexual themes. Crazy Amy, a popular one, has spread itself like butter onto the kids brain. TASTY.

Don't even get me started on their consumerism tactics. Roblox goes crazy. Advertisements for Builders Club, other violent groups or games, and I even saw a Victoria's Secret ad on there once. Ah, yes, how can we forget the HACKERS. There are so many hackers on Roblox, it will take you more than a year and a half to count them all. Almost everybody knows the group F.E.A.R. It's like a part of their maggot-infested mind. F.E.A.R. is known throughout Roblox as a hacker group, forcing six-year-olds into their group.

That was a lot, thanks for taking the time and patience to read.

Signed with hope,
Ticket: # 554632 - Invasion of privacy.
Date: 9/27/2015 6:42:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Kenosha, Wisconsin 53143
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I believe my neighbors are accessing my internet service for the purpose eavesdropping, accessing my personal files and email or to avoid paying for their own service.
Ticket: # 554658 - spam
Date: 9/27/2015 7:16:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Carpentersville, Illinois 60110
Company Complaining About: [blocked]

Description
I get 100+ unwanted spam messages from [blocked]. When I try to unsubscribe, it recognizes my email address from previous unsubscribe attempts and tells me I was already unsubscribed.

A lot of the spam they send keeps repeating itself, from the same Advertisers: "zippy loans", "burial insurance", etc.
Ticket: # 554684 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/27/2015 7:46:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37209-1654
Company Complaining About: Self-reliance Central Alexandria, va. 22314

Description
Recently these annoying people started sending me unwanted emails by the load. At first I spammed them and deleted them. From there I tried opening them and opting out. They have the button fixed to where you cannot opt out. As of today they have sent 27 annoying emails since Sept 14th.
Description
Company Object Management Group along with numerous individuals have been monitoring me through use of my wireless Comcast modem. Records will show use of illegal breaking and entering. Use of power, installation of malware including Stingray technology. A wireless mobile site was detected on my cell phone. I reported it, but the harassment has become worse. I have all documents relating to virtual machines running, power bills, mobile site photos, and anything else I can provide. The exploitation of mobile services has made the bands different than those that are allowed unless it's under monitoring. VMWare Virtual machine is running on my android with "persistent" USF, my school before the hacking began, files. I have had emails hijacked and name ruined online i.e. banned from Ebay for life. All my machines and family members that were donated have been infected, while I was gone or over the AC power where I detected a network much like a SMART home would have.
Ticket: # 554830 - Dissemination of personal information of a minor

Date: 9/27/2015 10:04:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Olney, Maryland 20832
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
To Whom it May Concern:

The following websites list the address and phone number of my son, 11-year-old Gabriel Ford. This is being done without our permission or consent and these sites have no way to remove the information without paying them. I request that his information be removed and these sites investigated for mass violations of privacy.

The sites in-question are:

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Many thanks,

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 554988 - Unsolicited email
Date: 9/28/2015 9:02:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Lexington, Virginia 24450
Company Complaining About: Century Link. (not At Fault)

Description
We visited a Bass Pro Shops store in Nashville TN where we were invited to complete an entry for a free drawing. Before I could complete the section covering opt out options for email, the representative took the form from me and said, "That's all you need." I told him I didn't want to receive any emails from anyone, and he said we wouldn't.

Within a week we started receiving, on average, 85 solicitation emails per day. None of these emails have the required unsubscribe options.

I contacted Bass Pro Shops to complain and to my surprise they admitted passing on our contact information without my consent. They said they would contact a firm called Blue Green Vacations and would instruct them to remove our email address from their lists and from any listings our email information had been passed on to. A representative from Blue Green Vacations contacted us and said they would take care of the problem. Despite this, we continue to receive as many as 135 emails a day. The problem got to the point where our email system crashed last Thursday, losing all of our emails - some of which contained critical customer orders.

We want to pursue action against Bass Pro Shops and Blue Green Vacations and would welcome the assistance of the FCC.
Ticket: # 554992 - Spam from "Exploring Sainthood"

Date: 9/28/2015 9:06:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Bountiful, Utah 84010
Company Complaining About: City Journals

Description
Issues with "Exploring Sainthood"...

I have never seen an "unsubscribe" button, I have replied asking where the "unsubscribe" button is, and I have asked multiple times to be removed. I have received multiple emails, still.
Ticket: # 554994 - POLITICO spam
Date: 9/28/2015 9:08:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Bountiful, Utah 84010
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I keep getting emails from POLITICO even though I have unsubscribed numerous times.
Description
Over the last year I have tried to clean up my emails so when one comes in that I want to end, I hit unsubscribe. For the past six months, I have been attempting to unsubscribe from Weight Watchers emails unsuccessfully. Their unsubscribe link is not effective. I've emailed their customer service as well but continue to receive the emails. Weight Watchers is an international company and should behave professionally as such.
Ticket: # 555274 - EHUMAN TRAFFICKING OF AND
AND(b) (6)

Date: 9/28/2015 11:02:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE IF (b) (6) , HE IS A BUS DRIVER FOR METRO TRANSIT STL...SEE IF THEY ARE HOLDING PEOPLE HOSTAGE AT THEIR DOWNTOWN LOCATION BELIEVE ON 4TH STREET OR ON MANCHESTER ROAD...IN BRENTWOOD...SEE WHAT THEIR CONNECTION WITH (b) (6) ...AND HER HUSBAND RAPING MY KIDS...SEE IF THEY ARE TO BE BROUGHT UP ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING CHARGES OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214
SEE IF (b) (6) WHO WAS MY LANDLORD FROM (b) (6) 63118 HAS A RELATIVE OR A CONNECTION WHO DRIVES A BUS JUS AS HE...THE GENTLEMAN DRIVES THE 258 AT CLAYTON METRO LINK STATION...SEE IF THEY ARE CONNECTED IN TRAFFICKING HOMELESS PEOPLE, INTO ST. PATRICKS ST.CENTER OR THROUGH [b] (6)
...AND SEE IF [b] (6) ARE CONNECTED WITH THE THEM AND IF THE MEN OF COGIC ARE ALSO OF THE PERGAMUM CHURCHES KIDNAPPING AND RAPIING MY KIDS IN ORDER TO TAKE OUR MONIES FOR THEIR CHURCHES AND NEW LIFE EVANGELSTIC CENTER...INVESTIGATE [b] (6) ORGANIZATING SUCH AN EFFORT TO TRAFFIC CHURCH MEMBERS WHO HAVE HEFTY PENSIONS USING THE FOLLOWING STATE PAID PARTIES TO B
[b] (6)

THE INTAKE MANAGER TO BEAT [b] (6) AT THE ST.LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER SO [b] (6) DIVORCE CAN TAKE THE MONIES DUE FROM [b] (6) ...TO BRING ALIENATION OF AFFECTION FOR MY KIDS TO HATE ME IS WHAT HE IS DOING AND IS PAYING THE CHURCHES OF PERGAMUM ORGANIZED BY [b] (6) TO DO SO...USING THEIR PENIS' AS DESCRIBED IN TITUS 1:11...AND [b] (6) OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD WHO USED TO HAVE THE CHURCH MAKE SANDWICHES FOR THE NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER WHEN I WAS A MEMBER FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD...[b] (6) A RETIRED SCHOOL TEACHER SEEMINGY WANTED THEM TO BE PROSTITUTES BUT THEIR MONIES AND MY PENSION FROM [b] (6) TO BE DISPERSED TO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...FOR SOME REASON WANTNG MY KIDS AND I TO BE MARTYR...AGAINST MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SEE INVESTIGATION OF [b] RECEIVING ANY MONIES...FALSIFYING STATE DOCUMENTS FOR MY KIDS AND [b] TO SAY WE DON'T HAVE RIGHTS BECAUSE WE ARE PROSTITUTES...BECAUSE WE ARE NOT...STILL RESTITUTION FOR CASE [b] (6) STILL NOT RECEIVED...SEE IF [b] INFILTRATED ITS DISERSEMENT TO THE SHELTER OR CHURCHES...OR [b] (6)...I JUST A SAW A WHITE VAN WITH THE NAME CHUCH OF GOD IN CHRIST PARKED AT THE CORNER OF SHAW AND CENTRAL...WITH TAG NUMBER [b] (6) ...MEMPHIS TENNESSEE IS WHERE THE CHURCH NAME DISPLAYED ON THE DOOR SAYS IT IS FROM, BUT WITH LICENSE PLATE NUMBER...[b] (6) ...SEE IF [b] (6) AND [b] (6) ARE
CONNECTED...TO ANY TRAFFICKING THROUGH THIS CHURCH FROM SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER...IF SO RESCUE THE KIDS TO GIVE THEM THEIR FREEDOM AND FILE CHARGES ON THESE SGT. THE INTAKE MANAGER AND OTHERS WHO SIGNED SUCH UNETHICAL ACTIVITY IN OUR COURTS AND JUSTICE SYSTEMS...MAY BE THE AUTHOR OF THIS CONFUSION TO DIFFUSE THE CHILDREN'S MINISTRY AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD, WHERE I DEVELOPED THE CHILDREN'S MINISTRY UPON MOVING INTO THE NEW BUILDING AT CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005...WHERE THE OTHER VOLUNTEERS HAVE ALREADY BEEN TRAFFICKED OUT OF POSITIONS SUCH AS: ; ...TRAFFICKED DUE TO THEM WANTING TO BRING PSALM 2 IN TO PLAY VIA JEZEBELS ...SOME CALL WITCHES...
Ticket: # 555280 - Re: Unsolicited Business Email with Fraudulent Info asking for my PHI

Date: 9/28/2015 11:04:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Sherman, Texas 75092
Company Complaining About: Cable One

Description
Attn: Insurance Agent Complaints

NOTES: Please investigate as I received this unsolicited email, apparently from a licensed health insurance agent who, fraudulently emailed me pretending that I had previously contacted him, which is not true, and in which he is asking me to reply back with Protected Health Information.

I am also filing a complaint with the FCC and the Dept. of Health and Human Services.

Agents suspected information is:

[Redacted] 693 E ROYAL LN APT 1121
IRVING, TX 750393557

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License/Registration</th>
<th>License/Reg Type</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Most Recent Issue Date</th>
<th>Exp Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1279465</td>
<td>General Lines Agent</td>
<td>Life, Accident, Health and HMO</td>
<td>04/17/2009</td>
<td>04/17/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unsolicited Email with fraudulent information, asking me to reply back with Protected Health Information, to solicit my insurance business follows:

To

[Redacted]

Sep 27 at 11:43 PM

Hi [Redacted],

I know you indicated you are looking for information for possibly 1 or more people, but sometimes we don't get all the information included. So, very quickly if you could answer the following:

• Ages of anyone to be included on the policy?
• Current health insurance carrier, if any?
• The best time and phone number to reach you?

I make the process of finding affordable health insurance quick and easy. I can help you apply for subsidy (if you qualify), find a plan that fits your needs and budget and of course my services are offered at no cost to you. I will follow up shortly with a phone call and we can go from there.
Or give me a call anytime.

My loyalty is to my clients and not an insurance company!

Thanks,

Keystone Advisors
Ticket: # 555301 - INVESTIGATE THESE OWNERS OF TAG NUMBERS FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Date: 9/28/2015 11:09:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
TAG NUMBERS: [b] (6) ...SEE PARKED IN THE PARKING LOT ACROSS FROM SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER...A CAUCASIAN SEEN WITH AN AFRICAN AMERICAN YOUNG MALE AT SCHNUCKS ON LADUE ROAD...THE YOUNG MAN WITH BLUE SHOES AND SHIRT WAS SEEN WAITING IN THE PARKING LOT YESTERDAY AFTERNOON....THE PERSON WHO DRIVES THIS WHITE SEE IF HE LIVES NEAR [b] (6) IT WAS PARKED ACROSS FROM [b] (6) I WAS INTERESTING IN PUTTING A CHILD CARE CENTER...THE FROT LOOKS IMMACULATE AS I WALKED PAST LAST NIGHT...SEE IF THIS PERSON HAS MY [b] (6) AND MY [b] (6) ...DRIVER OF TAG NUMBER [b] (6) ...WHITE TRUCK...
Ticket: # 555340 - Black Mail

Date: 9/28/2015 11:24:49 AM

City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68124-5723

Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I think someone has accessed my e-mail account and is now trying to Black Mail me into paying BitCoin.
Ticket: # 555603 - Bishop

Date: 9/28/2015 12:36:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
and his church and have infiltrated my email where they interfere with how many business contacts I can reply to by blocking my email and then sending the emails themselves and billing my business..check with Microcomputer on his access via my email and business at ...and and and see if he has kidnapped and ...Check with Lumiere Place, Mr. office over whom they have paid for links like this...SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS NFL-SAINT LOUIS RAMS, OCTOBER 4TH 2015
Description

This Sender repeatedly sends unsolicited SPAM without my permission. Sender did not provide a name and address in their email as required by law.

I consider his SPAM to be harassment and an invasion of my privacy.
Ticket: # 556012 - Reporting Spam texts

Date: 9/28/2015 2:20:55 PM

City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10012

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

For at least 4 months I have been receiving text messages on my cell from [redacted]. I am on the do not call list and I have blocked them several times but it is always from a different number so they keep coming through. The latest one is from [redacted] and [redacted].
Ticket: # 556204 - Scam e-mailer on Cars.com

Date: 9/28/2015 3:09:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Mason, Ohio 45036
Company Complaining About: Cars.com

Description

I was emailed the following from a scammer trying to get a 77 Corvette I have for sale on Cars.com:

(b) (6)

Thanks for your quick response. I won't be able to get back to you right away because I am currently deployed and in and out of cell range. I will get back to you as soon as possible. If this is in response to my inquiry on CL please read the message below.

Thanks I deliberately left this message for you because I don't want to keep you waiting, I received and highly appreciate your response to my inquiry.

Anyway, I have read through your advert for your post. and from what I have seen, it is priced favorably compared to others so I want you to consider it sold to me because I am ready to offer you the demanded price. I am Sgt (Military) currently on duty serving the country. Presently I on duty in a remote area until November 29, 2015. We have a bad and fluctuating network here otherwise I would have called you and seal the deal on phone. At the moment, email and text messages works best for me. I'll appreciate if we can make the purchase as fast as possible as I am ready to seal the deal right away and pay you via my PayPal account which is attached to my bank account as that is the only secure form of payment that I have access to right now. So, please get back to me with your FULL NAME AND PAYPAL EMAIL ADDRESS, PICKUP ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER so that I can initiate the payment immediately. If you don't have a paypal account, it is absolutely free to set one up, visit www.paypal.com and set up one. After we are done with the payment aspect and you have received your cash, a shipper will be hired that will come for the pick up. If this is a deal, then let me have the requested paypal details to proceed with the payment.

Best Regards,

(b) (6)

Thanks
Ticket: # 556251 - Unsolicited Phone Calls to my Company Cell Phone

Date: 9/28/2015 3:26:06 PM
City/State/Zip: San Ramon, California 94583
Company Complaining About: Medical Alert

Description
I'm getting calls (phone number [b] (6) [e] ) from a group in Florida who identifies themselves as "Medical Alert". These are unsolicited and unwanted, and there doesn't seem to be a way to speak to someone to remove me from their contact list. Please make them stop.
Ticket: # 556274 - Poor Internet quality  (Associated with File No.: 349354
Date: 9/28/2015 3:32:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Lake Forest, California 92630
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Less than 30% of the internet speed service agreed and charged is provided by AT&T, with many
times to a blackout, for over 5 years.
Have multiple photos, videos and measurements from different online and offline platforms/apps.
They never did anything to improve, on the other hand go to the extreme point, to a harassment level
to push us to upgrade to a service we do not need. They even call after hours, last call was around
9:03pm and have recorded evidence of their call back and support services with the associates
approval. We have never failed to pay the bills, while they have being providing an extremely poor
service for more than 5 years. They have also hacked into the modem they have provided. Their
respond to our question "can you access our modem without the password"? Was YES! This is a
breach of contract, in multiple levels, and FCC must address all the issues, which are: charges,
privacy, harassment, and horrible customer service.  They have not addressed any issues, and trying
to reach them almost impossible, whenever was possible they ask same questions and do nothing
after an hour on the phone. They MUST address all issues, the Best Way Possible, or this will end up
all the way to the Supreme court if we have to!
Description
I receive daily emails from a company called West Elm. Their address is Houston, TX 77027. I've made multiple requests to have my address removed from their subscription list, to no avail.
Ticket: # 556439
Date: 9/28/2015 4:11:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Anderson, South Carolina 29625
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I WAS ON AS A NEW PROFILE FOR ONE WEEK. I WAS SCAMMED AND PHISHED BY A MAN POSING AS SOMEONE IN MY AREA WHO WAS IN MALAYSIA AND ASKED ME FOR $3000.00 DOLLARS. I IMMEDIATELY DELETED MY PROFILE AND EMAILED MATCH.COM TO LET THEM KNOW OF THE SCAM THAT WAS HITTING THEM. I ASKED FOR A REFUND, PARTIAL OR FULL AND THEY DENIED ME SAID THEY HAD A NO REFUND POLICY. I FIND THIS HORRIBLE. I CHOSE MATCH.COM BECAUSE OF THE WAY THEY MARKET THEMSELVES AS SAFE AND SUCH. I WANT A REFUND ON MY ACCOUNT. I AM NOT INTERESTED IN EVER BEING LINKED TO MATCH.COM AGAIN AND THEY GAVE ME, A WIDOW WHO HAD JUST GOTTEN THE COURAGE UP TO START DATING AND THEY PREYED ON MY HEART.
Ticket: # 556441 - mastec. contractors you hired.
Date: 9/28/2015 4:12:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Pembroke Pines, Florida 33024
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I am really upset with you guys. You had a contractor out there replacing your lines to fiber portion. They open a whole in my yard cables and killed my trees and grass. I have four kids that can not go out side to play because of the danger there is in my yard. Your supervisor was out there took pictures and assured me that by the weekend it should be handled. We are now going on 3 weeks.. I will sue if anything happens to my kids.. I need this matter taken care of asap.. I am getting ready to go to your media.. Also every number at and t has no one can assist .. I am not your customer but you still find the ordain to go into my yard to fix your wires and leave a mess like it is not your problem.. I need this matter taken care of.. I am going to keep emailing and calling until at&t does the right thin... Media will hear of this situation.
Ticket: # 556472 - Received Spam Text

Date: 9/28/2015 4:19:31 PM

City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236

Company Complaining About: I Do Not Know The Name Of The Company Spamming Me....

Description

Received message from number (b). It read: (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)

hey (b) would you like to grow 3" in 3 weeks? Watch this video amazing breakthrough!

I am not (b) nor do I want to receive these messages even if it was addressed correctly. Please address this sender and let them know it it illegal to send me these messages since I am on the do not call registry.
Ticket: # 556546 - email threat

Date: 9/28/2015 4:43:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Kansas City, Missouri 64116
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
This is an awful email I received...

Unfortunately your data, including complete credit card details, was leaked in the recent hacking of Ashley Madison. Below is the glimpse of the data we have about you:

Name: [b] (6)
Address: [b] (6), KS 66209, US
Credit Card Type Used: MC
Credit card number: XXXX XXXX XXXX [b] (6)
Last Payment: 68.99 on 2014-06-23 17:55:54
Your computer ip address: [b] (6)

Plus we have access to your complete profile data including your pics, secret fantasies, conversations, etc.

We have access to your Facebook page as well. If you would like to prevent me from sharing this dirt info with all of your friends, family members, spouse, then you need to send exactly 10 bitcoins (BTC) to the following BTC address:

Bitcoin Address: [b] (6)

We are providing a chance to solve this case. You make a payment to the above mentioned btc address. The time ends in the next 24 hours. We will not publish your data and we will not inform your contacts.

You can get bitcoins at an exchange like Expresscoin.com [b] (6), or a Bitcoin ATM machine [b] (6)

If you pay within 24 hours of receipt then we will delete your record. No payment? Then you will see what happen after this period. Once this period has expired, we can't do anything more for you. Our website is launching soon. We will surprise your family, friends and colleague with it. We will give you this one last chance.

You may be wondering why should you and what will prevent other people from doing the same, in short you now know to change your privacy settings in Facebook so no one can view your friends/family list. So go ahead and update that now (I have a copy if you dont pay).
Consider how expensive a divorce lawyer is. If you are no longer in a committed relationship then think about how this will affect your social standing amongst family and friends. What will your friends and family think about you?
Ticket: # 556596 - CANSPAM Violation -

Date: 9/28/2015 4:56:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Lagrange, Georgia 30240
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
This e-mail is a violation of CANSPAM. Not only was it unsolicited from an unknown contact, but it also does not contain the mandatory unsubscribe information. Please take action against this spammer, and let me know if you need any additional support information.
Ticket: # 556771 - Unwanted text messages.

Date: 9/28/2015 5:41:51 PM

City/State/Zip: Darrington, Washington 98241

Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
After searching online for a Social Security Administration website, I was under the impression I was filling out an official government form that turned out to be a private legal service. They have been sending me text messages every day since and I'm tired of it. I've called and asked that I be removed from their list and they apologize and say they'll remove my number from their list, but the texts keep coming. The numbers the texts come from are as follows.

(b) (6)

The phone plan I have allows me a certain number of text messages per month. These inconsiderate people are costing me money in text messages I can't afford. I would really like this to stop.
Ticket: # 556876 - Unwanted email

Date: 9/28/2015 6:12:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Traverse City, Michigan 49685
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I have repeatedly asked this company to stop emailing me but they send multiple emails daily. The company name also keeps switching:

[Redacted]
Ticket: # 556924 - Time Warner Cable broadband internet installation problems
Date: 9/28/2015 6:35:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Sylmar, California 91342
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I was a customer of TWC and hit very hard economic problems. TWC cut off my account. I've since been able to pay them what I owe them and want to buy a cheaper internet only service from them. They will not offer any plans to me until I go to one of their stores. They will not tell me why and my account shows a zero balance. I work during the hours they are open. I literally work 7 days a week, 12+ hours a day to keep my head above water. I cannot take time off work to go to a store and be publically shamed by some clerk behind a counter who needs SOMETHING from me...most likely money. I don't understand how they can get away with this practice. Allow me to deal with whatever this issue is in a more private setting, via the phone or email, and I'd be happy to comply in order to get new service. They've stopped me from getting service thru EarthLink since they own the system. So I don't have any internet or email in my house because of their monopoly. Please help.
DEAR HEAVENLY FATHER, DESPITE ...BISHOP AND ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH AND (A FORMER EMPLOYEE OF PROCTOR AND GAMBLE) AND WANTING TO CONTROL MY CHILDREN AND OUR SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS...THROUGH (A FORMER UPS EMPLOYEE (WHAT CONNECTION IS IT TO ST. VINCENT'S DEPAUL(WHO SEEMS RELATED TO...OFFICER AND WHO SEEMS RELATED TO THE UPS MANAGER AT JEFFERSON AND CHOUTEAU...AND CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT...., WHO IS KNOWN FOR FLYING PEOPLE LIKE INTO ST. LOUIS...MAKES ME WONDER WHAT HE AND HIS WIFE ARE DOING TO MY KIDS AND CAREER. I ALSO WONDER WHAT DID DO TO MY CAREER WHEN FINISHING AN 18 MONTH CONTRACT FOR THE JUDGE GROUP...DO TO MY CAREER WHEN I REACHED OUT TO HIM TO SAY I'D LIKE TO REMAIN EMPLOYED AT AT&T AND DO YOU HAVE ANY I.T. OPPORTUNITIES IN WHICH I COULD PURSUE...WHY WOULD I SEE A THE TOP OF A PINEAPPLE THE NEXT DAY...WHAT ROOT DID HE APPLY? FORCING MY KIDS TO DO WHAT THESE PEOPLE SAY AGAIN ...ALIENATION OF AFFECTION...REVEAL ITS IMPACT UPON OUR CITY BECOMING CHAMPIONS..REVEAL WHAT MR. CEO OF METRO AND DETECTIVE OF CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. ARE DOING TO FORCE THEM ALIENATE THEMSELVES VIA ...PSALM 2...FIX IT SO OUR ST. LOUIS CARDINALS ARE NOT DEFEATED...BUT BROUGHT HOME AS A WINNER. IN JESUS' NAME I PRAY AMEN!
Ticket: # 557059 - REGARDING

Date: 9/28/2015 7:26:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
DEAR HEAVENLY FATHER, REVEAL WHAT MONEY THE DOS COMPANY OWNER ON CENTRAL AND...ARE DOING TO...HOW MUCH IS SHE STEALLING BY FORCING HER TO ASK OF FOR MONEY...AFTER MAKING HER FOAM AT THE MOUTH FOR DRUGS...LORD REVEAL THE TRUTH...
Ticket: # 557240 - AND ...HUMAN TRAFFICKING AT HER HOUSE
Date: 9/28/2015 8:58:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE IF SHE IS KIDNAPPING HER OWN STUDENTS OR HOMELESS PEOPLE'KIDS...SUCH AS MINE...SHE CAUSED MY JOB TO FAIL AT ENTERPRISE HOLDING...AND KIDNAPPED MY KIDS AS WELL AS ANOTHER NEWLY DIVORCED COLLEAGUE OF HERS...SEE IF SHE IS BRINGING PEOPLE TO HER HOME TO BE RAPED BY OR HER HOME WAS TOTALLY DEMOLISHED WHEN I CAME TO STAY FOR A LITTLE WHILE...BED COMPLETELY BROKEN DOWN IN THE MASTER BEDROOM...POTS IN THE MAIN BATHROOM ON THE FLOOR...FOOD IN THE REFRIGERATOR TOTALLY BLACK...I HAD TO THROW AWAY...SEE IF SHE HAS MY STOLEN I.D. OR KIDS...SHE ASKED FOR MY MAILING ADDRESS WHEN I MOVED OUT HER HOME INTO MY HOME AT 63368...SEE IF SHE HAD MY MAIL FORWARDED..THERE IS SOME KIND OF TRAFFICKING GOING ON BETWEEN SHE, WHO MAY HAVE SOME CRIMINAL TIES. SEE AGAIN IF THIS A PLACE WHERE AND IS KILLING PEOPLE...SONYA WARNED OF GETTING A DIVORCE WHEN SHE VOLUNTEERED AT THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD WORKING WITH IN THE CHILDREN'S CHURCH..
Ticket: # 557278 - bogus virus warning on browser

Date: 9/28/2015 9:19:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Huge warning message: There is a .net framework file missing due to some harmful virus. Please contact . It warns me not to close the browser and not to reboot the computer and a bunch of other warnings. It warns that my security has been breached.
Description
I googled my name to see what information about me was listed on the internet. whitepages.com listed my address and displayed a map to my place of residence. I have a "Claim of Risk" on my court records regarding legal actions with my ex-husband to now blocked my address and now I see that all he has to do is type my name in whitepages.com to get it. This is an intrusion and risks my safety. I followed all the instructions to request my address be removed but I was put in a loop that I couldn't get out of because my phone number was not listed. I kept being told to contact "support" and I would have to submit a new "request" that would end up being again told to contact "support." There is no telephone number on the site to contact a human voice. I really need help form a government entity. PLEASE HELP!
Description
over the past 2 weeks i've been getting this email sent to me from me? there is no way to opt out, i did not give consent, and there is no reply address because it is sent to the same email that is sending it. i will attach the properties (detail log) file of this sender. i've tried to complain to the spam report email address of the site being mentioned but no reply or anything changed.
Ticket: # 557434 - Unsubscribe not being honored

Date: 9/28/2015 11:40:45 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10033
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
This person keeps sending emails I don't want to receive. I have replied dozens of times with [b (6)], used the link below the page, but they keep coming.
I'm tired of the constant deleting of emails I don't want

[b (6)]

[New York Training Manager]
Description
Comcast has a policy in regards to their wireless gateway internet modems in regards to WiFi and WiFi security that invades the privacy of their users.

I had called in on June 23, 2015 because my internet was not working, an agent would have to reset my modem to factory defaults and he claimed he was going to put back all my settings after the factory reset, I informed the agent please don't I'll do it my self you do not know my WiFi password, he claimed yes I retrieved it from your modem, I then asked him what is it as a challenge and he confirmed the password. The policy has since changed due to a court order in regards to this incident, the agent did get arrested 3 days later for a federal charge in the hacking category and Comcast was forced by the federal court system to revise the policy. The policy has it stands now is the the agents no longer has access to the passwords for any reason.
Ticket: # 557758 - spam advertisements sent to commercial e-mail address
Date: 9/29/2015 10:43:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have been trying to opt out of spam advertisements that have suddenly flooded my commercial e-mail acct. I spent 3+ hours in one day unsubscribing to an extensive amount of spam all different advertisers but seemingly coming from the same agency. Not a single unsubscribe has worked. I also marked the e-mails as junk and told to block sender but they still come through to me e-mail. The opt out link is a dead end to 50% of the spam e-mails.
Ticket: # 557908 - Subscribing my account to emails

Date: 9/29/2015 11:15:08 AM

City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28262

Company Complaining About: Not A Company, But A Person

Description

(b) (6) of (b) (6) Palm Springs, CA 92262 and phone (b) (6) has repeatedly used my email address when he signs up for accounts and/or orders merchandise so as to not have to give his actual email address. I have reached out to several merchants and either unsubscribed or informed them of (b) (6) activity. I would like for him to stop using my email address.
Ticket: # 557920 - Yahoo
Date: 9/29/2015 11:20:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Irving, Texas 75063
Company Complaining About: Yahoo

Description
When you do a search on Yahoo for the Irving Police department, one of the phone numbers and addresses are my homes number. I've had this number for over 30 years and lived at this address for 19.

I called the Irving Police Department and they do not have this number or address listed as one of theirs.

I then call Yahoo. They told me that there was nothing that I could do other than to try to buy the listing which could take up to 6 months. I tried to follow their process but it did not work.

I receive calls for the Irving Police multiple times daily. I can not answer the calls but If it's an emergency this error could be life impacting. I'm looking for your help in getting Yahoo to act.

If you google and get to yellow pages, you get the same listing. Police department at my address and phone number.

I don't think that yellow pages is cause the problem as I've asked people where they got my number and they always say Yahoo.
Description
...IT SEEMS THAT [b] HAS BEEN TELLING MANY LIES TO DENY ME MY RIGHT TO SEE MY KIDS, WHOM AT THE TIME OF DIVORCE, WAS GIVEN TO ME WITH 50% CUSTODY..AS JOINT MEANS..I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND THEM WHEN I CALLED THEIR HOUSE WHEN THIS INVESTIGATION FIRST STARTED OVER 6 YEARS AGO WITH DETECTIVE [b] [b] OF THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. BEING CONTACTED FOR HELP VIA EMAIL AND VIA PHONE, WITH NO RESPONSE..I HAD TAKEN CARE OF SEEING THEM THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL..PARKWAY CENTRAL HIGH FOR [b] OUT AND INTO COLLEGE. 2009 AND [b] COLLEGE OUT AND INTO MILITARY 2009..I PURCHASED A JEEP FOR HER 17TH BIRTHDAY..WHICH WAS TAKEN BY CITI..WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN PART OF MY CHAPTER 13 BANKRUPTCY..SOME MAN WITH A COCK EYE KEEPS SHOWING HIMSELF AS IF THEY HAVE BEEN RAPING OR HE IS USUALLY AT THE MID-COUNTY LIBRARY WHOM I WANT ARRESTED FOR STALKING AS WELL AS THE GENTLEMAN WITH TWO BAGS..HE IS USUALLY HERE EVERYDAY..I AM FINDING URINE IN MY MOUTH..MY HAIR COMING OUT WHICH MEANS..SOMEONE IS DOING SOMETHING TO MY SHAMPOO OR CONDITIONER WHICH IS GOOD AT INVESTIGATE WHOM IT IS AND..[b] [b]..[b]..CONNECTION TO CHECK NUMBER AND THE WOMAN WHO COMES HERE WITH THE GOLDEN WIG..AND STOCKING CAP..SHE IS ABOUT 5 FEET TALL..AND SHE COMES FROM THE CITY AND I HAD FIRST SEEN HER AROUND NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER..SHE MAY BE RELATED TO [b] WHO IS A KNOWN CONVICT IN THE CLAYTON AREA..WHO JUST TOLD TO MAKE HIM MENTALLY RETARDED..WAS IT HELD N THE DUNGEON OF NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER OR THE COURTHOUSE..THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY POLICE OFFICER WITH THE BALD HEAD, AFRICAN AMERICAN INDIAN FEATURES SLIGHT IS BEATING MY KIDS..PLEASE INVESTIGATE..BISHOP [b] AND HIS INSTRUCTIONS..SEEMINGLY ARE BINDING MY KIDS IN SOME KIND OF LOVE AFFAIR IN LIEU OF MY CHILDREN'S LIVES AS WELL AS [b] AND [b]..PLEASE INVESTIGATE..ANY CHECKS CASHED BY ISSUED BY THAT STATE OF MISSOURI..AS WELL ACCOUNTS OF DATES OF WITHDRAWALS AND DEPOSITS BETWEEN THOSE NOTED ABOVE..the adult abuse office who keeps showing herself is caucasian..and seemingly has a connection with several madams..MERCY HOSPITAL MADAMES.. [b] [b] NURSE.. [b] - NURSE..WARLOCK [b] [b] - RETIRED NURSE.. [b] - NURSE..[b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b]..[b] [b] [b] ..INVESTIGATE A CONVICTED BANKER WHO STOLE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN CLAYTON..I SEE HER OFTEN HERE ..SEE IF SHE HAS ACCESS TO MY KIDS AS I FIRST VISITED THE NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER AS A RESULT OF SOMEONE MANIPULATING MY CREDIT REPORT OF $2200..AMEREN SERV
ICES..WHICH I AM ASSUMING WAS SOMEONE AT NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER..PLEASE INVESTIGATE...THEY ARE PLACED IN A CHARGE OFF STATE DUE CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY SEE WHAT HAS DO TO WITH PAYING THE NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC BY CHECKING ITS INTAKE AND DISBURSEMENTS FROM AND WHY SHE IS HAVING MY KIDS RAPE EVERYDAY...CHARGE AS GUILTY IF THESE NAME MATCH THE PERSONS OF THE ADDRESS WHO USED MY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AT THESE ILLINOIS ADDRESSES..IN WHICH INVOKED MY REQUESTS TO DETECTIVE OF FRAUD CHARGES...
Description
I get two or three emails from Bon Apetit daily. They provide an option to unsubscribe but that option fails to work and just hangs my browser. I never requested that they email me anything and I did not give them my address.
Ticket: # 558102 - Failure to be removed from email Opt-out list 4 times.

Date: 9/29/2015 12:14:13 PM

City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94134

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I got put on an email list for Concord Toyota back in April when I sold my car. I have opted out of their emails 4 times now, but every month, I still get an email from them wanting me to buy a car. Cited from the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 "Once a consumer sends a business an "opt-out" request, a company has ten (10) business days to comply. If it doesn't, the business can be held liable under CAN-SPAM for $250 every time that it sends another e-mail to a person who already made an "opt-out" request. A court can increase the amount of damages up to three times if it can be proved that the spammer "willfully and knowingly" refused to stop the e-mails after the consumer's request."
Ticket: # 558324 - Privacy Intrusion
Date: 9/29/2015 1:18:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32825
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
Receive various emails stating I submitted my resume or employment information in seeking employment to companies I have not applied causing my email is accessed without authorization. My personal laptop access has been modified remotely without my authorization. there is hacking into my personal laptop preventing me access and tracking my activity. Websites such as Google has erroneous information posted on my behalf with my picture through Beyond, and Rally Point - are not able to clear this information or accounts from appearing on Google search engine. Suddelink internet provider is harassing due to outstanding debt.
Ticket: # 558444 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/29/2015 1:55:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Silver Spring, Maryland 20906
Company Complaining About: On Time Ads

Description
I get numerous emails from ON TIME ADS in Canada on 'xxx' products & can unsubscribe from xxx product, but NOT from ON TIME ADS. If select to unsubscribe from ON TIME ADS, you are asked for verification code that does NOT work. Attached an example of email.
Ticket: # 558460 - incessant spam emails
Date: 9/29/2015 1:58:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Westminster, Colorado 80234
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I've marked these as spam, but they still come to my phone daily. I've unsubscribed, and even emailed them back saying to stop and they won't stop.
The emails are of varying topics, but all show they came from:

The latest one offered up a mailing address to opt out at:

I have not used postal mail to contact them.
I've clicked the unsubscribe link and followed instructions, but they won't stop.
Ticket: # 558506 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED]

**Date:** 9/29/2015 2:09:15 PM

**City/State/Zip:** Clayton, Missouri 63105

**Company Complaining About:** AT&T

---

**Description**


PLEASE INVESTIGATE GMAC EMPLOYEE [REDACTED]

[REDACTED] LANGSTON UNIVERSITY FINANCE DIRECTOR??? [REDACTED]

[REDACTED] SOUTHWESTERN BELL EMPLOYEE OF [REDACTED]

AND [REDACTED] RELATIONSHIP REGARDING THE ABDUCTION OF MY [REDACTED]...HUMAN TRAFFICKING...[REDACTED]

SEEMINGLY SHE CAME TO HELP TO ROBERT F. LOGGINS, SR. WHEN SHE HAD PROBLEM WITH HER HUSBAND CHEATING...AND INSTEAD OF HELPING HER SHE CALLED HER FAT...SOON THEY DIVORCED AND THEY MOVED AWAY...IT SEEMS AS FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD HE AND HIS WIFE ARE STILL TRAFFICKING...PLEASE INVESTIGATE INT HE ABDUCTION OF CROSS STATE LINES OF MY KIDS TAKEN TO MENTAL INSTITUTIONS OR NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...[REDACTED]...OF AT&T; [REDACTED]
Ticket: # 558563 - Account with T-Mobile

Date: 9/29/2015 2:25:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Tavares, Florida 32778
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
No access to my account on on line someone other than me using the account my phone line sending many text on my phone line without my consent in one day there was 6thousand sent in the month of march called tech support no help called tmobile everyday. No help changed my phone number many times changed my cell devices many times nothing helped could not keep a email address. All were stolen or hacked i need help with this issue im sure the bill will be due soon also i asked for paper billing that lasted for a month i did request my phone records and received a few months of billing details data messeging and phone service did not recognize most of the activity on my line I need assistance as soon as possible i recently had a friend. Sign me up for Verizon and just starting with this service the phone number i provided is my mothers. She can get any info to me because im not sure what my new number will be the email is a friend's i have no email accounts thank you
Ticket: # 558604 - Spam email with a non-working unsubscribe link.
Date: 9/29/2015 2:32:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Emerald Hills, California 94062
Company Complaining About: Oakshire Financial Research

Description
I get emails from "Oakshire Financial Research" Baltimore Maryland 21202) which I did not explicitly sign up for. The link to unsubscribe generates a 403 error, and apparently does nothing.
Ticket: # 558808 - Years of Emails After Unsubscribing Several Times

Date: 9/29/2015 3:29:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Montrose, California 91020
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
For years now I have been receiving emails from Pubcon, a conference. I never signed up for emails and I have unsubscribed several times. I have also marked the mail as spam but it keeps making it into my inbox. I have also written to the company. I want these emails to stop.
Ticket: # 559264 - Spam Text
Date: 9/29/2015 5:19:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Studio City, California 91602
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received a spam text from (b) (6)
Ticket: # 559398 - Spam Complaint
Date: 9/29/2015 6:03:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Oakdale, Minnesota 55128
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
On 9/29/15 I was sent an email I never signed up for from the Minnesota United FC. The email was sent to our address which is listed on our site. The only way they could have gotten this is by using an email spider to harvest the email from our web site. Please stop them.
Ticket: # 560210 - Company will not stop sending me e-mails
Date: 9/30/2015 8:55:36 AM
City/State/Zip: Wheaton, Illinois 60189
Company Complaining About: Yummly

Description
Although it's a legitimate company, Yummly will not stop sending me e-mails. I do not want them. I have tried to unsubscribe at least a dozen times. I have contacted them on Facebook, and they will not stop. I want this stopped!
Ticket: # 560230 - Unable to Unsubscribe from Commercial Email Ads

Date: 9/30/2015 9:09:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11222
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
Despite attempting to unsubscribe (via link at the bottom of their email) I have been receiving continuous spam from Jack Rabbit Sports for several months.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 560247 - unable to Subscribe
Date: 9/30/2015 9:23:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Placida, Florida 33946
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Received solicitation email and unsubscribe does not work and no email address to contact provided.
Ticket: # 560385 - PERGAMUM CHURCH, CHURCH ON THE ROCK, ST. PETERS, MO
Date: 9/30/2015 10:32:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE IF WHAT MR. [b] (6) [b] , CEO METRO TRANSIT STL... IS RECEIVING FROM THE BUSINESSES IN WHICH I PROMOTE AS WELL AS MY KIDS WHICH ARE MISSING..IT SEEMS THAT MY CONNECTION TO CHURCH ON THE ROCK IN ST. PETERS, MO HAS BEEN TRAFFICKING THE CAREERS OF [b] (6) [b] FORCES EVERYONE TO FIND OUT SPIRITUAL GIFTS OF ITS VISITORS AND THEN USE IT FOR THEIR OWN DISHONEST GAIN. THEY HAVE BEEN PLACING AROUND MY KIDS TO RAPE AS DESCRIBED IN PSALM 2...WHICH EVENTUALLY ALLOWS YOU TO DO WHAT REVELATIONS 2:23 SAYS WE ARE NOT TO DO...ENTER THE THOUGHTS AND MINDS OF OTHERS...SOME MIGHT CALL IT ESP...HYPNOSIS...TELEPATHIC...OR PSYCHIC...BUT WHAT HE AND SHE ARE DOING IS ILLEGAL IT IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING TAKING MY INFORMATION THAT I WOULD USE TO FULFILL A JOB REQUIREMENT...BUT INSTEAD THEY BAIT AND SWITCH MY JOB AND HIRE SOMEONE ELSE SO THAT EVERYONE AT HIS CHURCH IS EMPLOYED....MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...PROOF IS THE FEMALE THAT IS EMPLOYED AT PEABODY AS A DBA...IS FROM HIS CHURCH AS SHE IS CLAVOYANTLY CONNECTED TO ME NOW...THEY INDIVIDUALS HAVE NO EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION IN TECHNOLOGY BUT THEY TAKE MY CAREER AND USE IT FOR THEMSELVES AND TELL EVERYONE ELSE THAT [b] (6) [b] ARE PROSTITUTES AS [b] (6) [b] AND [b] (6) [b] FORCE MY KIDS TO HAVE SEX WITH [b] (6) [b] TO CONNECT WITH ME..AS WELL AS LT. [b] (6) [b] WHO IS EMPLOYED BY CHESTERFIELD POLICE OR PERHAPS TO FORCE THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS INTO LOSE OR TAKE CREDIT FOR THE WIN...[b] (6) [b] TAKE MY BUSINESS IDEA AND USE IT FOR THEMSELVES, BUT DENY ME MY RIGHTS TO MY KIDS...AND TO MY FINANCES ESPECIALLY MY HOME AND RETIREMENT...BY ENTERING THE THOUGHTS AND MANIPULATING AS IF IT WERE ME...WHO RAPED MYKIA ALL NIGHT...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...BRING CHARGES AGAINST [b] (6) [b] ...[b] (6) [b] ...LT. [b] (6) [b] AS THEY TRY TO SAY THAT I AM A PROSTITUTE AS THEY RAPE ME THROUGH THE NIGHT HYPNOTICALLY...OR BY INJECTION...AS NEEDLE STICKS IN MY ARM ARE PRESENT...[b] (6) [b]

STEALLING BUSINESS IDEAS AND LIES AND FORCING [b] (6) [b] TO DENY ME AS THEIR MOTHER...INVESTIGATE THE AFRICAN AMERICAN MID-COUNTY LIBRARIAN PAYING FOR SOMEONE TO RAPE ME. THE IDEA OF...SEE IF THEY ARE ALSO CONTACTING ST. LOUIS CARDINALS FOR PAYMENT OF MY ONLINE WORK BY IN TIME PROMOTIONS....TO SPREAD THAT I AM A PROSTITUTE TO RUIN MY FEASIBILITY TO RETAIN MY PROFESSIONAL CAREER.
Ticket: # 560449 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING AT AT&T.. ON THE DMT TEAM UNDER

Date: 9/30/2015 10:59:43 AM  
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE WHY HE IS CONNECTING TO ME CLARVOYANTLY...I WORKED WITH HIM ON THE TEAM...UNDER OVER 8 YEARS..AGO AS I WORK HE IS CONNECTING TO ME....MEANING HE IS RAPEING MY KIDS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...HE IS OVER 6 FEET TALL..HE REMINDS YOU OF A WWF WRESTLER...HE RETIRED FROM SOUTHWESTERN BELL/AT&T...SEE IF HE IS OF THE SCHUMACHER GROUP...WHO IS SAYING THAT I OWE OVER $1,000 TO ST. MARY'S WHEN THEY TOLD ME THAT MY BILL VISIT WAS GOING TO BE PAID BY INSURANCE...IT WAS SUSPECTED RAPE WHICH SHOULD HAVE OR COULD HAVE PAID BY THE STATE....
Ticket: # 560624 - CAN-SPAM
Date: 9/30/2015 12:03:39 PM
City/State/Zip: East Quogue, New York 11942
Company Complaining About: Blue Hornet

Description
Unsolicited emails from BlueHornet, Digital River
Ticket: # 560752 - unwanted emails without resolution

Date: 9/30/2015 12:38:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Ft Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
I keep getting emails from [REDACTED]. Somehow they got my email and despite repeated opt out notifications, I continue to get a couple a day. They also have a contact button which doesn't lead you anywhere. Now its the same company but the name is: [REDACTED]. this was in the email address section.

[REDACTED]
Description
I may have misstyped a url. My chrome browser got hijacked by [redacted] which froze the browser so I was unable to close the tab. It claimed to be Windows repair center with a button to click for their "repair" or to call then at [redacted]. Could not restore Chrome session without restoring the the phishing site. I think this number is the same as one that I have gotten on phishing phone calls.
Ticket: # 561065 - Fraud/Threats
Date: 9/30/2015 1:59:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Garfield Hts, Ohio 44125
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I received the following attached email. Can this person be contacted to stop the scam attempts? Thank you

Jul 24
to me

Why is this message in Spam? It's similar to messages that were detected by our spam filters. Learn more
Unfortunately your data, including complete credit card details, was leaked in the recent hacking of Ashley Madison. Below is the glimpse of the data we have about you:

Name: [b] (6)
Address: [b] (6), OH 44125, US
Credit Card Type Used: VI
Credit card number: [b] (6)
Last Payment: 68.99 on 2014-11-04 10:02:18
Your computer ip address: [b] (6)

Plus we have access to your complete profile data including your pics, secret fantasies, conversations, etc.

We have access to your Facebook page as well. If you would like to prevent me from sharing this dirt info with all of your friends, family members, spouse, then you need to send exactly 5 bitcoins (BTC) to the following BTC address:

Bitcoin Address: [b] (6)

We are providing a chance to solve this case. You make a payment to the above mentioned btc address. The time ends in the next 24 hours. We will not publish your data and we will not inform your contacts.

You can get bitcoins at an exchange like [b] (6)

If you pay within 24 hours of receipt then we will delete your record. No payment? Then you will see what happen after this period. Once this period has expired, we can't do anything more for you. Our
website is launching soon. We will surprise your family, friends and colleague with it. We will give you this one last chance.

You may be wondering why should you and what will prevent other people from doing the same, in short you now know to change your privacy settings in Facebook so no one can view your friends/family list. So go ahead and update that now (I have a copy if you don't pay).

Consider how expensive a divorce lawyer is. If you are no longer in a committed relationship then think about how this will affect your social standing amongst family and friends. What will your friends and family think about you?
Ticket: # 561115 - Harassment
Date: 9/30/2015 2:15:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Garfield Hts, Ohio 44125
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I am repeatedly receiving emails from individuals stating I owe loans. I filed bankruptcy and do not owe these companies. They are also refusing to send any documentation through mail or name the alleged original company. Constant emails...Just want them to stop...Attached is a copy of the sender's information...

Financial Crime Enforcement Network.

Los Angeles, CA-90041.
Ticket: # 561401 - Unwanted and spammy emails

Date: 9/30/2015 3:33:12 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10116
Company Complaining About: Forum Fitness

Description
I went to a gym in Bayonne NJ about a year ago and as part of the free access, I gave them my email address. To date, I receive an email advertising specials at their facility, even though I have sent countless emails telling them to take me off their list. I have called them, replied to the email and even when they personally send an email trying to get me as a member, I tell them to delete my email address out of their database. I live 10 miles from their gym and will not be going there anytime soon if ever. They simply ignore my requests.
Ticket: # 561497 - Won't stop emailing me
Date: 9/30/2015 4:00:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37219
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
for Senate won't remove me from their mail list. I have submitted the unsubscribe no less than 10 times, but they continue to email me at least 3 times a day. I have used their unsubscribe link found in the email, i have emailed them to the email address listed on their website, i have facebook'd them, as well as tweeted to them.
Ticket: # 561550 - Harassing, inappropriate text messages
Date: 9/30/2015 4:21:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Unwanted text messages containing photos of half nude people and threatening to bill charges to my wireless carrier bill, from an unknown person.
Ticket: # 561783 - Stop this trash
Date: 9/30/2015 5:16:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Rhinebeck, New York 12572
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description

I don't know how these people got my address. I have tried repeatedly to unsubscribe and cannot. Please make them stop!
Ticket: # 562112 - Phishing scam  
Date: 9/30/2015 7:32:03 PM  
City/State/Zip: Peoria, Arizona 85381  
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I have a pop up blocking my internet that says to call the help center at [b] (6) [b]. The tech then gives information that would allow them to access my hard drive. This was done to intentionally access my information to some unknown source. I did not do it, but allowed them to give instructions to see where he was going with it.
Ticket: # 562135 - Spoofing
Date: 9/30/2015 7:45:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Georgetown, South Carolina 29440
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
Home phone hacking
Ticket: # 562377 - unwanted emails
Date: 9/30/2015 9:44:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Stillwater, Oklahoma 74075
Company Complaining About: Rock Solid Credit

Description
I am receiving two or more emails per week advertising different products/services for sale. My email address is listed both in the 'From' and 'To' lines. There is information at the bottom of the emails listing names (company & individual) and hot buttons to unsubscribe. Names and addresses listed at the bottom of the emails change with each email, though it is highly likely they are all originating with a single spammer. Unsubscribing has no effect; the emails just keep coming. An email received today (9/30/15) at 2:32 am serves as an example. It advertises wireless security cameras. At the bottom of the email is the following: "to unsub from Rock Solid Credit please click here. You can also write us at complaint Department [redacted], Laguna Hills, CA 92653 USA". Below this is listed: [redacted] (them on next line) Click here to Un-Subscribe from our mailing list. [redacted], Osceda, MO 64776". So, this spammer is falsifying the address information (omitting/hiding their address) and ignoring requests to unsubscribe from their mail lists.
Description

someone (hacker) filed a lost / stolen phone and actually insurance shipped them another phone, service we have with T-Mobile is a family plan total 5 phones T-Mobile did not take security measure as they where suppost to, no police report was requested the phone was my daughters phone never was lost or stolen T-Mobile turned my daughters phone off no questions asked. the phone was shipped to someone in New York we live in Fresno County.  Tax fee's on the bill for each line are not the one line charges are more then the others when I called T-Mobile to ask I was told that the tax fee's are all the same each phone is charge taxes and charges again on the bill again what im saying tmobile charges and fee's are not the same as the bill that is sent of course on the bill fee's are more tmobile claims there the same i've highlighted the number
Ticket: # 562587 - Unsolicited email pornography

Date: 10/1/2015 3:37:36 AM

City/State/Zip: Clemmons, North Carolina 27012-6721

Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description

A purveyor of web pornography, identified as [REDACTED] repeatedly emails unsolicited and unopened smut to the above address. Please advise. Email is provided by Northstate via Time Warner connection.
Description
I get weekly emails from dunkin donuts that are impossible to unsubscribe from. There is a link that says login to your account to change your email preferences, but when I try that link and try to login, I get a message that I do not have an account. I contacted customer service via email and did not receive a response. I tried that twice with the same result. When I call the 800 # I am told the wait time is greater than 30 minutes. I have had enough, it should be easier to opt out.
Ticket: # 562684 - Internet-Privacy
Date: 10/1/2015 8:04:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Gary, Indiana 46407

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 562717 - Internet
Date: 10/1/2015 8:14:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Studio City, California 91604

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 562775 - Verizon Wireless

Date: 10/1/2015 9:00:16 AM

City/State/Zip: Cleveland, Ohio 44113

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Verizon Wireless continues to email me about an account not associated with me. Repeated requests to stop have not been honored.
Ticket: # 563084 - Conde Nast/Golf Digest

Date: 10/1/2015 11:24:14 AM

City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80202

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have unsubscribed from them 8 times in the last 1.5 week.....they are now spamming me MORE since I asked to be removed. I cannot call or email anyone but continue to try and unsubscribe. It is becoming harassment at this point. I want them to stop ASAP.
Ticket: # 563153 - unwanted e-mails after several requests to remove from mailing list
Date: 10/1/2015 11:45:14 AM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 91901
Company Complaining About: Unknown--it Is My Workplace

Description

continues and repeatedly sends unwanted and unsolicited e-mails.

I have removed my e-mail address using the unsubscribe choice in the e-mails; however, the e-mails continue.

I have sent several messages to the company so they are aware of this issue and have not responded, nor solved, the problem.
my financial and personal files were hacked on 9/25/15. I believe they got into my computer through the Time Warner phone line that came in through they modem. Google sent me an alert that at Samsung Galaxy S IV. I saw the files being moved, and tried to grab them back from the hacker but he finally took the main folder the tax files were in and I was unable to restore the system or get the tax files back (1988-2015) and all my account numbers and SS number.
Ticket: # 563248 - Verizon Wireless
Date: 10/1/2015 12:13:39 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10010
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
see attached
Ticket: # 563309 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...MAY NEED YOUR HELP

Date: 10/1/2015 12:38:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticket: # 563543 - Can Spam Act Violations  
Date: 10/1/2015 1:41:39 PM  
City/State/Zip: Cape Coral, Florida 33909  
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I am receiving as many as 1000 spam e mails I suspect from the same computer programs which use many undeliverable e mail addresses that change every time I attempt to directly reply to unscubscribe. I have tried at least 100 times to unsubscribe to the growing list of specific commercial e mails with no success.
Thus far the sender or senders have done the following:

Sending multiple emails through Internet Protocol addresses that the sender represents falsely as being his/her property (fake e mail addresses that continue to change for the same ads)

Trying to disguise the source of the email and to deceive recipients regarding the origins of the emails, by routing them through other computers
Sending multiple spam emails via multiple mailings with falsified information in the header

Using various email accounts obtained by falsifying account registration information, in order to send multiple spam emails.[12]

I need assistance in discontinuing this problem. If you provide an e mail address I can send the last few days as a sample. Approximately 75 spam e mails.
Ticket: # 563913 - Spam
Date: 10/1/2015 3:22:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Lebanon, Ohio 45036
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
See the full text email attached here, with headers. It says I opted into this list. That is not true. The referenced unsubscribe link was not there; the email ended right where the text quoted here ends.

BEGIN QUOTE:

Return-path: < (b) (6) >
Envelope-to: (b) (6)
Delivery-date: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 14:56:14 -0400
Received: from secured-hybrid.us (Exim 4.85)
(id 1Zhj1Z-0001Tt-Md)
for (b) (6) Thu, 01 Oct 2015 14:56:14 -0400
Received: from kmediain by ssl.secured-hybrid.us with local (Exim 4.85)
(envelope-from < (b) (6) >)
(id 1Zhj1T-0002M1-PA)
for (b) (6); Thu, 01 Oct 2015 14:56:09 -0400
To: (b) (6)
Subject: Website Proposal
X-PHP-Originating-Script: 1252:SMLmailer.class.php
From: (b) (6)
Reply-To: (b) (6)
X-Mailer: (b) (6)
Message-Id: (b) (6)
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 14:56:07 -0400
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - (b) (6)
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - (b) (6)
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [1252 32011] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - (b) (6)
X-Get-Message-Sender-Via: ssl.secured-hybrid.us: authenticated_id: kmediain/from_h
X-Source:
X-Source-Args: (b) (6)
X-Source-Dir: (b) (6)
X-Spam-Status: No, score=0.0
X-Spam-Score: 0
X-Spam-Bar: /
X-Ham-Report: Spam detection software, running on the system (b) (6)
has NOT identified this incoming email as spam. The original message has been attached to this so you can view it or label similar future email. If you have any questions, see

Content preview: Hi There, Since you just bought a domain name, you must be in need of a website. I am writing to inquire if you are looking for a web designer. We have great expertise in responsive and mobile friendly designs. [...] 

Content analysis details: (0.0 points, 5.0 required)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pts</th>
<th>rule name</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>HEADER_FROM_DIFFERENT_DOMAINS</td>
<td>From and EnvelopeFrom 2nd level mail domains are different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>RP_MATCHES_RCVD</td>
<td>Envelope sender domain matches handover relay domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-Spam-Flag: NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hi There,

Since you just bought a domain name, you must be in need of a website.

I am writing to inquire if you are looking for a web designer. We have great expertise in responsive and mobile friendly designs.

Let us know if you are interested so that we can share our portfolio with you.

Thank you

You are receiving this message because you have opted in to the list. To unsubscribe, please follow this link:

END COMPLETE QUOTE
Ticket: # 563918 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING 63146

Date: 10/1/2015 3:23:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SPECTOR FAMILY AND THEIR CONNECTION TO MY DAUGHTER...AND ITS CORRELATION TO THE 2011 DATE OF PURCHASE OF MY HOME DR.63146..WHY DID MY SUDDEN JOB LOSS HAPPEN IN THE SAME YEAR....AND THEN A $14,000 ASSESSMENT OCCUR TO, WHOSE NAME SHOULD NOT BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE HOUSE ACCORDING TO THE QUICK CLAIM DEED GIVEN TO ME DUE TO DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE...AFTER 26 YEARS OF MARRIAGE...INVESTIGATE ABDUCTION...MY SUDDEN JOB LOSS AT SAINT LUKE'S HOSPITAL AND BIOMEDICAL SOLUTIONS AND SUDDENLY CALLED HOME FROM THE MILITARY...DUE TO MY SUDDEN JOB LOSS ONLY TO BE HUNG AND TORTURED WITH A BLOOD LINE...

INVESTIGATE, MY I.T. ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL WHO ONCE WAS A PSYCHIATRIST AT ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL...INVESTIGATE OR PURCHASING THE HOME OR HELP PLACE IN THE ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL 9TH FLOOR...

WHY WOULD MELVIN PAY $14,000 TO STATE OF MISSOURI IN 2013...WAS IT FOR THE...WHEN THE MORTGAGE COMPANY WOULD HAVE PAID THE TAXES..WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN SELECT PORTFOLIO.

THIS 2011 IS ALSO THE PASSING OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 AFTER THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE AND RGA PETITIONED THE STATE OF MISSOURI TO PASS A BILL THAT WOULD DENY ALL MISSOURIANS THE RIGHT PROVE DISCRIMINATION ON THE JOB...!

PLEASE INVESTIGATE INTERJECTION INTO LIVES......

MY DIVORCE CASE OF GAVE ME THE, ST. LOUIS 63146 PROPERTY...THEN OWNED BY SELECT PORTFOLIO, BUT CAPTURED IN MY...
CHAPTER 13 FROM FORECLOSURE. TRUSTEE LEBARGE RECEIVE MONTHLY PAYMENTS WHEN SUDDENLY SELECT PORTFOLIO CALL $60,000 IN ARREARS DUE FROM HIS CHAPTER 13. I THEN ASKED MR., WHY WASN'T THE $60,000 IN ARREARS ABSORBED INTO MY NEW AGREEMENT WITH SELECT PORTFOLIO AND TRUSTEE LEBARGE...NO ANSWER...HE AND REPRESENTED ME IN THE CHAPTER 13 BANKRUPTCY CASE, PAID WITH MONEY ORDERS. I RECEIVED NO ANSWER...WOULD NOT GRANT ME THE POWER OF ATTORNEY TO NEGOTIATE OR SIGN TO MAKE A SECOND AGREEMENT...HE REFUSED AS I WAS THE PRO SE', HE WOULD NOT ACKNOWLEDGE.GRANTING ME SUCH...THE JUDGE KNEW THE ASSETS WERE TO BE SPLIT 50/50 BUT CHOSE TO OVERRULE MY JUDGEMENT THAT THE HAD NO EQUITY. IN THE HOUSE DUE TO MELVIN'S $60,000 ARREARAGE...AND WAS OVERRULED TO SEEK 50% OF HIS PENSION FROM DUE TO NOT FULFILLING THE DIVORCE DECREE AGREEMENT...PLEASE RE-INSTATE THE PENSION DUE ME FROM THE 26 YEAR MARRIAGE AND HIS STANCE WITH ...CONNECTION TO AND .

PLEASE INVESTIGATE ANY FRAUDULENT BEHAVIOR OR TRAFFICKING OF , AND OF THE SPECTORS TO RECEIVE THE HOUSE AT , 63146. 63146.
Ticket: # 563988 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Date: 10/1/2015 3:39:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
MY KIDS STILL BEING RAPED AND SOMEONE STILL SENDING MY FILES...PLEASE SEE WHAT IDENTITY SEND THE 2:33 AND 2:34 AND 2:17...SEE NAME IS ATTACHED...
Ticket: # 564427 - cybersquatting
Date: 10/1/2015 6:05:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Roswell, Georgia 30075
Company Complaining About: Godaddy.com

Description
9/17 our company was looking for the URL vieteck.com. It was available on both godaddy.com for $14.99 and namecheap.com for $10.99. We specifically searched for it on [b] [6]. A week later when we were to buy the URL, Godaddy had bought the name and raised the price an additional $2,895.00. The line item on the invoice from godaddy states the $2,895.00 is a 'Premium Domain Purchase One Time Fee'. How is this not in violation of Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act. Even though vietek had not been trade marked, Godaddy used it's tracking data to monopolize on a domain that no one else was interested in 15 days ago.
Ticket: # 564464 - Internet scam
Date: 10/1/2015 6:14:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Ocala, Florida 34481
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
received a call on Aug. 5th 2015. Caller said he was a microsoft certified technician and that I had "error" reports from my computer and he was calling to clear it up. The charge would be $70.00. He took over the computer and cleaned it up. When he said the charge is $149.00, I protested and said I would call microsoft direct. He then said they were not connected to microsoft and if I did not pay they would lock up my computer and render it useless. I had no choice but to agree to pay. Now I am getting calls from a private number from the same people. I answered the phone once and made the excuse that I had an emergency and could not talk. Now they call every few days from a number marked "private. I am concerned they will plant viruses or software eventually. The 149.00 charge to my credit was to Unification Energy [b] (6) [b] CA. They caller had a heavy foreign accent. Any other information you need please feel free to contact me. Thank you so much

the charge
Ticket: # 564492 - human trafficking still by [b](6)

Date: 10/1/2015 6:29:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE ATTACHED...UNABLE TO SEND EMAIL FROM [b](6) [b](6) [b](6) [b](6) [b](6)...SEE IF MY CONTACTS ARE BEING SENT EMAIL FROM ANOTHER SOURCE BASED UON SOURCE SHOWN IN ATTACHMENT EITHER GATEWAY I.D. OR A DIFFERENT I.P ADDRESS...PLEASE CHARGE WITH MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214.
Ticket: # 564790 - CLARVOYANT CONNECTION WHILE USING THE
INTERNET...AS THEY RAPE(b) (6) IN THE MENTAL INSTITUTION.

Date: 10/1/2015 8:28:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
WHEN FIRST VISITING THE NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...THE MENTAL INSTITUTIONS
WERE CLOSING DOWN...WHAT WAS OCCURRING THEN AND WHAT S OCCURRING NOW
THAT IT WOULD BE AN INCREASE IN CENSUS MENTAL ILLNESS INSTITUTIONS AND
PSYCHIATRIC WARD...AND WHY CAN'T PARENTS KNOW WHEN THEIR KIDNAPPED KIDS
HAVE BEEN ADMITTED INTO THESE PLACES...LIKE MERCY BEHAVIORAL...LIKE ST.LUKE'S
HOSPITAL 9TH FLOOR WHERE [b] (5) AND [b] (5) ; MIGHT
HAVE PLACED HER...LORD REVEAL THE [b] (6)
ON [b] (6) 63118...OF ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH ON
GRAND AND UTAH...SEE IF [b] (6) HAS A COUSIN WHO WORKS FOR THE SAINT LOUIS
COUNTY POLICE...AND SEE IF HE CAN LEAD YOU TO [b] (6)
Ticket: # 564867 - spam from a company called Vertical

Date: 10/1/2015 9:10:54 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10024
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
About two weeks ago, I started getting emails to my email address from a company called Verlocal. I did not subscribe to this service and I don't know who they are. I officially subscribed but they are obviously not honoring the "opt in" and just using emails they are harvesting from someplace. The person I was directed to for unsubscribing was [redacted] so you can start with her, if she is not a robot.
Ticket: # 565221 - Time Warner Cable - Internet Service Complaint

Date: 10/2/2015 8:55:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Strykersville, New York 14145
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I was recently notified of a $10 increase in my monthly Internet service through Time Warner Cable. They gave me all of 7 days notice before the increase would go into effect. After talking to a representative to bundle my service with the phone, I hang up and find out I need a special modem, that she had ordered a different phone number than mine. Back on the phone this time with another gentlemen who said she had messed up the entire order and that there were extra charges to keep my phone number and I needed to buy a special adapter. He goes to check on something, comes back and says, I'm sorry we need to send a technician out to the house for $39.99 to install the phone modem. After being the phone over an hour now, I told them to just forget about the phone, that I wasn't jumping through hoops and wanted to reduce my service costs. I told them they don't do anything for their existing customers and people shouldn't be selling your products when they don't know what they're selling. I told him I should just cancel the Internet and re-sign to get a special offer. The representative stated, no you would be still considered an existing customer and we have your social security number on file! That blew my mind, that is infringing on my privacy rights! I don't think representatives from a cable company should be threatening me because they have my social security number and information on file. I told them to just forget it and leave the Internet with the added cost and I'll deal with this again!
Ticket: # 565274 - Hike Text Messages
Date: 10/2/2015 9:50:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Corinth, Texas 76208-5376
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
Been getting Text and Phone messages from Happy Hiking. These are unwarranted text and phone calls. Please investigate a call from (b) (6) , San Jose, CA to my cell phone. Also Text messages from (b) (6) and (b) (6) yesterday morning 10:01 and 10:02 a.m. on 10/1/15 with both Text Messaging stating Hi! Your hike PIN is (b) . Happy hiking :). 800 call notes states this is a scam and I just wanted to report this abuse
Ticket: # 565467 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING- PSYCHIATRIST AND MISSOURI BAPTIST

Date: 10/2/2015 11:08:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

THIS MAN KEEPS RAPEING MY KIDS TO TAKE MY BUSINESS INFORMATION ...CREATIVE EXCELLENCE AND POINT IN TIME PROMOTIONS. I JUST GOT AN EMAIL FROM PHILADELPHIA 76ERS...MEANING HE IS USING MY BUSINESS IDEA TO MAKE MONEY THAT I USE FOR THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS...AND THE RAMS...THIS BEHAVIOR IS DESCRIBED IN PSALM 2...ANAL SEX WHICH IS WHY THEY HAVE FALSELY ACCUSED MY KIDS IN THESE JAIL CELLS...RGA COMPANY HIDES THEM IN THE SYSTEMS UNDER ANOTHER NAME OR IN MENTAL INSTITUTIONS OR IN ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL ON THE 9TH FLOOR OR IN SAINT LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER...THE PSALM 2 SHARES THAT THEY BREAK THEM DOWN TO RE-CONDITION THEIR THOUGHT PROCESS...INTERVIEW DR. OFFICE FOR HIS INVOLVEMENT IN COMPLIANCE OR NOT INCOMPLIANCE TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...BY TEACHING POLICE OFFICERS IN THE JAIL CELLS OR BEING PAID BY...TO DO SO TO MY KIDS...AS NOW I.T. MANAGER AT ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL WAS ST. JOHN'S MERCY PSYCHIATRIST...SEE IF THEY'VE TREATED ANY FORM BE IT ST. LOUIS, MO OR FARMINGTON., MO...PLEASE BRING CHARGES OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IF FOUND GUILTY...WHAT IS THESE PSYCHIATRISTS...DR GOLDRING A NEUROLOGIST...HAVE TO DO WITH AS I LOOK IN TO THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY DATABASE FOR ANSWERS TO MY MISSING DAUGHTER AND SON I FIND A FILE UNDER THE NAME OF...WHOSE FILE SEEM SUSPICIOS...IS THIS ALIAS THAT MY ADMIT MY KIDS INTO THE JAILS CELLS AND MENTAL HOSPITAL...IS THIS WHERE THEY STEAL MY BUSINESS IDEAS...I ONCE WORKED IN DR. OFFICE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE..THEIR STAFF......INVESTIGATE WHY THERE WAS BOTTLES OF URINE IN THE HOUSE...WAS IT...FOR MR. USE...OR HIS NURSE...LORD JESUS PLEASE REVEAL THE TRUTH.
Ticket: # 565507 - Email accounts provided to outside party w/o my knowledge for Cablevision’s personal gain

Date: 10/2/2015 11:20:44 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11212
Company Complaining About: Cablevision (optimum)

Description
I am a former Cablevision TSG worker that is the subject of a lawsuit brought by the Communication Workers of America and the NLRB against Cablevision (Optimum). I am also an active Cablevision subscriber. In the course of my court testimony, the Cablevision attorney, began asking me about my "other" email accounts that I own (alluding to those owned by Cablevision) to determine if I may not have turned over all the emails requested of me. Given the fact that I only have 2 personal email accounts that I use on a day to day basis, both of which are NOT (Optimum) Cablevision accounts I reminded him that I do own email accounts on Cablevision’s network, 15 to be exact, but that as an Optimum subscriber I had a right to privacy and that he was usurping his authority.. in short snooping my subscriber account to advance their legal position. I advised him the accounts, although owned by me, are the accounts of my family members, which suggests a greater breach. I am sure Mr. has the information in his notes, and no matter if a labor action was brought against Cablevision, Cablevision had no right to access my subscriber information. I have seen technicians terminated for violating subscriber privacy rights in the past, and it was the most egregious act anyone could commit. As I am not the subject of a criminal probe by no stretch of the imagination, I do not understand how Cablevision believes they had the right to share my information for their personal gain.

The law firm of Kauff McGuire & Margolis LLP is the attorney that I reminded of my rights as a subscriber. Ms. , Regional Director of Human Resources, would be the person to have been involved in the breach. Snooping into my subscriber records could be discovered by merely viewing employee logins. All logins are tracked. You could always direct the NLR court to provide you with the transcript.

I would appreciate a thorough investigation into this allegation. I can be reached for discussion at

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 565645 - Unwanted spam text submitted to my cell phone
Date: 10/2/2015 12:05:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Portland, Oregon 97225
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
The sender info is above...I have received this spam submitted to my cell phone number (b) (6)
Ticket: # 565805 - Report Phising

Date: 10/2/2015 12:54:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Mead, Washington 99021
Company Complaining About: Microsoft

Description
I am trying to report attacks to Microsoft Outlook, but the email address bounces. They do NOT have a direct way to contact them, and this is the 3rd time!

THE FOLLOWING IS THE FULL HEADER OF THIS SPAMMER:

WHOIS.NET EMAIL FOR THE DOMAIN: Registrant
Email: Received: from localhost (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by mta.tgg.net.id (Postfix) with ESMTP id
C630C84C96 for <; Wed, 30 Sep 2015 16:06:20 +0700 (WIT)
X-DKIM: OpenDKIM Filter v2.3.2 mta.tgg.net.id C630C84C96
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at tgg.net.id
Received: from mta.tgg.net.id ([127.0.0.1]) by mailbox.tgg.net.id (mx-corp.tgg.net.id [202.43.114.213]) by mta.tgg.net.id (Postfix) with ESMTP id Ny8UXhWxUi0Z for ; Wed, 30 Sep 2015 16:05:42 +0700 (WIT)
To: 
Subject: =?utf-8?Q?Important=20Notice=20:=20Your=20account=20has=20been=20limited=20until=20we=20hear=20from=20you?= 
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/related; type="multipart/alternative";
boundary="_=aspNetEmail=_3cab5c37f4da443185eb84d22b4a3684"
Message-ID: <WINCTRLTR9VIT73f3cf3e212054a8eb56ad647be270310@WINCTRLTR9VIT7>
Envelop-To: 
X-GMX-Antispam: 4 (nemesis spam server blocker); Detail=V3;
Here is the whois.net info on [6] [6]

Domain Name: [6] [6]
Domain ID: [6] [6]
Creation Date: 2015-08-20T13:21:44Z
Updated Date: 2015-09-17T07:11:25Z
Registration Expiry Date: 2016-08-20T13:21:44Z
Sponsoring Registrar [6] [6]
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: 69
WHOIS Server:
Referral URL:
Domain Status: [6] [6]

Registrar Name: [6] [6]
Registrar Organization: [6] [6]
Registrar Street: [6] [6]
Registrar City: Blackwater
Registrar State/Province: QLD
Registrar Postal Code: 4717
Registrar Country: AU
Registrar Phone: [6] [6]
Registrar Phone Ext: [6] [6]
PROSECUTE THEM TO THE FULLEST EXTENT!
Ticket: # 565936 - repeating unsolicited e mails

Date: 10/2/2015 1:31:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90065-4104
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
Unsolicited Emails from different aol members requesting to contact them regarding president [b] (6) 's Student Loan Reduction Program which I have nothing to do with.
Ticket: # 565958 - THESE LINKS SENT WITHOUT MY AUTHORITY...

Date: 10/2/2015 1:38:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS

NFL – SAINT LOUIS RAMS, OCTOBER 4TH, 2015 -

NFL – SAINT LOUIS RAMS, OCTOBER 4TH, 2015 -

PLEASE INVESTIGATE...
Ticket: # 566619 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 10/2/2015 5:02:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I don't have any money because Judge [b] (6) [b] has accepted some kind of agreement to traffick my children and I. The person in which he accepted such is [b] (6) [b] of AT&T a former co-worker of [b] (6) [b] team. I have to get vitamin D from sitting in the Sun .and sometimes when taking a break from the computer of reporting to you and FCC and BBB...and others I fall a sleep...It seems that I hypnotized and transported someplace or sodomized. as sperm taste is in my mouth and lips fell hard pressed...[b] (6) [b] and Judge [b] (6) [b] have kidnapped my kids...Please investigate...and seek why he denied all my cases concerning such...he and his division clerk [b] (6) [b] As I speak they beat my kids. and seek why he has any say so concerning my check request of restitution of case number[b] (6) [b]. Also seek why he said to at the end of my court hearing why he said good luck finding a job..It should have been recorded...what does the RGA and Chesterfield Police have to do with this...see of the ,MOTHER OF JUGES ARE BUILDING BROTHALS OR IS IT JUDGES THEMSELVES...?TAX DOLLARS BUILDING BROTHALS...WHILE MISSOURI HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES...WHILE MY RESTITUTION GOES TO THE RGA OR BUILDING BROTHALS ...BECAUSE IT STILL WAS NOT IN MY POST OFFICE...111565, CLAYTON, MO 63105
Ticket: # 566719  
Date: 10/2/2015 5:34:12 PM  
City/State/Zip: Encinitas, California 92024  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

**Description**
I have unsuccessfully unsubscribed multiple times from email yet I continue receiving his mailers.

I want it to stop, I never agreed to receive emails from him. Absolutely ridiculous that a congressman who signed this bill into law isn't compliant with this.
Ticket: # 566788 - "Peeple" app will massively violate CAN-SPAM act
Date: 10/2/2015 6:11:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90069
Company Complaining About: Peeple — an Internet App Developer

Description
There is a horrific privacy threat looming to your constituents here in L.A. and frankly to all Americans. It threatens to severely harm survivors of abuse, rape, stalking, and other trauma.

"Peeple" is an upcoming app with $7 million in seed funding. It presents a massive privacy threat to millions of Americans and its business model plans to systematically violate the CAN-SPAM act.

I've linked to articles, below. The short version: they plan an app that treats all human beings like businesses on Yelp. *Anyone* claiming to have your phone number and a Facebook account to verify their "real" identity can create a profile of you, including your name and photo and any private information, real or false, without your knowledge and against your will.

Peeple has announced that victims will be contacted by a text message to their cell phone to notify them anytime there is a negative review. This is without you giving any consent. It is a clear violation of CAN-SPAM, and it is a fundamental part of their business model.

Incidentally—and putting victims of abuse in harm's way—if it is a negative review, the only planned recourse will be to directly confront your accuser online. This will be incredibly traumatic for victims of abuse, bullying, stalking, and rape who are targeted this way.

It sounds impossible, but that's really the case. For women fleeing violent exes, stalking victims, young teens being pushed to the edge by cyberbullies, etc. the consequences will be horrific. There *will* be suicides. There will be old abuse cases, freshened and escalated until the woman is victimized again. It is incredibly dangerous.

For me, personally, the mere announcement of the app is already causing emotional distress for some survivors I'm close to.

There may be solid legal ground to intervene, and whoever does so will be a hero to the Internet. Please be that hero.

The issue was is of enough national concern that yesterday it trended on Twitter under the hashtag #peeple. There are also online petitions growing rapidly (see below).

Finally, I should add that the people at Peeple have shown little but dishonesty and hypocrisy in how they've handled the outrage — deleting hundreds of their own and other people's comments from Twitter and Facebook, a right that they openly plan to deny to countless innocent people who just want their privacy.

Please consider this. There are countless women in this country, including two whom I personally love dearly, who are threatened by this perversion of social media.
If you're close to anyone who has been genuinely traumatized by stalking, spousal abuse, or bullying, you know that for some vulnerable people, Peeple may be a life and death concern.

Incidentally, please forgive that I have not provided fully accurate physical address information here. I have family members who have been pursued, and I cannot risk disclosure of the home address. This is precisely why Peeple is such a threat to my loved ones and millions of other Americans.

Thank you.

Los Angeles, CA

PS the company's Facebook page has posted language which suggests they *may* go to an opt-in model. This has not been announced and is not in their current plans. Some reporting has been misled by the language and erroneously reported that the business is opt-in. This is untrue.

The company's website: [b] (6)
It is loading slowly due to heavy traffic as outraged citizens flood the site with angry feedback.

Washington Post story: [b] (6)

CBS news on the backlash: [b] (6)

Change.org petition to ask Apple and Google not to carry the app — currently at nearly 5000 signatories in just one day: [b] (6)

Internet page of Peeple [b] (6)
As I write this, there are thousands of angry comments, although they are deleting them periodically
Ticket: # 566826 - Spam / unwanted emails
Date: 10/2/2015 6:28:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Long Beach, California 90802
Company Complaining About: Plenti.com

Description
I purchased medication from Rite Aid Pharmacy last month. They subscribed me to this advertising service called Plenti.com which sends coupons via email to consumers on behalf of merchants. I started receiving advertising emails from Plenti.com right after my purchase from Rite Aid. Numerous times I have clicked on the "unsubscribe" link and Plenti.com's system states my email address has been removed from their system. Emails still kept coming in. Then I logged in to their system and changed my email settings not to receive any more emails. That did not work either. Please help. My email address is (b) (6)
Description

Facebook is using a band that called Omenz. The band that I created in 2011 is called Omenze. Omenz is using my band name and taking a spin off of my name for their use of production. I have intellectual property rights to this via [b] (6) ********, [b] (6) ********, [b] (6) ******** and [b] (6) ********. My internet presence is known via twitter.com Tumbler.com and facebook.com through my network. My band is a music production page connected to other music production artists like myself. The Band Omenz is not any of the above and is using my band name in a negative way that neglects my band name.
I received an unwanted phishing text from [redacted], reading as follows: "Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit [redacted]." That link takes you to a very obvious phishing page.
Ticket: # 567739 - (reference number 14-C00603323 / 08/03/2014) Again

Date: 10/3/2015 1:20:18 PM

City/State/Zip: Azle, Texas 76020

Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description

Today I was again informed by an automated voice that I was "able" to pay my bill with the Master Card ending in ....

So again T-Mobile has stored that information without my consent. This happened before, see reference in the Subject Line.

(See Attachment) Ms. Vitale did not respond with the written assurances of non-disclosure I was promised.

She did call back and assured me that all call centers were owned by T-Mobile ... not my concern.

In Texas, Public Utilities are allowed by Regulatory bodies to process Automated Payments up to five days in advance of Due Dates. This income stream is a derivative business to the common utility regulated. I would like very much like a formal response from the FCC regarding the regulatory coverage of this derivative "turf".
Ticket: # 567789 - Spam email from Stirling Power Generator

Date: 10/3/2015 1:47:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Blanco, Texas 78606
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
Subject will not unsubscribe e from a distribution list and sends about 6 spam mails per day.
Ticket: # 568013 - Junk email and the link to opt out does not work

Date: 10/3/2015 4:31:07 PM

City/State/Zip: College Place, Washington 99324

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I am getting junk emails from a site. I can't reply to the address alas it's not valid and the link to unsubscribe does not work. It's a very annoying scam. The message says from Fidelity Life but at the bottom says Chinese Health and Fitness out of (b) (6) number (b) (6) , Newark NJ 07101
Ticket: # 568031 - (b) (6) BLOCKING MY EMAIL FROM MCINET2

Date: 10/3/2015 4:52:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE HER NETWORK TRAFFICK FROM ST. CHARLES COUNTY AND FROM METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER.
Ticket: # 568039 - KIDNAPPING MY MAIL AND MY KIDS.

Date: 10/3/2015 4:59:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
HOLDING MY EMAIL HOSTAGE AS I LOOK FOR A JOB..AS THEIR FATHER HAS TRAFFICKED MANY OTHERS IN THE PAST AS THEY RE-LOCATED...ON BEHALF OF THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD AND PLEASE INVESTIGATE ONLINE BEHAVIOR IN ACCORDANCE TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SEE IF LUCILLE SMITH AND ALFREDA WOODS ARE INVOLVED...THE LAST TIME WE HAD TOXIC WEATHER IS WHEN I WAS SCHEDULED TO FLY OUT OF LAMBERT AIRPORT TO HAWAII VIA CHICAGO...THE TORNADO TORE IT DOWN...SHOWED HERSELF...SEE IF SHE HAS DETAINED SOMEWHERE...MOULIN RESTAURANT IS IT SOME CAVE OR SEARCH WARRANT AGAIN...NECESSARY FOR HER AND HOME...CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT...AND CASE NUMBER AND ADULT ABUSE OFFICE ...INVESTIGATE HER INTERVENTION AS THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY WAS THE P.A. REPRESENTING THE SAINT LOUIS COUNTY IN THE CASE..
Ticket: # 568275 - Unwanted/unsolicited email
Date: 10/3/2015 9:20:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Laurel, Maryland 20724
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
The following IP members (below) are sending me SPAM!

I have sent email to complain with no effect. I have called and left a voice mail to the following:

- Nexeon Technologies, Inc.
  West Chicago IL 60185
Ticket: # 568382 - Facebook -closed account- wanting to remove-
Date: 10/4/2015 12:18:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Coppell, Texas 75019
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I have emailed :to Facebook- to close account and I can't close my my profile- and wanted to be
removed- no one can help with closing account- I wish someone can help me--Facebook to remove
account- when asked to closed it since 6-2014- it was hacked- my account- I had to close all my
email accounts with gmail- outlook accounts-hotmail- the email is not even mind- it using my profile
and name-had to close all phone number verizon--they could not help me- they stated it Facebook
problems-
Ticket: # 568580 - Unsolicited wireless pornography
Date: 10/4/2015 9:14:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Clemmons, North Carolina 27012-6721
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
In spite of various anti-spam filters, unsolicited material is being received from the following:

(b) (6)

Please help.
Ticket: # 568663 - Annoying Emails from-[b] (6) [b] (6)
Date: 10/4/2015 9:55:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Tracy, California 95304
Company Complaining About: Cal Dsl

Description
I continue to receive non-stop delivery of daily emails from shutterfly. Have tried unsubscribing numerous times, to no avail. The email address shows up as: [b] (6) [b] (6) Would appreciate removal of this email.
Ticket: # 568681 - ADT constant emails

Date: 10/4/2015 10:08:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11219
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
ADT constantly sends unsolicited email. I have opted out several times but they ignore.
Ticket: # 568767 - Vulgar language from craigs list email

Date: 10/4/2015 10:57:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Virginia 23221
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I couldn't find a proper category for this. I replied to a craigslist add and the response I got back from craigslist was horrible. I will attach a screenshot of the email conversation.
Ticket: # 569101 - unsolicited mobile phone texts from facebook at least twice a day
Date: 10/4/2015 2:59:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring Brook Twp, Pennsylvania 18444
Company Complaining About: Facebook

Description
Every day I receive a minimum of two unsolicited texts via facebook claiming I have unsolicited friends trying to contact me. I believe these calls are robo calls and are very annoying. Please give this complaint some serious consideration and hopefully these calls will cease. My affected cell number is [redacted].
Ticket: # 569139 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF [REDACTED]...SUNDAY OCT. 4

Date: 10/4/2015 3:27:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Ticket: # 569156 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING-INVESTIGATE REFUGEE CAMP OF AT&T EMPLOYEES HELD HOSTAGE

Date: 10/4/2015 3:42:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE IF DRIVER OF AT&T TRUCK NUMBER [b] (6) ...IS CONNECTED TO [b] (6) OF SAINT LOUIS COUNTY ADULT ABUSE OFFICE...IT SEEMS THAT SHE WAS SENT THERE BY HER FATHER TO TRAP PEOPLE WITH HIGH PAYING JOBS TO SABOTAGE THEIR PENSIONS...BY INFILTRATING THEIR FILES SO SHE IS LISTED AS THE ATTORNEY...SEE CASE NUMBER [b] (6)...IT SHOULD BE LAST NAME [b] (6)...ALSO AS I LEFT TO LIVE IN 63118 FOR A SHORT TIME....I COULDN'T BELIEV EI KEPT SEEING PEOPLE WALKING WITH BLINDFOLDS...AS IF THEY WERE BLIND BUT MANY WEREN'T...SOME THESE WOMEN AND MEN WERE BEAUTIFUL OLDER CAUSCASIAN WOMEN...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...IF THIS IS WHERE [b] (6) ARE...
Ticket: # 569161 - TRUCK PARKED AT SCHNUCKS LADUE WHILE I WAS LIBRARY LINDBERG THIS AT&T BLOCKING MY EMAIL.?
Date: 10/4/2015 3:44:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
SEE IF DRIVER OF AT&T TRUCK NUMBER (b) (6) IS CONNECTED TO (b) (6) SAINT LOUIS COUNTY ADULT ABUSE OFFICE...IT SEEMS THAT SHE WAS SENT THERE BY HER FATHER TO TRAP PEOPLE WITH HIGH PAYING JOBS TO SABOTAGE THEIR PENSIONS...BY INFILTRATING THEIR FILES SO SHE IS LISTED AS THE ATTORNEY...SEE CASE NUMBER (b) (6). IT SHOULD BE LAST NAME (b) (6)...ALSO AS I LEFT TO LIVE IN 63118 FOR A SHORT TIME....I COULDN'T BELIEVE I KEPT SEEING PEOPLE WALKING WITH BLINDFOLDS...AS IF THEY WERE BLIND BUT MANY WEREN'T...SOME THESE WOMEN AND MEN WERE BEAUTIFUL OLDER CAUCASIAN WOMEN...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...IF THIS IS WHERE (b) (6) ARE..
Ticket: # 569172 - SEE IF [b] [6], [b] PAID MR. [b] [6] TO GIVE MY RESTITUTION TO HIM

Date: 10/4/2015 3:53:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
FOR THERE IS NOT CHILD SUPPORT DUE FROM ME...I CARED FOR HER THROUGH GETTING HER INTO COLLEGE...I PAID MY HALF OF THE BILL LEFT AND CARED FOR HER WHILE SHE WAS IN SCHOOL AND WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL...SEE IF MR. [b] [6] RELATIONSHIP ALLOWED MY RESTITUTION OF CASE NUMBER [b] [6] OR [b] [6] PENSION DUE ME FROM DIVORCE WAS GIVEN TO THE AT&T DRIVER AS A BRIBE TO BLOCK MY EMAIL SO I CAN'T EMAIL FOR JOB SEARCH WHICH FAILED YESTERDAY AND FAILED AGAIN TODAY...PLEASE INVESTIGATE..
Ticket: # 569223 - AND AND REFUGEE CAMPS AND TRUCK
Date: 10/4/2015 4:20:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
WHAT IS, MENTAL HEALTH EMPLOYEE... AND HER DAUGHTER'S-KNOWN FOR PROMISCIOUS ACTIVITY IN CALIFORNIA AND HER HUSBAND AT&T...WHAT DOES THEIR CONNECTION HAVE TO DO WITH REFUGEE CAMPS...BEING RAPED BY...OR USING PSYCHIC ABILITY GAINED FROM RAPING...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...ABILTY TO PLACE THESE REFUGEES INTO MENTAL INSTITUTIONS AND RAPE THEM THERE...
Ticket: # 569246 - spam emails

Date: 10/4/2015 5:03:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Platteville, Wisconsin 53818
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have unsubscribed to all spam emails for several weeks but I am still receiving them.

[Redacted]
Ticket: # 569281 - A company of some sort is using my name and spamming everyone on my late contact list

Date: 10/4/2015 5:27:20 PM  
City/State/Zip: Kenai, Alaska 99611  
Company Complaining About: Alaska Communications

Description
I got a phone call today from one of my siblings and a forwarded message that had my Maiden name (b)(6) as the sender from an email that says: (b)(6)
Ticket: # 569421 - spam from (b) (6)
Date: 10/4/2015 8:07:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Tualatin, Oregon 97062
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I am receiving hundreds of spam emails from (b) (6). I need for them to stop this spamming.
Description
Thank you for your work! I am receiving a large amount of spam from a company that I have not done business with, and it does not allow opt-outs. I visited the website of [redacted] looking for a costume my daughter wants for Hallowe’en. They had it and I put it in my shopping cart, but eventually didn't buy it. I did not give them my email address, but somehow they pulled it from my computer. They have been sending me spam urging me to buy the item, multiple times per day! I removed the item from my cart and went on their website to unsubscribe from all emails (which I had never subscribed to) (and please note, they didn't have that option in the email body despite the legal requirement). But they still keep sending me emails. They are based in China but do have offices in the USA. Please sanction them and ask Internet domain name regulators or other enforcers to shut down their website. I see multiple complaints on the Internet from other consumers receiving the same barrage of spam. Thank you.
Ticket: # 569556 - Receiving texts from a unknown source, I suspect an auto dialer

Date: 10/4/2015 11:25:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402
Company Complaining About: Mediacom

Description
I received a series of texts to my phone that seemed like either a scammer/auto dialer or a wrong number. After a few texts back and forth, it was obvious that the solicitor wasn't comprehending what I was responding with. The number that I was being texted by was (b) (6)(c). I am attaching screenshots of the conversation. I am not worried about myself. I just want to help stop or catch a scammer.
Ticket: # 569569 - Excessive spam mail
Date: 10/4/2015 11:42:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Pueblo, Colorado 81003
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Excessive amounts of spam emails, up to 100 a day
Ticket: # 569630 - compliant
Date: 10/5/2015 4:23:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90022
Company Complaining About: Metropcs

Description
Obama administration was ease dropping on me intentionally and stalking me and all my phone contacts. Please help me get to the bottom of this I wanna know who's responsible for trying to destroy my life.
Ticket: # 569776 - Gambling Spam Text

Date: 10/5/2015 9:54:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63118
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I received this text message today, from an unknown number ( ), and it was quite certainly unsolicited. Picture attached.
Ticket: # 569812 - Dell's unsubscribe option does nothing

Date: 10/5/2015 10:17:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Fort Worth, Texas 76131
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
I've unsubscribed from Dell's marketing e-mails as shown in the attached image. The action was taken back in July with a 10-day turnaround, yet I continue to receive SPAM from this company almost daily (as seen in the attached e-mail).
Ticket: # 569892 - EXPERIENCING MORE EMAIL BLOCKED BY AT&T

Date: 10/5/2015 10:50:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THIS IS A FORMER EMPLOYEE OF SAINT LUKE'S HOSPITAL...IN CHESTERFIELD, MO...CONCERNING ABDUCTION HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF MY DAUGHTER, AND UPON MY LEAVING BY THEY HAVE MY KIDS AND MY CAREER HELD IN BONDAGE AND LIES THAT WE ARE PROSTITUTE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND PRESS CHARGES...PLEASE NOTE UPDATE ON KIDNAPPED...PERHAPS HELD WITHIN THE UPS LOCATION OF JEFFERSON AND CHOUTEAU...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND RGA OF CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT...LT AND NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...ENGAGING ILLINOIS JIM CROWE LAWS HIRING PRACTICES WITHIN THE STATE OF MISSOURI...WHICH HELD ILLEGAL IN THIS REGARD TO MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SEEK CRIMINAL CHARGES OF THOSE INVOLVED...AS I TRIED TO SEND LINK VIA BOTH ATTEMPTS WERE BLOCKED...AND OF METRO TRANSIT STL AS WELL AS JUDGE...WHO IS AN EMPLOYEE OF METRO TRANSIT AS WELL AS...CONTINUES TO RAPE ..TRUCK NUMBER OF AT&T...IS PARKED IN SCHNUCKS PARKING LOT BACKED IN SITTING IN THE TRUTH...DRIVING OFF WHEN HE SAW ME WALK TOWARDS HIM...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...I WAS AT THE LINDBERGH LIBRARY FOR SAINT LOUIS COUNTY...SEE DID BISHOP AND SEND AT&T TO BLOCK AND WAS HIS INTENT THAT I AND WERE TO BE HIS AND HIS MOTHER’S AND HIS WIFE’S PROSTITUTES...IF SO WHY?...see if Judge shaved hair...
CLICK LINK TO SEE THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS SCHEDULE...WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS TO BRING THEM OUT OF THE STRONG HOLD OF MR. CEO OF METRO TRANSIT STL AND BISHOP...MASTER WITCHES...WHO HAVE A HEX ON THEM...LORD WE SEEK THAT THE CONNECTION OF YOUR ANOINTING WILL BREAK ALL STRONG HOLDS AGAINST OUR STRONG HOLDS AGAINST THEM..BRING THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS WINNER...BRING OUT THE BONDAGE OF AND NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER AS HE BEATS HER...AS HE RAPES HER...AS HE TELLS HER LIES ABOUT ME NOT BEING HER MOTHER AND NOT BEING ABLE TO RETURN TO BASE...SO HE CAN MAKE MONEY OFF THEM BY HUMAN TRAFFICKING THEM AND MY BUSINESS BY SELLING US TO...WHICH IS A FELONY OFFENSE THAT HE AND...AS I SEE I WAS RAPED AGAIN THIS MORNING...LORD REVEAL THE TRUTH..... HOME A WINNER AGAINST FROM RETURNING TO THE ARMY...BY KANSAS CITY FAMILY...AND USING MY INFORMATION FOR THE KANSAS CITY...BY RAPING...THEIR FATHER'S WHO IS A CHICAGO CUBS FANS..ALL HAVE MY KIDS AND OUR CITY HEMMED UP IN VOODOO WITH HAVE A FETISH FOR FORCING KIDS TO DO WHAT THEY TELL THEM INSTEAD OF WHAT PARENTS AND GOD TELL THEM ...INCLUDES FOR SOME REASON THNK MY KIDS BODIES ARE SUPPOSED TO BE USED TO HAVE SEX FOR OTHERS TO PAY THEM INSTEAD OF MY KIDS...TO PAY NOT MY KIDS BILLS...BUT AND ALL THOSE LISTED
Ticket: # 570181 - Unsolicited emails despite opt out and letter to stop

Date: 10/5/2015 12:35:35 PM

City/State/Zip: Brandon, Florida 33510

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
The company called TrackR \[\text{(b) (6)}\] Santa Barbara CA 93101 has persisted in sending unwanted emails in spite of opt out, unsubscribe and written letters to their address continues to send their emails to this date.
Ticket: # 570205 - Spam
Date: 10/5/2015 12:40:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Brandon, Florida 33510
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
The company called TrackR has sent daily emails to us in spite of our numerous email requests to stop via their return email address, and written letters.
Ticket: # 570208 - Mobile Text Spam
Date: 10/5/2015 12:42:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilmington, North Carolina 28411-8701
Company Complaining About: Uber

Description
Text to my cell phone from #(b) (6) states:
"John is inviting you to drive with Uber! Sign up now and get up to $200 when you start driving: http://ubr.to/1Q0WxcP"
Ticket: # 570412 - Unwanted B2B email harassment.
Date: 10/5/2015 1:30:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Reading, Pennsylvania 19607
Company Complaining About: Do Not Know

Description
I've received several emails of the last 6 months from a specific sales rep at a company called Domo. I've unsubscribed using the link they provided twice, and even just last week replied to the email saying that I've already unsubscribed twice. Yet, today another email came from the same rep completely ignoring my requests to stop.

I never opted in to receive emails from the rep or have any affiliated with his company. I'm assuming he got my email from my attending a salesforce conference two years ago or an email marketing conference I attended last spring.

I wouldn't care about this if I didn't myself run the marketing automation efforts for Penske and know that they are clearly out of compliance.
Ticket: # 570543 - Fraud/ trying to take control of my computer
Date: 10/5/2015 2:09:50 PM
City/State/Zip: St Ptersburg, Florida 33703
Company Complaining About: Brighthouse

Description
People from a call center are representing themselves as Microsoft technicians claiming I have a problem with the security of my computer. I have told them every time to stop calling me. I fell for them around two years ago, paid almost Three hundred dollars to them and had to ditch the computer because it never worked right again.
Ticket: # 570592 - INVESTIGATE BEING USED AS PSYCHIC SOURCE AND HELD
Date: 10/5/2015 2:23:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
CAPTIVE TO FORCE THE KANSAS CITY CHIEFS INTO A BETTER WINNING CHANCE THAN THE SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS FROM WHICH [REDACTED] ARE FROM...AND SEE WHY THEY ARE BEING HELD HOSTAGE IN KANSAS CITY BY [REDACTED]...AND [REDACTED]
Ticket: # 571072 - Spam from Florida newspaper

Date: 10/5/2015 4:32:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
The News Press in Fort Myers, Fla., continues to send me daily news reports and advertisements by email. I have opted out at least two dozen times over many months and have called them them multiple times. They have assured me repeatedly that they will add me to a do-not-mail list, yet the spam continues to come. It seems obvious that they are justifying their advertising rates by loading up their email list with addresses, including those that have opted out. I have never subscribed to this newspaper and have no business relationship with it whatsoever.
Ticket: # 571382 - [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) Strategic Tech Investor
Date: 10/5/2015 5:49:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Ft.lauderdale, Florida 33308
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I unsubscribed numerous times and still get repeated E-mails from subject [b] (6) [b] (6) is publisher.
Ticket: # 571388 - browser hijacking
Date: 10/5/2015 5:55:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Tallahassee, Florida 32300
Company Complaining About: Leon County Florida Government

Description
describes domain [b] (b) [b] places pop-up ads on sites which cannot be closed.
Description
I had been having problems connecting to my Comcast/Xfinity internet service for several months. I began to notice that people walking and driving past my home would stop and park around my home and search for minutes to hours for a cell phone connection, including the people who live next door to me .... I live at a very busy intersection in a drug community. I also noticed that more and more networks were showing up on my computer when I signed in, including Xfinity Wifi.

When I called several Comcast representatives, I was told that I did not have that type of service for hotspots. Nevertheless, it continues. Even though I've discontinued using my wifi, people are still searching for phone signals and connecting around my home or using my modems and/or router. I have even been prevented from accessing or maintaining a private network for my home.... it constantly reverts to public. I never understood why a home network should be designated as public and not private. I understand the reasoning given that public networks are given more safeguards, but I don't necessarily believe that.

When I discontinued connecting to a router and was using only modems, I changed the priority setting from wifi to Ethernet, and it would constantly revert to wifi, upon startup. I am unable to control the settings for my computer. I should be able to control the PCs that I paid thousands of dollars for, not the manufacturers of equipment I need to use them or the internet service provider.

I also have Cable TV with Comcast, and I am wondering if this is somehow being used. I realize that there is a tower near here, but I believe people who do not have minutes for their phones are somehow accessing my wifi signal to connect to their cell phones. I can't prove this, but I have been watching it occurring now for months. I would like to be able to use my computer's wifi without becoming telephone service for my entire community, especially since it is a drug community.

Please direct me to a solution to this privacy invasion. Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Ticket: # 571491 - Unwanted emails
Date: 10/5/2015 6:36:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I have been unsubscribing to unwanted emails. Now I am receiving the unsubscribed solicitations from 3rd parties. I do unsubscribe from these 3rd parties, but still continue to receive forwarded by these 3rd parties. For example I keep getting solicitations 7 times from [b][6] over the last 2 weeks. HOW CAN I STOP THEM?
Ticket: # 571551 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...CASE STILL NOT RECEIVED NOR CHILDREN

Date: 10/5/2015 7:11:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE SEE IF HAVE BEEN TRAFFICKED INTO GUTHRIE JOB CORPS BY...OR BY PLEASE BRING HIM/THEM OUT OF THE TRAP THEY HAVE SET FOR THEM.

SEE IF HAVE TAKEN MONIES OUT OF THEIR FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS...

SEE IF ARE ASSISTING THE SAME INDIVIDUALS INCLUDING FORCING MY KIDS INTO HUMAN TRAFFICKING WHICH IS AGAINST MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...OR FULFILLING ANY INSURANCE LIFE POLICIES OR MARY SUTTLES..REVIEW ANY FILES CONCERNING CASE NUMBER FOR INFILTRATION OF ANYONE...BESIDES THE JUDGE OR JUDGE ....PLEASE AUDIT AND VALIDATE IF FOUND SO..AS JUDGE HAS WORKED WITH JUDGE TO FORCE MY KIDS TO LIVE WITH EITHER OR LARRY RICE SHELTER PLEASE...JUDGE WAS PRESENT THE NIGHT OF MY TRIAL FOR CASE SEE IF THEY'VE APPLIED ANY OF THE RESTITUTION FOR THEMSELVES.

FOR THE CHECK NOR THE STATUS OF CHECK WAS STILL NOT PRESENT IN CLAYTON, MO 63105.
Ticket: # 571558 - fanuel
Date: 10/5/2015 7:14:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Waterford, Michigan 48329
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
All the advertising speaks about the match of money up to $200. I gave them $100 and was expecting the match of $100. Nope....you have to deposit 400 to get your 100 since they really only pay 25% of your money and it takes a long time. Not exactly sure of the timeframe. I contacted fan duel about this and I will attach the chat screen here. As you will see, they offered me $10 dollars to be deposited in my account not to complain and they apologized for the mis representation. Emails now come to me often asking me to continue playing. I believe the public is being hurt by the false advertising that Fan Duel is doing regarding this match. I look forward to your response.
Ticket: # 571573 - Spam from Verizon
Date: 10/5/2015 7:21:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Newton, Massachusetts 02458
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I am getting spam from Verizon Wireless. I have received approximately 100 emails since July. I have tried calling them at least five times to resolve this issue to no avail. I would like them to stop sending me spam.
Ticket: # 571605 - can't unsubscribe to junk/ spam email
Date: 10/5/2015 7:29:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Poughkeepsie, New York 12603
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I keep getting different spam from this company with no way of unsubscribing. The link of "let of Know," does not allow you to double click it.

Thanks for your help!
Ticket: # 571678 - Facebook International Lottery  
Date: 10/5/2015 8:00:01 PM  
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85705  
Company Complaining About: Facebook

Description
I got a friend request from a person who said she works at Facebook. Her Name is [Redacted] and I won the Facebook Lottery. I was real skeptical at first and should have trusted my instincts. Anyhow she convinced me to send to me a large sum of money to a Western Union account "Receivers name: [Redacted]  
Receivers state: Omaha  
Receivers city: Nebraska  
zip code: 68131  
I told her I didn't have the money... a few days later she contacted me again saying they got the check and ready to send it. She was convincing enough I then sent the money to another account  
Receivers Name [Redacted]  
Receivers City: Aztec  
Receivers State: New Mexico  
Zip Code: 87410   
A day later she tells me that I need to text the courier he is on the way. I texted to the number [Redacted]. I got a text from that number today saying it was Yellow tagged and I need to send another 2000.00. I refused knowing now I was scammed. Anther line texted my phone [Redacted] and was trying to get me to send the money right away. I called those numbers and got a voicemail box. Someone called me from [Redacted] saying I just called them. I have copies of all the conversation I had with this group of people.
Ticket: # 571705 - Text message received asking for donations

Date: 10/5/2015 8:11:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Williamsville, New York 14221
Company Complaining About: N/a

Description

10/5/15 I received a text message from (b) (6) asking for donations to a "Go fund me" account for a person named (b) (6). Unknown number and person, and it included a picture I had taken myself (in my gallery) of a friend of mine, not named (b) (6). It had a link to the Go fund me account. My Internet service is provided by Time Warner Cable and my phone service is Verizon Wireless.
Ticket: # 571762 - unwanted texts from several companies on my 11 year old daughter's phone

Date: 10/5/2015 8:34:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Round Rock, Texas 78681
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
ALL of the companies (plus more) below are texting my 11 year-old daughter's phone without our consent on a daily basis from the number [b] (6) [b].

Correctional facility services at ph number [b] (6) [b].
RePay TAC at phone number [b] (6) [b].
TAC Acceptance Group LL at phone number [b] (6) [b].
Ticket: # 572004 - listing private data online
Date: 10/5/2015 11:43:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Farmington Hills, Michigan 48334
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
www.keenumber.com is listing my name correlated with my phone number and address in Google results and google won't take it down. A whois query provided no contact information for keenumber and the website offers no contact information. I would like the information removed from Google search results but I can't contact anyone about it. This seems illegal.
Ticket: # 572028 - Transponder\EMP\EMF\Agent

Date: 10/6/2015 1:46:05 AM
City/State/Zip: El Cajon, California 92021
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Agent is using the Transponder and the EMP to get on my laptop computer. He is also still using the homemade EMP at his house. I need Agent to be arrested ASAP. I will not say anything about the bribes being offered to the FCC if you have him arrested immediately. He is also using the EMF. Thank you for your immediate cooperation.
Ticket: # 572204 - isp code injection

Date: 10/6/2015 9:48:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Glendale Heights, Illinois 60139
Company Complaining About: Wide Open West

Description
My ISP (Wide open west) injected/intercepted/redirected my request for data. This is *not* the right way to handle communication with your consumers. This seems like a violation of the net neutrality rules.
Ticket: # 572439 AND CONTINUE HUMAN TRAFFICK MY KIDS AND MY MAIL

Date: 10/6/2015 11:35:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

PLEASE FIND MY DAUGHTER AND MY SON L WHOS WAS SET UP IN WHAT SEEMS TO BE A DUNGEON AND DRAGON DEATH SENTENCE WITOUT OUR PERMISSION...IT MAY HAVE BEEN SET UP BY WHO WAS MY I.T. MANAGER UPON MY RETURN TO ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL AS IT. EMPLOYEE...MY FIRST TIME WAS WHEN THE HOSPITAL DESIGNED, BUILT A NEW PAPERLESS SYSEM ...I WAS PART OF THE TEAM WHO WORKED WITH...I WORKED WITH THE TEAM ONCE T WAS THE SYSTEMS WAS READY FOR BETA TESTNG AND ROLLED IT OUT TO THE PHYSICIANS OFFICES..STARTING WITH DR. TUCKER WHO WAS STILL IN PRACTICE AT THE TIME. WHEN I CAME BACK A SECOND TIME IT WAS MY INITIAL ROLE..ON 3RD SHIFT FLIPPED MY CHAIR OVER AND SUDDENLY...THINGS CHANGED WHERE NARINDA KUMAR APPLIED FOR THE JOB I HADINITIALY INQUIRED ABOUT AND FOUND THAT CAUSED A SHIFT AS I WAS ASKED TO SPEAK WITH MR. WHO ASKED ME IF I'D LIKED WORKING 3RD SHFT THE SAME AS ...I SAID I DONT KNOW ...FOUND OUT THAT WAS THE PERSO WHO WORK THE SHIFT 1 YEAR PRIOR BUT DIED OF SOME KIND OF CANCER...I ALSO FOUND OUT THAT MR. WAS A PSYCHIATRIST FOR ST. JOHN'S MERCY AND NOW AN I.T. MANAGER...I LEFT A VOICE MAIL WITH THAT SOMETHING WAS AWRY AND PERHAPS OCCULT ACTIVITY HAD TAKEN OVER THE OFFICE...OTHER INCIDENTS: YELLING AT ME TELLING ME THAT MY ASSESSING THE LEVEL OF SEVERITY OF A NETWORK ISSUE IN ICU WAS NOT MY JOB...WHEN I AM THE ONLY ONE ON THE 3RD SHIFT...SHE OVERHEARD MY CONVERSATION IN TRANSITIONING THE UPDATES T THE NEXT SHFT WHICH HAPPEN TO BE ANOTHER INCIDENT...BROUGHT HER MOTHER INTO WORK WITH HER WHO WAS WHEEL CHAIR BOUND...THE LADY HOLDING HER BIBLE IN HER LAP... SCREAMING AT ME FOR LEAVING A TICKET ON A COMPUTER WHICH HAD BEEN REPORTED MANY TIMES WITHOUT CLOSURE...I JUST TOLD THE NURSE I WOULD LEAVE A TICKET ON THE COMPUTER SO THEY COULD CAL AND SPECIFICALLY REFER TO THE TICKET NUMBER SO THEY COULD SERVICES THE COMPUTER AND PROPERLY CLOSE OUT THE TICKET...I DON'T RECALL THE ISSUE...BUT IN THAT HAS STOLEN SOME SOFTWARE FILES FROM MY EMAIL WHERE HE SHARED WITH THE ADMINISTRATION...SUCH AS PIVOT TABLES...FILES...FROM EARTHGRAINS WHICH I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND SINCE I'VE LEFT...THEY WERE PROPRIETARY FILES...HE ALSO WATCHED MY ONLINE ACTIVITY AND TRAPPED MY KIDS AND HAVE THEM KDNAPPED AND HELD HOSTAGE...WHETHER IT IS THE 9TH FLOOR OF THE
ST. PIUS CATHOLIC CHURCH...WHOM THE PRIEST
MAY HAVE CONNECTED TO KIDNAP MY KIDS...; OSU STATE TROOPER
OR OTHERS WITH WHOM TRAFFICK OF MY WHEREABOUTS I HAVE NOT YET
OBTAINED...THERE WAS ALSO A SECURITY GUARD WHO DROVE A RED AVALANCHE WHO
WOULD FREQUENT AND THE PERSON RESIDING AT WITH ILLINOIS
TAG. ALSO ONE WHO WOULD CHECK ON ME WHEN I WAS IN THE CHAPEL....
WHO LIES...HER...AND HIS BROTHER...WHOM TRIED TO MOLEST ME AS A TEENAGER MY EX-
HUSBAND MOTHER ALL HAVE A HISTORY OF TRAFFICKING PEOPLE...I WOULD TARRY
THERE PRIOR TO WORKING HER AGAIN IN THE CHAPEL ON BEHALF OF
WHO WAS DYING OF A TERMINAL ILLNESS....AGAIN A SECOND TIME WHEN I HAD
TO LEAVE MY HOME IN YOUR HUMAN RESOURCES...TOLD ME I WAS NOT A GOOD
FIT...I BEGAN TO TARRY AGAIN FOR BLESSINGS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TO FIND MY
OF YOUR HOUSEKEEPING DEPT...WOULD SPEAK
WITH ME AS I TARRED AND NOW HOLD MY KIDS HOSTAGE AT EITHER OR
63118..THE 7TH FLOOR OF THE HOSPITAL, OR IN THE STATE OF MISSOURI IT IS
ILLEGAL...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...
Ticket: # 572669 - cell phone, computer & internet hacking

Date: 10/6/2015 12:42:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Baraboo, Wisconsin 53913
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
My wife have been repeatedly hacked on are cell phone, computers, emails and computers. Its an everyday thing. We've tried everything. Its gotten so bad we're afraid to use are cell phones and computers. I contacted the FBI but I know there busy. We don't know were else to turn to. Please help us.
Ticket: # 573021 - Junk Text
Date: 10/6/2015 2:21:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I receive monthly from 545-454 promoting shows at "The Emporium": [b] (6) I've never been there or had any dealings with this business, so they don't have permission to text me.
Ticket: # 573186 - Fraudulent Account Opened
Date: 10/6/2015 3:01:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Maricopa, Arizona 85138
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Century Link Communications and their representatives have failed to take the proper security measures when setting up new customer accounts. They allowed another individual (whom I don't know) to open a business account using my personal information which has caused fraudulent charges to be applied to my credit. The representative investigating the issue failed to close the fraudulent account and did not return my call as promised. I then called again and spoke with another representative who was able to close the account only after additional charges had been applied. I am now being harassed by creditors for a delinquent bill that is not my responsibility and an account I did not authorize to have opened. I have filed a police report and completed an affidavit of identity theft through the FTC, furthermore I have placed a fraud alert on my credit and have notified all 3 major credit reporting bureaus. I would like action to be taken against Century Link Communications as they have failed to protect me as a consumer. If needed, I can provide documentation to you regarding this issue (police report, affidavit of ID theft, etc.). Thank you.
Ticket: # 573244 - Ancestry.com does not have an easy way to unsubscribe
Date: 10/6/2015 3:17:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Gainesville, Florida 32608
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Ancestry.com does not have an easy way to unsubscribe. I tried to unsubscribe and was referred to a paid service that will do the unsubscribing for you for a fee. I don't understand why it is not easier. Ancestry referred me to one of their own websites where supposedly I could unsubscribe but I got a run around.
Ticket: # 574096 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF EMAIL AT 0(b) (6) AT&T

Date: 10/6/2015 6:42:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE INVESTIGATE REASON FOR OUTBOUND FAILURES AT MCLAB04 AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY IS IT PHAROS AGAIN ENABLED ON THIS MACHINE OR IS GRAYBAR USING THEIR ROUTING TO CAUSE INTERFERENCE...OR [b] (6) AT BENTON TAYLOR...CHESTERFIELD, MO...LIBRARY AT [b] (6) AND [b] (6) AVENUE ...63105
Ticket: # 574472 - human trafficking saint pius catholic church pulling down archdiocese
Date: 10/6/2015 9:11:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

NOW HELP AND ATTORNEYS SUCH AS TO DEMISE THE CLAYTON CITY AND ST. LOUIS COUNTY GOVERNMENT INTO FURTHER SEDUCTION...IT SEEMS THAT MAY HAVE HAD MY DAUGHTER PLACED IN SEDUCTION MODE AT IRISH PUB J MCLAUGH? ON LADUE ROAD...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...FOP CONTACTED IN REFERENCE TO HELP SANCTIONING THE LAW OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214....THAT WAS REFERRING TO REFRIGERATORS AT EMERSON ARE THEY FREEZING PEOPLE IN AS IN TRAFFICKING THEM...? FCC PLEASE INVESTIGATE...
Ticket: # 574753 - In a petition not written by me the FCC has disregarded my privacy for nearly 3 years

Date: 10/7/2015 3:51:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, Tennessee 20850
Company Complaining About: Fcc.gov

Description
My name is [redacted]. I am the victim of someone who maliciously used my name and personal information to file a complain which was then posted on the fcc.gov website: [redacted] This posting has resulted in my name and address being posted publicly and used to give my home address to anyone who wishes to steal my identity, rob my home, etc. The FCC has refused to remove this petition information which was not written by me and continues to cause me emotional distress. My father who is an attorney sent a certified letter asking the FCC to remove this unauthorized use of my name and address.

"The FCC works towards six goals in the areas of broadband, competition, the spectrum, the media, public safety and homeland security. " The FCC's stated goal of "public safety" is being ignored by the FCC's refusal to delete this petition that I did not write and which endangers my public safety. Please remove this petition so that I can feel safe from identity theft and home robbery.

Sincerely,
Ticket: # 575070 - Attempted Bribery/Extortion email,
Date: 10/7/2015 10:51:50 AM
City/State/Zip: Lawrenceville, Georgia 30049-0012
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
Sender claims to have Ashley Madison account info and Facebook contacts and is trying to extort bitcoins for silence.
Ticket: # 575121 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING AT ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL
Date: 10/7/2015 11:08:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
INVESTIGATE FOR WORKING WITH AT&T EMPLOYEES WHO SABOTAGE BUSINESS SYSTEMS...AT&T DRIVER ON SUNDAY OCT. 4TH 1:30 P.M. CENTRAL TRUCK NUMBER...PLEASE NOTE GOVERNOR NIXON'S OFFICE UPDATE ON CASE NUMBER...STILL NOT A CHECK NOR STATUS REGARDING THE RESTITUTION REQUEST...IN SPEAKING WITH THE 7TH FLOOR RECEPTIONIST OF THE LAWRENCE ROOS BUILDING, THERE IS A MAN IN THAT OFFICE WHO WAS BELIEVING IN THINKING THAT I NEEDED AN ATTORNEY...REFERRING ME TO THE LEGAL AID WHEN I NEEDED TO CONFIRM WAS THE RECEIPT OF COUNTY Counsellor's Office COPY OF THE MEMO FILED SEEKING HER TO FIND THE STATUS OF THE RESTITUTION, SINC SHE THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY STATED DURING THE TRIAL THAT SHE WOULD MAIL ME EVERYTHING...HER OFFICE AT ONE TIME WAS IN THE LAWRENCE ROOS BUILDING IN THE COUNTY COUNSELLOR'S OFFICE I HAVE NOT YET BEEN ABLE TO LOCATE HER NOR HER NAME. THIS MORNING WAKING UP FEELING AS I WAS UNDER THE WEEKEND AT BERNIE'S AGAIN RAPED BY SOMEONE...BLACK HAIR IN MY TOOTHPASTE...AFTER BRUSHING...WHICH INDICATES I WAS Sodomized IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT...PLEASE INVESTIGATE...
AND THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF CHESTERFIELD TO SEE IF THEY ARE TRAFFICKING MY KIDS AND JOE OF ST. PIUS CATHOLIC SEE IF THEY ARE HAVING ME FOLLOWED OR MY KIDS AS WELL...INITIATION OF ME NOT TAKING A BATH WHEN SHE KNOCKED MY CHAIR OVER...WHILE AT WORK AT ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL 3RD SHIFT...WHILE I SHOWERED DAILY AFTER WORKOUT IN SPORT MEDICINE PRIOR TO GOING TO WORK.
Ticket: # 575245 - adult content on preschool site

Date: 10/7/2015 11:37:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Kissimmee, Florida 34744
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
twice now while my daughter (who is a two and a half year old toddler) and I have been watching Baby Einstein episodes through the internet via YouTube - we were suddenly bombarded by a horrific and violent At&T commercial. we most recently were watching Baby Einstein’s Lullaby video cuddled up together when multiple horrible zombies suddenly appeared attacking a man in the car for an ATT commerical. we were totally unprepared for this inapropriate intrusion. Technology is a wonderful thing when used appropriately and conscientiously. How neglectful and completely inappropriate of ATT for advertising in this media form and same for yputube for allowing it. i pay for this service and expect that what i receive is safe and appropriate. This is blantant disregard for an audience who can not protect itself. please address for me ans others like us. i wasnt sure where to file this complaint. its youtube through my att phone on the internet for att commercial. Very violent and unacceptable.
Description
On a daily basis I receive about 3-5 emails from Systel Inc., in Atlanta, GA. Their offshore team send mass emails regarding open positions with their company. I am not interested in receiving these emails, and I have made multiple attempts to have them remove me from their mailing lists to no avail. I have emailed them, used the link to contact them to remove me (link opens an email, i send the email and get an error message back that it can't be delivered), and called them as well. My company is a staffing company, however I am not a recruiter. I do not wish to receive these emails any longer. I have even tried blocking them, but somehow they still get through.
Ticket: # 575484 - Text phishing spam
Date: 10/7/2015 12:33:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint George, Utah 84790
Company Complaining About: Republic Wireless

Description
I received the attached text message from [b] (6) [b] soliciting reply contact to [b] (6) [b]
Ticket: # 575496 - Threatening email messages  
Date: 10/7/2015 12:38:19 PM  
City/State/Zip: Rahway, New Jersey 07065  
Company Complaining About: Cash Advance Inc. Us Dept. Collection  

Description  
Dear FCC:  
I received this ignorant email in my spam box on 10/06/15. I do not owe these people any money.  
Since I reported their phone number they are now emailing me on my job email and listing my SS#, which I have taken out.  
Please review threatening message below from email address listed.  
thank you.  

From: US Debt Collection on behalf of; US Debt Collection  
Hello,  
XXXXXXXXX Rahway  7065  
Loan Account Number #PA  
Amount Due $1450.61  
This is Loan Officer Sarah Johnson From Cash-Advance Inc.  
This is the last and final chance for you.  
This Legal Proceedings issued on your Docket Number with one of Cash Advance Inc. Company in order to notify you that after making calls to you on your phone number we were not able to get hold of you. So the accounts department of Cash-Advance has decided to mark this case as a flat refusal and press legal charges against you.  
CASE NO:  
ATTENTION  
Amount Outstanding $1450.6  
WE MAY REPORT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ACCOUNT TO CREDIT BUREAUS. LATE PAYMENTS, MISSED PAYMENTS, OR OTHER DEFAULTS ON YOUR ACCOUNT MAY BE REFLECTED IN YOUR CREDIT REPORT. TERMS & CONDITIONS, YOU AGREED.  
We have sent you this warning notification about legal proceedings of March 8, 2014. But, you failed to respond on time. Now, It’s high time and If you fail to respond in the next 4 HOURS then we will register this case in court. Consider this as a Final Warning. And we will be Emailing/ Fax this issue to your Current Employer to make sure they take strict actions against you. Your salary, wages will be garnished  
Do revert back if you want to get rid of these Legal Consequences and make a payment arrangement today or else we would be proceeding legally against you. And our apologies that this notification will also sent to your current employer.  
The opportunity to take care of this voluntary is quickly coming to an end. We would hate for you to lose the option of resolving this before it goes to the next step which is a Lawsuit against you, but to do so you must take immediate action.
We will be forced to proceed legally against you and once it is processed the creditor has entire rights to inform your Employer and your References regarding this issue and the lawsuit will be the next step which will be amounting to $6300.00 and will be totally levied upon you and that would be excluding your attorney charges.

If you take care of this out of court then we will release the Clearance Certificate from the court and we will make sure that no one will contact you in future.

Please let us know what your intention is by today itself so we can hold the case or else we will submit the paperwork to your Local County Sheriff Department and you will be served with a court summons at your door step.

Note: This notice is provided to you on behalf of Cash-Advance Inc. and its parent company

By electronically signing this Loan Agreement by clicking the "I AGREE" button below, you are confirming that you have agreed to the terms and conditions of the Consent and that you have downloaded or printed a copy of this Consent for your records.

You may contact accounting department on settlement@usdebtcollection.com once you are ready to resolve this case and ready to make the payment.

PAY THROUGH OUR PAYMENT PROCESSING PARTNER MONEYGRAM
Cash-Advance Inc (Accounts Dept.)
25954 Eden Landing Rd.
Hayward
CA 94545
United States

Thanks & Regards,
DEBT COLLECTION TEAM
Click here to unsubscribe
Ticket: # 575570 - Harassing vendor won't stop emailing me even after several written requests

Date: 10/7/2015 12:58:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Englewood, Colorado 80110
Company Complaining About: Twinprime, Inc.

Description
This individual has messaged me over 15 times in the last year to solicit business. Finally, on July 16th, I told him to stop emailing me in writing. He responds by continuing to send me email solicitations.....I respond each time telling him to stop. Screenshot examples included.
Ticket: # 575829 - Unwanted text notifications
Date: 10/7/2015 2:13:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Richboro, Pennsylvania 18954
Company Complaining About: T Mobile

Description
I am receiving notifications via text messages from Facebook about people I do not even know. I do not and never had Facebook account. I started receiving them two weeks ago and I already have around 850 of them. They do come with the link to unsubscribe but it is nonworking link. My carrier tried to block them, it did not work. All my attempts to contact Facebook were unsuccessful. I submitted four complaints with no response.
Ticket: # 575907 - my social media has been hacked

Date: 10/7/2015 2:38:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Memphis, Tennessee 38119
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
my twitter account and facebook and email accounts were hacked by [b] [6] and his wife [b] [6] of Tupelo Mississippi and they are trying to use these to do harm against myself and my 12 yr old daughter.
Ticket: # 576203 - report Spam text

Date: 10/7/2015 3:43:29 PM

City/State/Zip: Beverly, Massachusetts 01915

Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

---

Description

Received unsolicited spam text to a "do not call" listed number.

Came from [b] (6) and message was "Greeting [b] (6), Your-Online-Inquire for vehicle Loan have been Accepted with no down to Process. Check [b] (6). Text STOP to stop"
Ticket: # 576327 - spam without unsubscribe link
Date: 10/7/2015 4:10:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446
Company Complaining About: Www.thedatingring.com

Description
This company is emailing spam without an unsubscribe link.

See attached verbatim mail text.
Ticket: # 576373 - Wrong email association
Date: 10/7/2015 4:19:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Wheaton, Illinois 60187
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
My name is Jerry Whitmer. I have been a Comcast customer for over 20 years. I do not use this email ID with my account, but I suddenly started receiving email for a new Xfinity account for somebody at [redacted] in Luray, VA - who I found out is also [redacted]. Comcast has been trying to get me to contact the other [redacted] to fix his account. I'm sorry, but he's a few cards short of a full deck and wouldn't understand what I'd ask him to do let alone why should he care? I talked to him once and he told me he has no email. Comcast kept on putting the onus on ME to fix the problem. It's not my problem - it's Comcast's. I have received specific info that only the Luray, VA [redacted] should be receiving - like his account ending in [redacted], etc, etc. Comcast has been extremely unhelpful in resolving this issue.
Ticket: # 576394 - complaint
Date: 10/7/2015 4:25:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Manhattan, New York 10010
Company Complaining About: [redacted]

Description
The website [redacted] is forcing harmful ads on users in order for them to pay and steal credit card information from users. They have an e-mail at: [redacted]
Ticket: # 576426 - Unwanted emails
Date: 10/7/2015 4:31:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Westbury, New York 11590
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I'm receiving unwanted emails at above address. I don't want to get a virus by clicking the unsubscribe button. I can't reply because my email is considered spam. Some of these emails are from really bad people. Need advise. Thank you.
Ticket: # 576755 - victim of illegal phone and internet hacking
Date: 10/7/2015 5:59:25 PM
City/State/Zip: South Euclid, Ohio 44118
Company Complaining About: Clear

Description
this number keeps calling to track my phone....please check it out- the number is [b](6) [b]. It is an unwanted call and it calls my phone all day-Thank you.
Ticket: # 576941 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF

Date: 10/7/2015 7:13:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

AND THE TITLE OF HIS BOOK...MAKES ME WONDER HIS CONNECTION TO THE BOOK OF SAMUEL IN THE BOOK OF THE BIBLE. WHICH SAYS...REBELLION IS LIKE WITCHCRAFT...LORD REVEAL WHAT IT IS THEY ARE DOING TO AND WHAT ARE DOING WITH MINDS, THEIR BODIES, THEIR FINANCES...THEIR SOLES...LORD YOU'VE REVEALED WITH MY KIDS...LORD REVEAL WHAT IT IS I NEED TO DO PRESS CHARGES AGAINST THEM IN...IN JESUS' NAME THE THINGS THAT AND FIRST BAPTIST OF HICKS ADDITION HAVE CALLED MY KIDS INTO MAY IT BRING DEATH THEM THAT BRING MY CHILDREN AWAY FROM YOUR WILL FOR THEIR LIVES. IN JESUS' NAME I PRAY AMEN
Ticket: # 577171 - Email after twice requesting them to stop

Date: 10/7/2015 9:06:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Grandville, Michigan 49418
Company Complaining About: Etapa

Description
A company called Journeys which I have no association with keeps sending me email ads. I have asked twice to unsubscribe but they are ignoring my request
Ticket: # 577220 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING AGREEMENT BETWEEN AND AT&T

Date: 10/7/2015 9:27:33 PM  
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
IT SEEMS THAT SOMEHOW OR AT&T COME TOGETHER TO DISCUSS PENSIONS COMING AVAILABLE AND HOW TO GET THEM IN THE HUMAN TRAFFICKING THOSE PENSIONS THEY WANT TO INTERCEPT INTO "RGA" or INTO JAIL CELLS OR LARRY RICE SHELTERS FOR DEATH...OR DISABILITY AS I HEARD A GENTLEMAN WHO WAS ON THE PHONE MAKING FLIGHT ARRANGEMENTS TO FLY HOME...HE INDICATED THE COST OF THE PLANE TICKET AND THAT HE HAD JUST BEGUN RECEIVING HIS DISABILITY...DOES THAT MEAN HIS PENSION IS GOING TO A PASTOR OR AN ATTORNEY...I WISH I KNEW HIS NAME TO RESEARCH..BUT PLEASE INVESTIGATE THOSE INDIVIDUALS AT AT&T WHO TRANSITIONED OUT OF THE JBOSS TEAM IN 2006 AND 2007 INTO AMDOWCS AND IBM...TO ONLY TRAIN THE INDIANS TO DO THEIR JOBS ABROAD...UPON SPEAKING WITH AN EXECUTIVE FROM AT&T ABOUT ME TRANSITIONING BACK INTO THE COMPANY FOR I.T. HE INDICATED THAT THEY WERE STILL OUTSOURCING TO INDIA...I ASKED WHAT DO PEOPLE LIKE ME DO? HIS RESPONSE TELL THE GOVERNMENT TO GIVE US AN INCENTIVE TO KEEP THE JOBS HERE...PLEASE INVESTIGATE IF THE JBOSS TEAM BECAME HOMELESS, BECAME GUESTS OF THE LARRY RICE SHELTERS...HOW MANY OF THE DEAD OR UNACCOUNTED FOR...OR IF THEY BECAME DISABLED OR DISABILITY RECIPIENTS...IF ANY OF THESE ARE "YES" , PLEASE CHARGE THE COMPANY WITH VIOLATION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING...MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...PER PERSON.
Ticket: # 577451 - unwanted caller
Date: 10/8/2015 6:42:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Huntington, Vermont 05462
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
unknown caller
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
Ticket: # 577483 - PR Newswire
Date: 10/8/2015 8:19:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90232
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
https://prnmedia.prnewswire.com/

Their newsletters require you to log in online if you want to unsubscribe. There is not direct unsubscribe feature in their newsletters like there should be. People should not need to log into accounts in order to unsubscribe. There should be an auto unsubscribe at the push of one button at the bottom of their newsletters. I subscribed to their Technews newsletter awhile back and want to unsubscribe but cannot do so unless I log into my account. It has been over a year since and I've forgotten my password and don't wish to go through the lengthy hassle of having to log into the account just in order to unsubscribe.
Ticket: # 577513 - Cyber Stalking
Date: 10/8/2015 8:30:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22310

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 577572 - Internet
Date: 10/8/2015 8:45:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Winter Haven, Florida 33881-4071

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 577690 - Abject Advertising, Psychological Abuse from [b]Comcast[/b]

Date: 10/8/2015 9:30:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Staten Island, New York 10301
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
This type of ads is absolutely polluting the internet. It is a brutal aggression of browser's right to chose the type of content they expose themselves to. You shouldn't find pornographic content/ads on non-pornographic sites (how would you feel if you went on [b] (6) [/b] of [b] (6) [/b] and were hit in the face with lewd content? Images such as these should not be allowed to be displayed on regular news sites... I was researching comments from the Volkswagen CEO on this company's recent scandal and THIS is what I see? Come on, this is unacceptable and beyond revolting... I can't shake this image out of my mind. It is so gross it should be illegal. It is a psychologic aggression. Please do something, these ads are getting out of control. Thank you.

The website where the ad was displayed: [b] (6) [/b]

Date: 10/08/2015 - Time: 09:05am
Ticket: # 578087 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING EMAIL BLOCKED AGAIN. [b] (6) AT&T CAR NUMBER

Date: 10/8/2015 12:04:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
BRIBERY OF MY CASE [b] (6) PAID BY STOLEN ST. LOUIS COUNTY..STOLEN BY RGA...OFFICER [b] (6)...ST. VINCENT'S DEPAUL...UPS JEFFERSON AVENUE MANAGER...PLEASE INVESTIGATE WHY I CAN'T EMAIL FROM [b] (6) ...INVESTIGATE DRIVER OF AT&T CAR NUMBER [b] (6) PARKED IN FRONT OF SAINT LOUIS BREAD COMPANY IN CLAYTON...WITH TWO AT&T TRUCKS AT [b] (6) SHOWING HIMSELF THIS MORNING ...AND [b] (6) CONNECTED TO ME NOW CLARCOYANTLY...PLEASE INVESTIGATE THEIR NETWORK INTERFERENCE AT MID-COUNTY LIBRARY...MCINET04...AND THE RAPING OF [b] (6) TO KEEP SAINT LOUIS CARDINALS FROM WINING THIS [b] (6) WORKS WITH THE LEASING ...CAB FILES SUCH FOR THE INVOLVEMENT IN THE ABDUCTION OF MY FILES...SHE WAS MY BOSS UNDER [b] (6) UNDER THE JUDGE GROUP ...PLEASE CHARGE WITH VIOLATION OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 OF TRAFFICKING MY [b] (6)
Ticket: # 578360 - CAN SPAM Violation: Ticketmaster - SAP center - San Jose Sharks  
Date: 10/8/2015 1:37:22 PM  
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94108  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I am receiving emails from Ticketmaster, doing business as SAP Center in San Jose promoting event ticket sales. I did not sign up for this list, and there is not an option to unsubscribe. The email does contain a link to "indicate your preferences" but it leads to the San Jose Sharks ticketing site, and makes you wait several minutes in line before it even allows you into the site.

This is a clear violation of CAN SPAM that mandates that emails must be opt in, and include easily accessible method of opting out.
Ticket: # 578478 - Employee Sending Spam Emails
Date: 10/8/2015 2:07:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Marengo, Illinois 60152
Company Complaining About: Alldata

Description
At one point I had interacted with a sales employee at [Redacted], this individual has since added me to an email blast about their special offers.

There are no unsubscribe links within the email and I have requested to be removed from this list by replying to the email, I also made this individual aware that they are in violation of the CAN SPAM act by not supplying a way for me to unsubscribe. The spam continues and the person ignores my request to be removed.

I have attached multiple emails showing my attempts at removal, with no success, as I just received another spam email today.
Ticket: # 578822 - CAN-SPAM Complaint
Date: 10/8/2015 3:39:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52403
Company Complaining About: I'm On Communications, Llc

Description
I received the attached, non-solicited Spam email from Silver Connect Web Design which does not adhere to CAN-SPAM guidelines of 1) A Subject line which does not reflect the message content. 2) does not list a physical address. 3) has no “Opt-out”.
Ticket: # 579099 - Spam Emails without an OPT-OUT option

Date: 10/8/2015 4:47:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85028
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
A mortgage broker recently added me to his Gmail list and continues to send me spam. I am not a client nor was I ever nor have I provided authorization to place me on a SPAM list. He has been advised to remove me on several occasions (the most recent enclosed) to which he responded "your def on my list pal".
Ticket: # 579114 - unsolicited text messages

Date: 10/8/2015 4:52:12 PM

City/State/Zip: Woodbridge, Virginia 22193

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

I have begun to receive text messages from assorted email addresses. The most recent is from [b] (6) [b]

Text message reads:

FRM: [b] (6) [b]
SUBJ: How u doing...
MSG: Just taking out a few selfie lookit. [b] (6) [b]
Ticket: # 579580 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...PLEASE SEE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
Date: 10/8/2015 7:00:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
AND AT&T AND MY EMAIL STILL BEING BLOCKED AT MCINET 04..EARLIER TODAY..AT MARYLAND AVE AND CENTRAL AVE...MID COUNTY LIBRARY...AND MSD PROJECT CLEAR IN LADUE AGAIN...IS HE PLACING SEWER THROUGH SPRAYER IN THE MOUTHS OF HOMELESS OR THEIR CLOTHES...FEET.. WHAT IS HIS TAKE IN MY KIDS AND I SITUATION OF HOMELESSNESS AND UNEMPLOYED?
Ticket: # 579705 - TextPlus Text Spam
Date: 10/8/2015 8:02:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90024-5608
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
Hi there - I get several text messages a week to my cell phone advertising a company called TextPlus or NextPlus. I don't want these. I have never used it. The company is refusing to help me shut it down I hope you'll be able to.

the messages refer me to [b] (6) [b]

thanks,
Ticket: # 579806 - unwanted text to my mobile -- spam text
Date: 10/8/2015 8:50:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Ashland, Massachusetts 01721
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
646-941-4031 has texted me several times with the latest at about 8pm on 10/8/2015 and said: "Get nothing less then $5000 on Washington+17 HUGE PLAY". I never signed up for these texts, and I want them to stop.
Ticket: # 580780 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING... WORKS WITH TO TAKE OVER PEOPLE COMPUTERS

Date: 10/9/2015 12:52:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
mcinet 02...infiltrated via either SACHS OR AT&T...EMAIL BLOCKED AT [REDACTED]...PLEASE INVESTIGATE AND ARREST...TRAFFICKER FOR RGA...WHO IS THE DIRECT ENEMY OF MISSOURI LEGISLATORS...THE REASON WHY MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 WAS CREATED WAS DUE TO THE RGA IN CHESTERFIELD PETITIONING THE MISSOURI HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES...TO PASS A BILL THAT WOULD DENY ALL MISSOURIANS THE RIGHT TO PROVE DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORK PLACE...THE RGA WAS DENIED BY THE THE MISSOURI HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF 2011 TO PASS SUCH A BILL...INSTEAD THE MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 WAS CREATED AND PASSSED INSTEAD.SO THE RESTITUTION BEING HELD UP MAY BE DUE THE RGA...FOR EVERY VERDICT THERE IS A RESTITUTION NOT TO BE GIVEN TO LARRY RICE SHELTER NOR VOODOO WITCH DOCTORS NOR PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE SUCH AS [REDACTED] WHO TELLS ME WHEN ASKING FOR HELP TO FIND MY KIDS...THAT SHE IS 21..WELL 21 AND KIDNAPPED I THOUGHT WAS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE ACCORDING TO THE BIBLE..TITUS 1:1, 10-11...THE YOUNG BLONDE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY PRESENT THE NIGHT OF MY CASE JUNE 18TH...JUST CONNECTED TO ME CLARVOYANT...WHICH MEANS HE IS TORTURING EITHER [REDACTED] ACCORDING TO THE LAW OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...OR TO THE BILL OF RIGHTS...RESTITUTION REQUESTED AND CHILDREN'S FREEDOM STILL NOT RECEIVED...TELL SHERIFF DUANE WE AS TAX PAYERS WILL REQUEST AN INVESTIGATION WHY CHILDREN ARE BEING LABELED AS PROSTITUTES. NO ONLY HELD FALSELY AT ST. LOUIS COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER, BUT CHESTERFIELD POLICE AND UPS ON JEFFERSON AND CHOUTEAU ....DIVORCE DOES NOT FORSAKE ONES FREEDOM BILL OF RIGHTS DOES NOT STAND FOR MARRIED...THE FLAG...DOES NOT STAND FOR MARRIED...WE WILL SEEK THEIR RESIGNATIONS THOSE WHOM ARE PAID BY OUR DOLLARS BUT DENY OUR KIDS THEIR RIGHTS...JUDGES AS WELL..WE SEEK THEIR'S AND CLERKS OF SAINT LOUIS COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL ANY UNGODLY...UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR...THAT TAX PAYERS PAY FOR YOU NOT TO DO... SEE IF THE JUDGE [REDACTED]..OR JUDGE [REDACTED] RELEASED MY KIDS OR MY RESTITUTION TO NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER OR CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. OFFICER OLNEY OR LT. [REDACTED]...PROSECUTING ATTORNEY [REDACTED] I AM MY OWN ATTORNEY....PROSE'...IF SO WHY?...WHY ARE THEY DOING PSALM 2...WHEN GOD SAYS NOT TO ....WHEN MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214 SAYS NOT TO...MEANS THAT ROSETTA WOODBERRY ARE WORKING IN SYNC WHICH GOD SAYS...IS EVIL TEACHING FALSE TEACHERS...THESE PEGAMOM CHURCHES...METRO CHRISTIAN WORSHIP CENTER...BISHOP [REDACTED] WORD IS ALIVE...ST. PIUS ..[REDACTED] THE PSYCHIC AND THEIR PREISTS...NEW LIFE EVANGELISTIC CENTER...ARE PERGAMOM CHURCHES WHICH ARE OUTLINED IN REVELATIONS 2:26 THROUGH AS THEIVES...IT SEEMS THAT OUR COURTS ARE ALLOWING...
THE LEADERS TO KILL OUR KIDS...AS TAX PAYERS...TO KILL STEAL OUR PENSIONS...AND NOW OUR RESTITUTIONS...PERVERTED JUSTICE IS THIS OR NOT WE SEEK YOUR RESIGNATIONS....DEUTERONOMY 16:18..Judges and Justice

18"You shall appoint for yourself judges and officers in all your towns which the LORD your God is giving you, according to your tribes, and they shall judge the people with righteous judgment. 19"You shall not distort justice; you shall not be partial, and you shall not take a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the wise and perverts the words of the righteous. 20"Justice, and only justice, you shall pursue, that you may live and possess the land which the LORD your God is giving you
Ticket: # 580901 - Published My Personal Information on Internet

Date: 10/9/2015 1:21:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Sunnyvale, California 94086
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The website topdrz.com has published my home address and phone number on their site. My private information is not public record. They have not responded to my emails.
Here is the url:

[b] (6)
Ticket: # 581192 - please see attached and tell me why I am logged into my facebook or linkedin

Date: 10/9/2015 2:45:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I click this link. [b] (6)
why is it truncated...
this is what it should be.click the link to see multiple comments...not just one heading....notice the login of hte person...who is edward.stoner...for his facebook login...plese prosecute the to the fullest...missouri house bill 214...[b] (6)
Ticket: # 581263 - Expedia sending spam email
Date: 10/9/2015 3:06:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11206
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have unsubscribed from all expedia emails and it has been well over a month, I am still receiving emails multiple times per week.
Ticket: # 582569 - e-mail spam from my own e-mail address, despite repeatedly changing my password and sending repeated notices to AT&T Consumer Customer Service.

Date: 10/10/2015 11:21:54 AM
City/State/Zip: New Tazewell, Tennessee 37825
Company Complaining About: AT&T

---

Description
I have repeatedly submitted the following complaint to AT&T Consumer Customer Service without satisfaction! "I keep receiving spam from my own e-mail account, despite changing my account password, again! This is NOT acceptable! I do my part to protect my e-mail account, please enhance your e-mail security to prevent scammers from hijacking consumer e-mail accounts!"
Ticket: # 582653 - intrusion of my personal privacy

Date: 10/10/2015 12:20:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Portland, Oregon 97211
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
these people intrude on privacy with over the air frequency's every place i go ,included are in the privacy of my home,my car etc,,,,,they have also opened my mind up on or over the internet by going to setting then to connectivity then streaming and loading my mind or any body else the want to. With the use of disk from the republic of china,thought mind activation.I would like to know when this became leagle in the USA?also don't these frequency signal channels require a licence. please respond
Description
THERE SHOULD BE 123 EMAILS...BUT ONLY 35 SHOW UP...WHEN EXPORTING...FROM BOTH
SEE IF YOU CAN TRACE THIS LINK FROM THE EXCEL FILE COPIED OVER FROM MY
EMAIL ACCOUNT WOULD BE FOUND IN MY MAYOR'S CONTACTS...AND WHAT IS SHE TO ABDUCTION..INVESTIGATE LINK AT THE TOP OF MAYOR EXCEL FILE FOR POSSIBLE LINK EXCHANGE AND STRIPPING OF INFORMATION...
Ticket: # 582830 - sprint worker hacked FaceBook account and drop calls

Date: 10/10/2015 2:14:18 PM

City/State/Zip: Havertown, Pennsylvania 19083

Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description

Facebook forward me information someone with an unfamiliar location logged into my face book account on Oct 7, 201. I investigated the IP address [redacted] carrier id [redacted] at 8:03. I have spoken to sprint/virgin mobile several times complaining of lost calls and they assure me they would look into this matter. I have been having huge problems with cyber attack and hacking hacking call emails and home privacy. I would like to file a complaint and criminal charges, civil charges against sprint/ virgin mobile at this time. The hack came in from baltimore Md at 8:03pm
Ticket: # 582922 - Spam

Date: 10/10/2015 3:23:58 PM

City/State/Zip: Alexandria, Virginia 22308

Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description

I am receiving a tremendous amount of spam daily and have complained in vein to Verizon. I think it's coming from one source but headers list everything from cars to Medicare services. Can't find an email address to put in the blocking file.
Ticket: # 583230 - Credit checks without customer's permissions.
Date: 10/10/2015 9:09:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Redmond, Washington 98053
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Comcast ran a credit check on my SSN without my permission when I was trying to order a new internet service.
Ticket: # 583244 - People continuously hacking my internet, and computer

Date: 10/10/2015 9:36:43 PM
City/State/Zip: New Port Richey, Florida 34653
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
We have been dealing with this for awhile, the police department is aware of this as well. We have had computer hacked to the point of entire driver being completely erased, harddrives being x'ed out...you name it. They are still doing such. We sit at home, do personnel stuff, or schooling and the Wifi get completely disconnected. For no reason. I have reported to Verizon and they cannot find it. I pay for a service through Verizon and they need to do something about this. I know the connection that are doing such acts; they are: SecretService, 3PVYH, Actiontec-0586-2.4G, Cassidy's Mobile, FIOS-YBTI.

Each time they log in, I get full five bars from them, making my internet loose strength, all types of things. Now they have somehow tonight, again, disconnected my internet, messed with my printer, now we are again, having connection and computer issues. These people need to be stopped. I am very much done with it.

The police are also aware, awhile back, I have reported illegal activity from the same individuals and seemingly on purpose they are doing this.

Sent another link, with video, expounding upon our issue to your [b] (b) [email link].
Ticket: # 583268 - Privacy
Date: 10/10/2015 9:58:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90024
Company Complaining About: Chronicle Of The Horse

Description
Hello,
There is a forum online (Chronicle of the Horse) which does not allow you to unsubscribe from it. They suggest that you delete your posts, but that does not cover it, as people quote your posts in theirs. I do not want to be associated with this organization any longer, or have an account with them. I do not want to have my information or name searched by their members or be located within their site with online searches. This cannot be in accordance with online regulations. I understand that this is a small issue compared to the things that you deal with on a daily basis, but the right to be forgotten and online privacy are a big issue to many of us. There are many others who have requested to be removed and have met with the same bullying that I encountered, which has now deteriorated to threats.
Thank you for your time

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 583401 - spam
Date: 10/11/2015 8:59:50 AM
City/State/Zip: Hampden, Maine 04444
Company Complaining About: Not A Provider Problem

Description
I'm receiving a lot of spam with '.gov' in the email address. How can they do that?
Ticket: # 583500 - Fraudulent 800 number linked to Internet scam  
Date: 10/11/2015 11:40:59 AM  
City/State/Zip: Washington, District Of Columbia 20015  
Company Complaining About: Verizon  

**Description**  
My iPad safari browser froze this morning. I received a pop up message indicating that due to security concerns, I needed to call this 800 number; [redacted]. I called the number, and it appeared like a scam to me. I hung up. I was able to access the Internet via another device, and it is clear that this is a scam fishing exercise that is been going on for at least three months. Using the same phone number. I would like an explanation on why the FCC allows an 800 number to be used for such an illegal purposes for so long? The representative indicated that my computer needed to be frozen because I have been ignoring the phone calls from Apple. It is true that I had received two or three calls which I determined or scam. They were looking to gain access to my computer to resolve a so called security issue. They misrepresented themselves as agents for Apple. From the looks of the Internet, this is been going on for a long time. The FCC needs to step in and enforce the laws and prosecute this scammer.
Ticket: # 583586 - Unauthorized Credit Check by At&t U-Verse

Date: 10/11/2015 1:21:37 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92116
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The AT&T Sales Representative failed to mention that he would be running a hard-credit check on my account, otherwise I would have told him to no we are not interested. We had a wireless provider, but AT&T offered a 30-day free trial. The prices were competitive so we tried it out (we cancelled the account before 30 days, due to the horrendous customer service). Our representative told me he needed my info to setup the account. One year later I see he did an unauthorized credit check on my account. I recently disputed with Equifax, and they denied my claim. I will be writing for a reinvestigation, because I never authorized the check.
Ticket: # 583652 - virus
Date: 10/11/2015 2:39:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Baltimore, Maryland 21224
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
group of people sand us virus from India to my P C asking to fix is skim -250$ phon# is (b) (6)
Ticket: # 583662 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...

Date: 10/11/2015 2:50:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE SEE LINK BELOW...AND IF IS TEACHING KIDS LIKE TO BECOME BATS AND IF HE HAS A SPELL ON MY KIDS AND HIS MOTHER, HIS SISTERS, FORCING THEM TO DO SEXUAL ACTS... THIS PAGE OF PREVIOUSLY LIVED...FOR SOME REASON WHO LIVES IN BALLWIN BELIEVES THAT I DID NOT PAY CHILD SUPPORT FOR MY HAVE A SON WHOM MAY HAVE ASSUMED THAT I DID NOT CARE FOR MY KIDS...BUT ACCORDING TO MY DIVORCE CASE WILL SHOW RECORDS THAT I DID..PLEASE INVESTIGATE WHY PROFILE SHOW SUCH LIES...WHEN I WAS SUDDENLY LET GO AT AT&T ...TIM STIRSMAN WAS MY BOSS..WHO LIVED IN INDIANA AND REMOTELY WORKED FOR AT&T...SEE IF YOU CAN FIND OUT IF THEY ARE TRAFFICKING ME OR MY .SEE IF THEY'VE FALSELY ACCUSED AND HAD THEM ARRESTED...SEE IF THE MGA OF MISSOURI HAVE BEEN RAPE MY KIDS...THE MGA...WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN THE OTHER PERSON IN MY INTERVIEW WITH, WHERE I DID NOT CHOOSE TO COMPLETE TEST AFTER THE ORAL REJECTION ...WAS GIVEN...SEE IF HE LIED AND SAID I FLUNKED THE TEST...IF SO ASK HIM WHY I WAS INVITED TO A 3RD INTERVIEW AT EMERSON...ASK HIM WHY HE CONTINUED TO REFER TO HOW MANY EMERSON MADE REFRIGERATORS THEY WERE SELLING. IS IT BECAUSE THEY KIDNAP KIDS WHO TAKE THAT TEST AND BEND THE ANSWER TO SEMANTICS ARE IN CONTROL RATHER THAN TRUTH...WHICH MEANS IS TRAFFICKING MY KIDS AND I FROM MY EMPLOYMENT WITH UNITY....PLEASE INVESTIGATE AS TO THE FREQUENCY OF THE TEST GIVEN TO CANDIDATES OF EMERSON...AND SEEK CLARITY AS TO WHY QUESTION NUMBER OF THE INTERVIEW IS BLANCED AND WHY CONTINUES TO RAPE AND KIDNAP MY KIDS INTO JAIL...
Ticket: # 583673 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...

Date: 10/11/2015 3:00:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
WHY IS [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] AND BISHOP [REDACTED] CONNECTED TO ME EVERY MORNING...WHEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS A FELONY OFFENSE...BE IT AFRICAN OR PSYCHIC OR NOT...WHO VOODOO WITCHDOCTORS SEEM TO FOLLOW ME SINCE LEAVING 63118 WHERE I STAYED FOR 2 YEARS AFTER LEAVING THE COUNTY TO SEE WHAT WAS HAPPENING TO OUR CHILDREN WHICH NOW HAS PROGRESSED TO MY CHILDREN DUE TO [REDACTED]. AND [REDACTED]...ASK [REDACTED] WHY SHE SAID TO ME WHEN I DIVORCED YOU CAN ALWAYS GET A HOUSE...WHAT IS HER ULTERIOR MOTIVE...IN CONNECTION WITH MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SHE WAS ONE OF THE RESPONDENTS I INVITED TO COURT UNDER JUDGE [REDACTED]' AS WELL AS [REDACTED], WHOM DID NOT SHOW AND JUDGE [REDACTED] DENIED MY RIGHTS TO FIND MY KIDS...NOW IT SEEMS THAT [REDACTED] TAKE THEM BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL 9TH FLOOR AND KANSAS CITY TO MAKE MONEY FOR [REDACTED]...
Description
TRAFFICKED SO PEOPLE CAN'T GET JOBS...AT CITY AND COUNTY OF SAINT LOUIS...WHAT IS ST. VINCENT'S DEPAUL CONNECTION TO EMERSON AND REFRIGERATED JAIL CELLS...IN 2013, I WAS IN AN INTERVIEW WITH EMERSON AFTER REQUESTING ON FACEBOOK IF I COULD USE HIM AS A REFERENCE. SOON AFTER THAT I GOT AN INTERVIEW NO PREFERENCE FROM HIM...WITH A ...THE LAST INTERVIEW INCLUDED WITH WHAT APPEARED TO BE WRITTEN TEST. REASON FOR DOUBT OF ITS EXPECTATION WAS THAT I WAS HANDED A 4 SHEET STAPLED PAPER WITH 2 QUESTIONS ON EACH PAGE. THE FIRST QUESTION WAS "WHAT IS DATA REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT ?" I BEGAN TO WRITE THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION..AND THE MANAGER MR. SAID, NO I WANT YOU TO SPEAK THE ANSWER. I ANSWERED REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY IS USING KEEP THE STRUCTURE OF TABLES USING PRIMARY AND FOREIGN KEYS TO MAINTAIN CONFORMITY...WHICH IS WHY DATA REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY IS IMPORTANT....THE MANAGER MR. GAVE ME THE GONG SHOW RESPONSE...AND THE GENTLEMAN TO HIS LEFT SEEMED TO WORK FOR MGA...SAID NO WHAT SHE SAID WAS RIGHT...HE SAID I WANTED HER TO SAY SOMETHING ABOUT PARENTS AND ORPHANS...WHICH I DID NOT SAY ...AS I WAS LESS INCLINED TO COMPLETE THE REMAINDER OF THE TEST. I WAS INVITED BACK TO ANOTHER INTERVIEW...AS HE KEPT REFERRING TO THE SELL OF SO MANY REFRIGERATORS THE FIRST TEK REPRESENTATIVES SAID IS N'T THAT GOOD BUSINESS FOR THE COMPANY...PLEASE SEEK WHY MY KIDS ARE MISSING... AND WHO WAS AWAY IN THE MILITARY WHAT HAS CONNECTED TO ME EVERY MORNING...WHEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS A FELONY OFFENSE...BE IT AFRICAN OR PSYCHIC OR NOT...WHO VOODOO WITCHDOCTORS SEEM TO FOLLOW ME SINCE LEAVING 63118 WHERE I STAYED FOR 2 YEARS AFTER LEAVING THE COUNTY TO SEE WHAT WAS HAPPENING TO OUR CHILDREN WHICH NOW HAS PROGRESSED TO MY CHILDREN DUE TO ME WHEN I DIVORCED YOU CAN ALWAYS GET A HOUSE...WHAT IS HER ULTERIOR MOTIVE..IN CONNECTION WITH MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214...SHE WAS ONE OF THE RESPONDENTS I INVITED TO COURT UNDER JUDGE , WHOM DID NOT SHOW AND JUDGE DENIED MY RIGHTS TO FIND MY KIDS...NOW IT SEEMS THAT TAKE THEM BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL 9TH FLOOR AND KANSAS CITY TO MAKE MONEY FOR...
Ticket: # 583733 - Unauthorized inquiry into my credit by Comcast without my knowledge or permission

Date: 10/11/2015 4:14:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Spokane, Washington 99208
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I called Comcast on 10-10-2015 to inquire about disconnecting a modem box that I've had for years as it stopped working. In the conversation, the agent, named [redacted], attempted to up-sell me to another service which I declined. Today, on 10-11-2015 I received a notice from my credit service monitor, Transunion, that an inquiry had been made on my account - and it turns out it is from Comcast on 10-10-2015. That has impacted my credit score. Considering I have been a stable paying customer for over ten years and that I have not changed addresses in over 10 years and that I only asked what the service was and did not commit to it, I am filing a complaint against Comcast for consumer fraud and invasion or privacy. I have the document from Transunion to back up my claim.
Ticket: # 583751 - human trafficking at mid-county library; carpenter library and main library
Date: 10/11/2015 4:36:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
THE MAIN LIBRARIAN HAS KIDNAPPED MY KIDS...[b] (6)________________________...SHE HAS HAD ME EVEICTED FROM [b] (6)________________________ 63118...SHE USES PHAROS TO TRAP PEOPLE ONLINE JOB SUBMISSION SO THEY CAN'T GET JOBS TO PAY THEIR BILLS...THE CARPENTER LIBRARY HOST MANY ZOMBIE ACTIVITY WHICH TELLS ME SHE IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING...WHICH IS A VIOLATION OF MISSOURI HOUSE BILL 214.PLEASE INVESTIGATE THE HEAD LIBRARIAN OF CARPENTER...WHO IS AFRICAN AMERICAN AND FEMALE TALL AND A LITTLE HEAVY SET..MAY BE WORKIGN WITH CHURCES TO HEAVE THE PEOPLE RAPED AND HIDDEN IN REFRIGERATED JAIL CELLS...PLEASE INVESTIGATE ARREST SHE AND KRISTEN SARTH THE SAINT LOUIS CLOUNTY LIBRARY DIRECTOR FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING VIA THE MID-COUNTY TRAPPING OF INFORMAITION...[b] (6)________________________
Ticket: # 583775 - hacking of my network, phone emulation, takeover of devices

Date: 10/11/2015 5:01:32 PM

City/State/Zip: Sweet Home, Oregon 97386

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description

somehow I have had all of my devices taken through wireless hacking but have managed to get them back. I am dealing with continued harassment to maintain control of my devices. There is something to do with my network, home location and the fact I live in an R.V. with the typical antennas that I believe are part of a much larger plan. I need help because my life has been threatened and attempts to kill me have been made.
Ticket: # 583825 - Unable to unsubscribe
Date: 10/11/2015 6:01:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Katy, Texas 77494
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Receiving two emails a day from San Antonio Express news. The "unsubscribe" option continually connects me to a screen that says an error has occurred. I have contacted customer service and brought it to their attention 10 times so far and the issue on the "unsubscribe" has not been fixed and I am still receiving their emails. I have requested them to stop sending the emails during each of my past 10 conversations with them and each time they advise the issue has been fixed and I will no longer receive emails. Still receiving 2 a day
Ticket: # 583838 - epicurious.com not honoring email unsubscribe request
Date: 10/11/2015 6:07:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
On 9-26-2015, I requested to be unsubscribed from epicurious.com unsolicited emails. They did not honor the request, and I am still receiving unwanted email every day from them on my phone. Attempts to contact them about this matter have been unsuccessful. Attached are a couple supporting documents.

Regards,
Ticket: # 583943 - Company not compliant with can-spam

Date: 10/11/2015 8:02:27 PM

City/State/Zip: Winston-salem, North Carolina 27103

Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description

Directv at [b] (6) and Directbuy at [b] (6) have not stopped sending me emails for months. I have unsubscribed over and over yet nothing changes. This needs to stop.
Ticket: # 584433 - Received threat in email  
Date: 10/12/2015 10:52:35 AM  
City/State/Zip: Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067  
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Received a threatening email that threatens to launch a cyber attack unless money is paid immediately. Text of the email is below. Originating address claims to be: (b) (6)

To introduce ourselves first:

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Or just google (b) (6) and you will find more info.

So, it’s your turn!

All your servers and websites will be going under attack unless you pay 10 Bitcoin.

Pay to (b) (6)

Please note that it will not be easy to mitigate our attack, because our current UDP flood power is 400-500 Gbps.

We are aware that you probably don’t have 40 BTC at the moment, so we are giving you 24 hours to get BTC and pay us.

Find the best exchanger for you on (b) (6). You can pay directly through exchanger to our BTC address, you don’t even need to have BTC wallet.

Current price of 1 BTC is about 230 USD, so we are cheap, at the moment. But if you ignore us, price will increase.

IMPORTANT: You don’t even have to reply. Just pay 10 BTC to the above BTC address we will know it’s you and you will never hear from us again.

But if you ignore us, and don’t pay within 24 hours, long term attack will start, price to stop will go to 100 BTC and will keep increasing for every hour of attack.

If you think about reporting us to authorities, feel free to try. But it will not help. We are not amateurs. The best thing that can happen, they will go publicly about it. We will, again, get some free publicity. But for you, price will go up.
IMPORTANT: It?s a one-time payment. Pay and you will not hear from us ever again!

In many cases, our ?customers? fear that if they pay us once, we will be back and ask for more. That?s not how we work. We never attack the same target twice.

We do bad things, but we keep our word.
Thank you?
Ticket: # 584766 - internet blackmail

Date: 10/12/2015 12:27:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32507-3463
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Can anything be done about the DOS attack threats regarding the Ashley-Madison info breach? They have threatened me and demanded bitcoin payment several times. I will not pay, of course, but would like to see the perpetrators put down.
Ticket: # 584996 - i get about 90 spams a day

Date: 10/12/2015 1:42:31 PM

City/State/Zip: The Villages, Florida 32162

Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description

all kinds...dating, jobs, finance, new cars.......i unsubscribed for a while but I noticed a junk file in my centurylink inbox. 1,095 spams in 2 weeks
Ticket: # 585247 - No opt out of unsolicited email

Date: 10/12/2015 3:02:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Hurst, Texas 76054
Company Complaining About: Sprint

Description
Jg wentworth $5000 cash advance notice
Ticket: # 585258 - Unsubscribe requests being ignored

Date: 10/12/2015 3:07:41 PM

City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94103

Company Complaining About: Nyu Active Minds

Description
NYU Active Minds club not respecting unsubscribe requests and emailing old lists with all addresses in the to: field, revealing everyone's email address. I requested to be unsubscribed on 9/15/15, and received two subsequent emails, most recently on 10/12/15.
Ticket: # 585363 - Unsolicited Text Message Received on My Cell Phone.

Date: 10/12/2015 3:50:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Indiana 47201
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
I have been receiving text messages from this number [b](6)XXXXXXXXX. The message reads: "Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit [b](6)XXXXXXXXX". The text messages do not include information on the sender, too.
Ticket: # 585646 - Unsubscribe not working for emails from admin@endcitizensunited.org

Date: 10/12/2015 5:32:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98199
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
Hello,
Over the last month I've attempted to unsubscribe from emails from the [redacted] domain. Not only do they make a blatant effort at hiding the unsubscribe button in their emails, their system also ignores the unsubscribe. I cannot be the only one being harassed by this group.
Description
I have received several text messages that say, "Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit (b) (6)__________.

This SMS message comes from (b) (6)__________ Thank you.
Description
I did not subscribe to receiving dozens of spamm daily from Yellow Yails. Their spams only include a link to unsubscribe- just to verify my active email.

No way to end these, just being bombarded with fake gift offers and products for sale.
Ticket: # 586392 - Forced to accept terms & receive phone & text messages
Date: 10/13/2015 6:53:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Cary, Illinois 60013
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I filed a claim for reimbursement with Hyundai USA at

I was required to enter both email & phone numbers on the form. There is a statement with a check of box that says "By clicking here, you consent that we (Hyundai Motor America) may contact you using pre-recorded voice messages/text messages and automatic telephone dialing system to your cell or other phone numbers provided by you as the law allows even if it results in a charge to you. You do not have to consent in order to obtain any of our products or services."

The last sentence says you do not need to consent to receive services. I did not check the box but the form would not allow me to submit without accepting the terms of this statement. I do not want any phone calls or text messages from them at any time but I do want my refund for the recall that I had repaired prior to receiving the notice of recall.
Ticket: # 586429 - Unwanted repeated commercial spam
Date: 10/13/2015 8:20:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90028
Company Complaining About: Hollywood Bjj

Description
I keep receiving solicitations from a martial arts business called "BJJ Hollywood". They do not have an opt-out/unsubscribe option in the email. I never signed up for the email, have never attended - nor heard of - this school. I have written to them 3 times asking to be removed from the list.

Here is today's email pasted and I've attached a few others with my final request for removal. There have been 2-3 additional emails outside of that:

Don’t forget to get your ticket for Seminar!

Sign up online!
Ticket: # 586511 - SPAM

Date: 10/13/2015 9:22:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Woodbury, Minnesota 55125
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I keep getting spam even after I have opted out and sent an email to these peoples abuse email. I want it to stop.
Ticket: # 586555 - Solicitation complaint

Date: 10/13/2015 9:46:10 AM

City/State/Zip: Washington, Illinois 61571

Company Complaining About: (b) (6)

Description
My email address is and has been registered on do not solicit. (b) (6) company evidently received my email address and has emailed solicitations weekly to as frequently as daily. To request them to stop, you have to create an account, which I don't want. After several weeks, I replied to 3 of their solicitations asking them each time to stop. 2 of the 3 times someone from their company replied stating they would cease. The solicitations have continued and are now coming daily. The final reply I sent outlined my intentions to pursue legal council if they don't stop. That was 2 weeks ago and I am still receiving solicitations daily, including today.
Ticket: # 586626 - My Mobile Number is being used to send mass text messages

Date: 10/13/2015 10:27:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Canyon Lake, Texas 78133
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
My mobile number [REDACTED] has been stolen and used to send mass text messages w/ the following verbiage and link:

"Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit [REDACTED]."

It does not discriminate between land lines or mobile and is sent as a text message (not iMessage). I was made aware by the mass number of angry responses to stop texting people. Further, I received the carrier messages that "this is a landline".

The texts do not show up on carrier's (Verizon's) network as being sent by my device.

Please help stop these texts from being sent.

Sincerely, [REDACTED]
Description
I have tried to unsubscribe on-line 3 times and also called the company twice to stop their emails. They continue multiple times daily.
Ticket: # 586943 - unwanted text messages
Date: 10/13/2015 12:06:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Tustin, California 92780
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I constantly get a message from free i phone.com. I dont want to recieve anything from them but I cant access my phone because this stupid ad keeps popping up. I am on the do not call list. I have asked them to stop but it still keeps happening.
Ticket: # 587328 - E-mails
Date: 10/13/2015 1:41:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Punta Gorda, Florida 33950
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I receive about 50 to 70 e-mails per day about companies trying to sell stuff. Many have no unsubscribe choices and even the ones I unsubscribe to keep sending junk. I have called some by phone and they want my last 4 numbers of my credit card. I refuse and they keep sending junk mail. Please stop them. If you want I will forward them to your agency.
Ticket: # 587555 - Unsubscribe ALL
Date: 10/13/2015 2:35:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Stop being an asshole and unsubscribe all and for all time.
Ticket: # 587656 - Unwanted messages sent to me via text message and the person is insulting me.

Date: 10/13/2015 3:04:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Anaheim, California 92806
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Today I began receiving messages from the number [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6), first it appeared to be a person trying to confirm my identity, a few days later then sent more messages telling me her name is Mrs. [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6) from a company called Suncorp Group LTD. telling me my resume has been viewed and sent to their head department. A few days after this they sent more messages listing the jobs available. None of these are what I would want to do and then asking me which job I am applying for. I did not apply for anything with this company. The then told me the company was called DSM a Global Science Based company active in health and nutrition and Materials. When asking this person to remove me from their database they started calling me names and being unprofessional. I told them if they continued to contact me I would report them. They continued to harass me via text message and calling me names.
Ticket: # 587905 - Website will not honor Unsubscribe request

Date: 10/13/2015 4:09:26 PM

City/State/Zip: Laurel, Maryland 20708

Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have unsubscribed multiple times from the website, [redacted] over the past several months. However, I'm still receiving emails from them.
Ticket: # 588097 - Citibike releases PII

Date: 10/13/2015 5:09:20 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10011
Company Complaining About: Citibike

Description
Citibike released 300 email addresses in an email, causing multiple spam messages, and additionally, giving strangers access to a large collection of personal email addresses. This is completely contradictory to their privacy policy [b](6)
Ticket: # 588120 - unwanted texts
Date: 10/13/2015 5:13:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Glen Allen, Virginia 23059
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Have told them over 5 times to stop contacting / texting me. They tell me to call [Redacted], but they continue. My number [Redacted]
Ticket: # 588155 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING...I JUST GOT AN EMAIL FROM SAINT LOUIS COUNTY ASSESSOR

Date: 10/13/2015 5:21:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

..SARA OF ADULT ABUSE OFFICE...JUDGE [REDACTED] 63105...I WAS JUST READING AN EMAIL ABOUT THE PROPERTY AT [REDACTED], 63146 WHEN I WENT TO REPLY IT WAS TAKEN...PLEASE INVESTIGATE [REDACTED] TAKING THE PROPERTY UNDER A MORTGAGE FOR [REDACTED], NAME OR [REDACTED], NAME FOR [REDACTED]...THE EMAIL WAS FROM [REDACTED] I THINK...I STILL CAN'T EMAIL FROM [REDACTED]...SEE IF [REDACTED] OR [REDACTED] OZZIE SMITH AND [REDACTED]...OR CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPT. OR [REDACTED]...
Ticket: # 588179 - Computer hacked from Facebook
Date: 10/13/2015 5:27:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Washington, District Of Columbia 20019
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I got a threat from Crystal theboss from a group I joined earlier 2015, I got a pic from her and the word Bitch on the comment stating when I feel threatened I hit back and you don't want to mess with me; then a ghost message appeared on my computer when I got onto google stating I can see everything you do...My computer was hacked and I received a phone on 10/12/15 trying to scam me into paying on a student loan I actually owe. They gave me a phone number and address and I called to verify and of course it was bogus. I'm supposed to get a call back 10/14/15 for more details...They have my address, telephone number and god knows what else...I have done the necessary things such as calling my bank;changing passwords Now what else should I do...Facebook should be held responsible for the encroachment and hacked items. I would also press charges on who has done this to me....
Ticket: # 588204 - Spam email ..unable to opt out
Date: 10/13/2015 5:31:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Enumclaw, Washington 98022
Company Complaining About: Xx

Description
I am getting spam emails I have tried to unsubscribe but the link does nothing  I have sent them several emails  and I have called them several times and still get the emails
The company is
Copyright© 2015 - Champion-America. All Rights Reserved -
This email was sent by: Champion America Stony Creek Branford, CT, 06405, USA
Ticket: # 588229 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Date: 10/13/2015 5:36:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
CONTINUED TRAFFICKING OF MY EMAIL...PLEASE INVESTIGATE [b] (6) [b] FOR EMAIL TRAPPED AT [b] (6) [b] AND [b] (6) [b]..SEE IF GATEWAY CLOSED BY AT&T AT MID COUNTY LIBRARY AT [b] (6) [b] AND [b] (6) [b] AVENUE...63105....SEE ATTACHED SEE IF PHAROS IS IN USE..
Ticket: # 588252 - HUMAN TRAFFICKING AGAIN

Date: 10/13/2015 5:39:31 PM

City/State/Zip: Clayton, Missouri 63105

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description

TRAPPED EMAIL AT (b) (6) AND (b) (6) ...WHEN TRYING SEND FROM (b) (6) AT MID COUNTY LIBRARY LOCATED AT (b) (6) AND (b) (6) AVENUE...63105
Ticket: # 588828 - ABUSE REPORT - malspam/phishing campaign from ahsuniverse[.]com
Date: 10/13/2015 10:23:39 PM
City/State/Zip: North Las Vegas, Nevada 89085
Company Complaining About: Godaddy

Description
To whom it may concern,

I am acting on behalf of spear-phishing victims [b](6). This abuse report has been created because the domain [b](6), listed below in the whois lookup, has been participating in a spear-phishing campaign aimed at customers of the Latter-Blum real estate company based out of New Orleans, LA. It's perceived goal is to lift e-mail account credentials, with no malicious redirects have been noted at this time. The real estate company website for Latter & Blum allegedly suffered a compromise of their own and unauthorized individuals started a spear-phishing campaign utilizing the company's e-mail system to the company's active customers. In this instance, the e-mail was sent from compromised account [b](6) to one of the company's customers, using the domain ahsuniverse.com as the credential lifting landing page, disguised as a dropbox link.

It is unknown if a police report or FCC complaint has been filed from Latter & Blum, Inc, however since the phishing landing page is still active and capable of lifting log-on credentials, this report is being generated to inform the provider of the misuse. I am filing the FCC complaint on behalf of the victims.

Below you will find the entire whois record of the malicious domain and the original spear-phishing e-mail received by the victim customer; [b](6). No further information from Latter & Blum, Inc is available.

The malicious link inside the e-mail has been "de-fanged" to prevent accidental clicking. The whois record contains active links to potentially malicious, compromised, or spoofed domains. Be cautious.

This abuse report is being sent to all listed contact and abuse e-mails from the whois contact database, the webmaster and internet service provider. All parties have been notified and it is my intention to have actionable results by cleansing this domain in the event it was compromised or the malicious account removed permanently, if possible.

Thank you for your time and assistance.
Jo Ann used Dropbox to share some files with you!

Click here to view

Ticket: # 588883 - hacked
Date: 10/13/2015 11:26:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Corpus Christ, Texas 78413
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
We have had TWC, Grande, AT&T and keep getting hacked on all accounts and can't stop it - as Tmobile said to me - it's beyond them - well someone needs to stop it - I am tired and done and want the crap to stop - my privacy and kids have been invaded and we have rights and ENOUGH!!! You want to know our business stand in line and start paying as I never gave up our rights to be invaded or our privacy by these companies
Ticket: # 589045 - Spam on wireless device
Date: 10/14/2015 8:39:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Danville, California 94526
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have requested that the sender stop spamming but he will not stop. This is the message:
From: (b) (6)
Subject: Proposal

Message Body:
How would you like to get your company in front of 10,000 new prospects every month?

Now you can! Using our email marketing platform - you can send emails to OUR opt in databases.

> Send 10,000 Emails for Only $99
> Use our Whitelisted Outbound Servers
> Use our Opt-In Targeted Databases
> Web Based Tracking Available 24/7
> 99% INBOX Delivery Guaranteed

Click Here to get started:
[ (b) (6) ]

Call us and we will send you some new customers as early as next week.

Patrick Thomas
Bulk Marketing Expert | 19+ Years
[ (b) (6) ]

Click Here to unsubscribe:
[ (b) (6) ]
Ticket: # 589049 - I get a ridiculous amount of unwanted emails, I guess aka spam
Date: 10/14/2015 8:45:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Marana, Arizona 85653-8549
Company Complaining About: Centurylink

Description
I get an unmanageable amount of unwanted emails aka spam I think and I opt out and unsubsidized to them but it is a full time job and I am not that well versed in doing anything beyond what I have been doing which is unsubsidized and opting out.
Ticket: # 589125 - Spam Text on mobile phone

Date: 10/14/2015 9:32:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67230
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Received a spam text with an unknown link to a website saying 'Thank you for your loyalty, now you can upgrade your device at no cost, please visit [b] (6) [b] This happened 10/14/15 at 8:24am.
Ticket: # 589237 - Canadian Pharmacy Harassment

Date: 10/14/2015 10:27:02 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10069
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
Canadian Pharmacy has been calling morning and night over the past year and it is absolutely harassing. No matter how many times you tell them you have NEVER ordered from them, they still call. To make matters worse, they are now TEXTING me and I am getting charged by each text. This is the second day. PLEASE STOP THEM.
Ticket: # 589289 - Unwanted emails
Date: 10/14/2015 10:49:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90015
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I have opted out of receiving emails from Delias several times but they keep sending me messages. Recently they deactivated their opt-out link at the bottom of their emails.
Ticket: # 589371 - Plaza Auto Mall
Date: 10/14/2015 11:15:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, New York 11210
Company Complaining About: Optimum Cable

Description
I have called the retail store and spoken to countless people. I have unsubscribed online and even blocked the email address but they keep coming.
Ticket: # 589632 - Unwanted text message
Date: 10/14/2015 12:27:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37211
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I have received two text messages from an unknown sender saying my MasterCard account would be locked. I do NOT have a MC account. Each text message included a link for me to click to prevent the account from being locked (which I did not click)

I have received 2 texts this morning within an hour, appearing to be from different senders:

The link in the text was: [b] (6) [b] (6)

If this is not the right location for this, please let me know.
Ticket: # 589708 - Internet Facebook Complaint

Date: 10/14/2015 12:46:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Gainsville, Florida 32608

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 589725 - Electronics Hacking Complaint
Date: 10/14/2015 12:48:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Niles, Illinois 60714

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry
Ticket: # 589737 - Email Scams
Date: 10/14/2015 12:49:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Willowbrook, Illinois 60527

Description
Postal Mail Ticket Ready For Data Entry